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TERESA GERRARD 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis uses a number of sources to piece together evidence ofworking-class 
reading habits during the period 1850 to 1914: autobiographies, library borrowing 
records, middle-class contemporary observations, and answers to correspondents 
pages in popular periodicals. 
Middle-class dominance of literary production through the publishing industry, 
librarians, editors, and book reviews helped to shape working class autobiographical 
representations of reading. Literary conventions of autobiographies limit them as a 
source. By portraying the authors' life as a success story the genre puts greater 
emphasis on the reading of accepted classics and canonical works. 
Studies of two early libraries show how notions of class and gender affected the 
provision of texts in libraries. Later records prove that reading for leisure purposes had 
increased dramatically over the period fi.-om 1850 to 1914 and that juvenile literature 
was popular even with adult readers. Changes' in the publishing industry and the 
popularity of genres are reflected in the library stock. 
An alternative source confirms these trends. The answers to correspondence pages of 
the London Journal, Reynolds' Newspaper and the Family Herald reveal that a 
number of common readers wanted to read in order to better themselves socially and 
intellectually. A popularised version of autodidact culture was both promoted and 
sought in the pages ofpopular periodicals. 
The thesis concludes that two distinct trends in reading are evident through the period: 
reading for self-improvement subtly shaped by autodidact culture, and an increase in 
leisure reading. 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
Where do we find evidence of reading? The ownership of a book does not guarantee it 
has been read. Circulation figures of a newspaper are not an index of its readership and 
the loan of a book from a library is not an indicator that the borrower even opened its 
pages. The evidence is often circumstantial. Studies based upon texts themselves, 
changes in publication figures and surveys drawing on the theoretical views of 
contemporary observers have drawn a general picture of changing attitudes towards 
reading matter.l Surveys ofwills and library records have shown us what readers 
owned or borrowed, not what they read, and have tended to rely upon the exceptions 
for the main body of their evidence. 2 Other studies based on the diaries and 
1 For examples see Richard D.Altick, The English Common Reader. A Social History ofthe Mass 
Reading Public, 1800-1900, Columbus: Ohio State University Press (1998; first published by The 
University of Chicago Press, 1957); Jeffrey Brooks, When Russia Learned to Read: Literacy and 
Popular Culture, 1861-1917, Guildford, Surrey: Princeton University Press (1985); Jon P. Klancher, 
The Making ojEnglish Reading Audiences, 1790-1832, London: University of Wisconsin Press 
(1987); Joseph McAleer, Popular Reading and Publishing in Britain, 1914-1950, Oxford: Clarendon 
Press (1992); R.K. Webb The British Working Class Reader, 1790-1848: Literacy and Social Tension, 
London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. (1955). 
2 For examples see William. Gilmore, Reading Becomes a Necessity ofLife: Material and Cultural 
Life in Rural New England, 1730-1830, Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press (1988); Paul 
Kaufinan, Libraries and Their Users: Collected Papers in Library History, London: The Library 
Association (1969); Ronald 1. Zboray, A Fictive People: Antebellum Economic Development and the 
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autobiographies of readers, or marginalia, get closer to actual evidence of reading, 
though the authors themselves tend to be exceptional.3 The inherent problem of 
winnowing out the evidence in order to reconstruct the history of reading has become 
a subject of academic debate. 
Origins of the debate: The history of the book 
This debate can be traced through the historiography of the history ofthe book. As a 
scholarly discipline this has developed in different ways in different countries. Until the 
1970s, the Anglo-American approach to book history was dominated by the work of 
analytical bibliographers such as Fredson Bowers, Philip Gaskell, Ronald B. 
McKerrow, S.H. Steinberg and G.Thomas Tanselle.4 They tended to focus upon the 
book as a physical object and upon the material and editorial aspects of book 
production. 5 Interest in the history of reading remained limited to the more traditional 
historical topics of establishing changing rates of literacy and tracing the history of 
printing, education and the rise of public institutions such as the free public library. 
American Reading Public, New York: Oxford University Press (1993). 
3 For examples see Cathy N. Davidson, Reading in America, Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press (1989); Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Wonns: The Cosmos ofa Sixteenth-Century 
Miller, trans. by Anne and John Tedeschi, London: Routledge &Keegan Paul (1980); Jonathan Rose, 

The IntellectualliJe ofthe British Working Classes, New Haven and London: Yale University Press 

(2001). 

4 See Fredson Bowers, Bibliography and Textual Criticism, Oxford: Clarendon Press (1964); Philip A. 

Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography, Oxford: Clarendon Press (1972); Ronald B. McKerrow, 

An Introduction to Bibliography for Literary Students, Oxford: Clarendon Press (1927); S.H. 

Steinberg, Five Hundred Years afPrinting, Harmondsworth, Midd.: Penguin (1955); G. Thomas 

Tanselle, Selected Studies in Bibliography, Charlottesville: Bibliographical Society of the University 

of Virginia (1979). 

5 For a discussion of the various strands of historical bibliography see D. F. McKenzie, Bibliography 

and the SOCiology of the Text, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (new ed. 1999; first published 

by the British Library, 1986), pp.I-16. 

2 
The Annales school of socio-economic history which dominated French l'historie du 
livre from the 1960s influenced others such as Henri-Jean Martin and Roger Chartier. 
They sought to understand the wider role of the book in society, attempting to place 
the products of the printing press in their economic, social, religious and intellectual 
contexts. They concentrated on the book as a social phenomenon, concerned to chart 
the spread of culture by examining the spread of print to the different social groups in 
the ancien regime. Essentially, historians such as Henri-Jean Martin, Franyois Furet, 
Robert Estivals and Frederic Barbier attempted to discover general patterns of book 
production and consumption over long stretches of time by constructing long-term 
series afstatistics. 6 They sought to fmd out who had access to which texts using 
registers afbook privileges, sales of copyright, the annual Biliographie de la France, 
catalogues of printers and booksellers, and wills and inventories ofpersonal property. 
From this they drew conclusions about how social differences were culturally 
translated. 
A key text in this field is Henri Jean Martin and Lucien Febvre's monograph 
L 'Apparition du Livre published in 1958.7 Focusing on France and Germany for the 
period 1450-1800, the authors argued that the technology of the printing press resulted 
in a communications revolution that in tum affected cultural processes and change. For 
example, according to this thesis by enabling multiple copies of works to be distributed 
6 For a discussion oftheir work and an overview ofFrench research see Wallace Kirsop, 'Literary 
History and the Book Trade: the Lessons ofL'Apparition du livre' in Australian Journal ofFrench 
Studies, 16 (1979), pp.488-535. 
7 Lucien Febvre & Henri-Jean Martin, L'Apparition du livre, Paris: Albin Michel (1958). This text 
was planned by Febvre and completed by Martin following Febvre's death. Specialised sections were 
written by Anne Basanoff, Henri Bernard-Maitre, Moche Catane, Marie-Roberte Guignard and 
3 
accurately and rapidly, the printing press helped sustain the Renaissance and enabled 
the Reformation to sweep across Europe. Although Wallace Kirsop has pointed out 
that their ideas were not formulated in isolation the influence of L 'Apparition du Livre 
and ofits English translation in 1976 cannot be denied. s 
In The Gutenberg Galaxy (1962) Marshall McLuhan popularised the idea in the 
English-speaking world that the invention of printing in the fifteenth century critically 
altered modes of communication in Western society.9 The subsequent publication of 
Eisenstein's The Printing Press as an Agent ofChange and of Robert Damton's The 
Business ofEnlightenment (both in 1979) respectively developed McLuhan's and 
Martin and Febvre's central theme: that the history ofthe book trade is part of the 
history of communication and linked to the way our civilisation has developed. 10 Such 
studies have helped to establish the French approach to ['historie du livre in Britain 
and Americanll although the extent to which the printing press acted as an agent of 
Marcel Thomas. 

R The Coming ofthe Book: The Impact ofPrinting 1450-1800, translated by David Gerard and edited 

by Geoffrey Nowcll-Smith & David Wootton, London: New Left Books (1976). For a discussion of its 

impact see Wallace Kirsop, 'Literary History and the Book Trade' op.cit.; and Robert Damton, 'What 

is the History of Books?' , in Kenneth E. Carpenter (ed.), Books and Society in History: Papers of the 

Association ofCollege and Research Libraries Rare Books and Manuscripts Pre-conference, 24-28 

June 1980 Boston, Mass., New York: R.R.Bowker Co. (1983), pp.5-30, esp. pp.3-5; reprinted with 

slight alterations from Daedalus, No.1l1 (1982), pp.65-83. 

9 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making ofTypographical Man, Toronto: 

Routledge, Keegan & Paul Ltd (1962). For a discussion of earlier studies that pointed to similar 

conclusions see the historiography provided by Paul Sagener in 'Silent Reading: Its Impact on Late 

Medieval Script and Society', Viator, VoLl3 (1982) pp.367-414, esp. pp.367-369. 

10 Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent ofChange. Communications and Cultural 

Transfonnations in Early-Modern Europe, 2 volumes, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 

(1979); Robert Darnton, The Business ofEnlightenment. A Publishing History of the Encyclopedie 

1775-1800, London: Belknap Press (1979). 

11 For example, see some of the early reviews of Eisenstein's The Printing Press as an Agent of 

Change: Anthony T Grafton, 'The Importance ofBeing Printed', Journal ofInterdiSciplinary History, 

No.II (1980), pp.256-86; Michael Hunter, 'The Impact of Print', The Book Collector, No.28 (1979), 

pp.335-52; Paul Needham's review in Fine Print, No.6 (1980), pp.23-5 & 32-5; and Peter F. McNally 

(ed.), The Advent ofPrinting: Historians ofScience Respond to Elizabeth Eisenstein's The Printing 
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change remains an area of academic discussion. 12 This move has led to a number of 
enumerative bibliographical projects. 
In 1977 the Eighteenth Century Short Title Catalogue (ESTC)13 was established. Its 
aim was to create a machine-readable bibliography ofbooks, pamphlets, serials and 
ephemeral matter printed in English-speaking countries from 1473 to 1800, based on 
the collections of over 1,600 libraries world-wide. In 1983 the Nineteenth Century 
Short Title Catalogue (NSTC) 14 project was started with the combining aim to provide 
a listing of English books (including translations) printed in Britain, its colonies and the 
United States of America between 1801 and 1919, using the catalogues of eight major 
libraries. 
Statistics of book production and ownership 
Statistical projects have provided evidence on the spread of texts and offer a starting 
point for a broader history of reading. Cross-cultural comparisons of figures relating to 
Press as an Agent oj Change, Montreal: McGill University Graduate School ofLibrary and 
Infonnation Studies (1987). 
12 For example, in 1980 John Feather acknowledged the importance of the French approach, noting 
that books should be viewed not only as physical objects but as saleable objects also. See John Feather, 
'Cross-Channel Currents: historical bibliography and l'historie du livre', The Library, 6th series, II 
(1980), pp.l-15. For an example of the type ofwork inspired by the Annales approach to the history of 
the book see William J. Gilmore, "Elementary Literacy on the Eve of the Industrial Revolution: 
Trends in Rural New England, 1760-1830', Proceedings ofthe American Antiquarian SOCiety 92, 
part 1 (April 1982), pp.87-178; and William J. Gilmore, Reading Becomes a Necessity ofLife, op.cit. 
Gilmore uses estate inventories to infer the reading habits, attitudes and mentalities of different 
groups living in the valley ofthe Connecticut River at the tum of the eighteenth century. 
13 R. C. Alston & M. J. Crump (eds.), Eighteenth Century Short Title Catalogue, London: The British 
Library (1983). 
14 See Gwen Averley (ed.), Nineteenth Century Short Title Catalogue, Series I, 1801-1815, Series II, 
1816-1870, and Series III on-going, Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Avero (1984 to present). The libraries 
were Bodleian (Oxford), British Library, Cambridge University Library, Trinity College (Dublin), 
National Library of Scotland (Edinburgh), University ofNewcastle upon Tyne, Harvard University 
and Library ofCongress (Washington) 
5 
Europe and the American colonies indicate some general trends: data concerning 
literacy rates show a sharp increase between 1500 and 1800; inventories and wills 
suggest that by the sixteenth-century private individuals owned more books than ever 
before; figures on publishing decisively point to the decline of Latin and to the rise of 
the novel from the late eighteenth century; library borrowing and sales figures show the 
decline of religious reading and the growing popularity of light fiction from the 
1770s.15 
However, statistics on the publication of texts tell us little about actual readers. In 
Newcasde-upon-Tyne researchers involved in the Book Subscription Lists Project 
recognised this fundamental problem. As a result they attempted to outline a 
historiographical sociology of readership by using an alternative source: existing 
subscription lists for books published in Britain from the late seventeenth to the early 
nineteenth century. In an attempt to link the production of particular books to their 
possible readers William B. Todd, Peter Wallis and F. 1. G. Robinson have used this 
evidence to produce lists of individual subscribers. 16 However, Wallace Kirsop has 
pointed out the limitations of this source: 
15 See Roger Chartier 'The Practical Impact of Writing' in Roger Chartier (ed.), A History of the 

Private Life Vol. 3 Passions ojthe Renaissance, trans. by Arthur Goldhammer, London: Belknap 

(1989), pp.1l1-59, esp. pp.1l2-19 & 124-34; Robert Damton, 'First Steps Towards a History of 

Reading', Australian Journal ofFrench Studies Vol.33, No.1 (1996), pp. 5-30, esp. pp.7-9; reprinted 

from Robert Damton, The Kiss ofLamourette: Reflections in Cultural History, London: Faber & 

Faber Ltd. (1990), pp.145-187. 

16 The Book Subscription Lists Project was established at N ewcastle-upon-Tyne in 1971 under the 

direction of Peter Wallis and expanded into the Project for Historical Biobibliography (PHIBB) in 

1976. See Peter John Wallis, 'Book Subscription Lists', The Library, 5th series, XXXIX (1974), 

pp.255-86; William B. Todd & Peter 1. Wallis, 'Provincial Booksellers c. 1744: The Harleian 

Miscellany Subscription List', The Library, 5th Series, XXIX (1974), pp.422-40; F. 1. G. Robinson & 

Peter John Wallis, Book Subscription Lists. A Revised Guide, Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Harold Hill & 

Son Ltd (1975); Peter John Wallis, An Eighteenth-Century Book Trade Index, Newcastle-upon-Tyne: 

6 
"------------"-... 
Even less than normal purchase, subscription is no guarantee of a desire to 
read or even of the slightest interest in the subject matter of the work thus 
suppOlied in a gesture of collective patronage ... surviving correspondence 
lays bare the extent to which personal contacts and energetic agents are 
responsible for the success of subscriptions, reinforces conclusions that 
bring little comfort to those tempted to believe the lists are uniquely 
informative registers of readership. 17 
Nevertheless, RolfEngelsing and David Hall have suggested that major 
transformations in reading habits can be traced by taking a broad view of changes over 
time. Focusing on burghers in Bremen, Engelsing argued that a 'reading revolution' 
occurred at the end of the eighteenth century. He argued that from the Middle Ages 
until 1750, men read a small number of books 'intensively'. Sometime after 1800, 
however, men began to read 'extensively', perusing a larger number ofpublications. 
Similar conclusions have been arrived at by David Hall who has studied the reading 
habits ofNew Englanders. He suggests that between 1600-1800 New Englanders read 
a small body of texts repeatedly. After 1800 however, new types of texts were read 
once and then discarded by readers who now had access to a greater variety ofreading 
matter. 18 
Across the Channel, a further outcome of this international exchange resulted in 
recognition of the methodological approaches of English-speaking bibliographers and 
PHIBB (1977); Peter John Wallis, The Social Index. A New Techniquefor Measuring Social Trends, 

Newcastle upon Tyne: PHIBB (1978); RC. Alston, FJ.G. Robinson and C. Wadham, A Check-List of 

Eighteenth-Century Books Containing Lists ofSubscribers Incorporating Exploitation of the 

Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalogue File on BLAISE, Newcastle: Avero (1983). 

17 Wallace Kirsop, 'Literary History and Book Trade History', op.cit., pp.527-28. 

18 RolfEngelsing, 'Die Perioden de Lesergeschichte in der Nuezeit. Das Statistische Ausmass und die 

soziokulturelle Dedeutung der Lekttire', ArchivjUr Geschichte des Buchwesen, Vo!.10 (1970), 

pp.945-1002. David D. Hall, 'The Uses of Literacy in New England, 1600-1850', in William L. Joyce, 

David D. Hall, Richard D. Brown & John B. Hench (eds.), Printing and Society in Early America, 

Worcester, Mass: American Antiquarian Society (1983), pp.I-47. 
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book trade historians. In 'The Practical Impact of Writing' Roger Chartier proposed a 
new field of enquiry that would focus more firmly upon changing reading practices. 
Building on the work of the French academic Philippe Aries, Chartier agrees that the 
advent of the written and printed word fostered new modes of communication. In the 
Middle Ages reading aloud, even if alone, was standard practice. The printed book 
changed this and encouraged the spread of silent, private reading. However, although 
Ch31iier concludes 'This "privatisation" ofreading is undeniably one of the major 
cultural developments of the early modern era', the observed movement to silent 
reading did not progress evenly.19 
In order to show the extent to which reading aloud remained 'an essential ingredient of 
social life' and the uneven spread ofprivate reading between 1500 and 1800 Chartier 
draws on a number of sources: statistics which measure the spread of literacy 
throughout Europe and the American colonies, fictional, autobiographical and 
iconographic representations of reading, wills and inventories ofprivate libraries, 
technological developments, instructions to readers given in prologues to texts, 
marginalia written within and the format of texts themselves. Chartier urges other 
researchers to focus on the changing practice of reading and to further his work since: 
'To locate the network of practice and rules of reading specific to diverse communities 
of readers ... is a primary task for any history', though he says not an easy one.20 
Establishing precise literacy rates is difficult: 'The figures constitute a kind of rough, 
composite index, which does not precisely measure the diffusion of either writing skills 
19 Roger Chartier 'The Practical Impact of Writing' , op.cit., p.125. 
8 
(which the percentages exaggerate) or reading skills (which they underestimate)' .21 
Similarly 'painting does not yield an exhaustive catalogue of early modern reading 
practices', though it helps build a picture of contemporary attitudes to reading. 
Pictures usually tell us how one sector of society (for example eighteenth-century men) 
imagined the reading practices of another (in this instance women). Likewise attempts 
to examine whether or not 'silent reading resulted in a greater familiarity with books 
and a more prominent place for them in the home' are limited because: 22 
The evidence is unfortunately imperfect, incomplete, and much criticised; 
we must rely primarily on inventories, generally compiled after a death, 
which described (to a limited extent) and estimated the value of an 
individual's possession, including his books. One problem is that the 
presence of a book in an estate inventory does not imply that the book was 
read or even purchased by the deceased. Inventories also failed to include 
printed materials of little value, even though these might constitute the bulk 
of a person's reading, and of course omitted any valuable or dangerous 
books that might have been removed fi-om the library beforehand. Such 
evidence, therefore, should not be relied upon for anything more than very 
general indications concerning, for instance, the presence of a paIiicu1ar 
book in the libraries of a particular class of society. Even more than in the 
case of signature rates, we must be very cautious in comparing data fiom 
different places, for the figures may be influenced by differences in notarial 
practices and in the composition of the populations for which estate 
inventories were compiled. 
Although the examination of autobiographical representations of reading or of 
marginalia in private libraries can show how the private individual viewed his or her 
own reading or organized their books they do not tell us about the populace as a 
whole. The majority of readers left no memoirs, nor any trace of their activities. 
20 Ibid., p.147; Roger Chartier, 'Labourers and Voyagers: From the Text to the Reader', in Readers 

and Reading, Andrew Bennett (ed.), Essex: Longman Group Ltd. (1995), pp.132-49, p.135. 

21 Roger Chartier 'The Practical Impact of Writing' , op.cit., p.112. 

22 Roger Olartier 'The Practical Impact of Writing', op.cit., pp.147 & 127-8. 
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Drawing on the work ofD.F.McKenzie, Chartier argues that the fonnat of the text 
may provide some clues here. 
Format of the text 
In Bibliography and The Sociology of Texts (1986) McKenzie illustrates his belief that 
'the material forms of books, the non-verbal elements of the typographic notations 
within them, the velY disposition of space itself, have an expressive function in 
conveying meaning', by comparing three versions of an epigram within the prologue to 
William Congreve's The Way of the World (1700): 
Ifwe think of the physical construction of Congreve's text in the quarto of 
1700 or the octavo edition of 1710, and its physical re-presentation in 
1946, then at least we begin by seeing two simple facts. One gives us the 
historical perspective of an author directing one set of meanings in a 
transaction with his contemporaries. The other gives an equally historical 
perspective of two readers creating a reverse set of meanings for an 
academic - indeed, a scholarly - readership whose interests in the text 
were different. Each perspective can be studied distinctively in the signs of 
the text as printed. 
Since variations of textual format, typography and layout can give a text anew 
meaning by fostering a new mode of reading or interpretation McKenzie encourages 
bibliographers 'to show that forms effect meaning'.23 In 'The Life and Times of 
Charlotte Temple: The Biography of a Book' Cathy N. Davidson traced editions of 
this text in order to show how different bindings, illustrations and front matter can 
transform a novel from serious to sentimental, from quasi-pornographic to scholarly.24 
The way in which a book was used can also be judged from its physical condition. As 
23 D. F. McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of the Text, op. cit, pp.17, 27-28 & 13. 

24 Cathy N. Davidson, 'The Life and Times of Charlotte Temple: The Biography of a Book', in Cathy 

N. Davidson (ed.), Reading in America: Literature and Social History, Baltimore: John Hopkins 
10 
Wallace IZirsop has noted 'Whether or not a book is read and used or simply displayed 
on the shelves of its owners can be determined by wide-ranging searchers of the 
bibliographical kind ... Wormholes that betray the fact that unsold sheets lay for some 
time in the bookseller's shop ... scholarly annotations, childish scribbles, blots, food 
stains, dog's-ears, temporary covers, trade bindings, even Trautz-Bauzonnet green 
morocco and armorial bookplates, ... are all testimonies to the reactions of buyers, 
coHectors and readers' .25 
Accordingly, in 'Labourers and Voyagers' Chartier argued that research should also 
focus on the 'material forms the text takes' since 'these forms contribute fully to 
shaping the anticipations of the reader vis-a.-vis the text and to the production of new 
publics or innovative uses for it.' As a result, 'any history seeking to recover the 
shifting and plural meaning of texts , must take into account a 'double network of 
variations - variations of the disposition of the dispositions of readers and variations 
of textual and fonnal devices.' Pursuing this theme Chartier concludes: 'The 
representations of traditional ways of reading and oftheir differences from each other 
- revealed on the practical level by the transfonnations ofprinted materials (mises en 
imprime) or in their normative purposes (finalite) by their literary, pictorial, or 
autobiographical stagings (mises en scene) - constitute the essential data for an 
archaeo10gy of reading practices' .26 
University Press (1989), pp.l57-179. 

25 Wallace Kirsop, 'Literary History and the Book Trade', op.cit., p.532. 

26 Roger Chartier, 'Labourers and Voyagers', op.cit., pp.138-9, 136 & 149. 
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For Chartier the main interest is to chart changes in reading practices. What he implies 
is that micro-analytical studies can augment macro-analytic ones and test their general 
findings. In order to do so researchers must draw upon all available sources using a 
variety of methodologies. Chartier's conception of a history of interpretation that could 
note 'how variations in the form of texts affects their possible meanings' builds upon 
historical bibliography. Like McKenzie, he urges the historian to look at 
'contemporary modes of circulation and sorts of representation of a "same" work'. By 
doing this he hopes to 'demonstrate the limitations oftwo approaches that have long 
been common practice: the qualification of cultural products by the social identity of 
their public, and the establishment of the meaning of those products based on their 
linguistic function alone' .27 
Production and distribution of texts 
Robert Damton takes this concept further. In The Business ofEnlightenment (1979) 
he argues that the French approach has resulted in two general types of studies: 
'macroscopic surveys ofbook production or microscopic analyses of individual 
libraries' .28 Discussing the limitations of both Damton concludes: 'All this compiling 
and computing has provided some guidelines to reading habits, but the generalizations 
sometimes seem too general to be satisfying'. On the other hand, although 'Those who 
prefer precision may turn to microanalysis ... it usually goes to the opposite extreme 
27 Roger Chartier, Forms and Meanings. Texts, Peiformances, and Audiences/rom Code to 
Computer, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press (1995), p.3. 
2R Robert Damton, The Business <?fEnlightenment, op.cit., pp.2-3. Damton focuses upon the archives 
of the Societe Typographique de NeucMtel to examine the printing press as both an agent and a 
product ofthe Enlightenment. 
12 
- excessive detail' .29 FUliherrnore, because of the French tendency towards 'statistical 
and sociological' research both approaches have tended to neglect 'the processes by 
which books were produced and distributed'. 30 Records of property inventory at death 
imply that cultural difference was linked to social status. The spread of culture 
however cannot necessarily be measured in this manner. Specifically, rather than 
owning texts, those on a low income may have borrowed texts or circulated them in a 
number of ways. For example, Peter Miles has shown that second-hand copies of 
Robert Tressell's The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists (1914) were passed from 
reader to reader. 31 
In 'What is the History of Books?' Damton proposes 'a general model for analysing 
the way books come into being and spread through society'. Describing this model as a 
'communications circuit that runs from the author to the publisher, ... the printer, the 
shipper, the bookseller, and the reader' Damton argues that 'printed books generally 
pass through roughly the same life cycle'. As the last cog 'The reader completes the 
circuit, because he influences the author both before and after the act of 
composition'.32 Damton presents this model as a possible framework for bringing 
together the disparate evidence we have regarding the production and spread of 
printed texts. 33 Like Chartier, Robert Damton urges researchers to adopt 'a dual 
29 Robert Damton 'First Steps Towards a History of Reading' , op.cit, pp.8 & 10. 

30 Robert Darnton, The Business ofEnlightenment, op.cit., pp.2-3. 

31 Peter Miles, 'The Painter's Bible and the British Workman: Robert Tressell's Literary Activism', in 

Jeremy Hawthorn (ed.), The British Working-Class Novel in the Twentieth Century, London: Edward 

Arnold (1984), pp.2-10. 

32 Robert Damton, 'What is the History of Books?, op.cit., p.5. 

33 For a critique ofthis model from the point ofview of a bibliographer see Thomas R. Adams and 

Nicolas Barker, 'A New Model for the History ofBooks' , in Nicolas Barker (ed.), A Potencie ofLife: 

Books in Society. The Clarke Lectures 1986-1987, London: The British Library (1993), pp.5-43. 
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strategy, which would combine textual analysis with empirical research' .34 Where 
Damton differs from Chartier however, is in his conception of a history of reading. 
Reader response approaches 
For Damton the main aim of this approach would be to focus upon the history of 
reader response. He suggests that marginalia, letters and autobiographies are especially 
useful sources because they 'can show what readings actually took place'. Although 
they provide only a limited or 'an imperfect body of evidence' they can be used 'to 
capture something of what reading meant for the few person who left a record of it'. 
As such they enable the historian to understand how some readers interpreted 
particular texts. By examining the recorded evidence of reactions to texts 'it should be 
possible to compare the implicit readers of the text with the actual readers of the past 
and, by building on such a comparison, to develop a history as well as a theory of 
reader response' ,35 
Adams and Barker argue that 'from the point ofview ofserving the history of the book, the weakness 
of Darn ton's scheme is that it deals with people, rather than the book. It is concerned with the history 
ofcommunication'; p.12. Essentially, they invert Darnton's model and place the book itself at the 
centre arguing that the sequence of 'five events in the life of the book - publishing, manufacturing, 
distribution, reception and survival- ... constitutes a system of communication and can in tum 
precipitate other cycles'; p.IS. Although their main concern is to show that bibliography 'is important 
enough to be recognized as something that stands by itself' they offer some suggestions regarding the 
ways in which the history of reading can be unearthed; p.7. Referring to the reception of a text Adams 
and Barker suggest that the available 'evidence can be broken down into four groups: direct 
documentation, popularity, influence and use'; p.27. Direct evidence comes in the form ofpublic and 
private responses found in published reviews or commentaries and in second-hand reports of public 
utterances or conversations. The popularity of particular texts can be partially gauged by pUblication 
figures and the number ofreprints, adaptations or translations. Different binding styles, typefaces, 
prefaces and edition statements may also provide clues regarding differences in intended audiences. 
Th e influence of a text can sometimes be gauged by tracing its mention in other publications or by 
assessing 'who received what books and in turn produced what books derived in part from that 
experience'; p.30. Like Kirsop, they agree that since' A book may be used for show ... rather than 

actual reading' the physical condition of surviving books can indicate whether or not texts were 

actually read; p.30. 

34 Robert Darnton 'First Steps Towards a History of Reading', op.cit., p.22. 

35 Ibid., pp.22 & 19. 
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As such, both Chartier and Damton have shown that it is necessary to take a holistic 
approach to the history of reading. Essentially, this has highlighted the importance of 
the reader: studies that catalogue the publication of texts or focus only upon their 
content tell us little about their influence if they do not also focus upon the readers 
who encountered them. Collating evidence of the reading process however is not easy. 
In 'First Steps Towards a History of Reading' Damton suggests that research 'could 
begin by searching the record for [individual] readers,.36 This approach has produced 
some useful results. In The Cheese and the Worms (trans.1980) Carlo Ginsburg was 
able to show how one reader Menocchio, a sixteenth-century miller, interpreted a 
variety oftexts.37 Records from the Inquisition detailing Menocchio's examination 
revealed his responses to accusations of heresy and provided commentary on his 
reading. By comparing the texts read with Menocchio's interpretation of them 
Ginzburg concluded that this common reader read Biblical stories, chronicles and 
travel books against the grain. Rather than accepting the Christian view presented 
within these texts Menocchio reinterpreted the messages he encountered transforming 
them into a radically non-Christian view of the world. In 'Readers Respond to 
Rousseau' (trans.1984) Damton similarly uncovered a valuable source: a series of 
letters written by Jean Ranson, a middle-class merchant from La Rochelle, between 
1774 and 1785. 38 These reveal that Ranson's reading of Rousseau fundamentally 
affected his life: 'he incorporated Rousseau's ideas in the fabric of his life as he set up 
36 Ibid., p.5. 

37 Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms, op.cit. 

38 Robert Damton, 'Readers Respond to Rousseau: The Fabrication of Romantic Sensitivity' in Robert 

Damton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes ofFrench Cultural History, London: Allen 
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business, fell in love, married, and raised his children'.39 More recently, Stephen 
Colclough has used a series of diaries kept by Joseph Hunter between 1797 and 1800 
to examine the reading strategies of a middle-class manufacturing apprentice living in 
Sheffield. Colclough shows that book reviews within the periodical press provided 
Hunter with a fi'amework for interpreting texts. As a result Hunter's reactions to 
certain books were shaped by 'new critical discourses' that influenced both acquisition 
and interpretation.40 Even if Hunter did not agree with the reading offered by the 
periodicals they often influenced his first reaction to a text. 
Furthelmore, by showing that Hunter procured texts from a number of sources 
Colclough highlights the limitations of library borrowing records, diaries and 
autobiographies. The library borrowing records of individual institutions cannot be 
used to examine the variety oftexts an individual may have encountered elsewhere.41 
Discussing this problem Wallace Kirsop argues that it is therefore crucial to examine 
the relationship of readers to all possible sources of texts such as libraries and 
booksellers.42 Entries in Hunter's diary (that take the form ofpassing references) 
indicate that he read a lot of ephemeral material. The bulk of his diary however records 
his comments on books borrowed fi'om various libraries. As a result Colclough 
Lane (1984), pp.215-256. 
39 Robert Darnton 'First Steps Towards a History of Reading' , op.cit., p.6. 
40 Stephen Colclough, 'Procuring Books and Consuming Texts: the reading experience of a Sheffield 
Apprentice, 1798', Book History, Vol.3 (2000), pp.21-44, p.39. 
41 For a discussion of 'the complex pattern ofprocurement ... and the various methods that Hunter 
used to acquire texts from a number of different libraries and from family and friends' see especially 
ibid., pp.23-30. 
42 Wallace Kirsop, 'The State of the Discipline: Booksellers and Their Customers', Book History 
Vol. I (1998), pp.283-303; see especially p.284. 
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concludes: 'the diary undoubtedly underrepresents the number of periodicals' .43 Hunter 
did not actually read all the books he borrowed. Lending libraries allowed him to 
access a variety of texts and to take them home: he then decided whether or not to 
read them. In order to gain a fuller picture of the individual reader it is therefore 
necessary to use library borrowing records and autobiographical reflections in 
conjunction. 
Studies of individual readers provide useful information about both readers and the 
ways in which a variety of sources can be used to piece together a picture of reading 
habits. However, as Damton has noted as microscopic analyses their utility is limited. 
Addressing this problem Damton suggests that the reactions of a greater number of 
readers to particular texts can be found by examining further sources: the 
correspondence of authors and the papers of publishers. Sometimes these contain 
letters from real readers. Where they exist they may enable us to examine the reactions 
of a number of readers to particular works. For example in When Russia Learned to 
Read (1985) Jeffrey Brooks discovered the Lenin Library (Moscow) archive ofN. A. 
Rubakin, a popular educator in late Czarist Russia who corresponded with eleven 
thousand readers. Although Brooks focuses predominantly upon the production, 
distribution and content of commercial popular texts in order to examine the rise of 
modernity within Russia the existence of this archive suggests further research 
possibilities. 44 
43 Stephen Colclough, 'Procuring Books and Consuming Texts', op.cit., p.30. 

44 Jeffrey Brooks, When Russia Learned to Read, op.cit. For a discussion of this archive see pp.326 & 

357. In addition to the numerous letters this archive also contains the autobiographies ofseveral 

writers and responses to surveys on popular reading. Brook's central belief is that 'Olanges in the 
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Both Kate Flint and Louise L. Stephenson have examined several diaries and 
autobiographies in an attempt to uncover the experiences of a number of readers. In 
The Woman Reader, 1837-1914 (1993) Kate Flint takes a feminist angle in order to 
show 'the importance that woman's reading has held, historically, as a site on which 
one may see a variety of cultural and sexual anxieties displayed'. Focusing on fictional 
descriptions of reading and evidence in medical, psychoanalytical works, reviews and 
advice manuals Flint examines the construction of the woman reader as a discrete 
category within Victorian and Edwardian discourses. Arguing that ideas about the 
woman reader 'her special characteristics, as well as her presumed needs and interests, 
affected the composition, distribution, and marketing ofliterature' Flint then moves 
onto an examination of actual reading practices revealed within autobiographies, letters 
and journals. Comparing theory with practice Flint found 'Almost all chroniclers of 
reading shared the central belief of those who commented on the practice: that it could 
playa formative influential role'. Reactions to gendered texts however, indicate that 
some females read against the grain and 'reacted strongly against the moral attitudes 
which their designated literature attempted to inculcate in them' .45 
Similarly, Louise L. Stephenson compares advice given to American readers during the 
Victorian period with actual reading expeliences revealed through letters, 
autobiographies and diaries. Focusing upon middle-class female readers Stephenson 
found 'Many women heeded the advice' or warnings regarding 'trashy novels'. More 
inner world of [common readers] ... are evident in the literature that they purchased and read ... 

These ephemeral texts ... remain a revealing artefact oftheir imaginative lives'; ibid., p.xiv. 
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impOliantly, Stephenson's research highlights a further limitation of contemporary 
observation as a source that can be used to examine reading habits: 'Despite the 
preoccupations ofboth advisers and critics with novels and novel reading, other 
sources including library reports and records, book catalogues, and diaries and letters 
confiffil that Victorian's interests ranged beyond contemporary fiction'.46 The other 
sources reveal that Victorian readers often procured and read 'serious' texts belonging 
to the genres of history, biography and natural science. This suggests that 
contemporary observations may tell us more about the anxieties and hopes of 
commentators than the practices of actual readers. 
Recognising the value (and inherent problems) ofattempts to collate concrete evidence 
of reading from a number of readers and sources the Reading Experience Database 
(RED) was launched in 1996 as ajoint collaborative project between the Reading 
University and the British Library's Centre for the Book, under the direction of Simon 
Eliot.47 The aim of the project is to collect recorded evidence of the reading 
experiences of British subjects for the period 1450-1914 together in a machine-
searchable database. Eliot suggests that the fruits of this project may eventually enable 
historians to find out who was reading what, when, where, how and Why. In addition 
the RED form contains a section asking for details of readers' reactions to texts. 
Theoretically, the evidence collated should therefore enable reader-response theorists 
and historians to answer some of the questions posed by Robert Damton. 
45 Kate Flint, The Woman Reader 1837-1914, Oxford: Clarendon Press (1993); pp.22, 13,206 & 222. 

46 Louise L. Stephenson, 'Prescription and Reality: Reading Advisers and Reading Practice, 1860­
1880', Book Research Quarterly, Vol. 6, No.4 (Winter 1990-91), pp.43-61; p.53. 

47 The website address is http://www.open.ac.uklArtsiRED/. 
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Acknowledging the fact that the history of reading completes the 'communications 
circuit' Eliot concludes: 
The reading of books ... represents a very complex feedback loop which 
p31tly determines the way in which text is written, manufactured, sold, 
bought, bOlTowed - and read. However difficult it is to face, it will be the 
development in the history of reading which will make sense of all the 
other aspects of the history of the book - or not, if we don't manage to 
crack it. 
While the aims of the project are grand, Eliot's caution31), note reminds us that certain 
caveats will remain: 'the evidence for reading is obscure, hidden, scattered and 
fragmentary'. Most reading was never recorded or commented upon. As a result, 'any 
reading recorded in an historically recoverable way is, almost by definition, an 
exceptional recording of an uncharacteristic event by an untypical person'. 48 
The nineteenth-century common reader: pi'imary sources 
The problem oflocating sources is particularly acute when we come to study the 
nineteenth-century British working-class reader. Firstly, many of the texts encountered 
by such readers have not survived. John Sutherland has observed: 'From the first 
emergence of a national market for reading materials, there has been a p31tially 
submerged echelon of 'lewd' or 'low' literature. The products for this segment of the 
reading population tend to be physically less durable than the bourgeois book ... In 
succeeding centuries productions for the working-class or 'popular' market are 
48 Simon Eliot, 'What arc we to do about the History ofReading?' , The Author, Vol. CV, No.2 
(Summer 1994), pp.69-70. See also Simon Eliot 'The Reading Experience Database: Problems and 
Possibilities', Publishing History Vo1.39 (1996), pp.87-97. 
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fi:ustratingly evanescent' .49 Little is known about the production and sale of such of 
texts. Institutional libraries represented in the NSTC failed to acquire many of these 
works. As a result they are under-represented physically within the libraries themselves 
and within the catalogues that have been used to create a national bibliographical 
database. Many of their titles are not known. Discussing working-class journals or 
periodicals Jonathan Rose notes that researchers face similar problems. Working-class 
journals or periodicals are hard to investigate because complete runs of papers have 
not survived; fmiherrnore we do not know much about the editors and contributors let 
alone the readers.50 
Secondly, libraries for the working classes were not widespread in 1850s. Although 
Public Libraries appeared in greater numbers from 1887, the catalogues ofthese 
institutions are oflimited utility.51 Eliot's investigation of the contents oftwenty-four 
late nineteenth-century public libraries indicates that they 'reflected middle to lower 
middle class taste, and that those writers (such as Reynolds or Thomas Peckett Pret) 
whose works had sold in their hundreds ofthousands to the semi-literate portions of 
the new reading classes, rarely found a home in those temples to self-improvement'.52 
The same is true of many of the libraries attached to Mechanic's Institutes. Although 
49 John Sutherland, 'Production and Reception of the Literary Book' in Martin Coyle, Peter Garside, 
Malcolm Kelsall & John Peck (eds.), Encyclopedia ofLiterature and Criticism, London: Routledge 
(1990), pp.809-824, pp.821-822. 
50 Jonathan Rose, 'Workers' Journals' in J. Don Vann & RosemaryT. Van Arsdel, Victorian 
Periodicals and Victorian SOCiety, Toronto: University of Toronto Press (1994), pp.301-310. 
51 Thomas Kelly takes the year of Queen Victoria's Jubilee (1887) as a significant dividing line within 
tlle library movement. During the period from 1847 to 1886 an average ofonly three or four libraries 
were founded per year, from 1887 to 1900 an average of sixteen or seventeen were established; see 
Thomas Kelly, A History ojPublic Libraries in Great Britain, 1845-1965, London: The Library 
Association (1973), p.16. 
52 Simon Eliot, A Measure (?f Popularity: Public Library Holdings of Twenty-jour Popular 
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originally aimed at the growing working-class 'the majority of these were essentially 
middle-class philanthropic organisations. Christopher Baggs points out that the 
libraries attached to them attempted to provide 'the 'right' literature, which invariably 
meant the exclusion of those subjects, such as politics and religion, in which the 
readership was most interested, but which might also ferment potentially destabilising 
controversy' .53 
Rose's examination of the libraries attached to Workmen's or Miner's Institutes in 
South Wales points to similar conclusions: until at least the 1890s the majority were 
founded and run by middle-class patrons. Only the later borrowing records of these 
libraries 'can therefore offer a profile of working-class reading preferences 
uncontaminated by middle-class cultural hegemony' .54 Hywell Francis has examined the 
dates stamped within library books to ascertain the borrowing patterns ofreaders using 
the Cambrian (Clydach Vale) Miner's Institute Library during the period 1920-1939. 
However, of cAO, 000 volumes of books made available to users he found that only 
350 had survived.55 Library borrowing records for those institutions frequented by 
members of the working classes are also scarce. Furthermore, many did not use them. 
Similarly very few private libraries of prominent members of the working classes are 
Authors, 1883-1912, Oxford & Bristol: History of the Book On Demand (HOBOD, 1992), p.l. 
53 Christopher Baggs, 'The libraries of the co-operative movement: a forgotten episode', Journal of 
Librarianship and Information Science, Vol. 23 No.2 (June 1991), pp.87-96, p.89. 
54 Jonathan Rose, 'Marx, Jane Eyre, Tarzan: Miner's Libraries in South Wales, 1923-52' in Leipziger 
Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte, 4 (1994), pp.187-208, p.187. See also Hywel Francis, 'The Origins of 
the South Wales Miners' Library', History Workshop (autumn 1976), pp.183-205. Francis observes 
that at the outset even those libraries established by members of the working-classes from the 1880s 
and 1890s 'appear ... to have had all the features ofthe philanthropic and craft institutions oftbe 
1850s and 1860s, being smothered in the ethics ofutilitarianism, self-help and nonconformity', ibid., 
p.185. 

55 Ibid., p.197-200. 
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available for inspection. 56 Those that do remain tell us little about the ordinary 
working-class reader. Not surprisingly, Robin Alston's guide to books with marginalia 
does not identify any annotations made by working-class readers. 57 
Thirdly, few members of the working-classes left wills, diaries or commonplace 
books58 that might provide inventories of their libraries or provide insights into their 
reading habits. Because there are fewer sources historians have tended to rely on 
testimonies of outside observers and an analysis of the literature itself. 59 These studies 
have set the general background. 
The nineteenth-century common reader: secondary sources 
In The Victorians and Their Books (1935) Amy Cruse argued that the reading of 
'thinking artisans' changed during the early Victorian period. 60 From the 1840s 
religious reading declined as secular rationalistic literature promoted by lecturers and 
through the distribution ofpamphlets resulted in a rise in atheism: 
They had read Locke and Hulme and Voltaire and they met any attempts to 
convince them of the truth of the Christian faith with arguments drawn 
56 For a discussion of a few that are available for examination see Hywell Francis, ibid., p.191. 

57 Robin C. Alston, Books With Manuscript. A short title catalogue ofbooks with manuscript notes in 

the British Library; including books with manuscript additions, proofsheets, illustrations, 

corrections, London: The British Library (1993). 

S8 For a discussion ofdiaries and commonplace books as a source for investigating upper and middle 

class readers see Stephen Colclough, 'Recovering the Reader: Commonplace Books and Diaries as 

Sources ofReading Experience', Publishing History Vo1.44 (1998), pp.5-37. 

S9 For examples see: Virginia Stewart Berridge, Popular Journalism and Working Class Attitudes 

1854-1886: A Study ojReynolds's Newspaper, Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper and the Weekly Times, 

University ofLondon: unpUblished thesis (1976); Aled Jones, 'Constructing the Readership in 
Nineteenth-Century Wales', in Robin Myers and Michael Harris (eds.), Serials and Their Readers 
1620-1914, Winchester: St Paul's Bibliographies (1993); Judith Rowbotham, Good Girls Make Good 
Wives: Guidancejor Girls in Victorian Fiction, Oxford: Oxford University Press (1989); Michael 
Wolff, 'The British Controversialist and Impartial Inquirer, 1850-1872: A Pearl from the 'Golden 
Stream', in Joanne Shattock and Michael Wolff (eds.); The Victorian Press: Samplings and 
Soundings, Leicester: Leicester University Press (1982), pp.367-392. 
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fi'om these books. They would read books against the Bible, but nothing on 
the other side, except sometimes one of the new scientific works, which 
upheld the main facts of the Scriptures while treating them as a matter for 
argument and logical proof. 
At the same time fiction reading increased among lower-class readers: 'They wanted 
stories, and they yeaJ.lled for romance, for something to take them outside the dullness 
and monotony of their lives; and the cheap papers that came with the 'forties 
endeavoured to give them what they wanted' .61 Many however, read nothing at all. 
In Fiction for the Working Man (1963) Louis James examined the changing content of 
penny fiction and periodical publications aimed at the working classes for the period 
1830 to 1850.62 He suggests that the delayed effects of the introduction of paper 
making machines63 and the rotary press drastically reduced the cost ofpublication from 
the 1830s, making possible a new phase of mass literature: 'fiction written specifically 
for the new working-class public'. The commercial exploitation of the new urban 
working class who were born and bred in the towns created by the Industrial 
Revolution was detrimental to their culture: 'The penny-issue fiction of the 1840s, with 
all its ties with past popular fiction, came to a dead end c.1850 ... The styles of the 
more leisured novels of the past could not survive amid the bustle and preoccupations 
of town life; its world could not exist in the new materialism,.64 
60 Amy Cruse, The Victorians and Their Reading, Cambridge: The Riverside Press (4th ed., 1968; first 

published as The Victorians and Their Books by George Allen & Unwin Press 1935). 

61 Ibid., pp.123-24. 

62 Louis James, Fiction for the Working Man, 1830-1850, London: Oxford University Press (1963). 

63 The paper making machine was patented in England by John Gamble in 1801. However, due to 

trade opposition use was not wide spread until thelatc 1820s. 
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Linking changing reading tastes to the politic and social situation of the period James 
argues that the Napoleonic Wars (1795-1815) and the political agitation surrounding 
the fIrst RefOlID Act (1832) had provided workers with an impetus to read the radical 
press. From the late 1830s cultural ones joined political and economic demands. 
William Lovett and the moral force Chartists advocated universal literacy and self-
improvement through reading. They wanted equality in educational opportunities, 
access to good books and a literature of their own.65 By the late 1840s, however, 
following the success of the Gag Acts (1819) and the failure of the Chartist movement, 
the majority of working-class readers sought entertainment rather than instruction: 
'The Mechanics' Institutes and the educated periodicals were ... losing their appeal to 
the main body of the lower class, and the whole wave of enthusiasm and learning for 
political self-betterment subsided' .66 The new types of fiction that emerged were not 
linked to the oral traditions of the past. 
In his classic study The English Common Reader (1957) Richard Altick drew similar 
conclusions.67 Altick's thorough and detailed study of the rise of the conunon reader 
utilises a further source that is cUlTently in vogue: the working-class autobiography. 
Devoting one chapter to 'The Self-Made Reader' Altick showed that even though they 
related to an exceptional minority only - 'those most unusual men who finally achieved 
prominence as politicians or in some other capacity' - that 'the autobiographies written 
64 Louis James, Fictionjor the Working Man, op.cit., pp.25 & 168. 

65 For an examination of changing attitudes towards fiction within political working-class journals see 

Paul Thomas Murphy' 'Imagination Flaps its Sportive Wings': Views of Fiction in British Working­

Class Periodicals, 1816-1858', Victorian Studies, Vo1.32 No.3 (1989), pp.339-364. 

66 Louis James, Fictionjor the Working Man, op.cit, p.22. 
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by this little group of self-taught men are far more illuminating than pages of statistics 
and generalizations. They tell us where individual youths managed to fmd their books, 
what they read, and under what circumstances'. Furthermore, 'From the list of titles 
given in many of the autobiographies ... it is possible to outline pretty precisely the 
sort of cultural and literary tradition the self-made reader inherited' .68 
Altick's findings suggest that 'little shelves of books' were not uncommon in early 
nineteenth-century working-class homes. Usually they contained some religious 
literature (most notably the Bible and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress) and a few school 
prize-books that children had brought home from day or Sunday school. Other 
'studious readers' appear to have had broader tastes. Their libraries contained general 
historical works, biographies, poetry and some popular fiction. Some had access to the 
libraries of friends or employers and before the appearance of free public libraries a few 
members of the working classes borrowed books from circulating libraries. All 
however, suggested that 'these resources ... were soon exhausted' and 'Everywhere in 
the memoirs oflower-class readers are laments that in their youth good reading matter 
was hard to come by'. Only slowly during the nineteenth century did the prices of new 
books decrease 'down to the reach of the masses'. For some second-hand books sold 
in shops and on the stalls of street auctions, country fairs and markets offered an 
alternative source of cheap reading matter. Access to these outlets however was 
dependent upon geographical location and choice was limited: 'The most easily 
67 Richard D.A1tick, The English Common Reader, op.cit. Altick defines the common reader as 'a 

member of the working class, or ... the ever expanding bourgeoisie' and attributes hislher rise to four 

factors: religious, political, social and economic; p. 7. 

68 Ibid., p.244-45 & p.255. 
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obtained books were certain standard classics and books that had been popular a 
generation or more earlier' . As a result, the literary diets of those 'studious readers' 
examined by Altick were strikingly similar. 69 
Although not as popular as the Bible and Pilgrim's Progress, theological and hOltatory 
works of the Puritan era and the eighteenth-century religious awakenings were often 
mentioned within the autobiographies of self-made readers. 'History and travel to a 
great extent took the place of the classic fiction which for various reasons was not as 
easily available to the poor reader. It was only the occasional young man, and usually 
one of slightly superior station, who read widely even in the novels which had'gone out 
of copyright ... Only in the memoirs of men who had grown up after the middle of the 
century do we fmd frequent allusions to contemporary authors'. 70 On the other hand, 
works ofsecular instruction on all sorts of topics, compilations of facts and tattered 
schoolbooks provided the early self-made reader with factual information. 
Although highlighting the value of autobiography Altick also lamented that this source 
was scarce. By 1981 however, David Vincent had assembled 142 memoirs by early 
nineteenth-century British workers. In Bread, Knowledge and Freedom (1981) 
Vincent showed how this source material could be used to examine the ways in which 
exceptional members of the working classes understood their lives during the period 
1790 to 1850. Vincent's findings concur with Altick's regarding the types oftexts 
encountered by these members ofthe working classes; he too found that 'a great many 
69 Ibid., pp.245-46, 251-52, 254 & 258. 

70 Ibid., p.257 & 259, 
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read books and attempted to improve themselves'. Likewise his study supports Cruse's 
theory that the writings of authors such as Paine, Voltaire and Volney undermined 'the 
readers' religious deference'. 71 
Examining the 'characteristics imparted to the pursuit of knowledge' Vincent argued 
that the working-class view of useful knowledge differed fi:om the middle-class one 
being promoted within educational institutions of the period. Due to the political 
ferment of the 1830s rather than viewing useful knowledge as practical knowledge that 
could help them to become better workers: 'For Lovett, as for every other reader, the 
'use' ofknowledge was nothing less than to effect a transformation in his 
consciousness and in his relationship with the external world'. Although such readers 
often encountered a kindred spirit in the form·of a fellow working-class reader Vincent 
suggests that their education or cultural attainment isolated them from the majority of 
their peers. Autobiographical recollections imply that these readers began 'to measure 
their identity in relation to their occupational and social equals in terms of educational 
attainment' .72 
Vincent also expands James' analysis of the changing content ofpopular fiction and 
periodicals. He argues that in addition to viewing their reading as a means of gaining 
71 David Vincent, Bread, Knowledge and Freedom: A Study ofNineteenth-Century Working Class 
Autobiography, London: Methuen (1981; paperback ed. 1982); pp.9 & 180. Published authors and 
prominent members ofthe labour movement and organisations wrote most of these. 
72 Ibid., pp.17, 135 & 105. For a similar assessment ~fthe effects ofgrammar school education upon 
the scholarship boys ofpost-war Britain see Richard Hoggart, The Uses ofLiteracy: aspects of 
working-class life with special reference to publications and entertainments, London: Chatto & 
Windus (1957). In this classic study Hoggart argues that the rise of sensationalist entertainment for 
the masses exacerbated the isolation felt by those members ofthe working classes who had bettered 
themselves. 
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fi'eedom from the world-view of the educated, the attainment of useful knowledge was 
also linked to freedom from the non-rational beliefs of the past. As a result earlier 
fonns ofpopular culture evident within chapbooks, broadsheets and ballads were 
necessarily superseded. The manner in which this occurred, however, resulted in the 
effective establishment of an increasing division between political and sensational texts. 
In Literacy and Popular Culture (1989) Vincent examined these themes further 
extending his analysis to the period 1750 to 1914. In order to understand how and why 
literacy spread throughout England and its impact on the lives and the minds of the 
common people he focuses upon six main areas: family; classroom; workplace; natural 
world; imaginative life; politics. He suggests that the effect of formal education was 
detrimental to both the traditional structure ofworking-class communities and the 
vitality of oral culture. Learning only the mechanical skills of literacy within schools 
divorced reading and writing from the contexts in which they might be used. The State 
taught reading and writing as skills that might enable readers to absorb disconnected 
facts - not to fire their imaginations. As a result commercial publishers produced 
fictional texts that addressed the mechanical use of literacy by employing stereotypes 
and formulaic plots. The authoritative role of the family as teacher was challenged. 
Individuals were no longer dependent upon parents, siblings or employers for access to 
information. Knowledge gleaned from the printed word replaced oral fonns of 
authority. The demystification ofthe natural world presented to readers in the form of 
rationalistic texts added to this. From the 1850s the division between popular and high 
culture :increased. Whereas earlier fonns ofpopular culture had often imitated higher 
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fonTIS such productions were harder to sustain as urban dwellers sought 'a fOlm of 
expression which would reflect their own lives in their own circumstances' .73 The 
increasing reliance on commercially produced texts to stimulate the imagination 
resulted in an erosion of a pre-existing lower-class rural culture.74 
The political organisation of the working classes was also affected by the uses of 
literacy. Early radical papers had managed to bridge the gap between oral and written 
language by using vernacular and rhetorical modes of address. 75 This created a 
'working-class political reading public'. By the mid-century however the mouth pieces 
ofthe various local and national organisations ofworking-class movements 'had been 
unable to develop a tradition ofjournalism which could incorporate the wider areas of 
popular culture which could now make use of the printed word' .76 Dichotomies 
between serious and sensational, the tdvial and the improving were reflected in the 
political papers produced by the 'sedous readers' belonging to the working classes. 
Most of the autobiographies examined by Vincent were written by prominent members 
of the Independent Labour Party (ILP) and the Labour Party. Their autobiographies 
suggest that their cultural attainment isolated them from other members ofthe working 
classes. Like the middle-class commentators they viewed the majority of readers whose 
73 David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., p.205. 
74 Initially publishers drew on the tradition ofworking-class culture by using gothic novels and 
chapbooks as models and by incorporating pictures for the semi-literate. However, increasingly from 
1850 'the devise ofappealing to real emotions through artificial language, of appropriating the 
strengths ofthe old forms of communication to compensate for the shortcomings of the new, was 
difficult to sustain'. As demand increased Vlriting became mechanical. Ibid., p.22I. 
75 Furthermore during the Chartist period: 'Literacy was employed to bridge ·the gap between local 
grievance and national agitation, and in turn the atmosphere ofthe crisis offered the most compelling 
incentive to integrate the possession and the use ofthe skills of reading and writing'; ibid., p.249. 
76 Ibid., p.251. Between 1890 and 1910 the multiplying labour organisations were supported by at 
least 800 papers. 
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skills of literacy were still superficial and mechanical with despair. Rather than 
attempting to produce political literature that might appeal to those who preferred the 
sensational they addressed only the educated minority. As a result: 'While the 'eamest 
workers' could still keep in touch with their conununities, the continuing distinction 
between the 'serious minded' and the remainder a now almost universally literate 
working-class population had a disabling effect on the prospects of mobilising its full 
strength against the liberal State'. Their inability to communicate their political beliefs 
to the masses who retained a taste for light fiction was evident. Ultimately by 1914 'the 
achievement of a conjunction between mass literacy and mass action remained 
unfulfilled' .77 
In addition to providing a sophisticated analysis of the effects of increasing literacy, 
Vincent's work has opened up the field by making working-class autobiographies 
accessible. In 1989 Vincent, John Burnett and David Mayall completed The 
Autobiography ofthe Working Class (1984-89), an annotated bibliography of nearly 
two thousand nineteenth- and twentieth-century British working-class memoirs.78 
Jonathan Rose has used these rich sources of evidence to examine the reactions of 
members of the working classes to a variety oftexts for the period 1800 to 1945. The 
..'t 
Intellectual Life ofthe British Working Classes (2001) is an example ofthe type of 
reader-response history suggested by Darnton.79 
77 Ibid., pp.266-7. 
n John Burnett, David Vincent and David Mayall (eels.), The Autobiogmphy ofthe Working Class: 
An Annotated, Critical Bibliography, 3 vols., Brighton: Harvester (1984-89). 
79Jonaihan Rose, The Intellectual Life afthe British Working Classes, op.cit. See also Rose's earlier 
articles on the subject: 'How Historians Study Reader Response: or what did Joe think ofBleak 
House?, in John O. Jordan and Robert L. Patten (cds.), Literature in the Marketplace: Nineteenth­
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In line with recent reader -orientated criticism Rose attempts to redress the 'receptive 
fallacy' of traditional literary criticism by focusing upon the actual responses of readers 
'to discern the messages a text transmits to an audience'. Specifically, he seeks to 
answer: 'The question of whether Dickens, Conrad, or penny dreadfuls reinforced or 
subverted patriarchy, imperialism, or class hierarchies' and: 80 
cast a sharper light on provocative issues such as canon fOlmation. Do the 
'great books' embody universal moral values, psychological insights, and 
aesthetic standards? Or, as Janice Radway (and a large cadre of 
contemporary cultural critics) would put it, is it the 'dominant class who 
defme and maintain the value of high culture'? 
Ultimately Rose sides with conservative literary critics concluding that the same books 
recommended by the intellectual elite brought aesthetic joy, political emancipation and 
philosophical excitement to ordinary readers. 
Due to his challenge to traditional literary criticism Rose's work has been well 
received. By showing that working-class readers drew inspiration from canonical and 
classic texts he provides concrete evidence for some of the themes raised by Vincent's 
earlier work. Rose clearly shows that autobiographers believed that their relation to 
high culture aided them in their attempts to articulate their political aims. \Vb.at he has 
not considered however, is Vincent's wider point: from the middle of the nineteenth 
century the reverence of canonical literature by serious readers distanced them from 
the vitality of an earlier lower-class culture and ultimately prevented the labour 
Century British Publishing and Reading Practises, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1995); 
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movement from communicating their ideas to the masses. If this point is taken on 
board it is evident that reverential respect for high culture was in other ways 
detrimental to the nineteenth-century working-class movement as a whole. Essentially 
Rose's work has highlighted a further problem regarding the study of the history of 
reading: how can we uncover the relation of the masses who left no memoirs to high 
culture? Did one exist? 
Sources used in this thesis 
By using traditional sources in a new way and sources that have not previously been 
examined, this PhD takes a pragmatic approach to the difficulties involved and 
proposes a method for combining quantitative and qualitative research in the field. It is 
offered not only as a contribution towards the history of the reading habits of English 
common readers during the period 1850 to 1914, but as a contribution to the on-going 
discussion regarding the methodology of the discipline itself. By laying pieces of 
evidence i]-om different sources side by side some interesting questions emerge. 
Autobiographies provide evidence of reading selected later by the author for specific 
narrative purposes whereas library borrowing ledgers are verbatum, contemporary 
evidence; two pieces of the jigsaw which offer differing insights into reading practice. 
Reader guides and surveys from the period are also selective as contemporary authors 
and editors sought to show their own understanding ofreading trends. They are 
complemented by a hitherto neglected source, the Answers to Correspondents pages 
which reveal a greater variety of material was being read by the working classes. By 
Inquiry, Vo1.14 No.3 (Spring 1988), pp.516-38. 
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juxtaposing these sources a better picture of the common reader emerges and one 
which raises questions of its own. 
For instance, the very selectivity of autobiographical evidence of reading raises the 
question: how far did auto didactic culture influence reading habits and guides to 
reading? The working classes during the period 1850 to 1914 were an amorphous 
bunch, library borrowing records and the answers to correspondents reveal this. They 
clearly show that common readers were anxious to read the right texts in the right 
manner. In order to do this they asked for guidance and sometimes even for 
reassurances that their interpretations of certain texts were correct. These sources 
suggest that the values attached to high culture during this period can be attributed to a 
number of factors: contemporary debates, changes in the structure of the publishing 
industry, the rise of the public library as an institutional setting within which readers 
could define themselves as educated readers and the rise of editorials which inculcated 
a desire to improve. 
The period 1850 to 1914 has been chosen because it is characterised by a number of 
changes affecting the accessibility and availability of texts for English working-class 
readers: the introduction of free and compulsory education; the rise ofthe public 
library movement; the achievement of a nominally literate society; increases in the 
quantity ofpublished texts; significant decreases in the prices of newspapers, 
magazines and books. The 1850s provide a convenient starting point. The political 
ferment associated with the Chartist revolution had effectively come to an end. 
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In 1858 Wilkie Collins wrote of his discovery of 'The Unknown Public', comprising an 
estimated number of three million readers of cheap periodicals. Increasingly this 
'Unknown Public', came to occupy the minds of Collin's contemporaries within the 
journalistic world and ii'om 1850 to 1914 the reading habits of the masses were 
scrutinised and commented upon as never before. 81 Although this scrutiny did not end 
in 1914 the inception of the First World War provides a natural cut-off. Vincent's 
examination ofliteracy rates indicates that within England 'The official illiteracy level 
fITst dropped below 1 per cent in the last full year of peace'.82 From the end of the First 
World War the effects of competing sources of entertainment and mass communication 
in the form of the cinema and radio were beginning to be felt. When taken as a whole 
the period 1850 to 1914 therefore occupies a unique position with regards to the 
reading habits of the working classes. Essentially this PhD aims to assess the effect of 
increased access to texts for common readers. Specifically, it asks: did their relation to 
high culture change as a result of this? 
Chapter two presents a revaluation of autobiographical evidence. Firstly, by 
considering autobiographies as literary products of the periods in which they were 
written this chapter questions the manner in which Rose has used them as authoritative 
sources for examining reader response and as historical evidence that legitimises the 
value of high culture. Secondly, by comparing autobiographical evidence with evidence 
relating to expansions in the publishing industry, the public library movement and the 
81 Wilkie Collins, 'The Unknown Public', Household Words, Vo1.XVIII, No.439 (21 August 1858), 
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educational sector it aims to show how, where and why access to certain types of texts 
- most notably fiction, canonical and classic literature - increased over the period. 83 
Thirdly, by considering the manner in which reading is represented as an activity it 
attempts to assess the effects of increases in the availability of texts upon 
autobiographical recollections. 
While chapter two takes a fresh look at the evidence in the autobiographies, chapters 
three to five provide an analysis of the texts available to and the reading habits ofthree 
distinct groups oflibrary users. 84 Specifically, chapter three focuses upon library user 
records of the Kidderminster Municipal Reference Library, one of the first to be 
opened under the Public Libraries Act of 1850, for the period from September 1855 to 
May 1856 for which a recoverable record oftexts consulted in the library exists. After 
an analysis of the library stock, the titles consulted by male visitors in this reference 
library are examined. Interestingly, this chapter indicates that religious reading, 
although in abeyance, continued into the mid-1850s. It also shows that many 
infrequent visitors to the library requested the one text whose title they were certainly 
familiar with, the Bible. This reinforces the notion that wider cultural influences acted 
to shape early reading habits. The evidence highlights both the uneven spread of 
literacy during this transitional period and the spread of an autodidact culture among a 
wider section of the mass popUlation who wished to improve their minds through their 
82 David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., p.4. 

83 Here and in the following chapters the terms canonical and classic are used in the same manner as 

Rose to include those authors and texts defined as such either during the period 1850 to 1914, or 
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84 For a similar analysis oflibraryrecords see Paul Kaufman, Libraries and Their Users, op.cit. 
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reading.85 The borrower record also shows that many working-class adult readers 
• 

consulted juvenile fiction. 
In order to redress the balance of the evidence presented in chapter three (which 
focuses upon a reference library frequented by male readers alone), chapter four 
examines the librruy borrowing records for a very different group of readers: female 
members of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute, the first establishment of its 
kind to be opened, for the period from October 1856 to August 1857. The stock of 
texts made available to female readers essentially comprised an ad hoc collection of 
donated and purchased volumes, yet its content differed substantially from that of the 
Kidderminster library. The stock of this library reflected contemporary debates 
regarding the education ofwomen and specifically the position ofworking-class 
women in English society.86 
Chapter five reconstructs an early twentieth-century reading community through the 
school log books of the Southleigh village school and the borrowing records of the 
Southleigh village library for the period February 1907 to June 1914. Here the ways in 
which uneven educational provision and geographical location interacted to effect 
reading habits is considered and again the adult reading ofjuvenile literature emerges 
85 For a further discussion of the uneven spread ofliteracy see David Vincent, Literacy and Popular 
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as a recurrent theme. Even so the borrowing records for this library suggest that 
reading had clearly become established as a leisure activity throughout England by the 
beginning of the twentieth century. 
Drawing these themes together, chapter 6 departs from the local studies and focuses 
upon the changing reading habits, practices and experiences as revealed through the 
'Answers to Correspondents' pages of three popular periodical publications - the 
Family Herald (1842), the London Journal (1845) and Reynolds' Newspaper (1850) 
- for three sampled years, 1860,1880 and 1900. The use of this new source of 
evidence of reading enables us to examine the recurrent themes ofthe previous 
chapters. This chapter provides an analysis of the varying ways in which a mass print 
culture developed and examines the popularisation of the autodidact culture. Readers 
of these pages (or rather those writing to the editors of them) combined leisure reading 
with the reading of canonical texts for self-education, a practice that brings into 
question the supposed distinct and independent nature of autodidact culture. 
Gillian Avery, The Best Type of Girl: A History ofGirls , Independent Schools, London: Deutsch 
(1991). 
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Chapter 2: 
Autobiographical Representations of Reading 
Introduction 
In The Intellectual Life a/the British Working Classes (2001) Jonathan Rose draws 
upon 'the most useful' source ofthe reading experiences of common readers by 
focusing primarily upon the autobiographies ofordinary people. The main reason for 
his veneration of this source is the belief that it is unique in enabling the historian an 
insight into the most elusive topic regarding the history of reading; specifically, what 
was its effect? Rose's answer to this question is clear: canonical and classic texts 
'were an unambiguously emancipating force for working-class readers' who 
'defended low literature as harmless and enjoyable'. By gaining inspiration from 
predominantly canonical and classic literature, by reading it against the grain and by 
interpreting it in a variety ofways, working-class readers appropriated the messages 
within them for their own purposes. And, according to Rose, they were inspired to 
subvert the dominant middle-class social ideology of the period, culminating 
essentially in the formation of the Labour Party whose 'doctrinal texts were nothing 
less than the whole canon of classic literature'. Although common readers were 'adept 
at appropriating enlightenment and (mostly) harmless entertainment from popular 
--. ~ ~- .. --.~~~.. ~ 
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culture', they 'worshipped the classics' as superior texts that helped them develop 
their understanding of society and a critique of the British class system 1 
Rose's study supports conservative critics who maintain that 'great books' embody 
universal moral values, psychological insights and aesthetic standards' which make 
them relevant to both the intellectual elite and common readers. His findings also 
suggest that the Marxist theories of other critics such as Janice Radway or Barbara 
Herrnstein Smith who argue that other forms ofpopular culture are relevant to the 
lives of those who have not received an orthodox Westem education are inCOlTect 
since 'when autodidacts were asked which books made all the difference to them, they 
usually pointed to the same canon of 'great books"? 
Although Rose draws upon other sources to support this theory his analysis of 
autobiographies inform his general conclusions. While he acknowledges the fact that 
'auto biography contains certain inherent distortions and biases' and admits that 
'Memoirists are not entirely representative of their class' Rose essentially uses 
working-class autobiographies as an unproblematic source.3 In this respect his 
methodology lacks the sophistication of his argument. Specifically, Rose does not 
focus upon the literary conventions employed by the authors of those autobiographies 
whose evidence he examines. Nor does he consider these sources as products of the 
periods in which they were written. 
1 Jona1han Rose, The Intellectual Life o/the British Working Classes, op.cit., pp.l, 386, 48, 392 & 366. 

2 Ibid., ppA & 7. See Janice Radway, 'The Book-of-the-Month Club and the General Reader', op.cit; 
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By doing precisely this I will outline the benefits and disadvantages ofusing 
autobiographies as an historical source and reveal the weaknesses of Rose's 
conclusions. Ultimately it will be shown that autobiographers' recollections of reading 
and their associated reverential respect for canonical and classic texts can be 
interpreted in a number ofways: firstly, as an expression ofdifference from other 
members ofthe working-classes; secondly, as an expression of difference from/or an 
association with members of the middle-class; and thirdly, as a reflection of the 
autodidacts relation to the distribution networks that supplied canonical and classic 
literature. As such this chapter asks why working-class autobiographers suggest that 
canonical and classical texts played a vital role in their lives during the period 1850 to 
1914? Was it due to the inherent value of the text or did other factors play a role in 
determining retrospective recollections of reading? 
Working-class autobiographies: a literary genre 
The unusually large number ofworking-c1ass autobiographies published during the 
period 1790 to 1945 (c.2,000)4 has been attributed to education and the growing 
awareness ofworkers that they were a separate class. Statistics derived fi.'om the 
ability to write one's name on a marriage licence indicate that literacy rates rose 
dramatically during the nineteenth century 'from 67 per cent (male) and 51 per cent 
(female) in 1841 to approximately 97 per cent for both sexes in 1900,.5 Indeed R.K. 
4 For a finding aid to these sources see John Burnett, David Vincent and David Mayall (eds.), The 
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Webb has suggested that as early as the 1830s 'between two-thirds and three-quarters' 
of the working population of Britain were able to read and write and were therefore 
equipped with the tools necessary to commit their self-representations to paper.6 
Those who chose to do so however are not entirely representative oftheir class. The 
majority were written by exceptional people who gained prominence in later life as 
politicians, writers and journalists or, in occupational terms, as members of the 
expanding middle-class. As such their memoirs represent the lives of those who were 
aware that they had left the working-class communities in which they had been raised. 
This point is crucial to any understanding ofworking-class autobiographies as a 
literary genre. 
In 'Some Principles of Autobiography' (1980) William L Howarth highlighted a 
fundamental fact: autobiographers only retrospectively relate to the self. As a 
consequence the author of a self-history 'artfully defines, restricts or shapes that life 
into a self-portrait - one far removed from his original model, resembling life but 
actually composed and framed as rutful invention,.7 This analysis of the genre 
suggests that autobiographical evidence should be treated with care. Although they 
present facts autobiographers are necessarily selective. The decision to include or 
omit certain facts is determined by the interpretation of the self that the author wishes 
to tell. As a result the life history presented is essentially a literary creation. How then 
broad developments. For a discussion oftheir limitations and of the difficulties in measuring literacy in 
feneral see Richard D. Altick, The Common Reader, op.cit., pp.167-72. 
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can the information provided within autobiographies be used as an historical source 
for investigating the history of reading? 
In The Woman Reader (1993) Kate Flint evaluates the uses of autobiography. Like 
Altick she suggests 'autobiographies are invaluable for the details which they give of 
actual access to books outside the immediate circle of the home, and ofthe 
interaction, or lack of it, between domestic habits of reading and those which schools 
attempted to instigate,.8 In common with Vincent she shows that they can be used to 
study the significance attached to reading. In order to contrast theories about the 
woman reader with female reading practices Flint asks: 
What does it mean for a woman to employ references to reading when 
constructing and presenting an identity through autobiography? To what 
extent does she use them to confirm and consolidate her position - and 
by implication, that ofher reader - within a set of predetennined social 
beliefs, or to oppose or question them? How far does she present reading 
as a private activity which has fed into her sense of what it means to be a 
unique individual, differentiating her from, say her parents, or how far 
does she perceive it as an act which binds her to others? 
Answering these questions Flint asserts:9 
Reading in the Victorian and Edwardian period, as now, was an activity 
through which a woman could become aware of the simultaneity ofthe 
sensations of difference and of similarity. Moreover, her own reading 
could seldom fail to make it clear to her that her own choice of reading 
position (where to differ, where to acknowledge a bond) was, in the 
broadest sense, a political choice. 
Flint's assessment of the uses of autobiography is interesting. She shows that female 
auto biographers remembered reading as a formative influence and presented their 
choice of reading matter as a reflection of the self one hoped she had become. 
8 Kate Flint, The Woman Reader, op.cit., p.206. 

9 Ibid., pp.191 & 330. 
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Flint continues to argue that by 'characterizing aspects of dominant prescriptive views 
concerning reading' some female autobiographers chose to present the self 'as an 
exemplary figure'. These autobiographers imply that they practised 'self-censorship' 
by avoiding controversial religious or sexual texts or let others, such as parents or 
husbands, dictate their reading habits. According to Flint the use of such recollections 
of reading within autobiography help to put 'forward the author's life as a path fit to 
be fonowed by others' and underscore the autobiographies 'own potential didactic 
power as exemplary texts' .10 Essentially, then autobiographical portrayals of reading 
are shaped to fit the picture of the self that the author wishes to present. 
The same is also true of other types of female autobiography. Information offered in 
features and books 'which claimed to give insights into the working lives and methods 
of writers, and which functioned as a form of self-publicity' indicate that the authors 
of such texts were keen to provide 'A particular form of autobiographical 
didacticism'. Many went to great lengths 'to point out (whatever their own stylistic 
modes) the difference between 'good' and 'bad' writing, as though emphasizing their 
acquaintance with the former ... They tend to emphasize their omnivorous reading, 
and the quality of its range not just in their childhoods, but currently' . 11 Since many 
working-class autobiographers considered by Rose also appear to have done the same, 
this analysis 0 f their motivation fundamentally questions the validity of using 
working-class memoirs as authoritative guides for upholding canonical and classic 
10 Ibid., pp.207 & 220. 
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texts as superior forms of literature. Instead of accepting the opinions offered we 
should try to uncover the motivations behind them. 
In common with many of the autobiographers considered by Altick, Vincent and 
Rose, Flint also found that' the reminiscences ofa number of nineteenth-century 
• 	 women indicate impressive schemes of reading - historical, classical, scriptural, 
mathematical, scientific - which many set themselves in the absence of fonnal 
serious education'. Furthermore she argues that 'Many of the women who set 
themselves such formidable programmes were, consciously or otherwise, preparing 
themselves to enter into the public debate, frequently in print, with men who had been 
through rigorous systems at school and university' .12 What Flint suggests is that as 
readers these women defined themselves in relation to the perceived educational 
status of their brothers or male contemporaries. Indeed many penned autobiographies 
because they felt that both their efforts of self-education and their later active 
commitment to the traditionally male sphere of public life made them subjects wOlthy 
of attention. 
This same analysis can be applied to nineteenth-century working-class 
autobiographies. Many suggest that their own impressive schemes of reading singled 
them out as subjects. Statements such as the following given by Thomas Oliver 
(b. 1830, pub.1914) in the preface to his autobiography are not unusual within 
working-class memoirs: 13 
12 Ibid., pp.223 & 224. 
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For the want of something better to do, I thought I would pen a few 
incidents of my life. It has been a somewhat chequered life, and though 
there may not be anything in it very remarkable there may be some 
suggestions that may encourage the reader in the pursuit of knowledge and 
thereby make life a little smoother. 
While some present their efforts to gain knowledge as the justification for their 
autobiographies others highlight the lowbrow reading habits of other members of their 
families, in contrast to their own sophisticated ones. For example, like one anonymous 
autobiographer (b.1876, pub.1935), many suggest 'One effect of reading and thinking 
was to make the society of my elders a thing to be borne rather than enjoyed' .14 
Likewise, speaking of her relatives, Winifi"ed Wells (b.1896, pub. 1927) noted that she 
did not like them as 'They talked ofdull subjects and ... they did not read and they did 
not think' .15 
Similarly, many defined themselves as readers in relation to the perceived educational 
status of the middle and upper classes. Tellingly, when speaking ofhis own poetical 
efforts, Fred Stibbons (b.1872, pub. 1923) noted that 'I do not look to it [the working 
class] for a deep and appreciative understanding of my verse. For this I look to the 
great middle class, recruited from the Public School, and such of the privileged 
classes as will condescend to notice me'. 16 Furthermore many wrote their life histories 
because they had entered the expanding world ofthe lower middle-class. Their later 
14 Anon., Narrow Waters: The First Volume ofthe Life and Thoughts ofa Common Man, London: 
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successes in life prompted them to write self-histories and crucially acted as a lens 
through which to re-evaluate reading habits. 
Flint's analysis of female autobiographies builds upon Regina Gagnier's Marxist 
theory of subjectivity. In Subjectivities: A History ofSelf-Representation in Britain, 
• 	 1832-1920 (1991) Gagnier argued that subjectivity -the ability to imagine oneself as 
an individual ego and as a subject worthy of the attention of others - is a pre­
requisite of self-representation. She also suggests that the particular subjectivity of an 
autobiographer depends upon his/her acceptance or rejection of those master 
nalTatives that define (or position) the subject within society. Referring specifically to 
the authors ofnineteenth-century working-class autobiographies Gagnier suggests 
subjectivity - being a significant agent worthy ofthe regard of others, a 
human subject, as well as an individual 'ego' for one self - was not a 
given. In conditions oflong work hours, crowded housing, and inadequate 
light, it was difficult enough for them to contemplate themselves, but they 
also had to justify themselves as writers worthy of the attention ofothers. 
This anxiety was often manifested within the opening pages ofworking-class 
autobiographies by an apology to the reader or through a self-conscious justification 
of the self not as a social atom but as an individual. 
Accordingly, Gagnier suggests that autobiographies reveal the subject's mediation of 
what Althusser has termed Ideological State Apparatus: the broad cultural ideologies 
17 Regina Gagnier, Subjectivities: A History ofSelf-Representation in Britain, 1832-1920, New York: 
Oxford University Press (1991), p.l41. 
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that define and reify categories such as gender, class, race, religion or intelligence. By 
accepting or rejecting certain elements: 18 
Hegemony appears in autobiography in the form of master, or broad 
cultural 'narratives' that determine how' people see their lives. For 
example, such narratives include ideologies of gender - of masculinity 
and femininity - that make women and men write their lives in terms of 
romance and financial success, whether or nor their lives are conducive to 
such pursuits. They also include narratives of the Enlightenment that 
legitimise workers in seeing their lives as the pursuit of 'bread, 
knowledge, and freedom,' and thus make their autobiographies read much 
like that of John Stuart Mill, a son of the middle-class intelligentsia, or 
Beatrice Webb, a daughter of one of the wealthiest capitalists in England. 
There are also narratives of family that make working-class people 
obsessed with parents they never knew and others, such as Samuel Butler 
and Florence Nightingale obsessed with parents and a family system they 
knew and hated. 
Extending this analysis Flint suggests that women were compelled to write their life 
histories because they felt they either exemplified or challenged the dominant 
characteristics imparted to the category ofwo.man. 
Relating this to working-class memoirs it is evident that the subject's mediation of 
his/her place within society played a major factor in shaping autobiographical 
reminiscences. Indeed Rose argues 'The British class system had always drawn a 
sharp distinction between workers and thinkers' .19 Within autobiographies however, 
this distinction is both refuted by the individual story of success, and upheld through 
comparisons with other members of the working classes. For example, when working 
as a seaman John Patterson (b.1866, pub.1911) noted that his colleagues were 'simple 
18 Regina Gagnier, Subjectivities, op.cit., p.6. Inher theory ofthe acceptance/rejection or mediation 
model, Gagnier adopts both Foucault's notion ofsubjectivity and Althusser's conception ofIdeological 
State Apparatus and attempts to examine how subjects mediate the ideological discourses of the State. 
In contrast to Foucault and Althusser however, Gagnier takes inspiration from E.P. Thompson, 
Anthony Giddens and Pierre Bourdieu to conceive a bottom up, rather than a top down approach. 
fellows' who respected him for his 'book learning'?O Likewise as a reader, Stibbons 
recalled that he 'often regarded himself as a poor man's lawyer', while Frank Steel 
(born early1860s, pub.l939) noted 'among my humble life-acquaintances, I always 
passed for a person of education,?l This again reinforces the opinion that 
autobiographical reflections on the value of reading form part of the author's 
contemplation of the self as an interesting subject or one who differed from the 
masses. Indeed, for Gagnier, it is the problematic attempt to represent or imagine 
oneself as a subject that characterises the variety of nineteenth-century working-class 
autobiographies. 22 
Although deconstructionist critics23 have resisted attempts to categorise 
autobiographies, Gagnier provides a useful framework for examining the varieties of 
working-class memoirs, which she classifies into three groups: conversion and 
gallows tales; autobiographies of storytellers and politicians; confessions and self­
19 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual life ofthe British Working Classes, op.cit., p.7. 

20 John Patterson, My Vagabondage: Being the Intimate Autobiography ofA Nature's Nomad, London: 

William Heinemann (1911), p.253. 

21 Fred Stibbons, Noifolk's 'Caddie' Poet, op.cit., p.32; Frank Steel, Ditcher's Row. A Tale ofthe Older 

Charity, London: Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd. (1939), p.218. 

22 Julia Swindell takes the concept of problematic self-representation further in her study of nineteenth­

century women writers and autobiographers. Adopting a feminist approach, she links the emergence of 

autobiography to the rise of the novel during the eighteenth century and argues that conventional 

literary or narrative forms provided inadequate models for structuring gender or class specific self­

representations. See Julia Swindell, Victorian Writing and Working Women, Cambridge: Polity (1985), 

fp·140-153. 

Adapting the classical genre divisions of 'epic, dramatic and lyric', William L Howarth and William 
C. Spengeman classified autobiographies into three groups: respectively defined as 'oratory, drama and 

poetry' or 'historical, philosophical and poetical'. Deconstructionist critics, such as Mary Jacobus and 

Barbara J oillson, however, argue that the difficulties encountered in any attempt to classifY 

autobiographies as a genre essentially exposes the artificiality of all generic classifications. See 

William L Howarth, 'Some Principles of Autobiography', op.cit, pp.84-115; William C Spengeman, 

The Forms ofAutobiography: episodes in the history ofa literary genre, New Haven & London: Yale 

University Press (1980); Mary Jacobus, 'The Law o:6'and Gender: genre theory and the preclude' in 

Diacritics, 14 (Winter, 1984), ppA7-57; Barbara Joooson, 'My Monster/My Self in Barbara Johnson 

(ed.), A World ofDifference, Baltimore and London: Jooo Hopkins University Press (1989), pp.144-54. 
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examinations?4 Of these three groupings, the ftrst two are relevant to the analysis of 
working-class attitudes to canonical texts and print culture given below. The third 
group ofworking-class autobiographies identified by Gagnier tend to be sensational in 
style and were penned primarily for pecuniary gain?S The authors of these types of 
autobiographies do not normally refer to their reading and so have been omitted from 
the analysis which follows. 
Conversion tales tend to chart the transformation of an individual from a 'bad' to a 
'good' character, while gallows tales chart the reverse process. The origins of this 
form can be traced to the sixteenth-century (traditionally religious) salvation 
narratives. By the nineteenth-century however conversion narratives came to stress 
other beneftts of secular conversions. Typically these include the attainment of 
material success, freedom from the snare of drink or even from dominant narratives of 
citizenship. Indeed, Gagnier argues that both the conversion and the gallows 
naITatives died out as 'Conversion became less important to organised workers than 
politicisation'. This is reflected by the fact that 'a surprising number ofthe texts bear 
out the working-class deconstruction of religion for political purposes. For more 
conservative writers ... the personal salvation of conversion became the ideological 
24 Gagnier builds upon the model provided in Nan Hackett, XIX Century British Working-Class 
Autobiographies: An Annotated Bibliography, New York: AMS Press (1985), pp.l0-47. Hackett 
defines three periods ofnineteenth century working-class political history (1800-1848,1848-1880 and 
1880-1900) and argues that each resulted in a specific form of autobiography: those which document 
political movements; those which emphasise the life of the author as a self-made agent but extol the 
virtues of collective mutual aid; and those which express either mass agitation against middle-class 
morality, or working-class apathy. 
25 For a further discussion of all three forms see Regina Gagnier, Subjectivities, op.cit., pp.13 8-170. 
linchpin of secular success' .26 Since they form part of the life story of the individual, 
this analysis can also be applied to autobiographical representations ofreading. 
The working-class autobiographies of Joseph Terry (b.1816, pub. 1860) and John 
Kemp (b.1850, pub.1933) provide typical examples of the way in which reading is 
portrayed within narratives of religious conversion. In both of these autobiographies, 
scripture reading is described as a devotional act to which the author tried to commit 
regular time. Competing leisure activities, including other types of reading matter, are 
portrayed as obstacles to eventual salvation. For example, following his 'Call to 
Grace' in October 1869, Kemp felt compelled to burn the 'poison' he had been 
reading before this, stating: 
I had been very fond of novels and songs and had collected quite a 
number of them ... but now they became very distasteful to me, and my 
guilt for having delighted in them became great upon my conscience. 
So, one day I cleared out the whole lot of them, casting them upon the 
fire. 
When Kemp did attempt to pursue other interests and, for example, 'purchased a 
book, a camera and materials' in order to take up photography as a hobby, his 
testimony again insists that 'a guilty conscience' compelled him to discontinue such 
pursuits. 27 Since religious conversion narratives recast previous lifestyles as sinful the 
application of this interpretation to all activities, including reading, is evident.28 
26 Regina Gagnier, Subjectivities, op.cit., pp.154-5. 
27 Jolm Kemp, 'Autobiography' in Memoir ofJohn Kemp, First Pastor of 'Ebenezer' Strict Baptist 
Chapel, Bounds Cross, Biddenden, Kent, London: J. Francombe & Sons Ltd. (1933), pp.7, 9, 10 & 7l. 
28 The autobiography of Dyke Wilkinson (b.1830s, pub. 1902) provides a good example of one that 
follows the format of the gallows tale. Charting his own downfall, Wilkinson also suggests that his 
reading acted a factor, attributing 'the pernicious effect ofthe only literature I was able to come by' ­
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Autobiographies that chart the secular conversion of the individual also portray 
reading as part of this life history. They suggest that like every facet oftheir lives it 
contributed to the discovery of a new self. For example, Vere Garratt (b. 1892, 
pub. 1939) concludes that 'What I was really striving for was a sort of self-realisation 
of the first magnitude, and any books that helped towards the development of it I 
gulped down with avidity'. Others, such as John Ward (b.1866, pub. 1906) are more 
explicit and state that 'Reading ... changed the whole course of my life,.z9 
Crucially they suggest that prior to their secular conversion - or in the case of 
reading, prior to their discovery of quality literature - that their reading had lacked 
direction: a situation that they then tried to remedy. 
The second group ofnarratives defined by Gagnier, storytellers and politicians, are 
opposites. The fonner were usually written by transients - Southerners, or soldiers 
returning from war - or by those who were not affiliated to a Church or an organised 
political movement. Commonly they aim to stress the timelessness of a way oflife 
that is under threat. Typically, narratives ofpoliticians are written by politically 
radical members ofthe working class, often from the industrialised North. They 
portray change as a positive factor that helps to improve the lot of their class and treat 
their own politicisation as a turning point within their lives. Accordingly, 'The 
politicization of the 'social atom' is thus the equivalent in working-class 
autobiography of the discovery of a new self in the traditional spiritual 
this being 'the dreadful trash which was almost the only literary food for poor lads of that time' - for 
his resulting imprisonment. Dyke Wilkinson, A Wasted Life, London: Grant Richards (1902), p.153. 
29 Vere Garratt, A Man in the Street, London: lM. Dent & Sons Ltd. (1939), p.93; John Ward, 'How I 
Got On: Life Stories by the Labour MPs', Pearson's Weekly (15 March 1906), p.655. 
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autobiography. ,30 Again it is evident that retrospective portrayals ofreading are 
presented as fOlmative parts of this discovery. 
The autobiography of Walter Hampson (b.c.1866, pub.1931) who later became a 
member of the Independent Labour Party and a socialist lecturer provides a good 
example of the way in which reading is treated within a life history that charts the 
politicisation ofthe subject. While working at the Whittingham asylum as a caretaker 
(1885-7), Walter Hampson 'quickly discovered my limitations, especially when the 
subject of books was introduced'. From this moment on Hampson 'resolved to gain 
some knowledge' and, by borrowing texts from the asylum library began his 
'pilgrimage of the ignoramus'. Up until his discovery ofpolitical literature Hampson 
asserts that his reading had been confined to the 'desultory study ofpenny bloods and 
sixteen String lacks'.31 He continues to suggest that the discovery of new types of 
reading matter helped to confirm his burgeoning political beliefs and freed him from 
religious dogma. Typically, reading is again presented as one of the factors that 
helped to create the politicised self whose formation is charted. 
In his analysis of the reading experiences ofworking-class autobiographers Rose also 
highlights the fact that 'the epiphany that struck Will Crooks is one of the most 
persistent themes ofworking-class autobiography,.32 What he does not note however 
is that this epiphany forms part of the narrative that emphasises the discovery of a new 
self. Instead, Rose cites its prevalence as evidence to support his view regarding the 
30 Regina Gagnier, Subjectivities, op.cit., p.l64. 
31 Walter Hampson, 'Reminiscences of 'Casey', Forward (9 May 1931), p.12 and Forward (13 June 
1931), p.1S. 
inherent value of canonical and classic literature. However, by encouraging us to 
examine the literary conventions used within autobiographies Gagnier provides a 
useful model for analysing working-class testimonies of reading. Her analysis 
fundamentally questions the manner in which Rose has used this source. 
As a reCUlTent theme the 'epiphany' that struck working-class readers can be viewed 
as a literary device that parallels the conversion of the subject. Following this, the 
working-class author typically recounts his or her life as a progressive journey 
resulting in the attainment of particular goals: personal intellectual enlightenment, 
political awareness, or successful future employment. Often the turning point occurs 
during the author's adolescence. Many suggest that as juveniles they read and enjoyed 
periodical fiction. Once they realised that their intellect and energy could be better 
spent however, they suggest that they turned to canonical and classic literature, or to 
factual texts continuing to read these works throughout their adult lives. In 'The 
Adolescent Novel' (1990) Julia Kristeva offers a further suggestion as to why the 
juvenile reading of autobiographers is contrasted with their later more sophisticated 
tastes. She suggests that within autobiographies the adolescent figure is employed as a 
myth to distance the author from some of their perceived faults. 33 Therefore, rather 
than telling us about the inherent value of specific texts, the value of autobiographies 
as a source is that they enable us to examine working-class reading experiences as an 
expression of subjectivity. 
32 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual life ojthe British Working Classes, op.cit., p.8. 

33 Julia Kristeva, 'The Adolescent Novel', in John Fletcher and Andrew Benjamin (eds.), Abjection, 

Melancholia and Love: The Work ojJulia Kristeva, London: Routledge (1990), p.8. 
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Working-class autobiographies: products of the period 
However, while Gagnier's analysis helps us to understand why autobiographical 
portrayals of the effects of reading are strikingly similar, one further question remains: 
why do these memoirs mention reading at all? Rose observes that the working-class 
autobiographers: 34 
wrote at length about their reading, as if they were pointing the way for 
future historians. An entire chapter on the subject is not unusual, and some 
autobiographies, such as Thomas Carter's Memoirs ofa Working Man 
(1845), are predominantly accounts of a lifetime of reading. 
Why is this the case? One suggestion is that these autobiographers were aware the 
reading habit of the masses was a topic of debate. 
Following his discovery of the 'Unknown Public' in the 1850s Wilkie Collins 
optimistically argued that once the skill ofreading was mastered the quality of 
literature read by the masses would improve since: 'The largest audience for 
periodical literature ... must obey the universal law of progress , and must, sooner or 
later, learn to discriminate,.35 Following the passage of the 1870 Education Act, 
however, expansions in the mass-market publishing industry appeared to question this 
expectation. As a result 'The question of how far ... the literature of the common 
people has improved or deteriorated ... [became] a question of very great interest and 
importance.36 And it remained an enduring one throughout the periods in which these 
autobiographies were written and indeed, has never really subsided. 
34 Jonathan Rose, The IntellectualliJe ofthe British Working Classes, op.cit., pp.2-3. 

35 Wilkie Collins, 'The Unlmown Public', Household Words, Vol.XVIII, No.439 (21 August 1858), 

pp.217-24, p.222. 

36 William Alexander, 'Literature of the People - Past and Present', Good Words, Vol.XVII (1879), 

pp.92-96, p.92. 
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Throughout the second-half of the nineteenth century, and certainly until the 
introduction of English Literature (1871) as a new subject within schools, the fiction 
problem was an especially popular topic. Unlike religious and factual texts, the moral 
and educational value of literature was, with regards to the working classes, harder to 
define. On the one hand, classic and canonical texts were praised for their moral and 
ennobling character, while new sensational novels and periodical fiction of the penny 
dreadful variety were criticised for debasing moral values and appealing to the 
emotions rather than to reason.37 For example, speaking of the fiction problem at the 
1879 Library Association Conference, J.T. Kay stated that 'reading per se is not 
valuable, and in the case ofmany of these novels it is dissipating and valueless.' 
Furthermore, in his opinion, 'Schoolboys or students who took to novel-reading to 
any extent never made much progress in after life. They neglected real practical life 
for the sensually imaginative and suffered accordingly from the enervating 
influence. ,38 On the other hand, some commentators of the period argued that even 
though the reading of such texts did not represent a rational use of leisure time, their 
perusal could at least ignite a desire to read and prompt a reader to value texts of a 
higher quality, due to their inherent literary merits. For example, speaking of the 
fiction problem Ernest Baker, librarian ofthe Midland Railway Institute in Derby, 
promoted this view arguing that 'Instead of apologising for the popularity ofnovels, it 
37 For example see Joseph Ackland, 'Elementary Education and the Decay ofLiterature' , Nineteenth 
Century Society, Vol.XXXV, (March 1894), pp.412-23; Alexander William, 'Literature oftlle People: 
Past and Present', Good Words, Vol.XVII (1876), pp.92-96; Anon., 'Novels as Sedatives', Spectator, 
No.LXXIII (28 July 1894), pp.22-24; 'The Byways ofLiterature: Reading For the Millions', 
Blackwood's Magazine, No.LXXXIV (1858), pp.200-216. 
38 1. Taylor Kay, The Provision ofNovels in Rate-Supported Libraries, London: Chiswick Press (1880), 
p.IO. 
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would be well to take thought how this immovable fact may be made an instrument of 
• 

progress,.39 
After the First World War the wireless and the cinema offered competing leisure 
activities to that ofreading in working-class homes. And, after the Second World War 
the impact of the television was beginning to be observed. The detrimental and 
beneficial effects ofthese forms of entertainment were discussed widely within 
popular and highbrow publications. Indeed according to Robert Graves and Alan 
Hodge the two terms low- and high- brow became further popularised during the 
interwar period.40 At the same time the notion of a canon of great texts was finally 
formalised. During the 1930s in Fiction and the Reading Public (1932) Q.D. Leavis 
highlighted the differences between the education ofthe elite and that of the masses in 
terms of their reading matter.41 Similarly, the findings of Mass-Observation tended to 
stress the differences between middle-class high and working-class low, or popular, 
culture. And from the 1950s, most notably with the publication of Raymond 
Williams's Culture and Society (1958), 'culture' itself became a key area for 
academic enquiry and political attention. 42 
The cultural discourses of the periods during which these autobiographies were 
written may have helped to shape their content. Many autobiographers engage with 
these debates within their memoirs. For example, speaking of both his own and his 
39 Ernest Baker, Descriptive Handbook to the More Noteworthy Works ofProse Fiction in the Library 
ofthe Midland Railway institute, Derby, Derby: published for the :Midland Railway Institute (1899), 
p.25. 

40 See Robert Graves and Alan Hodge, The Long Week-End: a social history of Greal Britain, 1918­
1939, London: Faber & Faber (1940). 
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contemporaries juvenile love of 'penny bloods', Thomas Okey (b.1852, pub. 1930) 
asserts: 'none of us in after life adopted highway robbery as a profession ... What it 
did was to evoke the reading habit~43 Likewise, Frank Steel states: 44 
I am far fi'om being an advocate of the 'penny dreadful', in view ofthe 
abounding wealth of 'live' literature of a saner kind; but I dare asseli that 
our minds owed more of quickening and exercise to an occasional copy of 
The Sons ofBritannia, or The Young Men ofGreat Britain ... than to any 
mental pabulum furnished us by our pastors and masters. 
Others such as John Leno (b. 1826, pub. 1892) - an active Chartist and radical 
publisher - refuted the dominant middle-class view that other working-class leisure 
pursuits such as drinking were opposed to that ofgaining know ledge. Leno instead 
argued that within working-class public houses intellectual 'wild bohemians' were to 
be found such as: 45 
Ward of the giant memory, who appeared to have remembered everything 
he had read; Rennie who carried in his pocket an entire classical library, 
and who, after confronting all the scholars would usually wind up in a 
Bow Street police cell; ... Davis, who could retail [ sic] the entire series of 
lectures delivered at the geological and the rest of the museums, ... Ross 
who received £ 180 from the proprietors of the 'Quarterly', for a slashing 
article on Gladstone's 'Homer'. 
Dis courses regarding the benefits of a liberal education and efforts to extend this to 
the masses were central to many of the autobiographers' later lives. Their 
contemplation of the above debates is therefore not surprising. Engagement with them 
suggests, as both Gagnier and Flint propose, that the subjects of these working-class 
autobiographies negotiated contemporary discourses on cultural attainment as master 
narratives. This helps to explain why many working-class autobiographers went to 
41 Q.D. Leavis, Fiction and the Reading Public, London: Chatto & Windus (1932). 
42 Raymond Williams, Culture and Society, 1780-1950, London: Chatto & Windus (1958). 
43 Thomas Okey, A Basketful ofMemories. An Autobiographical Sketch, London: J.M. Dent & Sons 
(1930), p.52. 
44 Frank Steel, Ditcher's Row, op.cit., p.l11. 
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great lengths to document their own reading habits and highlight their appreciation of 
canonical and classic literature. In addition to portraying their reading as an act that 
singles them out as exceptional subjects, the life histories of many support the 
optimistic view that the reading of the masses could improve. Like the female 
autobiographers considered by Flint, their texts were offered as testimonies to the 
benefits of self-education. As such, they too suggested a path for others to follow. 
Reading for entertainment: the fiction problem 
Revealingly however, and with specific regards to the reading of fiction, many 
autobiographies maintain a tension throughout. While they suggest that they enjoyed 
reading fictional texts many also imply that they attempted to limit this form of 
reading, by concentrating on factual texts or 'respectable' fiction. This latter category 
is defined almost exclusively within autobiographies as canonical and classic texts. 
Adopting the style of the secular conversion nalTative many suggest that once they 
realised they had wasted some of their own leisure time in the desultory pursuit of 
fiction they then tailored their reading in accordance with specific aims: notably, in 
order to improve their intellectual fibre. 
This change in direction was usually followed by attempts to follow strenuous reading 
programmes. For example, while working as a clerk in a newspaper office, Winifred 
Wells (b.1896, pub. 1927) who had apparently previously delighted in the fiction of 
Rider Haggard and Marie Corelli to 'quicken the pulses', 'decided to study seriously' 
and compiled a time-table which involved broadening her geography on Mondays, her 
45 Jo1m Leno, The Aftermath: with Autobiography ofthe Author, London: Reeves and Turner (1892), 
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history on Tuesdays and her English on Thursdays and Fridays.46 During his early 
twenties, Neville Cardus (b. 1890, pub. 1947) who had previously found himself 
'engrossed' in fictional works such as Henry Fielding's novels, 'compiled a cultural 
scheme ... plan of campaign; so many hours a week to that subject, so many hours to 
this', which 'involved metaphysics, with ethics and ::esthetics correlated; sociology, 
economics, comparative religion and allliterature,.47 Likewise, after his 'orgie' of 
fictional reading, Edward Brown (b.1880, t.s.1950s) felt compelled to 'look round for 
some definite course of study to pursue' after his 'first heat of ... reading enthusiasm 
had worn off. ,48 In the examples given here the reading of fiction is clearly presented 
as an obstacle to the nobler pursuit of self-education. What this indicates is that two 
distinct spheres of working-class reading activity emerged during the period 1850 to 
1914: reading for leisure purposes and reading for broadly educational and! or cultural 
ones. Interestingly, the emergence of these two reading activities appears to have been 
linked to increases in literacy and the availability of texts. Discussing these changes 
the autobiographers suggest that they affected working-class attitudes to reading and 
helped to shape their own reading habits - or at least their portrayals of them. 
Many autobiographies written after the turn of the century, suggest that members of 
their families read periodicals, newspapers and sensational texts as a means of 
relaxation. That this was the case, is not surprising. From the mid-century, following 
p.75. 

46 Clare Cameron (pseud.), Rustle ofSpring, op.cit., p.l 07. 

47 Neville Cardus, Autobiography, (2nd.ed. London: Fontana Books, 1955, first published by Collins 

1947), pp.49 & 51. 

48 Edward Brown, untitled t.s., London: BruneI University Library (1950s), pp.38 & 40. For Brown, his 

'instructive urge to be doing something more than just general reading' resulted in his firstly learning 

secretarial skills, English, arithmetic, French, company work and economics from text-books, and in 

his reading 'many French novels'; ibid., p.68. 
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the abolition of newspaper (1855) and then paper (1861) tax, expansions in the 
.. 

periodical press were characterised by the provision of a greater variety of cheap 
weekly periodicals and newspapers aimed specifically at the masses. During the 
1870s and the 1880s, as publishers of such texts increasingly looked towards the new 
reading public for their audiences, both newspapers and magazines became 
progressively cheaper and, according to Simon Eliot, 'by 1884 over 68% of all 
newspaper, and over 45% of all magazine titles had a cover price of Id or less,.49 By 
the end of the nineteenth century, the utilisation of rotary presses and typesetting 
machines provided the working classes with cheap daily publications, such as 
Harmsworth's Daily Mail (1896), in addition to cheap weeklies. Vitally, throughout 
the period, such publications were comparatively cheaper than those appearing in 
book format and suited to the needs of the growing reading public, providing a variety 
of entertainment, instruction and topicality in short easy to read articles. 
When referring to their own reading habits however working-class autobiographers 
usually stress the point that their reading was of a more serious nature. When they 
discuss their reading ofperiodicals and newspapers the autobiographers imply that it 
was caITied out with a specific aim: to obtain up-to-date information, political 
commentary or guidance in relation to the reading of other texts. For example, as 'a 
subscriber to the Review of Reviews', Stibbons recalled that this publication helped 
with his goal ofkeeping 'in touch with world politics', while William Bowyer 
49 Simon Eliot, Some Patterns and Trends in British Publishing, 1800-1919, London: Bibliographical 
Society (1994), p.88. Eliot also shows that decreases in prices were matched by increases in the number 
ofpublications. Taking 1864 as his baseline of 100 Eliot observes that the number of newspaper titles 
issued in the 1870s rose from 13 to 52 over tile baseline while 'the 1880s wimessed even more rapid 
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(b. 1889, pub. 1941) implies that he used the book reviews within the Daily News to 
.. 

guide his reading. 50 
Although they too enjoyed reading fiction, autobiographers suggest that this was not 
the only reason why they read it. In order to mediate competing discourses on the 
genre they usually present their perusal of such texts not as a leisure activity but as a 
broadly educational one: a means of improving, ennobling and enriching their lives. 
For example, as a youth Hany West (b.1880, t.s. c.1950) encountered an old man who 
'interested me in literature, gave me booklets ofextracts ii-om the classics etc'. 
Commenting upon this supply ofliterature West continues: 'I owe him much, he 
extended my mental world, consolidated much that I felt, but could not then express, 
and helped me in the matter ofrational reflection. I was doing well in non-academic 
education' .51 As such, these autobiographers attempt to show that their reading of 
fiction formed p31i of a wider cultural scheme. Rather than wasting their own leisure 
time, they suggest that they read with purpose - either to educate themselves, to 
increase their employment opportunities or to aid with the development of the cultural 
selves they felt they had become. 
In order to ensure that they read the 'right' literature, some suggest they refened to 
authoritative guides. For example, as an adolescent Thomas Jackson (b.1879, t.s. 
growth, rising from 60 to 111 points over the same baseline'. The number ofmagazine titles also 

increased dramatically in the 1880s and 1890s. Ibid., pp.81-3. 

50 Fred Stibbons, Noifolk's 'Caddie' Poet, op.cit., p.24; William Bowyer, Brought Out in Evidence: an 

autobiographical summing-up, London: Faber and Faber (1941), p.113. See also George Elson, The 

Last Days ofthe Climbing Boys, London: John Long (1900), pp. 209 & 252; John Leno, The Aftermath, 

op.cit., p.19. 

51 Harry West, 'The Autobiography ofHarry Alfred West. Facts and Comments', t.s., London: BruneI 

University Library (c. 1950), p.19. 
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c.1952) recalled that he referred to Sir John Lubbock's Hundred Best Books, noting: 
'I was young enough to believe in the possibility of such a list; and to be glad of the 
guidance of an accepted 'authority' ... I took Lubbock's list seriously, and set myself 
to collect, and to read, everyone in his list. It took years to find them all ... at a price 1 
could command. But as 1 found them I read them doggedly and conscientiously. ,52 
Others chose to attend evening classes, or to follow postal tutorial ones as a means of 
directing and focusing their study. For example, Frank Hodges (b.1887, publ925) 
states that one of the benefits of attending night school was that teachers 'arranged 
one's books on a better plan. ,53 Whether or not they actually read all (or indeed any) 
of the texts recommended to them it is evident that these members of the working-
classes were not immune to debates concerning the differences between 'good' and 
'bad' literature, and were anxious to ensure they read the fonner. 
While some consciously sought guidance, others accepted it unconsciously in the 
form of publishers' series and anthologies which were very popular with the 
autobiographers. 54 From the 1830s publishers had begun to develop cheap classic 
libraries ofboth poetry and fiction as an integral part of their businesses. This trend 
continued throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth century. 55 As a result 
canonical or classic fiction was often encountered within series designed to promote 
the status of this literature. Many more autobiographers visited public libraries in 
52 Thomas Alfred Jackson, 'Solo Trumpet: An interim Report ofFifty 'Red' Years', T.S., Vol. I, 
Manchester: Working Class Movement Library (c. 1952), op.cit, p.9. For another reference to 
Lubbock's book see C.R. Rolph, London Particulars, op.cit., p.84. 
53 Frank Hodges, My Adventures as a Labour Leader, London: George Newnes Ltd. (1925), p.lS. 
54 For example see Richard Hillyer, Country Boy: The Autobiography ofRichard Hillyer, London: 
Hodder & Stoughton (1966), pp.134-135. 
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order to obtain reading matter. Once inside the institutional setting would again have 
suggested the broadly educational value of the types of texts encountered within-
even if the motive for entering was not prompted by a desire to read 'acceptable' 
literature. 
Certainly developing library acquisitions policies were limited. Debates surrounding 
the Libraries Act (1850) resulted in the broad view that the main function of a public 
library was to act as an adjunct to adult educational movements of the period. With 
specific regards to the provision of fiction, and especially of novels, this resulted in 
the provision of edifying, moral and established literature, in preference to the 
ephemeral and popular.56 As a result, library holdings were generally characterised by 
safe and respectable collections of literature.57 
Discourses regarding the distinctions between 'good' and 'bad' literature were relayed 
to the working-class autobiographers in a number ofways throughout their lives. As 
chapter 6 will show, the topic was frequently debated in popular periodical 
publications. Some autobiographers used guides to literature and these provided the 
titles of edifying texts. Libraries contained this type of reading matter and the 
55 This trend was accelerated duringfue price wars of the 1880s. See Leslie Howsam, 'Sustained 
Literary Ventures: The Series in Victorian Book Publishing', Publishing History, Vol. XXXI (1992), 
pp-5-26. 
See Paul Sturges and Alison Barr, "The Fiction Nuisance' in nineteenth-century British public 
libraries', Journal ofLibrarianship and Information Science, Vo1.24, No.1 (March 1992), pp.23-32. 
57 See Simon Eliot, 'Public Libraries and Popular Authors, 1883-1912', LibraJY, VI.ser., No.8 (1986), 
pp.322-335. Eliot's study of eighty-one printed library catalogues from the period 1883-1912 suggests 
that some libraries contained the works of authors such as Scott, Mrs Henry Wood and M.E. Braddon 
who were considered to be acceptable but that the works ofother popular but 'unliterary' authors such 
as Ouida, Guy Boothby, Dick Donovan or Nat Gould were not acquisitioned. Paul Sturges and Alison 
Barr further suggest that librarians used literary reviews and published guides to shape their acquisition 
policies. Paul Sturges and Alison Barr, 'The Fiction Nuisance', op.cit., pp.23-32. 
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publishers of cheap classic series similarly supplied the mass market with guidance. 
These factors can explain why autobiographers wrote at length about their reading 
habits: they were aware the reading habits of the masses were of interest, and by 
highlighting their own sophisticated tastes were able to define themselves as 
exceptional subjects. This also offers some suggestions as to why 'Again and again 
• 	 we find classic literature embraced by working people who thoroughly lacked literary 
education. ,58 Working-class readers were encouraged to read this type of literature. 
Stressing that they did formed part of the wider narrative of the self being put 
forward. Whether or not they actually enjoyed it, claims to that effect could prove 
their own intellect. 
Many accepted guidance (either consciously or unconsciously) in relation to their 
reading matter and for some this may have affected their opinion of texts before they 
even read them. Tellingly, many say they preferred canonical or classic literature 
purely because others valued its cultural worth. For example, Jack Goring (b.1861, 
pub. 1938) states 'The English classics have always appealed to me for two reasons at 
least. First they have been well tested by others and yet survive and secondly that 
reprints are cheap'. 59 Ha.lTY West also says he was 'always weary of the contemporary 
and popular') while Henry Hawker (b.1870, pub. 1919) disapproved of 'the rage 
manifested by the greater prot of the world for reading New Books'. Providing 'a list 
58 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual life ojthe British Working Classes, op.cit., p.5. 
59 Jack Goring, Autobiographical Notes, m.s., London: Brune1 University Library (1938), p.114. 
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of the most important books' within his own library, he too agreed 'that with 
, 
" 

literature, as with music, I prefer the older writers' . 60 
Interestingly, other autobiographers defined themselves in opposition to those who 
professed a love of reprinted classics. Speaking of 'conformists', the self-professed 
socialist Bowyer states: 'Their professed admiration for 'classics' in art and literature 
was a safe adherence to obsolete and empty forms, never wholehearted and often little 
better than a pretence'. Using book reviews within the Daily News to guide his 
reading of newer authors, Bowyer says he despised 'the laborious 'self-educated' 
person or the 'earnest' student ofserious literature who knew and cared nothing about 
modern work,.61 Comments like this suggest that the self-educated member of the 
working-classes who read classic fiction had become a recognised stereotype. This 
suggests that the reading of canonical and classic texts may have been widespread and 
that the autodidact spirit associated with this may have become popularised during the 
second-half of the nineteenth century. This theme will be considered in the following 
chapters. 
Although many autobiographers clearly enjoyed reading classic and canonical 
literature, it appears the auto didactic spirit associated with this was not entirely 
independent of cultural forces. The vertical influence ofthe authoritative custodians 
ofliterature (such as librarians, publishers, editors and teachers) essentially ensured 
that readers were aware of the distinctions between canonical and classic, and popular 
60 Harry West, 'Autobiography', op.cit., p.l; Henry Hawker, Notes ofMy Life, Glocs.: W.G.Davis, 
(1919), pp.52-53. Interestingly, the first volumes listed under the category of fiction are 'Dickens ­
'Daily News' Memorial Edition. 18 Vols.'; p.56. 
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texts. This awareness may have shaped their reading habits. It helped to consolidate 
the view that the right kind of fiction reading could prove to be a rational leisure 
pursuit. It clearly provided some autobiographers with a means of defming their 
fictional, as well as their factual, reading as an activity that increased their cultural 
intellect and aided their aspirational intent of defining themselves as subjects. 
Conclusion 
Although Rose has brought together a vast body of evidence by ignoring the literary 
conventions used and the influencing discourses represented within them he fails to 
critically assess many of the statements regarding the value of canonical and classic 
literature. Whether they accepted or rejected them, theories about the value of a liberal 
education clearly informed and shaped recollections ofreading. As an historical 
source, autobiographical recollections and retrospective reflections on the relative 
value of particular texts should be treated with caution. Working-class 
autobiographers were not immune to cultural debates and testimonies of the benefits 
of reading should not be taken at face value. As literary creations autobiographies 
adopt specific formulas. Although autobiographical recollections are not necessarily 
false they are essentially coloured by the literary conventions of the genre, later life 
experiences and by the discourses ofthe periods in which they were written. Because 
it fonDS part of this narrative device, recollections regarding the type of reading 
matter enjoyed by the autobiographer are selective. The activity of reading is itself 
presented as a factor contributing to both the transformation and the SUbjectivity ofthe 
self. Many autobiographical recollections of reading can be interpreted as testimonies 
61 William Bowyer, Brought Out in Evidence, op.cit., pp.133 & 117. 
.,...i_-______________________ - ______________ ------------------.-- ---0- _______.__ -- -----_0--0 _-_._-0----­
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that support or refute the dominant discourses of the period. Reading ofcanonical and 
classical fiction is presented (in contrast to the misdirected reading of sensational 
texts) as a rational use of the reader's time. By highlighting their own sophisticated 
reading in contrast to that of other members ofthe working-classes autobiographers 
suggest their own value as subjects. By offering their life histories as examples of 
exceptional working-class subjects they illustrate a path that can be followed while 
refuting the view that manual labour is not conducive to intellectual endeavour. More 
often than not they concur with the optimistic view that the reading habits of the 
masses could improve if its members are willing and are given the opPOliunities to 
read with purpose. By highlighting this opinion they suggest that leisure reading 
increased as access to printed texts rose during the period 1850 to 1914. 
Although working-class autobiographies are a problematic source of reading 
experiences, the descriptions of the authors' reading habits suggest a number of 
themes. Firstly, two distinct spheres of reading activity emerged during the period 
1850 to 1914: reading for the purposes of leisure or entertainment and reading for the 
purposes of study or for broadly educational reasons. Secondly, they indicate that as 
readers they often sought guidance from or were influenced by the authoritative 
custodians of literature. Thirdly, a few suggest that the reading of canonical and 
classic texts may have been quite widespread. Fundamentally these themes question 
the supposed distinct and independent nature of the working-class autodidact spirit 
prompting us to ask whether or not other members of the working-classes who may 
have read predominantly for leisure purposes also engaged in some form of 
educational reading? If they did, did they also seek guidance with regards to the types 
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of literature they should be reading? And again, if they did this, did any also seek 
guidance in relation to more popular texts, or was this perceived need for guidance 
limited to factual, canonical or classic texts? What did other members of the working 
class read? 
In order to address these questions and to evaluate whether or not we can in fact 
answer them, the following chapters examine other sources. Since a variety of 
libraries were used by autobiographers, chapters 3 to 5 focus upon the differing 
provisions provided within such institutions. Through the utilisation of borrowing 
records they also examine the borrowing habits of their working-class patrons. 
Specifically, chapter three is a study of the Kidderminster Municipal Public Library, 
one of the first to be opened following the Museums and Libraries Act (1850), chapter 
four a study ofthe Huddersfield Female Educational Institute and chapter five a study 
of the Southleigh village library, located within Devon. These chapters indicate that a 
number of mechanisms, such as the price of attaining a text or its perceived 
educational value, dictated library holdings. The library catalogues themselves 
suggest that working-class access to texts varied considerably over the entire period. 
Although the evidence presented within these sources is limited - showing which 
texts readers borrowed but not necessarily which ones they read - they provide some 
interesting insights into the ways in which working-class readers interacted with the 
supply of literature on offer. They show which texts readers chose to bon"ow and 
which they chose to ignore. FUlthermore an analysis of individual readers' borrowing 
habits indicates that although some used such institutions for auto didactic purposes 
others used them for varying ones. They show that these institutions and the texts 
within could be approached for a number of reasons. Suggestively they imply that 
some used these institutions in order to gain guidance in terms of reading, others to 
improve their reading skills. Some used themas sites for obtaining factual information 
and some as places for obtaining reading matter that could be read for the purposes of 
leisure. 
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Chapter 3 
Conceptions ofthe Kidderminster Municipal Library: 
Leaves From an Issue Book, 1855-1856 
Introduction 
Acting in an official capacity at the opening ceremony of the Kidderrninster Municipal 
Library on the evening of3 September 1855, Henry Saunders, town mayor, entered his 
name in the library's user register as the first visitor. Despite this ceremonial act 
however, he does not appear to have consulted any ofthe 364 volumes available for 
reference. 1 According to the surviving library register, which covers the period from its 
opening to 26 May 1856, Saunders did not return to visit the library during the 
following nine months? Saunders' personal indifference to the newly established 
Municipal Library can be explained by the fact that the literary tastes of the upper and 
• 
middle classes were already well served by several private subscription libraries in the 
1 The figure of364 is taken from 1855-1955: Centenary Festival afthe Public Library and Music 
Hall, Kidderminster, Worcestershire: published for the Kidderminster Public Library as a souvenir 
brochure (1955), p.lO. According to this source, all the texts in the library when it first opened were 
donated. 
2 Thee volumes of the Kidderminster Borough Free Library Committee Minute Books (hereafter 
KBFLCMB) cover the period from 1872 to 1894 and are held at the Worcester Record Office, St 
Helen's Branch, 1872-1879, Ace. No.10470, Rcfb899.310, parcels 333 & 334. Parcel 333 also 
contains the borrower register. Specifically, the first contains entries for 1872 to 1879, the second 
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town. Indeed, as early as 1840 it was stated in Bentley's Directory ofWorcester shire 
that 'Few places are so well supplied with these important depositories of knowledge 
as Kidderminster,.3 For those of Saunders' social standing and economic position, the 
early adoption of the 1850 Public Libraries Act and the opening of the Kiddenninster 
Municipal Library more than six years before Birmingham had established a Public 
Library - and almost a generation before any other Worcestershire town followed suit 
- represented the culmination of efforts to bring rational recreation to the increasingly 
distressed masses of Kidderminster. 
The 1851 census indicates that the majority of the residents of Kiddenninster worked 
as handloom carpet weavers. This trade went into rapid decline shortly after the Great 
Exhibition (1851) when the patent rights to Mr Bigelow of Massachusetts's power 
100m were acquired by Messrs. Crossley of Halifax. As a result orders for carpets 
increasingly went to Yorkshire. The following decade saw the town's population 
decrease by over 5,000 as mass unemployment in the area led to the migration ofmany 
out-of-work weavers. In 1861 the population was just 15,399. 
1879 to 1885, and the third 1885 to 1894. Here and in the following footnotes they are referred to as 
volumes 1,2 and 3. 
3 Joseph Bentley, History, Directory and Statistics of Worcestershire, Birmingham: published for the 
author by Bull & Turner (1840), VoLVI, p.l3. A circulating library had been established at Mr 
Pennell's since at least 1780 and by 1840 it contained an estimated 2,000 volumes. In c.1834 an 
endowed library containing c.l,200 volumes was founded by a company ofliterary shareholders and 
in 1837 a Mechanic's Library was established in Mill Street. By the time ofits move to new premises 
above the Market in High Street (1840), a total 0[500 volumes could be consulted for an annual 
SUbscription fee of 6s. A Town and District Library was also housed at Mill Street in 1837 where, for 
an annual subscription fee of 4s, 400 volumes were available for consultation. In addition to the 
above, newsrooms were included in the endowed library, the Mechanic'S Library and the Town and 
District Library while the Athenaeum in High Street, various reading societies, book clubs, Sunday 
Schools and places ofworship all maintained their own libraries. 
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Against this background of increasing unemployment and poveliy in Kidderminster it 
was proposed at a public meeting on 20 March 1853 by Lord Ward (later Earl of 
Dudley) that a building be erected for the benefit of all the classes in the town:4 
providing convenient public rooms, embracing accommodation for public 
meetings, lectures, assemblies and concerts; with rooms and buildings for 
committees, library, newsrooms, and school of design; and a convenient 
Exchange for the sale of com, grain, seeds, flour, malt hops and other 
produce of the land. 
As a result, the com exchange, the music hall and the municipal library all came to be 
housed under the same roof in the new building at the bottom of Vicar Street. The 
building was described in 1855 by the recently elected NIP for Kiddenninster, Robert 
Lowe, as a temple to the spirit of Enlightenment which might look down upon a 
peaceful and prosperous town. 5 The Music Hall and Library were to provide the 
masses with culturally uplifting rational entertainment while it was hoped that the 
building itself would visually raise spirits by restoring faith in the idea of prosperity in 
the town. 6 
4 1855-1955: Centenary Festival, op.cit., p.12. 
S Robert Lowe was returned as MP for Kidderminster in the 1852 General Election and sat for this 
borough until April 1859. Prior to this he had sat on the legislative council for New South Wales, 
Australia (1843-50) where, after a number of vain attempts, he was successful in promoting the 
adoption of a national board of education. During 1852, when he briefly served as a minister without 
office under Lord Palmerston, Lowe supported the 1855 Public Libraries Bill as a private member. 
When Lord Palrnerston was again in office in 1859 Lowe accepted the position of vice-president ofthe 
committee on education and was instrumental in promoting the cause for payment by results. 
Speaking ofhis own education as a commoner accepted into Winchester College, Lowe commented 
that much ofhis adolescence was spent reading 'standard and sterling English books', to which he 
attributed his later success in life. As such, Lowe's support for the newly erected building and the 
early adoption ofthe 1850 Library Act within Kidderminster, along with his interest in education, can 
partially explain why Kiddenninster became one ofthe first boroughs to open a Free Public Library. 
See Sidney Lee (ed.), Dictionary ofNational Biography, London: Smith, Elder & Co. (1893), Vol. 
XXXIV, p.197. 
6Al thougil it was hoped that this building would house a library ofsome sort, that it was the 
Illunicipallibrary which came to be housed within the newly erected building at the end of Vicar 
Street was somewhat fortuitous. Two earlier attempts to llouse this library, firstly in premises occupied 
by the Athenaeum and owned by the Corporation and secondly, in the ground floor oftlle Town Hall 
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As one of the fU'st libraries to be opened under the 1850 Public Libraries Act, the 
surviving records from Kiddenninster Municipal Library provide a valuable source for 
investigating both the provision of texts and the uses to which such resources were 
put. 7 By 1896 only 334 districts in England and Wales had levied the library rate and, 
like Kidderminster itself, many of these districts were relatively smalL The aim of this 
chapter is to provide an indication of the limitations of the early libraries themselves 
• 
through a local study. I do not mean to suggest that the situation here reflected that of 
the rest of the country, this library was chosen for pragmatic reasons. Yet the records 
of Kiddemrinster library reflect the fact that most of the early libraries suffered from an 
inadequacy of funds despite the partial provision made for book purchase in the 1855 
Libraries Act. These records enable the aims of the proponents ofthe library and the 
hopes of the users to be examined side by side . 
Refening to his early days in Kidderminster, Joe Gilbert (a later emigrant to America) 
lamented that, 'Virtually the only fonn of recreation in Kiddelminster was in the 
saloons, ofwhich there were many. There were no theatres, no playgrounds, no 
parks,.8 The library was a place 'where a few shelves of books are watched over by a 
needy old man'. Despite this off-putting impression Gilbelt sought refuge in its walls 
• 
from the terms of his apprenticeship as a carpet weaver at Tomkinson and Adams. He 
in High Street, had both failed. The Athenaeum was rescued from financial difficulty by a private 
donor, while attempts to raise SUbscriptions in order to convert the Town Hall faltered as only £27 7s 
lId ofthe £300 needed were forthcoming. In 1855 the council was able to rent a ground floor room in 
the newly erected building for £25 per annum from the private company that owned it. 
7 The 1850 Public Libraries (or Ewart) Act allowed boroughs with a popUlation ofover 10,000 and a 
two-third poll ofrate-payers to levy a 1/2d rate for buildings and their management. The 1855 Public 
Libraries Act lowered the pOP'!llation limit to 5,000 and permitted the levying of a Id rate, which 
could be used to additionally purchase books and other materials. 
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was supposed to attend a night ali school three times a week, but instead sometimes 
chose to visit the municipa11ibrary where, according to his biographer, he read the 
novels of Dickens, Bulwer-Lytton or Scott. Gilbert was typical of many of the 
Kidderminster Municipal Library's early users who, according to James Penny the fU'st 
librmian, were mostly 'young men from 14 to 30 yem's of age, chiefly belonging to the 
working classes,.9 However, as we shall see, Gilbert appears to have been something 
of an exception in what he read. 
Library users 
The user register for 3 September 1855 to 26 May 1856 contains a total of7, 130 
entries providing the name of the reader, the reader's address and the title of the text 
consulted. lO Sixty-eight names are illegible but the remaining ones indicate that a total 
of 1,384 males consulted at least one of the works of reference during the nine-month 
period covered by the register. Vlhile this figure represents almost 7% of the total 
population of the parish at the time of the 1851 census and, due to migration, a larger 
propOltion of the whole for 1855, a considerable number of these visits were isolated 
incidents. Indeed, ofthe 1,384 identified readers, 713 (or just over half) visited the 
librmy on one occasion only while a further 192 did so only twice. In total 1,235 (or 
8 Davis Douthit, Nobody Owns Us; the story ofJoe Gilbert a Mid- Western Rebel, Chicago: Co­
operative League ofthe USA (1948), pp.l1 & 13. 
9 Kidderminster Library Annual Report (1856), p.5. No females used the library during the period 
covered by the user register. 
10 This figure excludes the sixty or so people who visited the library on the evening of its opening but 
like Saunders do not appear to have consulted any books. Visitors to the library who did not consult a 
book were recorded within the library register. For example, on 3 September 1855 George Haycock (a 
chimney sweep from Dudley Street) entered the premises but was not issued with a volume. Likewise, 
William Sumpter (a carpet drawer from Jerusalem Street) visited the library on 4 September 1855 
and, like Haycock, was not issued with a volume. Although the instances of those visiting the library 
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almost 90%) of the readers visited the library on ten or less occasions during the nine-
month period; see tables l(a) and 1 (b) below. 
Table l(a): Total number ofvisits made to the 
library by individual readers. 
No. of visits No. of readers 
1 - 10 1,235 
11 - 20 81 
21 - 30 32 
31 - 40 10 
41 - 50 5 
51 - 60 8 
61 - 70 6 
71 - 80 0 
81 - 90 1 
91 -100 2 
101 - 110 1 
111 - 120 0 
121 - 130 1 
131 - 140 0 
141- 150 1 
201 - 210 1 
Total 1384 
Table l(b): Breakdown of the number ofvisits made by those 
readers who visited the library on less than 10 occasions. 
No. of visits No. of readers Total visits 
1 713 713 
2 192 384 
3 94 282 
4 65 260 
5 44 220 
6 33 198 
7 37 259 
8 25 200 
9 12 108 
10 20 200 
Total .1235 2824 
but not consulting the works are 110t numerous, their inclusion within the library register indicates 
that all who entered the premises were required to register their presence. 
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The high proportion of infrequent visitors may of course be an anomaly of the source 
itself. The user register covers a brief period oftirne from the opening of the library 
and readers may have retumed during the following months, years or even decades for 
which no register exists. An examination of the dates on which visits were made, 
however, suggests that the most striking feature of the Kidderminster user records 
cannot be solely explained by the inadequacies of the source. Of the recorded 7,130 
visits 2,085 (or almost a third) OCCUlTed during September 1855 - the month the 
library first opened. During the following eight months the total number of monthly 
visits declined drastically and, apm1 fi:om the month of January when a total of 1,156 
(or an average off011y-three daily) visits were made, after September 1855 the 
monthly visiting figure never rose above seven hundred while the average daily figure 
never reached thirty. 11 Furthelmore, of the 2,085 visits made during the month of 
September, 223 were made by readers who visited the library only once dming the 
entire nine-month period while ninety-three were made by readers who visited only 
twice; see tables 2(a) and 2(b). In total, of the 713 identified readers who visited the 
library only once, 672 did so during the first eight months in which the library was 
open, while only 44 did so during May 1856 - the last month covered by the register. 
Interestingly, an examination of retum visits made to the Kidderminster Municipal 
Librm-y implies that second and subsequent visits were usually made on consecutive 
11 The relatively high visitor figures for the month of September in comparison to later months can be 
partially explained by the probability that a number of those who visited the library during this month 
did so in order to satisfY their curiosity regarding the new building which now dominated the town. 
As a public room, the Kidderminster Municipal Library opened before the Music Hall. It is possible 
that some ofthe visits made during the month of September by readers who did not return to the 
library during the following nine months were fuelled by a desire to enter the new premises rather 
than by a genuine desire to read the books. However, it is unlikely that this explanation holds true for 
the majority ofvisitors as all (regardless of whether or not they did in fact consult a text) were 
registered on entering the library and only a small minority did not consult a work. 
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dates or in very short periods oftme. For example, as tables 3(a) and 3(b) indicate, of 
the 192 readers who visited the library only twice during the nine-month period, 
ninety-one returned for their second visit within seven days while a further thirty-six 
did so within a month. 12 It seems that the infrequency of return visits cannot be solely 
attributed to the limitations of the source . 
• 
Table 2ea): Number ofvisits per month. 	 Table 2(b): Month of the first visit for those 
who visited the library only twice. 
Month No. days No. visits Ave. Month of first visit No. readers 
open visits I 
day Sept. 55 93 
Sept. 55 24 2,085 87 Oct. 55 12 
Oct. 55 25* 614 25 Nov. 55 14 

Nov. 55 26 649 25 Dec. 55 15 

Dec. 55 25* 672 27 Jan. 56 29 

Jan. 56 27 1,156 43 Feb. 56 6 

Feb. 56 25 603 24 Mar. 56 8 

Mar 56 25* 568 23 April 56 7 

Apr. 56 26 483 19 May 56 8 

May 56 22 300 14 Total 192 

Total 225 7130 37 
* Other than Sundays, the library was closed 

on 15 and 16 October 1855, 25 December 

1855 and on 21 March 1856. 

We must consider possible explanations as to why the majority of visitors did not 
become regular patrons of the library. The library was a reference (rather than a 
bOlTowing) library so we might expect users to retUlTI on several occasions in order to 
finish reading their book, particularly if it was a novel, or to continue reading a 
12 The same visiting pattern is also displayed by those readers who consulted reference works on 
several occasions as they too often visited the library on consecutive days. For example, Herbert Bale 
who visited the library over fifty times during the period under consideration consulted at least one 
work every day (excluding Sundays) from 19 to 29 September 1855. 
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periodical. Most readers do not appear to have used the library in this way. On the 
other hand, readers wanting to look up a specific query might make isolated visits. 
Before we can go this far, however, we need to examine the nature of the book stock. 
• 
Table 3(a): Frequency ofvisits - borrowers Table 3(b): Breakdown ofthose returning for 
visiting library twice. second visit in one month . 
Time between visits No. readers Time between visits No. readers 
(in months) (in days) 
1 127 0-7 91 
2 23 8 - 14 18 
3 13 15 - 21 8 
4 12 22 - 28 10 
5 3 Total 127 
6 7 
7 4 
8 1 
9 2 
Total 192 
The library attracted a large number of readers during the first month of its opening 
and a drastically reduced number thereafter. Was the paucity of the library stock and 
the general state of the reading room to blame? When it first opened the library 
contained a total of only 364 volumes, all of which had been donated. Despite an 
increase in stock to a total of 1,463 volumes by July 1879 attendance remained 
relatively low. Only when a lending library was established in 1881 and attached to the 
I reference library did issues rise to a respectable 40,000 per annum
13 Having to sit and 
read in situ probably contributed to the low attendance as the reading room was 
'extremely hot at night requiring both windows open and the tops off the airshafts' . 
Indeed the condition of the room in April 1880 was described as 'deplorable' .14 Quite 
13 1855-1955: Centenary Festival, op.cit., p.1l. 

14 KBFLCMB, VoLl (1872-79), entry for 25 October 1878, p.1l0; and KBFLCMB, Vol.2, entry for 

23 April 1880, p.13. 
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possibly some of the early visitors were dissatisfied by the limited number of books and 
periodicals and the discomfort of the reading room and therefore never retumed. 
Library stock 
No catalogue exists for the Kidderminster reference library but using infonnation taken 
.. 
fi.-om the surviving register I have found either a full or partial title for 232 of the 364 
donated texts available in the library when it first opened. In addition, I have 
established the genre of227, the exact title of 102 and full publication details for 
eighty-four of the 232 identified titles using the Nineteenth Century Short Title 
Catalogue (NSTC).15 Interestingly, although only seven can be categorised as pure 
works of reference (dictionaries, encyclopaedias, etc.), the majority of the works 
identified (148) were non-fiction and of a factual nature (see table 4) .16 Fiction 
accounted for only thirty-two of the titles and poetry for only twenty-eight. Through 
the NSTC it is possible to see that some of the texts were from - or later became part 
of- publishers' named series. Leading the list is MUlTay's Family Library series (at 
least 21 titles), Bohn's Shilling or Standard Library (9) and the Library of Useful or 
Enteliaining Knowledge (5) published under the auspices of the Society for the 
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (SDUK).17 In the register itself the Family Library is 
15 See appendix A for a discussion ofthe methodology used and a summary of the texts consulted. 
Although only 232 titles have been identified it is safe to assume that this figure represents a 
substantial portion of the library stock since the figure of 3 64 most likely refers to the number of 
volumes within the library, rather than to the actual number oftitles. 
16 In addition to the seven works of reference, the figure of 148 comprises titles belonging to the 
following genres: arts and crafts (1), astrology (2), biography (34), geography (23), history (52), 
politics (1), science and technology (20) and self-educators (8). 

17 The SDUK's Library ofUseful Knowledge began in 1827. Priced at 6d per fortnightly thirty-two 

page part, it contained works of a scientific or utilitarian nature. Costing 25 a part (or 4s 6d per 
volume) the Library of Entertaining Knowledge was started in 1829. Similarly a non-fiction series, its 
subject matter was weighty, and the series essentially resembled a home university course. Following 
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refelTed to a total of eight times implying that several volumes of works belonging to 
this series were available in the library. It also appears that the library contained a 
series of British Poetry, possibly published by Bohn. 18 Similarly, the large number of 
titles by Sir Walter Scott suggest that the library had acquired volumes from one of the 
many series of his works which abounded at this time or fi.-om a single collector­
.. 
donor. 19 

Table 4: Genre breakdown of identified titles in the Kidderminster Municipal Library. 
Genre No. titles No. consultations Ave. I vol. 

Arts & Crafts 1 3 3 

Astrology 2 40 20 

Biography 34 959 28 

Fiction 32 915 29 

Geography 23 298 13 

History 52 1308 25 

Periodicals 10 2709 271 

Poetry 28 287 10 

Politics 1 3 3 

Reference 7 ll8 17 

Religion 9 77 9 

Science and technology 20 162 8 

Self-educators 8 135 17 

Unknown 5 69 12 

Total 232 7083 31 

the example ofthe SDUK to provide cheap educational literature for the masses, Murray's Family 
Library was started in 1829 as a non-fiction series and included works ofbiography, history and 
travel, initially priced at 5s per volume. Bohn's Standard Library, started in 1847, was also a non­
fiction series, comprised ofmisceUaneous reprints sold at 3s 6d per volume. See Richard D.Altick, 
The English Common Reader, op.cit., pp.269-270, 273 & 308. 
13 Although Bohn's and the SDUK's series are not referred to by their separate series names within 
the register itself, it is likely that a number ofBohn's volumes were to be found in the library. A 
number of the SDUK's titles were certainly available to readers since titles such as The Architecture 
ojBirds or Historical Parallels were published by them alone according to the NSTC. Within the 
register three explicit references are made to the title British Poets while the names of those fitting 
this description were often accompanied by a volume number and the abbreviation 'BP' - for 
example, 'Tennyson, 3, BP'. Bohn's Cabinet Series of British Poets was published in 1851. 
19 Fifteen titles by Sir Walter Scott were in the library, representing almost 50% oftIle libraries fiction 
stock In the 1850s Scott's novels fell out of copyright and many publishers were therefore able to 
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Although the early library stock essentially represents an ad hoc collection of donated 
items, it does give us an insight into the motivation behind the selection of donated 
texis. The predominance of non-fiction suggests that, rather than being viewed as a 
place of entertainment, the main function of the library was deemed to be broadly 
educative. The inclusion oftitles fi.·om publishers' series raises the question: were they 
selected because their imprint signified respectability and self-educative value? The 
surviving minutes of the library committee, which date from 1872, indicate that their 
acquisitions policy was based on these two premises. 
At a meeting held during November 1875 the committee of the Kidderminster 
Municipal Library (comprised oflocal councillors) calTied a resolution that a total of 
£75 should be spent on books. In preparation for this, the town clerk was 'instructed 
to make applications to five provincial towns for a catalogue of the Books in their Free 
Libraries' .20 During the following meeting (January 1876), Councillor Harvey (the 
chairman 0 f the committee) confiImed the requested library catalogues had been 
received and presented a list of suggested purchases he himself had selected, using the 
library catalogues as a guide, fi.·om a number of second-hand sale catalogues. Of the 
texts - which amounted to a total of£30 - the majority were histories, biographies, 
or weighty treaties ranging fi.·om Gibbon's History ofRome to Homer's Iliad. Of the 
sixty-nine suggested titles only one - the popular Ingoldsby Legends by Richard 
Hanis - was fiction. However, having only spent £17 9s of the £75 allocated by the 
issue reprints. All of Scott's novels contained within the Kidderminster reference library were first 
published before 1823. See Richard D.Altick, The English. Common Reader, op.cit., p.383. 
20 KBFLCMB., Vo1.1,entry for 24 November 1875, p.29. In the end, only four libraries were 
approached: Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool and Nottingham reference libraries. 
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time of the following meeting, the committee sought to obtain the tenus upon which 
the Christian Knowledge Society and the Pure Literature Society would supply books 
to the library. The evidence shows that in Kiddenninister at least, the committee 
copied the selections of other libraries, who may themselves have looked at the review 
literature/1 and accepted publishers' choices implicit in their series or list. 
Interestingly, the surviving records indicate that in later years the committee's attitude 
to fiction began to change. In October 1876 they decided to establish a lending library 
in connection with the existing reference library once suitable premises had been found. 
Although the change was gradual, from this date a greater proportion of fictional texts 
were ordered by the library committee. For example, in March 1877 Burke's Peerage, 
Pope's Homer's Iliad, the Life and Works ofJohn Stuart Mill and the works of Euclid '.~ 
were ordered, along with Disraeli's Vivian Grey and Dickens' Pickwick Papers. 
Although expenditure on fiction continued to remain below that of non-fiction, by 
1879 the librarian William Gethin was able to state in a report to the committee 'The 
additional books you have purchased for the Free Library and which are now upon the 
shelves, are read with great interest, Novels, Tales & co. still claiming the largest 
propOliion ofreaders,?2 
,. 
The lending library was not opened until September 1881, but from the time when the 
decision to seek premises for this purpose was taken an increased amount of fiction 
21 Paul Sturges and Alison Barr suggest that popular or more ephemeral texts were excluded from 
libraries because in their attempts to provide the correct type ofreading matter librarians tended to 
look to the growing review literature for guidance. Paul Sturges and Alison Barr, 'The Fiction 
Nuisance', op.cit. 
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was gradually introduced into the reference library and came to fOlID a significant part 
of the lending library. The bOlTOWing figures of the lending library between 22 October 
and 21 December 1881 repOli 2,708 issues in the fiction category compared with 
ninety-six in history, fifty-four in biography and thitty-seven in religion?3 
This suggests that the committee saw the role of the lending library as different from 
that of the reference library. Although this in itself is not surprising (and indeed 
remains a modern day legacy), Gethin's comment that novels and tales claimed the 
greater pOliion of readers - made before the establishment of the lending library-
suggests that the users of the Kiddelminster reference library did not make such a 
distinction_ The majority of those fi-equenting the reference library during the late 
1870s sought fiction in its four walls. Was this also true of those visiting the library 
during the mid-1850s? 
Using the Kiddelminster Municipal Library register as a source for evaluating working-
class reading experiences is difficult_ In common with all library records, being issued 
the book does not necessarily mean that the reader read it. From its opening as a 
reference library, users were required to chose a text fi.-om a catalogue list and request 
the title of the work they wished to see fr.-om the librarian.24 As a result, only once the 
book was handed to the reader would he have actually encountered the text itself. 
22 KBFLCMB, Vol.2, entry for 31 January 1879, p.3. 
23 KBFLCMB, YoU, entry for 23 December 1881, p.59. In the following month the figures were 
1,115 in Fiction, 55 in History, 31 in Biography and 22 in. Religion. 
24 Although no early catalogue exists for the Kidderminster Municipal Library, it is likely that this 
document, in common with catalogues belonging to other early libraries, contained rudimentary 
information only, providing the title ofthe book, the name ofthe author and an indication ofthe genre 
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Since readers were unable to browse fi:eely among the books we can assume that a 
.­
number of the texts loaned were not read by the reader or disappointed them. 
Neveliheless the title of the text bOlTowed indicates the preferences of readers with 
regards to particular genres, topics or authors. This is especially true of non-fiction 
contained in the library. As appendix A shows, the non-fiction titles - such as The 
History ofAmerica, Peter the Great, or The Ruins ofAncient Cities - tended to 
indicate quite clearly the subject matter of the book or volume itself. Although some 
consultations may have been unsatisfactory to the reader, it can be assumed that the 
majority were at least interested in the topic. For this purpose, aggregate consultation 
figures for non-fiction falling in the categories ofhistory and geography have been 
taken as rough guides to the relative popularity of certain topics in the analysis that 
follows. 25 With regards to fiction however, the situation is somewhat different. 
Although it is safe to assume that the early library catalogue listed books according to 
genre, we cannot assume that the title of a fictional text provided the reader with any 
clue as to its content. For example, for those unfamiliar with the fiction of Scott titles 
such as the Bride ofLammermoor or the Fortunes ofNigel would, on their own, be 
viliually useless as an indicator of content. For this reason, crude figures for individual 
works of fiction cannot be used as reliable guides to their relative popularity among the 
oftlle text. For example, the library catalogue of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute 
( c.1856), discussed in the following chapter, only provided this basic information. 
25 Since this was a reference library, crude consultation figures may distort the popularity of certain 
works. For example, the Reformation in England was requested a total ofthirty-four times but twenty­
seven of these requests were made by the same person, James Haycock ofDudley Street. Such 
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users of the library. However, we can assume that in order to complete reading a novel 
a reader would have had to return to it on at least two occasions. Clearly, when a 
reader requested the same text on two or more occasions he evidently wished to 
continue his reading and perhaps finish it. Although it can be argued that the same 
checks should also have been calTied out in order to ensure that non-fiction consulted 
met the expectations of the reader, refelTing to a non-fictional work on one occasion 
only does not indicate that the reader's demands were not met. He may have answered 
his query the first-time round. Because of the difficulties of the source the following 
hypothesis are offered as general observations rather than definitive conclusions. 
Borrowing figures 
History and geography 
History appears to have dominated the libraries non-fiction collection with an overall 
total of eighty-six titles: fOlty-nine works in general history, thirty-four in biographical 
history and three in local history. Excluding periodicals (which will be considered later) 
history also accounted for the largest number of total borrowings: 2,267 altogether 
divided into general history (1,050); local history (258); biographical history (959). 
However, only a small minority of the eighty-six titles accounted for the popularity of 
this genre. 
English histOlY and England's relation with France and Napoleon Bonap81te most 
interested the users of the Kidderrninster library. The most frequently consulted title 
extremes however are rare and the aggregate borrowing totals as discussed above do give a fair 

representation ofthe general taste of the Kidderminster Municipal Library users. 
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for the entire nine-month period was the Pictorial History ofEngland (bolTowed a 
total of 475 times). Indeed, so popular was this work that one volume was listed 
among fOUlieen titles chosen to be repaired in May 1878 suggesting that it had been 
damaged by regular consultation and was still popular with readers 26 The second and 
third most popular titles, Life ofNelson (230) and Wellington (169), dealt with the 
lives of those who had defeated Napoleon I (1769-1821) while the fifth, the Life of 
Napoleon Bonaparte (121), tackled the subject of the French general himself. Further 
works dealing with Napoleon's life and military feats were consulted a total of65 
times - Camp and Court ofNapoleon (13), Memoirs ofNapoleon (2), Napoleon's 
Expedition to Russia (28), Napoleon in Exile (22) - while the Battle of Waterloo and 
the Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore were bon'owed 58 and 25 times respectively. In 
all works dealing with Napoleon, the Napoleonic wms and the British generals 
involved in them, were consulted a total of 668 times. No other historical figures, war 
or period in history held any great appeal for the library users. 
The fomih most popular biographical subject was Columbus, followed by George IV, 
Sir Robeli Peel and Mohammed. The titles dealing with these subjects, however, were 
only consulted between thirty and fOliy times each - Life and Voyages ofColumbus 
• (39), Life and Times ofGeorge IV (36), Life and Times ofSir Robert Peel (35), Life 
ofMohammed (32), Of the rest the Life ofBruce (1274-1329) and The Trial ofKing 
Charles were bon-owed fifteen times each, Lives ofEnglish Divines was bOlTowed ten 
times, while Lives ofBritish Artists and Richard I were bOlTowed on only nine 
occasions. Additional biographies dealing with British lives in general fared just as 
26 See KBFLCMB, YoU, entry for 14 May 1878, p.93. 
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badly, all bonowed less than nme times: Life ofSir Isaac Newton (8), The Life ofSir 
Walter Scott (6), a biography of Richard Neville Earl of Warwick (1428-71) (6), Lives 
ofScottish Worthies (4), a biography of the English general John Churchill, the first 
Duke of Marlborough (1650-1722) (2), and fmally Lives ofBritish Physicians (1). 
Despite the clear interest in the Napoleonic wars, however, the French revolution did 
not attract any great mterest fi:om those seeking historical works. A work entitled the 
French Revolution was bOlTowed only six times and one on the History ofthe Bastille 
only nine times. Likewise, other periods in both French and European history were 
largely ignored. Three general works, a History ofFrance, the Pictorial History of 
France and Lectures on the History ofFrance were refelTed to on only twelve, two 
and one occasions respectively, while a History ofGennany was requested only four 
times, a History ofEurope and Ferdinand and Isabella only three times each, 
Venetian History only twice and both Pompeii and a History ofRome only once. 
Works dealing with more specific aspects of British history were also only infrequently 
refened to. The Reformation fared the best with a total of fOliy-five requests for a 
Survey of the Reformation, while a Residence at the Court ofLondon (21), a History 
ofLondon (16), the Pictorial History ofLondon (1), the Puritans in England (8) and 
Civil Wars in England (4) were referred to a total of fifty times. War per se did not 
appear to hold any particular interest for the readers and the only other title in the 
register that dealt explicitly with this issue, the Russian War, appeared on only twenty­
six occasions. Rather than histOlY or war itself, it was the personalities - the 'great 
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men' - of the Napoleonic wars that fascinated readers for whom the war was in living 
• 

memory. 
A number ofworking-class autobiographers suggest that the popular memory of 
Trafalgar and Waterloo combined with the activities of the later Louis Napoleon 
(1808-73) - especially his involvement with Britain in the Crimea War (1854-6) ­
was the source of this interest. For example, refelTing to his childhood experiences, 
Jack Goring (b.1861, t.s.1938) noted that his grandfather: 27 
used to tell me how he remembered the battle of Trafalgar and of 
course Waterloo. In a quavering voice he used to sing an old story 
about Napoleon of which I can only remember the phrase 
'Galloping Boney, and where are you now? ' 
Likewise, speaking of Napoleon Ill's later visit to England (1858), the Chartist 
autobiographer John Leno recalled that he and his colleagues wished to give the 
French Emperor an 'appropriate welcome', noting that 'This, as might be expected 
was the chief theme of discussion at the debating halls of London' during the late 
1850s.28 The high number of requests for such works are most likely to be the result of 
this topical interest. 
Only one other topic, that of Worcester shire, commanded a similar amount of interest. 
The only other history book to be bOlTowed more than a hundred times (and the fourth 
most popular historical work) was Nash's History ofWorcestershire (162). It too 
required repairing in May 1878. Similarly, Turberville's Worcestershire in the 
27 Jack Goring, Autobiographical Notes, op.cit., p.7. 

28 John Leno, The Aftermath, op.cit., pp. 82-83. 
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Nineteenth Century and a work referred to simply as Worcestershire, were consulted 
thirty-eight and fifty-eight times respectively - a combined total of258. The subjects 
which interested readers the most were those nearest to them: their locality and 
Napoleon. 
Throughout the nineteenth-century, it was London and the surrounding area which 
drew the majority of internal migrants, while the United States continued to attract the 
bulk of emigrants. During the 1850s, Australia and the colonies also became popular 
destinations. In tenns of geography, it was those titles refen-ing to the most popular 
destinations for internal migrants and emigrants, which were clearly favoured. With a 
total of seventy-nine loans, London was the most frequently consulted ofthe twenty-
three geography titles. Amongst the history books, the History ofAmerica was 
consulted ninety-five times, making it the most popular work dealing with a country 
other than England.29 In total, books about America from both the history and the 
geography sections were borrowed a total of 123 times and those about London a total 
of 105; the additional titles being America (8), History ofNew York (20), Chronicles 
ofLondon Bridge (4), London Gazetteer (1), Pictorial History ofLondon (1) and 
History ofLondon (20). Books referring to the Antipodes and to the British Colonies 
in general, were requested ninety-four times and those about Mexico and Peru thirty-
four times: Our Antipodes (43), British Colonies (27), Australia (15), Supplement to 
the British Colonies (4), Supplement to Australia (2), History ofAustralia (2), New 
Zealand (1); Conquest ofMexico (19), Conquest ofPeru (13) and Mexico (2). Other 
29 While works dealing with the Napoleonic wars were popular, interest in France as a country was 

minimal. 
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than those refelTing to the destinations of emigrants, works of travel were largely 
ignored - Six Months in the West Indies (14), Travel in Africa (7), Tales of Travel 
(3) and Tour in South Holland (1). 
Given the economic situation in Kidderminster itself it is not surprising that books 
dealing with the destinations of migrants and emigrants were popular. Addressing the 
Select Committee on Public Libraries in 1849, Mr Imray, an active participant in the 
promotion and establishment of Ragged Schools and the superintendent of one in 
Marylebone, stated that: 30 
Since the means of enngration have been provided for those classes ... 
the inclination amongst them for reading works which will give them 
infOlmation regarding the countries to which they intend to go has been 
very great. 
In return, he was asked: 
Do not you think that in any part of the country where there is a 
tendency towards emigration, and, indeed, wherever there are local 
libraries, it is very desirable to have those libraries supplied with books 
which give COlTect infOlmation upon the subject of emigration? 
to which he replied, 'I think it is of the highest importance. ,31 In Kidderminister the 
introduction of steam power led to unemployment and mass migration as the census 
figures show: in the decade after 1851 the population of the parish of Kiddenninster 
fell by over 5,000. Six months prior to the opening of the library in March 1855, the 
Town Council had been presented with a petition signed by over 500 weavers asking it 
to implement a scheme of assisted emigration to take the surplus labour to the 
311 Anon., 'Libraries and the People', British Quarterly Review, No. XI (1850), pp.73-78, p.76. 

31 Ibid., pp.76-77. 
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colonies. 32 Given the fact that the majority of the readers at the Kidderminster library 
were young males aged fOU1teen to thiJ.iy and dependent upon the threatened carpet 
trade for their livelihood, it is likely that those reading about London, America and the 
Antipodes were contemplating moving to find work. For example, Thomas F31mer of 
Park Lane Ten-ace, a 28 year old hand-loom weaver of carpets, bOlTowed Our 
Antipodes a total ofthilty-one times. Simil31-1y, evidence from autobiographies shows 
that the authors were interested in reading about countries where their relatives or 
friends had gone. For example, John Eldred (b.1885, pub. 1955) decided to pursue 'a 
course of reading about some of the other British colonies and dominions' following a 
friend's emigration to South Africa. c.H. Rolph also observes 'both Grandma ... and 
my father wanted books about South Africa' where they had lived until the death of his 
grandfather during the first Boer war. 33 
Other non-fictional texts 
Of the remaining thiliy-nine non-fiction titles contained in the library only two, Watt's 
On the Improvement ofthe Mind and the annually published Index OfPatentees, were 
consulted more than fifty times.34 The relative popularity of these two titles is 
interesting since it suggests that those who refelTed to them also wished to improve 
their lives in either educational or economic temlS. The fact that a high number of 
people requested Watt's On the Improvement of the Mind (a total of 109 times) 
implies that some visitors viewed the library as a repository of knowledge and as a 
32 See Centenary Festival, op.cit., p.5. 
3.l John Eldred, I Love the Brooks, London: Skeffington & Son Limited (1955), p.105; C.H.Rolph, 

London Particulars, op.cit., p.83. 

34 By a total of thirty-five and eighty-five different readers respectively. 
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place in which minds might indeed be improved. Interestingly, this text was consulted 
by thiliy-five different readers, many ofwhom refelTed to it on more than one 
occasion. Since, like the reader guides refened to by some of the auotbiographers, this 
book also contained instructions on the types of reading matter which could improve 
the mind it is possible that some visitors to the Kidderminster libraty were similarly 
seeking guidance. 
Asked by the same Select Committee on Public Libraries of 1849 to provide 'a 
description of the books which the working classes [in America] bOlTOW hom public 
libraries', Mr Hemy Stevens an American witness replied they at-e 'Very miscellaneous; 
histOlY, biography, travels, and a great deal of fiction. ,35 The high bOlToWing figures 
for the Pictorial History ofEngland (and indeed those for On the Improvement ofthe 
Mind) suggests that the reading skills ofmany of the working-class users of the 
Kiddenninster library may have been rudimentaty. At least three other titles on a 
similat- historical topic - History ofBritain, Civil Wars in England and Puritans in 
England - were available but were consulted on less than ten occasions each. This 
may also explain why the most popular work of fiction was a children's book, Croker's 
Fairy Tales (probably Fairy Legends and Traditions ofthe South ofIreland) 36 which 
was borrowed a total of 151 times by eighty-nine different readers. 
35 Anon., 'Libraries and the People', op.cit., p.73. 
36 No work by Thomas Crofton Croker (1798-1854) cntitled simply Fairy Tales has been identified. It 
is likely that it is Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South ofIreland, first published in London with 
illustrations in 1825 by Murray, and later with Tegg. It was reprinted in 1834 as part ofMurray's 
Family Library. It went into several editions, and in 1924 was reprinted with the shorter title Irish 
Fairy Tales as part of the Ncw World School Series. 
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Fiction 
Periodicals aside, Croker's Fairy Tales was the fIfth most fi'equently requested title in 
the entire lib-my. It was a collection of short fairy tales similar to those written by the 
German Grimm brothers, and could be described as a classic collection, Fans of the 
book included the younger brother ofMaria EdgewOlih who, in the preface to the 
1862, stated 'My youngest brother has seized upon the new volume, and is devouring 
fairies and goblins while I am writing. ,31 While a wide audience could appreciate the 
tales, it was essentially a juvenile text, and not what you might expect working-class 
males aged fOUlieen to thirty to be reading. 
Using the 1851 census it has been possible to trace fifty-one of the eighty-nine readers 
who consulted FailY Tales and to establish their ages in 1855/6?8 These range from 
the youngest, Edward Bennett of Waterloo Street who in 1856 would have been eight 
years old, to the oldest, Thomas Won"all of Horse Fair a butcher who in 1855 would 
have been aged forty-two. The majority were aged between fourteen and sixteen. 
Older readers may have borrowed it out of interest or because they were parents and 
wanted to read it in order to either relay the tales to their children or assess its 
suitability for them. It is also plausible - especially given the likely full title of this 
work, Fairy Legends and Traditions ofthe South ofIreland - that others requested 
37 Thomas Croker, FaifY Legends and Traditions, op.cit., London: John Murray (1862 ed.), p,xviii. 
n To do this, four years have been added onto the ages taken from the 1851 census. The result gives 
the ages to within a year, 
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this text for its purported factual rather than fictional content. Yet only thirty-three of 
the eighty-nine who consulted this work did so more than once.39 Why was this? 
It could be that the request was a mistake: there was no browsing so readers could 
only base their choice on the titles in the catalogue and it is likely that readers 
requested titles which turned out not to be what they expected. It is more likely that it 
was because the individual tales were short and could be read in a single visit. Readers 
may therefore have prefelnd these tales to longer stories which would require several 
repeat visits. \Ve cannot know which edition of Croker's Fairy Tales the library had, 
but if it was the Family Library edition it would have been illustrated and this may also 
have been a considerable attraction. Whatever the real reason, it is interesting to 
speculate whether reading practices were tailored according to the environment in 
which the text was encountered. There is some evidence to support this idea in the 
autobiographies. They suggest that reading practices differed in accordance with the 
settings in which they were encountered, some stating that they attempted to memorise 
parts of texts that they could not afford to buy but could only access within libraries.40 
Since visitors to this reference library read in situ the length of the tales may have 
attracted them. 
The second most popular work of fiction was Sir Walter Scott's Rob Roy. It was 
issued ninety-one times to fifty-five different readers, forty-two of whom consulted this 
39 Oftlle 89 who borrowed Croker's Faily Tales, fifty-six consulted this work on one occasion only, 

fourteen on two occasions, eleven on three, six on four and two on five. 

40 For example see Clare Cameron (pseud.), Rustle ofSpring, op.cit., p.195; and Vere Garratt, A Man 

in the Street, op.cit., p.94 
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work on one occasion only.41 A larger percentage returned to continue reading Fairy 
Tales (37%) than Rob Roy (24%). Assuming that it was necessary to return to the 
same work of fiction at least twice in order to finish reading it, the consultation figures 
for Scott's other novels also indicate that the working-class readers at KiddemIinster 
prefened to read short fiction as opposed to longer novels. Of the fifty-five readers 
who consulted Rob Roy and of the twenty-eight who consulted Ivanhoe, the third most 
popular work of fiction, only a possible thilieen could have completed each novel. 
And, of the thilty-three who requested Pirate (the fourth most popular) only a possible 
ten42 None of the remaining works of fiction were consulted more than fifty times in 
totaL43 
However, although an important factor, the reading environment alone cannot explain 
why of the thirty-two identified available works of fiction one clearly dominated the 
user records. Nor can it fully explain why, in comparison to the consultation figures for 
FailY Tales, a further four texts whose titles alone might suggest that they too 
41 A further seven readers were presented with this novel on two occasions each; two requested it four 
times while one requested it three times; another requested it six times; one on eight occasions; and 
one on ten. 
42 Ivanhoe was issued eighty-six times to twenty-eight different borrowers, fifteen ofwhom consulted 
the work only once. Ofthe remaining readers three were issued with this novel on two occasions, 
three on three occasion, one on four and two on five. Interestingly, George Farmer (aged 14) confined 
his borrovving of this text to the months of March and April and as such appears to have regularly 
visited the reference library in order to finish reading this noveL Pirate was issued a total of seventy­
six times to thirty-three readers. Ofthese, twenty-three consulted the book only once; two readers 
requested it tvvice; one on three separate occasions; three others requested it four times. Ofthe 
remaining four readers who consulted this text, three did so on six occasions and one on sixteen. It is 
probable that most readers took more than two visits to complete an entire work and therefore these 
figures probably over- rather than under -state the number who actually completed the works. 
43 Benjamin Disraeli's Tancred was consulted on thirty-four occasions. Irving Washington's Astoria 
and The Sketch Book ofGeoffrey Crayon were requested seven and twenty-nine times respectively 
while his collaboration 'with lK. Paulding, Salmagundi, was borrowed on five occasions only. 
Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales was requested only twenty-seven times, unidentified works of 
William Shakespeare a total ofthirty-six times and Henry Fielding'S Tom Jones a total offive. 
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contained short fiction were consulted on less than thirty occasions each.44 In the 
:. 

above discussion ofhistorical and geographical texts contained in the library it was 
interesting to note that of at least four titles explicitly dealing with the history of 
England only one, the Pictorial History ofEngland, appears to have been requested a 
significant number of times (475 in total). FUlthelmore, of those who did consult other 
works of fiction in the library, a significant number displayed a clear preference for 
Fairy Tales. For example, Joseph Banner of Hall Street (a carpet weaver aged 15) 
consulted Scott's Black Dwarf, Washington's Sketch Book, Disraeli's Tancred and 
Davenport's Sketches ofImposture on only one occasion each, yet returned to 
Croker's Fairy Tales a total of four times. All of these consultations were made in a 
short space of time (on 21, 22 and 23 February and 1 March) indicating that this reader 
was clearly interested in the latter work. Likewise, William Can-adine of South Street 
(identified as a sixteen year old hand-100m weaver) consulted Black Dwarf, Bride of 
Lammermoor, Canterbury Tales, and Pirate on one occasion each, but retUlned to 
Fairy Tales on three consecutive dates (19,20 and 21 May 1856). In fact, of all the 
readers who consulted at least one work of fiction during the nine-month period, only 
twenty-five requested two or more titles on repeat occasions and therefore appear to 
have had the inclination to complete their reading. 
In their recollections autobiographers commenting upon the 1850s stress the point that 
those who wished to read found it hard to obtain reading matter of any kind. Often 
they were limited to a finite supply ofliterature which might be found in the homes of 
44 The four texts whose titles alone might suggest to the uninformed reader that they contained short 

tales were Canterbury Tales, Novels and Tales, Sketch Book and Tales and Stories/rom History. 
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friends or relatives. Public libr31ies were not widespread and book prices obstructed 
members of the working classes :fi'om becoming extensive consumers. Additionally, 
Alexis Weedon's study of the Victorian publishing industlY shows the volume of books 
produced did not keep apace with the growing demand for printed texts. Using 1846 
as an index point, 'Weedon's figures on the estimated increase in books manufactured 
(all genres) as compared to the growth of the reading public in England and Wales, 
show that :fi'om roughly 1876 the gap between the two categories began to close at a 
rapid rate. Only by 1910, however, did the percentage increase in the former categOlY 
[mally meet that in the latter - i. e. from 1910 the percentage increase in books 
manufactured was sufficient to meet the percentage increase in the reading public and 
hence in the perceived demand for new books. Plior to this, increases in the production 
of books lagged behind increases in the growth of the reading public by about 66% in 
1866, by roughly 83% in 1876, 51 % in 1886,45% in 1896 and 17% in 1906.45 From 
about 1886 the gap had begun to close. 
For the working classes of Kidderminster the situation would have been similar and it 
is therefore likely that the reading skills of some who visited the library in 1855/6 
would have been limited. Indeed, one witness before the Newspaper Stamps 
Committee of 1851 stressed the fact that as a le31l1t skill reading was something which 
had to be practised, arguing that access to newspapers might ensure that boys who had 
1e31l1ed only the rudiments of reading at school would not later relapse into illiteracy46 
45 Alexis Weedon, Victorian Publishing: The Economics ojBook ProductionJor a Mass Market, 

1830-1916, London: Ashgate (2004, m.s.), table 2.3. 

46 Report from the Select Committee on Newspaper Stamps, Parliamentary Paper, Vol.XVII (1851), 

Q.3240. 
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Possibly this is why illustrated texts, such as the Pictorial History, and children's tales, 
t 
like those in Croker's book, were frequently consulted and retumed to. Given the 
nature of the source however, nothing more conclusive than a speculation can be 
offered at this stage. 
Periodicals 
Readers at the Kiddenninster library more frequently bOlTowed joumals than any other 
gem-e.47 In total, dUling the nine-month period under consideration 2,708 (or almost 
40%) of the total 7,040 requests for reading matter were for periodicals. The most 
popular of these were Chamber's publications- Chmnbers 's Miscellany (bolTowed 
1,595 times), Chambers's Edinburgh Journal (192) and Chamhers's Journal (690) 48 
- followed by the Mechanic's Magazine (158), the Cottage Gardener (33) and the 
Tickler (33), the Mirror ofLiterature (16), the British Workman (10), the Spirit ofthe 
Public Journals (3) and the loyalist Anti-Jacobin Review (1). That such texts were to 
47 The individual reader profiles of the two most regular patrons of the Kidderminster Municipal 
Library - Samuel Southan (hand-loom carpet weaver, aged 39) and Thomas Burgin (carpet weaver, 
aged 36) - also provide further evidence for this by highlighting the relative popularity ofsuch 
periodicals. With a recorded total of202 entries in the library register, Samuel Southan visited the 
library more times than any other reader during the nine-month period and, with a total of 145 
entries, was followed by Thomas Burgin. With regards to individual titles, Southan borrowed a total 
of eighty-four different texts and Burgin twenty-nine. However, ofthe eighty-four works he consulted, 
Southan returned to only thirty-six on two or more occasions and Burgin to only eleven. Even though 
they were regular users of the Kidderminster library, both Southan and Burgin consulted only a small 
number ofbooks on two or more visits, suggesting that they often failed in their attempts to locate 
suitable reading matter in the library. In contrast, however, both readers clearly enjoyed the short 
articles in Chambers's Journal as Southan referred to these volumes a total ofiifty-four times and 
Burgin a total of seventy-nine. Both also borrowed the Pictorial History ofEngland on several 
occasions. Apart from journals, Burgin borrowed no fiction during this period, favouring instead 
history and biography. Southan's interests on the other hand were wider. He requested a number of 
historical works, novels and volumes ofpoetry, although ofthese he only referred to a small number 
on more than one visit. 
48 Chambers's Edinburgh Journal was continued as Chambers's Journal ofPopular Literature, 
Science and Arts. This is probably the Chambers's Journal referred to in the Kidderminister Library 
catalogue. 
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be found in the Kiddemnnster Municipal Library is not surprising. It was not unusual 
for periodicals like these to be donated to public libraries as they provided cheap 
wholesome literature and were circulated among the upper classes as well as among 
those for whom they were intended.49 Indeed, as late as 1897 one anonymous 
journalist noted that the stock oftexts contained in a typical 'gloomy and 
uncomfortable' village reading room usually included 'odd volumes of Chambers's 
Journal, a complete set of Chambers's Miscellany, [and] two or three Waverley 
novels' .50 
What is surplising, however, is how popula.J these works actually were. Many 
borrowers consulted issues of periodicals that were at least nineteen months old and 
probably much older, but this appears not to have detelTed them.51 Sinlliarly eighteen 
volumes of Chambers's Journal were earmarked for re-binding in 1878 indicating that 
in the experience ofthe library committee, such texts, whether they be old or new, 
were still in demand among the working-class population.52 Evidence from the 
autobiographies also suggests reading periodicals was quite a common activity. 
However, despite the expansions in the periodical press, access to such printed matter 
49 On the general success of Chambers's Journal, see Richard D. Altick, The English Common 
Reader, op.cit., pp.332-39. 
50 According to this article, in addition to these, 'Beeton's Dictionary oj Geography, Uncle Tom's 
Cabin, a few Ballantynes, a volume of Sunday at Home, five or six volumes ofEliza Cook's Journal, 
and a score or more ofbooks, mainly devotional' were also to be found; Anon., 'Village Reading­
Rooms,' Academy, Vol.LII (1897), pp.280-86, pp.284-5. 
51 Interestingly, from the eighteenth century technological changes had led to decreases in the durable 
quality of paper, as wood pulp replaced rags as the basic constituent ofmanufactured paper. The 
evidence here, however, shows that periodicals made ofthe less durable wood pulp were preserved. 
52 In common with the autobiographies, however, evidence from the committee records does suggest 
that topicality later came to be a major factor in determining working-class reading habits. For 
example, on 1 February 1879 William Gethin, by then the librarian of five years, reported to the 
committee that he had 'noticed a greater demand for Newspapers and Periodicals the last few months 
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appears to have been uneven and dependent upon a number of factors, the most 
impoliant of which were cost and geographical location. Although, some indicate that 
the expansions in the cheap periodical press resulted in such publications being bought, 
as new, on a regular basis53 , those who lived within villages suggest that at the tum of 
the twentieth century, they were still hard to fInd. 54 These readers also indicate that a 
thriving market of second-hand periodicals supplied them with reading matter which 
was bought, loaned and preserved.55 
The usual reason given for reading old volumes of periodicals, however, (especially old 
volumes of the Chambers's publications) was that there was a limited supply of other 
reading matter in the home. 56 Most autobiographers indicate that they preferred to read 
recent issues to obtain up-to-date information and political commentary. Yet in the 
library readers are perusing old volumes of periodicals in preference to the other books 
in the librmy. Perhaps this is because they contained short, articles suitable for reading 
in situ. Possibly it is because the working-class readers frequenting this library could 
not afford to purchase these works as new. Stamp duty had only just been abolished 
... and [that] the opportunities given to readers ofseeing the current news of the day has been much 

appreciated'; KBFLCMB Vol.2, entry for 1 February 1879, p.4. 

53 For examples see John Eldred, I Love the Brooks, London: Skeffington & Son Limited (1955), 

p.4S; Richard Hillyer, Country Boy, op.cit., p.29; Sam Smith, 'Bosely Cloud: A North Country 

Childhood', T.S., London: BruneI University Library (n.d.), pp.13 & 57. 

54 For examples John Harrison, My Village: Sheriff Hill, County Durham, Gateshead: published for 

the author (1979), p.35; Clive Willetts, When I Was A Boy, Dudley: Dudley Teacher's Centre (1977), 

Vol. 1, p.ll; Margaret Penn, Manchester Fourteen Miles, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

(1947), p.145. 

55 For examples see Thomas Okey, A Basketful ofMemories, op.cit., p.33; Frank Steel, Ditcher's Row, 

op.cit., p.45; George Elson, The Last Days, op.cit, p.274. 

56 For example, as a child the anonymous autobiographer discovered some odd volumes of Chambers' 

Journal at home but little else; Anon., Narrow Waters, op.cit., p.12 . 
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(July 1855). FUlihemlOre, unemployment in Kiddemrinster was high in 1855/6 so many 
may not have been able to purchase printed matter despite decreases in price.57 
Poetry 
Poetry was the fifth most popular genre - also generally shot1 in length and 
convenient to read in the reading room. However, although this section appears to 
have been relatively well stocked, the twenty-eight titles were consulted only 288 
times. As table 5 shows the most popular poet was Pope - his work were consulted 
on thiliy-nine occasions - followed by Burns, Dryden and Milton. The only other 
work in the category ofpoetry to be requested more than thilty times was the 
Benighted Traveller; a tale and other poems by Edward Francis Hughes (fITst 
published in 1846) . 
Table 5: Works ofpoetry consulted on more than ten occasions. 
Total Total 
consultations readers 
Pope 39 6 
Burns 37 23 
Dryden 33 11 
Milton 31 22 
Hughes 34 26 
Young 21 10 
Goldsmith 18 10 
Bonowing a particular volume on more than one occasion indicates a clear interest in 
the author's poetry or prose though borrowing it only once does not imply 
disappointment in the volume itself. However, the figures reveal a general lack of 
57 Simon Eliot notes that due to a lack of sources it is difficult to measure the immediate effect of the 
abolishment of Stamp Duty on the prices ofperiodicals. Nevertheless he suggests that although it may 
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interest in poetry among the working-class readers at the Kidderminster library. Most 
notably, the works of Pope, although consulted a total of thirty-nine times, were 
actually only requested by six different readers. In fact, in tenns of the number of 
readers who requested the works of palticular poets, Pope rated not first, but last out 
of the above seven works. Consulted by a total oftwenty-six different readers, it was 
in fact Hughes' Benighted Traveller which took first place, second came Bums then 
Milton, Dryden, Goldsmith and Young. Some of those who did request volumes of 
poetry consulted the same title repeatedly on consecutive dates or visits. For example, 
Charles Dobson of Park Lane borrowed the poetical works of Bums on 21, 22, 23 and 
24 Aplil1855 while Thomas Hardcastle consulted the works of Pope twenty-eight 
times during the months of October, November, December and January and the works 
of Dryden on twenty separate occasions fi:om the end of January to the beginning of 
April 185658 Even though this genre was not widely requested by the users of the 
Kidderrninster Library, the few who did borrow these texts appear to have consulted 
them serially in a manner similar to that suggested by some autobiographers. Many 
imply that they ordered their reading into stages to complete entire series of classic 
replints, the entire works of particular esteemed authors or the works of authors fi.-om 
a pruticular historical period. For example, Jackson typically admits to: 59 
have had an immediate effect that decreases in price clearly marked the later period from 1874 to 
1884. Simon Eliot, Some Patterns and Trends, op.cit., p.87. 
53 The record shows that Hardcastle borrowed the works ofPope in three different volumes, numbered 
one to three in the register. 
59 T.A. Jackson, 'Solo Trumpet', op.cit., p.9. Winifred Wells also states that she used the local library 
as a source for obtaining all the works of 'Tennyson, the shorter poems of Keats, Shelley and Byron, 
the Sonnets of Shakespeare, The Earthly Paradise ofWilliam Morris and the sonnets of the Rossettis 
... Browning ... Sonnets from the Portuguese ... [and] the lyrics of the Elizabethan writers'; Clare 
Cameron (pseud.), Rustle ofSpring, op.cit., pp.120-1. Others such as Fred Stibbons attempted to 
assemble the works of 'the forty-eight best known English and American poets'; Fred Stibbons, 
Norfolk's 'Caddie' Poet, op.cit., p.l8. 
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labouring all the time like a galley slave at my books and learning. I 
leamed to read with system. When I had exhausted the available 
supplies of classic fiction I went on to poetry and the drama ... I made 
a list of the poets and dramatists and set myself to work through them 
in their historical sequences. 
The Kidderrninster register suggests that a very small number of its patrons may also 
have attempted to do a similar thing. Possibly they too were reading for auto didactic 
purposes. 
However, there is a revealing contradiction between the two sources. The library issue 
book can only show titles requested and gives no indication of whether the texts were 
read. But assuming that the requests to some extent reflect patrons' preferences in 
reading matter then the overall lack of interest in poetry for the majority of visitors 
contrasts with the evidence in the autobiographies. These suggest that in the late 1850s 
and 1860s poetry reading was relatively widespread - at least among those working-
class readers who later in life wrote their autobiographies. 60 The reasons for this have 
been discussed in the previous chapter. As autobiographies their life stories are 
nanatives of their successes. Many were aware of the distinctions between good and 
bad literature and the networks that supplied them with it suggested that canonical and 
classic poetry belonged to the former category. Highlighting their reading of these 
texts helped autobiographers to describe the cultured selves they hoped they had 
become. 
60 For"examples see Dyke Wilkinson, A Wasted Life, op.cit., p.l3; Jack Goring, autobiographical 
notes, op.cit., p.114; Fred Stibbons, Norfolk'S 'Caddie' Poet, op.cit., p.18; Joseph Stamper, So Long 
Ago, London: Hutchinson & Co. (1960), pp.162 & 182. 
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Nevertheless, the selection of poets represented within the library register and 
autobiographies is insightful. Working-class autobiographers confined their reading to 
the few texts found in the home, on second-hand book-stalls or (if they could afford to 
buy them) to those republished in the modestly priced early series of classic texts. 61 
Their access to texts was essentially dictated by two main mechanisms: serendipity and 
economics. With regards to poetry, they were generally limited to eighteenth- rather 
than nineteenth- century texts (though their choice within these may have been guided 
by recommendations). Similarly, in the Kidderrrrinster Library serendipity and 
economics played a role in the choice of poetry through the donation of books and 
their purchase. Of the twenty-eight identified texts belonging to the category of poetry, 
the majority were by eighteen-century poets (Akens ide, Burns, Byron, Collins, 
Cowper, Dryden, Goldsmith, Gray, Milton, Pope, Prior, Swift, Thomson or Young). 
In contrast, with regaTds to nineteenth-century luminaries only Tennyson appears to 
have been represented. What both sources show is that during the 1850s whether the 
working classes sought reading matter in the home or in the institutionalised setting of 
the library, their choice was dependant upon a nan"ow supply of texts and generally 
limited to those which were out of copyright and hence cheaper to buy. 62 The fact that 
61 Referring to the second-hand trade, Richard Altick also noted that during the first half of the 
nineteenth-century, 'The multiplicity of editions brought the prices of the English classic poets very 
low, with Shakespeare, Pope, Thomson, Goldsmith, Cowper, Burns, Byron, and Scott outselling 
Milton, Young, Prior, Dryden, and Gay'. As a result, 'The eighteen-century poets generally were 
standard fare among the bookish young down into Victorian times: Goldsmith, of course, and 
Cowper; and Pope, Akenside, Gray, '" Blair, Collins, and Young ... These were the poets who were 
1110st frequently reprinted in cheap series and excerpted as space-fillers in the cheap religious and 
'instructive' magazines', Altick, The English Common Reader, op.cit., pp.237 & 253. 
62 Although the library no doubt contained other volumes of poetry which were not consulted, the fact 
that the library user register is dominated by the works of eighteenth- rather than nineteenth- century 
poets suggests that the latter were under-represented: Hood, Shelley, Coleridge, Wordsworth and 
Moore are especially conspicuous by their absence. 
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the Kidderrninster librmy was dominated by canonical and classic poetIy further 
suppOlis the view that the institutional setting could suggest their cultural wOlih. 
Religious texts 
Only nine of the identified titles in the librmy can be described as religious texts and 
only three - the Bible, Creations Testimony to its God and an unidentified collection 
of sermons - m'e devotional works. 63 The Bible was the most frequently requested of 
the religious texts and indeed one of the more popular titles in the librmy itself 
(consulted a total of forty-three times by twenty-three different readers). Some visitors 
to the librmy seem to have combined religious with secular reading. On the one hand, a 
small number of readers such as Edwm'd Coates (a carpet weaver aged 23) and Hem)' 
Bell (either a 33 yem'-old hand-loom weaver or his 13 year-old son) consulted only 
religious texts in the libralY, suggesting that they viewed it as a place in which to 
extend their religious knowledge. Coates consulted the Bible, Easter Knowledge, 
Creations Testimony and a dictionary in the course of sixteen visits. Likewise, Bell 
limited his reading to religious texts consulting Creations Testimony during each ofhis 
six visits 64 On the other hand however, other readers such as William Sumpton (a 
carpet weaver aged 15) consulted religious texts but did not limit their reading to 
them. He requested the Bible twice during the month of September along with an 
63 The remaining six titles included the more theoretical Works of Channing, Commentary on the 
Bible and Easter Knowledge and the informative Missions and Missionaries, Religion in Geneva and 
Religion in Belgium. 
64 Although Bell visited the library only six times in total, the majority of his visits occurred around 
Christmas or Easter (29 and 31 December, 1 January, 3 and 29 February and 5 April) and are 
suggestive of another trend: seasonal religious reading, In common with the habits of Bel! those of 
other readers appear to have been dictated by events in the religious calendar. For example, ofthose 
who consulted the Bible both Thomas Costin (son of a carpet weaver aged 12) and Henry Ingham 
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encyclopaedia, volumes of Chambers's journals and a text entitled Cottage Dialogue. 
Evidence from the working-class autobiographies suggests that religious reading was 
generally in decline. And, as Gagnier indicates, from the nineteenth century nanatives 
of religious conversion were less common while those charting the secular conversion 
of the subject are prevalent. Studies of the publishing industry also support this view. 
For example, Simon Eliot's figures on the British publishing industry indicate that as a 
percentage of total recorded published titles, religious literature fell steadily fi-om 
second place during the 1840s (22.05%) and the 1850s (19.89%) to fifth place during 
the 191 as (8%).65 Furthermore, figures derived from the NSTC indicate that in overall 
terms titles belonging to the genre of 'Religion ... rose to a peak between 1831-50 
(21.62%,22.05%) and fell away ill the last two decades [1850-1869] to end at 
18.07%' .66 It is therefore interesting to find that a small number of readers appear to 
have used the library as a place in which to consult devotional texts. Very few of the 
autobiographers suggest that they used libraries in this manner. 
At Kidderminster reference hbral"Y, however, the Bible was requested by both regular 
and infi-equent visitors. For example, of those who visited the library only once during 
(either the 16 year old son ofa dyer or a 66 year old publican) visited the library only once in order to 
do so: the former on 27 December and the latter on 21 April. 
65 The first figure is taken from Simon Eliot, 'Patterns and Trends and the NSTC: some initial 
observations', part two, Publishing Hist01Y, Vo1.43 (1998), pp.71-112, Table E, p.73. The second and 
third are from Some Patterns and Trends in British Publishing, op.cit, Figure 28, p.52. The 
percentage figures indicate that during the intervening decades religious publishing accounted for 
22.05% of total recorded published titles during the 1840s, for 19.89% during the 1850s, 18.07% for 
the 1860s, 16% for tlle 1870s, 15% for tlle 1880s, 10% for the 1890s and 9% for the 19005. Also see 
Simon Eliot ibid., figures 24 to 28, pp.47-52. 
66 Simon Eliot 'Pattern and Trends and the NSTC', op.cit., p.90. The second figure is taken from 
Simon Eliot Some Patterns and Trends, op.cit, p.44. See also Gwen Averley (ed.), Nineteenth Centwy 
Short Title Catalogue, Series I, op.cit. 
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the nine-month period six requested the Bible during their only visit. 67 Herbert Bale 
(the 16 year old son of a builder) visited the library on fifty-six separate occasions and, 
in addition to secular texts such as the Life ofNelson or the History ofInsects, 
requested the Bible once. Although the combination of texts he consulted is not 
palticularly striking, the dates on which Bale consulted the val-ious texts is. In common 
with a number of other readers, Bale very interestingly requested the Bible on his first 
visit before proceeding to read a number of secular texts. Similarly, Alfred Taylor (the 
11 yeal- old son of a cal-pet weaver) who visited the library a total of fifty-seven times 
bOlTowed the Bible on his first and second visits while other readers, such as William 
CalTadine (a hand-loom weaver's assistant aged 16) and William Jones (unidentified) 
who requested volumes a total of fifty-three and seven times respectively, also 
requested a religious text (Creations Testimony) during their first visits. 68 Perhaps 
these texts were requested because of their religious significance, because of their 
familiarity - paliiculal-ly the Bible - or because the request was likely to be approved 
of by parents or the librarian. In A New History ofthe English Public Library (1996) 
Alistair Black emphasises a significant point: 'the library counter is not just a physical, 
but also a psychological ban-ier. It symbolises the power of the library'S staff over the 
user, and it can be positioned in such a way as to enhance, through supervision, that 
very power' .69 Working-class visitors to one of the first free public libraries to be 
opened in England may well have been intimidated by the process of having to request 
67 In addition to Thomas Costin and Henry Ingham, William Thomson (a wool sorter aged 35), 
Thomas Willey (either a 22 year old carpet weaver, a 44 year old butcher or a 54 old hand-loom 
weaver), William Law (unidentified) and Alfred Pugh (unidentified) requested. this text on their one 
and only visit. 
68In addition to the Bible, Alfred Taylor also consulted the poetical works of Milton during his first 
visit. 
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a text from its librarian and this may explain why some requested the Bible - a title 
they were certain to know - on their first visit. 
Prior familiarity with the title or content of a book, possibly via contact with another 
reader, may also have prompted visitors to the library to request palticular texts. 
Evidence from the register indicates that members of the same family often requested 
the same title. For example, Thomas Falmer (hand-loom weaver aged 27) consulted a 
volume of Bum's poetl)' on 19 September while his brother George (hand-100m 
weaver aged 21) followed suit three days later. Also the Benighted Traveller was 
loaned to Charles Cole of Dudley Street on 13, 14 and 22 September and then to 
Frederick Cole of the same address on 24 December 1855.70 Likewise, James and 
Joseph Banner both requested Croker's Fairy Tales; and Thomas and James 
Garmstone consulted the same text in the same month. These and other examples 
strongly suggest that texts consulted in the libral)' were being discussed and 
recommended in the homes of some readers. Just as familiarity with the Bible may have 
boosted its consultation figures so prior knowledge of any work in the library may 
have led to a reader requesting it. This again reinforces the notion that guidance in the 
choice of reading matter was impOliant. Here the vertical influences of the 
authoritative custodians of culture (the libral), committee and the librarian) appear to 
act concurrently with horizontal ones (fi:iends, family members and neighbours) to 
shape working-class reading habits. 
69 Alistair Black, A New History ofthe English Public Library: Social and Intellectual Contexts, 

1850-1914, London: Leicester University Press (1996), p.244. 

70 Although these two readers have not been identified within the 1851 census, since they both 

provided the same address within the library register it is assumed that they were related. 
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Conclusion 
The Kidderminster Library register provides an insight into the ways in which the 
tibral), was conceived and used. It aimed to provide the overwhelmingly working-class 
population of Kidderminster with a supply of educational, infonnative and morally 
instructive texts. Its modest librm), stock of364 volumes was dominated by non-fiction 
and only a small number of these titles were repeatedly requested by readers ­
nineteen titles were consulted more than fifty times and only ten of these more than a 
hundred. The majority (127) were requested less than ten times each reflecting the fact 
that the libral)' stock comprised an ad hoc collection of donated texts. The higher 
bOlTowing figures for those dealing with particular topics - pmiiculariy the 
Napoleonic wars - highlights the ways in which some of the em"ly visitors used the 
libral)'. 
Unlike later readers, early visitors to the Kidderrninster libral)' were generally attracted 
by the stock ofnon-fiction rather than the fiction. The majority ordered texts providing 
infOlmation about the locality, England's recent histOl)' or destinations for emigration 
and migration while only a few attempted to complete reading any of the lengthier 
novels or works of fiction. The most popular fictional title was Croker's collection of 
shOli, illustrated Fairy Tales. Other populal" works were the Pictorial History of 
England and On the Improvement ofthe Mind, two books which might attract the 
reader unsure of his reading ability. For this reason, it is also very interesting to note 
that the most popular texts in the libraJ.)' were in fact not books but periodicals 
specifically designed for the growing reading public and characterised by ShOli 
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infOlmative articles and fiction. It is also possible that visitors chose texts to read in 
situ. Rather than retul1ling on a number of occasions in order to complete reading 
lengthier texts, they chose those designed to be read in a short space of time. 
Interestingly, there is a fundamental difference between the way in which early visitors 
to the Kidderminster library and autobiographers viewed both libraries and such texts. 
Although periodicals in general were extremely popular with the autobiographers, they 
suggest that they preferred recent publications. While old volumes ofjoul1lals were 
sometimes found in the working-class home, they were only read if other reading 
matter could not be found. In the Kidderrrrinster library however such volumes were 
often favoured over books. Prior familiarity with a text or topic seems also to have 
influenced choice and consultation by a member appears to have induced other family 
members to look at the work. This again suggests that working-class readers sought 
guidance in their choice of reading matter. 
For purposes of comparison, the borrowing records for a very different type of library, 
that of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute will be examined in the next 
chapter. The bOlTowing records for this institute deal with a period which was very 
close to that examined here. However, the records relate only to female readers. 
Furthelmore, this library was attached to an educational institute and the pupils visiting 
it were able to bOlTOW texts. They were not confmed to reading in the library itself. 
Although dictated by economic factors and the output of the publishing industry itself, 
the content of the library in the Female Educational Institute quite clearly reflected 
Ie II 
III 
attitudes regarding the type of texts which were deemed to be suitable for female 
minds. The bOlTowing figures enable vertical influences to be examined in relation to 
gender specific roles. Significantly, the texts provided in the library offered bon-owers 
a choice of literature which might instil the reading habit, literature which might 
improve it and literature which might prepare the reader for her role in society. 
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Huddersfield Female Educational Institute: 

Library Borrowing Records, 1856-1857 

Introduction 
When it first opened on 4 January 1847, the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute 
claimed the distinction of being the first in England 'organised and managed on a 
separate and independent basis, for the education of the young women of the working 
classes,l Yet its records -like those of later institutes at Keighley, Bradford, Leeds, 
Nottingham and BilTningham - reveal 'no clear reason' why the female institute was 
established as a separate organisation.2 Like the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute 
(1843 to 1884) l throughout its life the female institute drew its membership fi.-om 
among the working classes attracting the factory operatives, textile workers and 
domestic servants who dominated female employment in and around the Huddersfield 
1 The archive of the Huddersfieid Female Education Institute (ref FEll-II), and that of the 
Huddersfieid Mechanics' Institute (ref. HMI 1-10), is at the University ofHuddersfie1d Archives. The 
archive ofthe W est-Riding Union of Mechanics' Institutes (WRUMI) is at the Sheepscar branch of 
the Leeds District Archive. The quote is taken from FEl 3/2/a, annual report (hereafter a.I.) (1859), 
p.8. 

2 From the 1830s women were admitted to some Mechanics' Institutes. "Why this route was not 

followed at Huddersfield is uncertain. Jane Purvis, Hard Lessons: The Lives and Education of 

Working-Class Women in Nineteenth-CentUlY England, Cambridge: Polity Press (1989), p.104. 
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3l"ea. 3 It is evident, however, that middle-class defmitions ofworking-c1ass masculinity 
and femininity shaped the curricula in both institutions. For, while its male counterpart 
ran classes in all the main subjects and additional classes in French, Gelman, Chemistry 
and Design, the female institute limited its offerings to 'sewing, reading, writing, 
arithmetic, geography, histOlY, and other branches of a sound, moral and secular 
education.,4 Why this was so, how it is reflected in the institute's library and the ways 
in which working-class women readers approached the facilities available to them will 
be considered below. 
Origins of the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute 
The education of working-class women in Huddersfield became a topic for discussion 
among local 'friends of education' only after the success of the mechanics' institute 
had been demonstrated.s Formally established in 1843, the Huddersfield Mechanics' 
Institute developed from the Young Men's Mutual Improvement Society founded two 
years previously by employees of Frederick Schwann, a German-born merchant who 
moved to Huddersfield in the 1820s to take over his deceased brother's export 
business. In the 1830s Schawnn had provided a librru.y for the use ofhis employees and 
in 1838 was one of the founders of the Huddersfield Proprietru.y School. He was 
elected as president of the mechanics' institute from 1843 unti11853 and in 1856 was 
3 The two institutes merged in 1884 to form the Technical School and Mechanics' Institute which 
became the Huddersfield Technical College in 1896 and was succeeded by the College ofTechnology 
in 1958. In 1970 the College and the Oastler College amalgamated to become Huddersfield 
Polytechnic, becoming the University of Huddersfield in 1992. For a discussion of employment in the 
Huddersfield area see David T. Jenkins, 'Textiles and Other Industries, 1851-1914', in Hilary Haigh 
(ed.), Huddersfield a Most Handsome Town, Huddersfield: Kirklees Cultural Services (1992), pp.241­
274. 

4 'Annual Soiree ofthe Huddersfield Educational Institute', Hudders/leld Examiner (29 October 

1864), p.12. 
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made a life member. 6 A Liberal and a philanthropist, he supported the mechanics' 
institute financially until his death in 1882 and, until he left Huddersfield in 1850, 
taught some of the evening classes. 
With ordinru:y weekly membership fees set at 3d per week the Huddersfield Mechanics' 
Institute adopted a 'law of membership peculiar to this Institution' in order to ensure a 
working-class clientele. The use of a 'partial instalment system' allowed: 
any student, paying six-pence per fOlinight, to give in his card for an 

indefmite period - still keeping him however, in connection with the 

Institution, although his contributions are suspended during his absence, 

and only recommence when he again requires his card of the secretary. 

This apparently worked as the working classes 'who seek instruction here ... are so 
frequently obliged to take advantage ofit'.7 Whether or not as a direct result of this, 
the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute succeeded in establishing and maintaining a 
membership dominated by the working classes. In their 1844 annual report to the 
West-Riding Union of Mechanics' Institutes the committee claimed that 'Nearly the 
whole of the Members are operatives, in the receipt ofweekly wages'. 8 Of those 
members joining in 1846, fifty-eight were described as dressers, a further fifty-eight as 
5 Ibid. 
6 See 'History ofthe Mechanics' Institute' in HMI 2/5, a.r. (1884), pp.11-17; and John O'Connell, 
'From Mechanics' Institution to Polytechnic: further and higher education, 1841-1970' in Hilary 
Haigh (ed.), Huddersjield, op.cit., pp.561-95. The five founding employees were John F. Briggs, 
George P. Beaumont, Samuel Hiley, Charles Kaye and Mr Mitchell. According to the institute's 
annual report for 1845, George Beaumont and John Briggs were both elected as secretaries to the 
institute in July 1843, while Samuel Hiley was one often other committee members. The positions of 
vice-president and treasurer were held by Joseph H. Walker (a timber merchant) and Samuel Holyroyd 
respectively; 'List ofofficers and committee', HJ\,1I 2/1, a.I. (1845), cover page. 
7 H:MI 2/1, a.r. (1847), p.3. 
8 WRillv1J a.r. (1844), p.27. In the same year it was also stated that of the fifty pupils attending the 
ornamental design class, 'the majority are artisans between the ages of 15 and 30, who are chiefly 
employed as fancy weavers, carpet weavers, woollen printers, painters, joiners, & c. " HMI 2/1, a.r. 
(1845), p.8. 
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en 
-finishers, fifty-two as elTand and factory lads, forty-one as weavers and twenty-seven 
as spinners. These occupations dominated the institute's books during its early years 
and membership rose fi:om c.40 (May 1841) to 495 (January 1845).9 
Origins of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute 
In its 1844 annual repOli the committee turned its attention to women's education. 
Possibly it was the success of the mechanics' institute that prompted this. In Hard 
Lessons (1989), Jane Purvis suggests a fUliher possible reason: 'the struggle by the 
working class to control their own education and not simply to be recipients of what 
middle-class patrons wished them to receive opened a debate also about the right for 
women to have access to the institutes. ,10 As early as the mid-I 820s individuals 
associated with radical working-class movements such as Owenism had broached the 
issue of female education. For some equality of the sexes, in terms of educational 
opportunities, was viewed as a means of ensuring that class oppression was not 
translated into a system of oppression between the sexes. Speaking in 1826 'To the 
members and managers of the mechanics' institutions of Britain and Ireland' the 
9 Figures taken from HMl2/1, a.r. (1846), p.5. Alth01igh the regularity of attendance of such members 
was not established in the annual reports, the committee's claim. 'The members of the Institution 
belong almost exclusively to the working classes' is supported by Richard Dawes, Dean of Hereford, 
who surveyed 600 Mechanics' Institutes in 1855, describing that at Huddersneld as 'the best in 
England'; HMI 2/1, a.r. (1848), p.7 and quote taken from Roy Brook, The Story ofHudderifreld, 
London: MacGibbon and Kee Ltd (1968), p.204. By 1876, however, it is clear the majority of 
members were drawn from the expanding lower-middle class. Quoting form the WRUMI a.r. (1876), 
Brook states 'In Huddersfield in 1876, out of 1,000 students, all but 105 were clerks and office 
workers'; ibid., p.204. Nevertheless, compared to other mechanics' institutes, the membership at 
Huddersfield was not dominated by 'business and professional men and their familes' but, at least 
during the 1850s, bymembers drawn from lower down the social strata; Richard D. Altick, The 
English Common Reader, op.cit., p.191. 
10 Jane Purvis, Hard Lessons, op.cit., p.l 00. 
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prorrrinent Owenite, William Thompson pleaded: 11 
Let your libraries, your models, and your lectures ... be equally open to 
both sexes. Equal justice demands it ... Long have the rich excluded the 
poorer classes from knowledge; will the' poor classes now exercise the 
same odious power to gratify the same anti-social propensity - the love of 
dorrrination over the physically weaker half of their race? 
Of the small number of early institutions that made provisions for the admittance of 
women by the 1830s, the majority were controlled by working- rather than by middle-
class men. For example, at Manchester a new mechanics' institute, founded by 
working-class men frustrated at middle-class govemance of the institution, offered 
lessons to working-class women in March 1829. In Birmingham a group ofwomen 
were admitted to the local Owenite college in 1840 after having been refused access to 
the mechanics' institute by a middle-class committee. Therefore the fact that the 
committee of the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute consisted of both employers and 
employees may have played a significant pati in raising the issue as a topic for 
consideration in 1844. 
In the end it was the middle-class patrons in Huddersfield who provided financial as 
well as ideological backing for the eventual establishment of the separate female 
institute in 1847. While it is unclear who all the founders were, a report in the 
Huddersfield Examiner in 1864 provides the names of four gentlemen who were 
'foremost ... among them' though it does not name any ofthe ladies 'who were equally 
zealous' in this good work. 12 Of the four named gentlemen - Samuel Kell, William 
II William Thompson, 'To the members and managers ofthe mechanics' institutions ill Britain and 
Ireland', The Co-operative Magazine (January-February 1826), p.ll. 
12 'Annual Soiree of the Huddersfield Educational Institute' , Huddersjield Examiner, (29 October 
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Paul England, Frederick Schwann and Joseph Batley - three had previously held 
prominent positions in the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute. Schwarm and Batley had 
both been presidents of the mechanics' institute and Kell, a local merchant, had been a 
vice-president. 13 
Certainly two of the founders took prominent roles on the committee of the female 
institute. In the surviving annual reports which date from 1858, William Paul England, 
a local chemist, is named as president from at least 1858 until 1859. Joseph Batley 
succeeded him remaining as president unti11861. Whether or not Schwarm and Kell 
also held prominent positions in the committee is unclear. By the date of the surviving 
annual reports, both men had moved out of Huddersfield. The evidence that does exist, 
however, indicates that of the four named men, Kell played the greatest part in the 
establishment of the female institute. The conrrnittee minutes of a meeting held on 19 
October 1858, recorded that they: 14 
desire to express their sense of the deep obligation of gratitude that is due 
to Mr Kell for that continued SUppOlt which he renders to the Institute 
which owes its origins chiefly to his efforts and which he has been so 
largely instrumental in sustaining by his pecuniary and still more by his 
personal aid. 
1864), p.12. 

13 Although it has not been possible to establish the occupation of Batley, it is mown that his son, 

Joseph Batley junior, was a solicitor. In the 'List of annual subscribers' for the year 1848 Kell is 

described as a merchant, altllOUgh James Hole describes him as a 'local businessman'; HM12/1, a.r. 

(1848), p.21; James Hole, An Essay on the History and Management a/Literary, Scientific and 

Mechanics' Institutions, London: Longman (1853), p.39. 

14 FEl 111, minute book (1856-1864), entry for 19 October 1858. James Hole also credits Kell with the 

establishment of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute; J.Hole, An Essay, op.cit., p.39. 

Significantly, after moving from Huddersfield to Bradford, the same Samuel Kell established a female 

educational institute in his new home town in 1857; see 'Education amongst the working women of 
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The committee was responsible for 'the general management of the institution, 
establishment and an-angement of classes, the appointment ofteacheIs and of all 
subordinate stipendiary officers; the selecting, purchasing, and exchanging of books, 
and the making of regulations' during its formative years. IS However, judging by the 
later documents the committee - which comprised the president and 'Sixteen '" 
chosen fi.-om the voluntary teachers or honorary members, and the annual subscribers 
of ten shillings and upwards; and four [over the age of eighteen] ... elected from the 
classes' - was dom.inated by the middle-c1asses. 16 The surviving reports indicate that 
although women generally out-numbered men as committee members, throughout its 
documented life the senior positions ofpresident, vice-president, honorary secretary 
and secretary, and until its penultimate year that oftreasurer, were held exclusively by 
men. 17 The only position ofprominence held continuously by a woman - other than 
as teachers - was that oflibrarian, one ofwhom was Samuel Kell's daughter. 
Therefore it is perhaps not surprising that the cmTIculum of this vanguard institution 
was conservative and reflected middle-class notions of female education ratheI than the 
broader cuniculum of the male mechanics' institute. 
Huddersfield and Bradford', The Englishwoman's Review (April 1869), p. 185. 
15 FEl 211, undated rules, p.3. On the lack of information about the early years oftlle Institute it is 
interesting to note that following its second soiree (held in October 1858) a local newspaper 
commented that 'some ofour readers will perhaps be surprised to learn from the report read by the 
HONORARY SECRETARY that this important association ._. has been quietly in operation for twelve 
years'; Huddersfield Examiner, 30 October 1858, p.2. 
16 FEI 2/1, undated rules, pp.2-3. 
17 Surviving minute books cover the period from 1856 to 1883, and annual reports periods from 1858 
to 1866, 1869 to 1872, 1875 to 1876 and 1878 to 1882, inclusive. 
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Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute: curricula provision 
At the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute, present and potential employees of 
committee members such as Frederick Schwann and Samuel Kell were offered lessons 
considered relevant to their social and econoniic positions, and ofbenefit to their 
employers and to English manufacturing as a whole. For example, refening to the class 
for omamental design it was stated that: 
The Committee would eaIllestly call the attention of the Fancy 
Manufacturers and others to this branch of instruction, which was 
originated with a view of elevating the taste of the artisans engaged in the 
trade of this neighbourhood; and they believe that if encouraged in a 
manner worthy of its object, it may in time be the means of raising the 
manufactures of this locality to a level in taste and elegance with those of 
our Continental rivals. 
Although the report continued to express the committee's 'great pleasure in stating 
that several members of this class are at present filling better situations and receiving 
higher wages, than they could have done but for the instruction received in this 
institution' - indicating that such classes were not entirely founded and judged upon 
principles of utility relevant to employers - the ethos behind the provision of 
education for working-class men in Huddersfield was certainly bounded by the 
considerations ofmanufacturers and employers. 18 For example, in a new set of rules 
drawn up for the government of the Drawing Classes, rule two stated 'No student to 
be admitted who is studying Fine Art solely for the purpose ofbeing a Painter or 
Sculptor', while rule seven stipulated that: 19 
Every Student shall state within the first three months of his attendance 
whether to any and to what depaIiment of manufacture or decorative 31i 
he intends to apply his studies. 
18 HMI 2/1, a.I. (1844), pp.8-9. 
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Neveliheless, prescriptive as it was, the cUlTiculum on offer at the mechanics' institute 
-'It 
did at least provide some scope for mental improvement beyond that of the three R's . 
•r'\ 
Huddersfield Female Educational Institute: curricula provision 
At the female institute lessons were offered in writing, reading and arithmetic, and 
sewing, history, geography and singing. By the time of the institute's closure in 1883, 
this nalTOW cUlTiculum had been fllliher cUliailed and, other than the "Three R's", the 
only lessons on offer were domestic economy and cookery. In light of contemporary 
debates about the education ofworking-class women the provision of such a restricted, 
gendered and class-specific timetable by a middle-class committee was hardly 
surprising.20 From the 1820s the ill effects of industrialisation upon the English family 
were beginning to be noticed and debated. As workers migrated from the rural 
countryside to the expanding towns and cities, extended families became divided. For 
working-class women this meant a movement of employment away from home-based 
industries towards factory-work. 21 At the same time, a shortage of domestic servants 
for the expanding middle-classes necessitated the cultivation of working-class girls 
suitable to take up employment.22 All of these developments were debated as evil 
19 HMI 2/1, a.r. (1845), p.8. 
20 See Meg Gomersall, Working-Class Girls in Nineteenth-Century England: Life, Work and 
Schooling, New York: St. Martin's Press (1997). Gomersall discusses the educational opportunities 
available to nineteenth-century working-class children using Lancashire factory and agricultural 
workers ill Norfolk and Suffolk as examples. She also shows how the education ofworking-class 
females differed from that received by their brothers and argues no matter what type of school girls 
attended, the inculcation ofdomestic skills and the three R's formed the bulk ofthe curriculum. 
Schooling, according to Gomersall, provided girls with marketable skills, not academic knowledge. 
21 See E.P. Thompson, The Making ofthe English Working Class, London: Penguin Books (1963, 3rd. 
ed. 1980). Thompson notes 'Critics of the factory system saw it as destructive offamily life'; ibid., 
p.452. See also Richard D. Altick, Victorian People and Ideas, op.cit, p.56. 
22 John Burnett suggests that domestic service became increasingly unpopular during the second-half 
ofthe nineteenth century because, in comparison to factory work, it could be very lonely, entail longer 
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effects of industrialisation and are reflected by the provision of lessons offered in the 
female institute. The aims of the committee members in educating working-dass 
females were clearly also incorporated in the library stock made available to the pupils. 
Contemporary debates 
Confined to the private sphere of the home, it was feared that women of all classes 
who remained isolated from public (and essentially male) society tended to neglect the 
cultivation of their faculties for reasoning and were dangerously susceptible to the 
over-development of their 'innate feminine qualities,?3 For example, a prize essay 
entitled 'Female education in relation to the wants of the age' (1851) stated that: 24 
As part ofFemale Education, intellectual culture is peculiarly important, as 
it is necessary to the development ofthe female character. It refmes the 
sentiments, deepens the emotions, enlightens and gives solidarity to the 
judgement, and tends to ennoble and dignify the whole character. From the 
peculiar constitution of the female mind, woman is eminently susceptible to 
those influences which induce the light and the superficial in character, and 
she requires mental culture in order to develop the higher intellectual 
faculties which subdue the frivolous tendencies of the mind, and impart to 
it the elevation of tone. 
The early depruiure ofworking-class women ±i:om their mothers' homes, it was 
argued, left them with no knowledge of how to run a home themselves. The 
working hours, pay less, and require young women to wear a uniform, that' outward and visible sign 

of servility'; John Burnett, The Annals ofLabour: Autobiographies ofBritish Working-Class People, 

1820-1920, Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press (1974), p.17l. 

23 For a further discussion ofthe ways in which nineteenth-century 'theories about how women's 

modes of reading differed from those ofmen' were linked to theories about the differences of the 

sexes, their physiology and psychology, see Kate Flint, The Womall Reader, op.cit., pp.53-70; ibid., 

p.53. 

24 William Anderson, Female Education in Relation to the Wallts ofthe Age, London: Ward & Co. 
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consequences of not knowing how: 
to light a fire, to sweep a room, to wash crockery and glass without 
breaking the half of them, to wash clothes, to bake bread, to dress a dinner, 
to choose meat or fish or vegetables, and to know how to keep them when 
bought; ... the use of savings banks and the results ofthrift 
were grave. 25 A mauied woman who could not cook, clean and exercise thrift risked 
losing her husband to the public and her children to the poor house. A single woman 
without these skills would not be a capable servant. Neither working-class women who 
remained in the private sphere of the home nor those who ventured into the public 
sphere ofwork, it was claimed, were capable of sustaining a happy home life or of 
raising the nation's children. According to Carol Dyhouse, this was 'essentially the 
dominant middle-class image of the undesirable effect industrialism had had on 
working-class family life,?6 
Influential mid-Victorian opinion favoured the notion that the human mind was 
essentially comprised of two separate faculties - the intellectual and the moral. Of the 
two, it was believed that the intellect could be developed through training in the public 
spheres of school and work. But the development of the moral, defmed as being 
characterised by traits of 'sobriety, piety, truthfulness and like', was dependent upon 
what was seen and heard at home, most crucially during the fOlmative years, when the 
influence of the mother upon the infant was at its strongest. In his 1855 lecture to the 
(1851), pp.14-15. 

25 James Booth, On the Female Education a/the Industrial Classes, London: Bell and Daldy (1855), 

pp.14-15. 

26 Carol Dyhouse, Girls Growing Up in Late Victorian and Edwardian England, London: Routledge 

and Kegan Paul (1981), p.79. 
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Wandsworth Mechanics' Institute 'On the female education of the industrial classes' 
James Booth reiterated a prevalent nineteenth-century view when he stated: 27 
when we are speaking of the home of the working man, and of the 
influence of home and of good example set at home, we refer almost 
entirely to the wife or mother ... The mother has to discharge as it were the 
moral duties of both parents. She is the centre of home influence; it is she 
who is to set the guiding example of sobriety, thrift, industry, and 
cleanliness. 
Early philanthropic action aimed at improving working-class women's domestic skills 
was, during the latter half of the nineteenth century, eventually translated into the 
compulsory provision of a domestic cuniculum for girls in the National and Board 
schools. 28 As one newspaper put it 'to educate women is to educate the coming 
generation ... on the mothers of England must depend, in the long 11m, the moral 
strength and pUlity of England'. 29 
As the first of its kind the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute is an example of 
this kind of philanthropic effort. It was 'detennined to remove the disadvantages under 
which [working-class women] suffer' and which have arisen 'fi.·om a neglected or 
27 James Booth, On the Female Education, op.cit., pp.8 &12. 

28 During the eighteenth century, in addition to sewing, both spinning and knitting had already 

become established as parts of the lower-class female curriculum in the early charity schools, the 

schools of industry and the dame schools. By the beginning oftlle nineteenth century, throughout 

England needlework was regarded as an essential component of a girl's education and eventually, 

through the Revised Code of 1862, was made a compulsory subject in schools relying upon state 

support. For a further discussion of this see Barry Turner, Equality for Some. The Story of Girl's 

Education, London: Ward and Lock (1974) p.29; and Carol Dyhouse, Girls Growing Up, op.cit., 

pp.79-114. 

29 Huddersfield Examiner (29 October, 1864), p.l2. 
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inefficient schooling in their younger days. ,30 Care was taken to reiterate the fact 
that 31 
The institute does not attempt or wish to make factory girls, domestic 
servants, and the children of artisans, blue stockings, or prodigies of 
learning; nor yet by teaching them drawing, French, with other so-called 
accomplishments, to qualifY then for the drawing-room, when they have 
little to expect beyond the duties and pleasures of the kitchen and cottage. 
When it fIrst opened the institute's avowed object was 'to teach sewing, reading, 
writing, arithmetic, geography, history, and other branches of a sound and moral, and 
secular education' to the working-class females ofthe district. 32 Plain sewing and a 
basic grounding in arithmetic were considered essential to the practice of frugality. 
Geo graphy and history were benefIcial to the cultivation 0 f rational judgement, while 
the ability to read provided a rational fOlm of recreation which could be enjoyed in the 
safe confmes of the home. The institute's main aim in educating working-class women 
was 'to enable them to make their homes happier and more attractive to their 
husbands, and a training ground for their children. ,33 
James Booth vividly portrayed the spiral of decline that such ignorance could lead to 
when speaking to the members of the WandswOlth Mechanics' Institute on 20 
November 1855: 34 
consider a young mechanic or rutisan, earning his 25s. or 35s. a week. He 
sees a tolerably good-looking girl, whom he recollects to have been 
punctual in her attendance at school and at church. After a Sh01t intimacy, 
he man-ies her. They take a room or two, or perhaps a small cottage. He 
30 FEI211 undated rule book, p.1; FEI 3118/a, a.I. (1880), p.5. 

31 Huddersfield Examiner (30 October 1858), p.2. 

32 ·Ibid. 

33 Huddel'sjield Examiner (29 October 1864), pA. 

34 James Booth, On the Female Education, op.cit., p.16. 
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determines to work hard, to save, and to avoid all loose companions. 
Matters go on in a sort ofway for a little; presently, he begins to find on 
his return home, tired :Ii-om his work, that there is no neatness nor tidiness 
about his place; that everything is out of order or dirty; that his bread is 
sour, his meat bad and spoiled in the cooking, or the fIre gone out and the 
hearth unswept; that on Sunday his linen is so discoloured it is not fIt to be 
seen. Meanwhile the poor wife has been doing her best. She feels that 
nothing she does seems to please her husband. At last, he ceases to find 
fault, and betakes himself nightly to the gin palace, which he fmds warm, 
neat, clean and comfOltable; a good fire and his penny newspaper before 
him. His wife at last ceases to strive to please; she becomes a slattem, duty 
in her person, a dram-drinker, running in and out of the public houses that 
are about in every direction. 
Female education sought to rectifY such ignorance and classes provided a legitimate 
evening activity, away fi.-om other temptations which surrounded the working girl. As 
late as 1879, it was asked: 35 
Where do the hundreds of gu-Is employed in our factories and shops spend 
their evenings? Many are to be seen loitering in the streets, and frequenting 
the dancing classes or gardens, fmding more attraction there than in our 
sewing, or reading and writing classes. 
How many ofthese in a few years, seeing the attainments ofthe rising 
youth, will wish that they had made a choice of a more lasting pleasure, 
that ofbeing able to read, thereby making provision for thousands of hours 
of comfort in years to come. 
The increased visibility of working-class women outside the home, either at work or at 
leisure, was also viewed as an undesirable side effect of industrialisation. 
Dance classes provided an oPPOltunity for the sexes to mingle in what were considered 
unsuitable circumstances. Middle-class commentators complained that the presence of 
prostitutes in public spaces - 'painted dressy women flaunting along the streets' in 
'dilty white muslin and greasy cheap blue silk' - could exercise a pernicious influence 
35 FEI 3/17la, a.r. (1879), pp. 3-4. 
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on other girls in the neighbourhood.36 Even 'gardens' should therefore be avoided in 
the evenings. 
Given the disreputable alternative leisure pursuits, objectors to the evening education 
of females were asked:37 
where in all probability would some of these young people spend their 
evenings if it was not for the institution? Might they not be in a music 
saloon, where they would learn worse than if they were in the street? 
Similar concerns regarding the leisure pursuits of working-class men were also voiced 
throughout the nineteenth century, the most notable being in regard to the dangers of 
the public houses?8 Throughout the country, in order to try and entice men away from 
such temptations as the gin palaces, and into the mechanics' institutes and, after 1850 
the free libraries, novel approaches were adopted. A number of mechanics , institutes 
resOlied to the ploy of 'intermingling ... social recreation, such as tea pruiies, and 
occasional excursions of the members en masse, with the more specific, direct and 
proper business and proceedings of the Institute' .39 Others, such as the Haslingden 
Mechanics' Institute in 1869, went so far as to install billiards and bagatelle tables in an 
effort to attract new and retain old members.40 Similarly newspapers were reluctantly 
36 Judith R. Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society: Women, Class, and the State, New York: 

Cambridge University Press (1980), p.26. Kellow Chesney suggests women moved in and out of 

prostitution depending on their economic circumstances as the worst paid trades - ironically, 

including domestic service - often forced women into part-time prostitution to supplement income. 

Kellow Chesney, The Victorian Undenvorld, London: Maurice Temple Smith Ltd. (1970), pp.324-5. 

37 Huddersfield Examiner (29 October 1864), p.4. 

38 For a discussion ofworking-class uses of and middle-class attempts to control leisure time see Peter 

Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian England: Rational Recreation and the Contest for Control, 

1830-1885, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd. (1978). 

39 WROMI, a.r., (1840), p.8. 

40 See John Dunleavy, The Fall and Rise afthe Haslingden Library, Haslingden: Local History 

Society (1988), p.6. Although Dunleavy attributes the installation of such attractions to the apparent 
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admitted to the mechanics' institutes and fi·ee libraries because it was feared that their 
exclusion was 'a positive temptation to intemperance' as 'The poor man cannot now 
see a newspaper without first calling for liquor'. Also, it was believed that: 41 
to teach the art ofreading is a small part ofpublic instruction; we must 
teach the habit of reading before we can create a well-infOlIDed mind; and 
before that can exist the attention must be roused and an interest excited, 
which is always best done by those publications which treat of passing 
events. 
Once imparted, a love of reading, it was hoped, would lead the reader onto better 
literature. 
Nineteenth-century debates sUlTounding the female reader also indicated that 'innocent 
pleasures' were hard to fmd. While it was hoped that newly literate women would fmd 
hours of pleasure in 'the companionship of those who were pure and virtuous', it was 
at the same time feared that pernicious novels would fonn their staple mental diet.42 
Some more liberal commentators argued that no matter how undesirable the reading of 
novels might be, they could a least playa necessary role in inducing a love ofreading. 43 
At the Haslingden Mechanics' Institute the committee eventually bowed to popular 
taste. John Dunleavy's history of this institution shows that from the outset the library 
had 'concentrated heavily on works of non-fiction... but tastes demanded lighter 
reading, and eventually these found their way into the circulating stock. ,44 It is 
'beliefthat recreation was just as desirable as mental improvement,' it is more likely that these tables 

were installed in the hope that having enticed men to at least enter the premises, they would also 

make use of the provisions for mental improvement. 

41 WRUMI a.r. (1841), pp.38-39. 

42 FEI 3/17/a, a.I. (1879), pp. 3-4. 

43 See Kate Flint, The Woman Reader 1837-1914, op.cit., pp.75-78. 

44 John Dunleavy, The Fall and Rise ofthe Haslingden Library, op.cit., p.6. 
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interesting to see how these debates are reflected in the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute's library provision. 
Library stock 
In its limited cun-iculum and libnl1Y stock the female institute clearly reflected the 
debates of the period. For a weekly fee of 3d (or Id for presentees who fOlmed about 
one third of those on the register), adult and child members could attend the evening 
lessons and lectures and bon-ow one book fi:om the library which, by 1858, contained 
572 volumes.45 The surviving librmy catalogue (c.1854) and bon-owing records (for 
the period from October 1856 to August 1857) are a valuable source for analysing the 
ways in which the available texts were used by its members.46 These records have an 
advantage over those of the Kidderminster library: they have information about the 
volumes which were bon-owed, but also provide information about those which were 
not. As a result, using the bon-ower register and the printed librmy catalogue it has 
been possible to establish bon-owing figures for 556 ofthe volumes contained in the 
librmy during 185617. This information is displayed in tables 6 and 7 below. 
45 This figure is taken from the earliest surviving annual report of 1858; PEl 3!la, a.r. (1858), p.5. 

Presentees were 'in the most cases orphans, or children ofpoor parents' nominated by committee 

members and subsidised by the 'kindness of the Annual Subscribers'; FEI 3!6a, a.r. (1863). 

46 Three surviving issue books covering the extended periods of 1856 to 1866, 1869 to 1872 and 1873 

to 1883 were examined, but due to the nature of the source it has only been possible to analyse the 

borrowing records for October 1856 to August 1857. For a full explanation as to why see appendix B. 
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Classification of volumes 
The classification system used by the library needs some explanation. The geme 
classifications differ slightly from those used in the Kidderminster library. The earliest 
surviving annual repOli of the female institute, dated April 1858 stated that the 
l·b 471 rary: 
now contains 572 Volumes which have been re-ananged and re­
numbered, and are now classified, as under:­
A Philosophy, Education, Morals 37 Vols. 
B Science, with Applications 16 
C Natural History 23 
D History, Antiquities 73 
E Biography 52 
F Geography, Voyages and Travels 68 
G Social Economy, Statistics, Commerce 31 
H Stories, Fiction 126 
I General Literature, Fine Arts 119 
o Poetry, Drama 27 
The existing printed libralY catalogue (c. 1854) predates the above classification. 
Because it is significant, the 556 volumes identified in the libraty catalogue and issue 
book have been classified in this manner for the purposes of analysis in table 6 below.48 
This was done by firstly noting every subject classification provided by the NSTC for 
each of the given titles and secondly, by then allocating each title with multiple gemes 
to all relevant categories until the results given in table 6 - where the number of titles 
47 FEI 3/1a, a.r. (1858), p.5. 
48 As both tables 6 and 7 displaying the genre breakdowns ofborwwing figures indicate, although a 
total 556 volumes were identified the number of separate titles contained in the library was in fact, at 
370, considerably lower. The discrepancy occurs because, in addition to a number ofperiodicals, the 
library also contained multiple copies of a number of texts and a number oftitles comprised oftwo or 
more volumes. Taken as a whole, the identified library stock contained seventy-six volumes of 
periodicals, divided between seventeen titles. Titles have been used to establish the relative populari.ty 
ofparticular texts and genres. The number ofvolumes for each of the titles and each of the genres is, 
however, included in appendix B and tables 6 and 7 below. Although only 370 separate titles have 
been identified, the total of556 volumes, listed in appendix B closely represents the entire stock 
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there classified approximates to those given in the report of 1858 - were obtained. 
The number of titles with multiple geme possibilities was in fact very low and when 
they did occur the genre classifications above were broad enough to accommodate 
most of them. For example, those which might othelwise have been classified as 
religious texts were here assigned to the category of 'philosophy, education, morals' 
- but I will retUlTI to this later. In fact, the main problem was in classifying a title as 
either 'stories, fiction' or 'general literature, fine alts'. In the NSTC, a substantial 
number of children's storybooks aloe recorded as children's literature, rather than 
fiction. The RepOlt had two categories: 'stories, fiction' and 'general literature, fine 
mts', so chilcb:en's story books, such as Tales About Christmas by Peter Pm-ley, were 
classified as fiction, while children's compendiums or anthologies, such as the Well 
Spent Hour, were classified as literature. As no separate category for reference works 
is listed, these titles were put under general literature, and periodicals were allocated to 
the appropriate genre, depending upon their subject.49 For instance the London 
Journal and the Edinburgh Review were included as works of general literature while 
the Family Economist was put under social economy. For a discussion of the 
methodology used see appendix B. 
In order to analyse the librm-y issue figures the two absent categories of reference and 
periodicals were added to table 7 (see p.142) and the titles reclassified. Although this 
appears to complicate the analysis, each table was created for a specific reason; table 6 
available to readers during the period from October 1856 to August 1857. 

49 In fact, as is shown below only one title, Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia, could be described as a 

pure work ofreference. 
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allows us to examine the library's somewhat peculiar system of categorisation and table 
7 enables us to study the use of periodicals and reference works in particular. 
Table 6: Genre breakdown and borrowing figures for volumes contained in the library ofthe 
Huddersfield Female Educational Institute according to the genre delineations provided by the 1858 
annual report. 
Genre No. vols. in: No. titles in No. % of 
catalogue/ loans total 
Issue book loans 
1858 catalogue/ 
report issue book 
Unknown - 12 12 43 5.8 
Biography 52 43 32 28 3.8 
Stories, Fiction 126 118 100 396 53.2 
Geography, Voyages and 68 68 49 24 3.2 
Travels 
History, Antiquities 73 65 40 32 4.3 
General Literature, Fine Arts 119 105 43 136 18.3 
Natural History 23 24 13 3 0.4 
Philosophy, Education, Morals 37 43 27 39 5.2 
Poetry, Drama 27 27 20 31 4.2 
Science, with Applications 16 16 13 3 0.4 
Social Economy, Statistics, 31 35 21 10 1.3 
Commerce 
Total 572 556 370 745 100.1 
Interestingly, table 6 indicates that the subject categories contained in the libral"Y 
reflected the educational aims of the committee members, but it also reflects some of 
the broader publishing trends identified in chapter 2. The four categories containing the 
greatest number of volumes were those defmed as 'stories, fiction', 'general literature, 
fine mis', 'history, antiquities' and 'geography, voyages and travels'. The categories 
containing the smallest number ofvolumes were: 'science with applications' and 
'natural history'. The high number of geography and history titles and the relatively 
few titles in science and natural history probably reflected the content of the 
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CUlTiculum50, but general figures for the output of the publishing industry show that the 
genres in the library with the greatest number of volumes were also those that were 
being published in larger numbers and at a cheaper price than the other genres.51 As we 
have seen in chapters 2 and 3 economics played an impOltant role in determining what 
was available to the working-class reader. Here it seems that gender roles also played a 
prut in determining the content of the library. 
Morals and social economy 
The sub-categories of morals and social economy indicate that the library was, if not 
actually developed with a particular view of female education in mind, celtainly 
classified with such. In this catalogue the genre of 'morals' was linked to that of 
'education' rather than - as in the NSTC - religion. Likewise, titles on statistics and 
commerce were grouped with social [essentially domestic] economy and therefore 
were linked to the home and the practice of thrift, rather than to the world of 
commerce per se. They included titles such as Early Lessons on Money Matters, 
Going to SenJice, Young Women ofthe Factory, Family Secrets; or hints to those who 
would make a happy home and The Mother at Home which were both gender and class 
specific. Other titles such as Advice to Young Men, Communion OfLabour, Useful 
Hints for Labourers and the National Temperance Magazine could theoretically help 
to foster, not only among the pupils but their 'family circle that love of reading which 
50 It is also interesting to note that just as no lessons in foreign languages were offered to women, 

neither were any books upon the topic. At the Mechanics' Institute however, both French and German 

were incorporated in the timetable. 

5) See Alexis Weedon, Victorian Publishing. op.cit., m.s. chapter 2. 
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helps to confum the girls in their attainments, and to stimulate them to further progress 
in their studies'. 52 
The debates of the period show that behind middle-class philanthropy lay 
apprehension: what would the working-classes do with their newly acquired skills of 
literacy?53 On the one hand, reading was a tool which could be used to impart useful 
and, most importantly, presclibed knowledge to the masses, while, on the other, it was 
the means through which the masses could gain access to radical ideas. As a rational 
form of recreation reading was considered a safe alternative to other working-class 
leisure pursuits, but what was read was the issue. Therefore to the providers of 
education, control over the supply of texts to the working classes was considered to be 
of crucial importance. In the mechanics' institutes the reading of certain texts, such as 
newspapers, was fi'owned upon though they were tolerated as an essential vehicle to 
'originate and strengthen a taste for reading,54 and because they helped to 'remove 
-B:om [the] ... minds [of working-class men] the notion of a disagreeable task. ,55 VVhile 
pessimists remained, SuppOlters consistently quoted the example of a working-class 
man who had progressed from reading 'debased' literature to the appreciation of 
works of a morally uplifting character.56 In respect ofwomen readers, however, the 
52 FEl 3/5/a, a.r. (1862), p.7. This comment was made in reference to the donation of fifty copies of 
Mr J. Brook's lecture on "The Uses ofSavings Banks and the evils oflmprovident Habits" by Mr John 
Sugden, manager ofthe Penny Savings Bank at the Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute following the 
annual tea party of the Female Institute. It was also hoped that this text would help to promote 'habits 
ofthrift and economy in the homes of the working man'; ibid. 
53 See Richard Altick, The English Common Reader, op.cit., pp.96-7, 109-15,231-35 & 367-68. 
54 WRUMI a.I. (1840), p.6. 
55 WRUMI a.r. (1841), p.39. 
56 For example see George R. Humphrey, 'The Reading of the Working Classes' in Nineteenth 
Century, VoLXXXIII (April 1893), pp.690-701; and Andrew Lang and 'X' a Working Man, 'The 
Reading Public' in Cornhill Magazine, Vol.XI (1901), pp.783-95. 
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issue of what was deemed suitable reading matter or topics for study was harder to 
define.57 
From the 1840s onwards, both the over-accomplished middle-class "blue-stocking" 
and the over-excited female reader of novels were evoked as images of ridicule and 
pity:58 
Listen to their conversation! They seek to show their learning by mixing 
scraps of French or Italian with their trifling discourse; their taste, by 
quotations from some fashionable novel. 
The evil effects of such novels upon the female imagination went even fmiher than 
making women disagreeable, 'by cultivating a love of the romantic, which not only 
weakens the mind, but gives false views of the world in which we live, and state of 
society in which we move. ,59 The aims of educational provision for working-class 
women were defined in opposition to the two extremes of the over-accomplished, but 
in practical terms useless, blue-stockings and the under-educated women who 'had 
become novel readers almost by necessity' since their 'education has not fitted them 
for becoming anything better. ,60 Writing in 1849 of the education offered to the 
women of Huddersfield, J Searle stated: 61 
57 See Kate Flint, The Woman Reader 1837-1914, op.cit. 

58 Georgina Bennett, Remarks on Female Education, London: Longman, Brown and Co. (1842), p.27. 

59 Spicer Trevethan, 'Female Education. Notes of an address delivered to the pupils of Alfred House, 

Collegiate Institution for young ladies, Upper Holloway,' London: WD Lockwood (1849), p.8. Again, 

although addressed more specifically to the middle ranks of society, the warnings were applicable to 

all. 

60 William Anderson, Female Education, op.cit., p.17. 

61 1. Searle, 'Huddersfield: its physical, social, manufacturing, commercial and religious 
characteristics', Tait's Edinburgh Magazine (April 1849), p.239. The wording ofthis quotation is 
particularly telling since while it was not desirable to 'manufacture' literary pedants through 
education it was felt that useful women could, nonetheless be 'manufactured ... in our educational 
looms' . 
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A 'blue-stocking' - that is a female literary pedant - is celtainly no 
desirable person to know either in private or public; but there is no 
necessity to manufacture this kind ofhosiery in our educationalloorns. 
Since, it was held that in comparison to the male mind 'the imaginative powers of the 
female are very active, and .. , are easily developed' and that even religious nm1"atives, 
'though some m"e written by our leamed prelates, and others by pious and clever 
ladies ... [were] likely to be injurious to the quick and sensitive minds ofgirls, and 
ought to be kept out of their libraries until they have finished their education', it is 
perhaps surprising to find that even though they were relatively cheap to acquire, titles 
belonging to the category of 'stories, fiction' dominated the stock of the Huddersfield 
Female Educational Institute librm-y - 126 of the 572 (or 22.0%) volumes were in 
this categOl)'.62 Just over half of these, however, were juvenile literature. 
Juvenile literature 
This raises another interesting point. Of the entire identified library stock of 556 
volumes in 371 titles, a total of 111 volumes, or 85 titles, have been identified as 
juvenile literature - at least 20% of the identified volumes. 63 According to the em"liest 
surviving annual report, the total number of registered pupils during 1857 was 118, of 
whom 54 (or 45.8%) were under the age of fifteen and the demographic balance 
between adult and child members remained constant throughout the lifetime of the 
institute. Additionally, for the entire period from 1851 to 1901 the reading popUlation 
6~ Rev. W.F. Wilkinson, Education, Elementwy and Liberal. Three lectures delivered at the hall of 
the Mechanics' Institute, Derby, London: Seeley, Jackson and Halliday (November 1862), pp.170 & 
p.17l. 
63 The actual figure for children's volumes/titles is probably higher than this since the above 
calculation was dependent upon the work being specifically classified as such in the NSTC For the 
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of England as a whole was characterised by its youth. As a rough guide to literacy 
itself, signatures on marriage registers indicate the propOliion of the population able to 
read and write at the time of their maniage, on average between twenty to twenty-one 
years old. Since the average age of the population of England was only slightly higher, 
between twenty-five and twenty-six years, it has been calculated that during the 1850s 
between a qUalier to a third of the reading popUlation was still ofschool age. This, 
together with the push to expand the provision of elementary education, meant that for 
publishers, juvenile literature was to become a lucrative and expanding market.64 
In a lecture on the subject of female education delivered at the Derby Mechanics' 
Institute in 1861) the Reverend W.F. Wilkinson stressed the necessity of providing 
books which were easy to read, since girls quickly become bored with those that 
required greater effOlis of concentration. 65 Since no distinction was made between 
juvenile and adult texts in the library both could be used by the adult members of the 
institute. These 'easy reads' included the didactic fiction of Maria Edgewolih (four 
titles), Elizabeth Hamilton ( one title) and Maria MacIntosh (nine titles) and the 
economically instructive novels of Mal)' Howitt (eleven titles) and Haniet Martineau 
(twenty-two titles).66 The only canonical or classical texts were those by Oliver 
Goldsmith (Vicar of Wakefield and one of his poetical works), Daniel Defoe 
actual titles see appendix B. 

64 Alexis Weedon, Victorian Publishing, op.cit, m.s. table 2.8, chapter 5 and correspondence. 

65 Rev. W.F. Wilkinson, Education, Elementary and Liberal, op.cit., pp.174-75. 

66 The fact that this library contained a total oftwenty-two books by Martineau is not surprising. 

Altick points out that, although they were not admitted to the Sheffield Mechanics' and Apprentices' 

Library, successive committees nevertheless agreed that her economically instructive texts could be 

defined as 'safe' fiction; Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader, op.cit., p.197. 
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(Rohinson Crusoe) and Harriet Beecher Stowe (Uncle Tom's Cahin, Uncle Sam's 
• 

Emancipation, The Mayflower and Dred).67 
Poetry 
Of the twenty-seven identified volumes of poetry in the library were the poetical works 
ofYoung, Cowper, Burns, Campbell, Gay and Scott along with the more 
contemporary Longfellow and Bryant. 68 The reason for the inclusion of such authors in 
the categories of poetry may again be sought in both the dynamics of the publishing 
industry and the debates of the period regarding female education. Firstly, here as 
elsewhere, the working-class reader was more likely to encounter eighteenth- rather 
than nineteenth- century poetry - or those works which, due to the expiration of their 
copyright, were published in numerous cheap editions :Ii-om the 1830s and found in 
increasing quantities upon the secondhand bookstalls. Secondly, the inclusion of titles 
such as Heman's Songs ofthe Affections or Young's Night Thoughts again indicate 
that here as elsewhere during the 1850s the working-class reader was likely to 
encounter popular religious poetry. Poetical texts ofthis kind were viewed as morally 
sound literature and were available in cheaper series . 
67 Indeed, even the inclusion of Vicar oj Wakefield may be explained by the proximity ofHuddersfield 
to Wakefield itself and the inclusion ofthe works of Stowe by virtue of the fact that she was a woman 
since, interestingly, the majority oftexts belonging to these categories were also ,vritten by female 
authors. Similarly, with regards to poetry, a relatively high proportion ofthe twenty-seven identified 
volumes (or nineteen separate titles) contained in the library were written by women. Ofthe eleven 
titles belonging to this category for which the name (and hence gender) of the author was identified, 
four were women: Miss Segoumey (one volume ofPoetical Works), Anna Bache (one volume of 
Clara's Amusement), Anna Barbauld (two volumes of Female Speaker) and Felicia Dorothea Hemans 
(two volumes ofSongs ofthe Affections). 
63 With regards to classical texts, one volume ofthe Works oj Virgil, assigned to the category of 
'history, antiquities' was also found in the library catalogue. 
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Periodicals 
No separate classification for either periodicals or works of reference existed in the 
library catalogue. The majority of periodicals had been categorised in 'general 
literature, fine mis'. In total, sixty-four volumes of periodicals were assigned to this 
category - the most numerous were the Penny Magazine (19), Chambers's 
Miscellaneous Tracts (14), Howitt's Journal (12), and the Saturday Magazine (8). 
The others were the Edinburgh Review, the London Journal, the Monthly Visitor, 
Chambers's Papers for the People, Chambers's Pocket Miscellany, Chambers's 
Repository, the Analee tic Review and the Printing Machine. Under social economy 
there were a few volumes of the Family Economist and the Ladies Librmy. In 
geography and history were the Tales of Travellers and the Ladies Book. The National 
Temperance Magazine was classified under 'philosophy, education, morals'. Given the 
wide variety of periodicals in the library, ranging fi'om the conservative Edinburgh 
Review to the popular Penny Magazine, it is likely that many had been donated. 
Evidence -B.-om the annual reports suggests this was a common practice, In 1858 Mrs 
Buth and her husband (a local MP) were thanked for 'kindly presenting to the library, 
2 Volumes of "Household Words"'. Later she was thanked for her annual donation of 
All the Year. Similarly, in 1858 Miss Pesel, a teacher at the institute, was thanked for 
her donation of' 11 volumes of "Chambers's Miscellany", while in 1880 William Smith 
was thanked for his annual gift of Chambers's Journal. 69 
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History and geography 
The titles in the categories of 'history, antiquities' and 'geography, voyages, travels' 
- both ofwhich were considered to be appropriate topics for working-class females 
to study - appear to represent a more relaxed or ad hoc acquisitions policy. While 
both categories contained volumes that were certainly chosen for their perceived 
relevance to the pupils of the institute, they also included works dealing with a greater 
variety oftopics. For example, in addition to American Factories and their Female 
Operatives, Mind Among the Spindles, A Lady's Voyage Around the World and The 
Englishwoman in Egypt, were to be found titles such as Modern Travel in Arabia and 
Burma, Notes ofa Visit to Some Parts ofHaiti, two volumes on the Hindoos, and one 
on the Secret Societies ofthe Middle Ages. Although books dealing with the history of 
England dominated the stock ofhistorical works, books dealing with Egypt, Greece, 
France, Germany and the South Sea Islands were also to be found. And, in the 
categOlY of geography nineteen volumes of 'The Modern Traveller' - from a thirty 
volume series by Joshia Condor dating fl.·om 1830 - covering Africa, America, Arabia 
and Burma, Brazil, Columbia, Egypt, G-reece, India, Italy, Mexico, Palestine and Peru, 
Russia and Turkey, Spain and Syria. The greater variety of factual texts suggests that 
even if they did not necessarily relate specifically to the cUlTiculum that they were 
viewed as safe reading matter. 
Biography 
No title dealing with the lives ofwomen was included in the category of biography. 
Among the thirty-two identified titles belonging to this category were the biographies 
69 FEI 3/1/a, a.r. (1858), p.5; FEI 3/111a, a.r. (1870), p.5; and FBI 3118/a, a.r. (1880), p.5. 
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of male historical figures, poets and authors, religious figures, political figures and 
explorers, and texts entitled Biographies ofSelf-taught l\1en, Distinguished Men, 
Boyhood and Early Life ofExtraordinary Men and Lives ofIndustrious Men. This 
may not be surprising as the number of biographies of women published - and 
therefore available - was not high, though there were some written for the education 
of women. 70 These however tended to be for 'young ladies' rather than the working 
classes and this suggests there was an absence of role models for the pupils of the 
institute. 
Clearly the library stock reflected publication trends and was viewed as an adjunct to 
the type of education on offer. Yet which texts did female pupils bon"ow? Did they 
refer to those designed to prepare the working-class female reader for domestic 
service? Did any adults borrow juvenile literature, possibly as a means of practising the 
skiU of reading? Did any use the librm"y in an auto didactic manner? 
Borrowing figures 
Table 7 below treats the two absent categories of reference and periodicals as sepm"ate 
entities while two fUliher columns, indicating the average bOlTowing figures per 
• 
volume and per title in each category, have also been added. It also indicates that the 
bOlTowing of fiction accounted fOl- just over 50% of the 745 loans while the bon-owing 
of 'General literature, [me mis' accounted for nearly 13%. Therefore, accounting for a 
combined total of over 65% of all loans, fiction was clem"ly the most populm" category 
70 For example, Mary Ann Kelty, Biographyfor Young Ladies, London: John Kendrick (1839). 
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in the library.71 However, since these two categories together comprised 28% of the 
identified volumes (or 35% of all titles), it is conceivable that the number ofloans from 
each genre was proportionately linked to the number of titles or volumes contained in 
the library. The borrowing figures for the other categories, however, suggest that while 
this must have been an impOliant factor, that borrowing was not solely dependent upon 
this. Additionally, the figures for average bOlTowings per titles or volume given in table 
7 indicates that although affected by, the bon-owing figures for each category were not 
entirely dependant upon, the total number of volumes or titles contained in the 
l'b 721 rary. 
Table 7: Reclassification ofthe genre breakdown ofborrowing figures to include tlle two categories of 
periodicals and reference. 
Genre 	 Catalogue/issue Borrowing Figures % of 
book number of: total 
loans 
volumes titles total ave/vol ave/title 
Unknown 12 12 43 3.6 3.6 5.8 
Biogra'phy 39 29 24 0.6 0.8 3.2 
Stories, Fiction 118 100 396 3.4 3.7 53.2 
Geography, Voyages and 66 48 21 0.3 0.4 2.8 
Travels 
History, Antiquities 64 39 28 0.4 0.7 3.8 
General Literature, Fine Arts 39 30 96 2.5 3.2 12.9 
Natural History 24 13 3 0.1 0.2 0.4 
Philosophy, Education, Morals 42 26 39 0.9 l.5 5.2 
Poetry, Drama 31 23 35 1.1 1.5 4.7 
Science, with Applications 16 13 3 0.2 0.2 0.4 
Social Economy, Statistics, 27 19 7 0.3 0.4 0.1 
Commerce 
Periodicals 76 17 50 0.7 2.9 6.7 
Reference 2 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 556 370 745 1.3 2.0 100.0 
71 All ofthe titles classified as literature were in fact fictional texts. The combined figure is therefore 
comprised ofthe borrowing figures for 'stories, fiction' and 'general literature, fine arts'. 
n The borrowing figures for fiction compare to those elsewhere. For example, during the same period 
of 1856/7 'prose fiction accounted for almost half of the combined circulation of the consulting and 
lending departments' of the Sheffield public library; Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader, 
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In fact, only for the categories of 'stories, fiction', 'general literature, fme ruis' and 
periodicals was the number ofloans per title higher than the average (2.0), and only for 
that of 'stories, fiction' higher than the average per volume (1.3). 
'Stories, Fiction', 'Literature, Fine Arts' 
Contrary to the evidence from the Kidderminister library, fiction was the most popular 
category in the female institute library. Of course fiction could be taken away from the 
library and read elsewhere and it was the staple of the middle-class circulating 
libraries. 73 Perhaps most strikingly however was the amount ofjuvenile literature on 
the librru"y shelves. 
Juvenile texts accounted for over two-thirds of all library issues of fiction and general 
literature for the period from October 1856 to August 1857. The most popular stories 
were the nine volumes of Stories for Summer Days and Winter Nights by Elizabeth 
Leslie, which were bOlTowed by thlliy-four different readers, making this the most 
populru' title in the entire librruy A further two of the top five most populru' titles of 
fiction were juvenile works - Summer Days; or the cousins and Little Robinson.74 
The ages of the borrowers of these texts ranged fi-om eleven to twenty yeru"s of age.75 
op.cit., p.231. 
73 Circulating libraries lent fiction to middle and upper class subscribers. Their typical patrons were 
women readers of novels, reading in the home. The fact that the Institute's library was a lending 
library may have been a significant factor in the number of users who chose to borrow fiction. See 
Guinevere L. Griest, Mudie's Circulating Library and the Victorian Novel, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press (1970). 
74 The two other titles were Grace Elliot by Maria MacIntosh and The Lamplighter by Maria 
Cummins, borrowed a total offourteen and thirteen times respectively. 
75 The ages of borrowers were identified through the attendance registers of the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute. 
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Individual reader profiles suggest that the female working-class borrowers may have 
retumed more frequently to such books because they were relatively easy to read. For 
example, nineteen year old Anne Ives bOlTowed Stories for Summer Days, two fwiher 
juvenile titles, and a volume entitled Little Clara. Sixteen year old Jane Newsome 
bon"owed Stories and a further six juvenile titles, and two volumes of the Penny 
Magazine. We cannot tell for celiain whether readers like Ives intended to read such 
texts themselves, to loan them to another family member, or to read them to a younger 
child or sibling. Newsome's bOlTowing pattern suggests she prefelTed shorter texts and 
aliicles. Since lessons in reading were themselves an integral part of the institute's 
syllabus the notion that adult pupils turned to juvenile literature as an accessible form 
of reading matter is plausible. The annual reports also suggest that this might be the 
case. Sometimes they refer to individual pupils such as Hannah Davies a domestic 
servant 'who knew the alphabet from print, but not from script ... and after fifteen 
months attendance was enabled not only to read fairly wen, but also to cOlTespond 
with fi:iends'. 76 The provision ofjuvenile texts may therefore have helped the institute 
to teach adult pupils to read. 
The bOlTowing figures for the remaining titles in this category suggest some broad 
trends. In terms of popularity, children's authors generally fared the best with the 
novelist Mal-ia MacIntosh being the most popular. Although Hamet Beecher Stowe 
came in second place, third place was again given to a children's author Anna Hall, 
another woman author. Two books by Timothy Arthur and six works of Peter Parley 
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were also fairly frequently bOlTowed, both male authors. These were the only writers 
whose works were loaned more than twenty times - the didactic novels of MaTia 
Edgeworth were only bon'owed five times and Mary Howitt's only six. It appears that 
the committee's aim of instructing pupils in moral, economic and social lessons were 
also best served through fiction. 
Periodicals 
Although they account for only 6.7% of the total loans, in relative temlS, the 
bon'owing figures for periodicals (fifty loans to twenty-eight different readers) suggest 
that, in common with juvenile literature, they too fOlmed an important prui of the 
reading experience for a number of pupils attending the institute. Chambers's 
publications were the most popular and Knight's Penny lvtagazine came a close 
second. These titles were borrowed on repeat occasions by a small number of readers. 
For example, both Ellen Crabtree and Mary Haigh borrowed different volumes of 
Chambers' Repository five and two times respectively, while Ellen Saville bOlTowed 
the Penny Magazine on three occasions. Interestingly, volumes whose titles might 
recommend them to female readers were bOlTowed less often - the Lady's Book on 
only four occasions and the Family Economist on only three - and not on more than 
. b d 77one occaslOn y anyone rea er. 
76 FEI 3/9a, a.r. (1866), p.7. . 

77 Although the library contained only one volume of The Lady's Book it did contain five of the 

Family Economist. Furthermore, all loans for the latter title occurred before January 1857 and 

therefore the fact that no reader returned to any of the other volumes is significant. 
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The profiles of readers who combined periodical reading with children's literature 
suggest that, like Jane Newsome, they prefelTed short articles and stories. For 
example, Ellen Saville bOlTowed the Penny Magazine, one volume each of the 
Saturday Magazine and the Lady's Book, and a total of twenty other texts, fifteen 
volumes of which could clearly be classified as juvenile literature.78 Why a reader chose 
a particular text cannot be determined from the bOlTowing record but the reader 
profiles support the notion that either juvenile fiction was repeatedly bon·owed to be 
read in the home, to either a sibling or an offspring, or they were bOlTowed to be read 
by the reader herself. 
The example of Elizabeth Ibbeson (whose age has not been identified) suggests that 
periodical reading may have encouraged her to branch out and borrow more taxing 
texts. Loaned a total of sixteen volumes, the dates upon which this reader bOlTowed 
patiicular volumes is suggestive. The first two titles loaned to this reader, True 
Heroism and The Girl's Weekday Book have been identified as juvenile texts. After 
this however, Ibbeson then bOlTowed some periodicals: 
Family Economist (Periodical) 

Chambers's Repository (Periodical) 

Pursuit ofKnowledge Under Difficulties (Periodical) 

Dred by Harriet Beecher Stowe (Fiction) 

Moral Tales by Elizabeth Guizot (Juvenile) 

Ella ofGarveloch by Raniet Martineau (Fiction) 

Mind Among the Spindles edited by Charles Knight (history, economics) 

Stories for Summer Days (Juvenile) 

n The fifteen were: Basket ofFlowers, Blind Alice, Cousin Clara, Ellen Leslie, Florence Arnott, 
Little Robinson, Wonder of the Earth, Sea and Sky, Stories for little Readers, two volumes of Stories 
for Summer Days and Winter Nights, Storiesjl'om Natural History, The Little Girl's Own Book, The 
Parent's Assistant, and Truth and Trust (borrowed twice). The remaining texts borrowed by this 
reader were The Snow Stories, Drawing Room Tales, Home Scenes, Jacapo and a biography of Oliver 
Goldsmith . 
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Moral Heroism, Moral Courage by Clara Balfour (Morals) 

Poetical Works ofBryant (Poetry) 

Tales for all Seasons (Fiction) 

Poetical Works of Willis (Poetry) 

Whether or not these texts were read by this reader or another family member, the 
progression fi:omjuvenile texts to instmctive journals, edifying biographies and cultural 
texts is intriguing suggesting that this reader, or those to whom these texts were 
supplied, began to utilise the library in an auto didactic manner. In fact, of the five 
readers who bOlTowed the Pursuit ofKnowledge, at least one other appears to have 
followed what can be broadly termed as a culturally educative reading pattern, 
characterised by the bOlTowing of poetry. 
Twenty year old Martha Sykes was one who borrowed Pursuit ofKnowledge. The 
combination of texts she bOlTowed suggests that she either read or lent both poetry 
and juvenile literature to others, or she herself preferred short textual passages. In the 
period fi:om October 1856 to August 1857 she read in order: 79 
Irish Girl (fiction) 
Anna Lee (fiction) 
Clara's Amusement by Anna Bache (Poetry) 
Poetical Works ofLongfellow (Poetry) 
Poetical Works of Willis (Poetry) 
Poems for Young People (Poetry) 
Grandmamma's Pockets (Juvenile) 
Selections from the Poems ofLeatham (Poetry) 
Dred by Haniet Beecher Stowe (fiction) 
Pursuit ofKnowledge Under Difficulties (Periodical) 
A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam (Juvenile) 
Stories for Summer Days (Juvenile) 
79 The inclusion of poetry of William Henry Leatham (1815-1889) is interesting since, coming from 
Wakefield, Leatham was a local dignitary who regularly delivered lectures on literature at Literary 
and Mechanics' Institutes . 
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The concentration on poetry and the similarity between her list and other pupil's at the 
institute raises another possibility: that word-of-mouth peer recommendation directed 
some of her choices. It could also be that the librarian or the teachers in the institute 
suggested titles she might read for her improvement. Whatever the reason, the 
bOlTowing pattern is interesting. Again it suggests that a few working-class readers, 
either the bOlTower or the person to whom these texts were given, was encouraged to 
read some canonical poetry. 
Poetry 
Overall though the number ofloans was low and only twenty-six readers bOlTowed 
poetry. The two most popular were Songs ofHome and Happiness and the pious 
Songs ofthe Affections by Felicia Hemans. Hemans's book was loaned on five 
occasions each to ten different readers - an indication of the considerable populality 
of this work in its day. so It is quite possible that such works were bOlTowed to be read 
aloud or even sung in the home. Interestingly the other poets that we know well today, 
Cowper, Gray, Burns, Collins, Young and Gay, were not bOlTowed at all. 
'Philosophy, Education, Morals' and 'Social Economy, Statistics, Commerce' 
Although the bon-owing figures for this category are low, they do show that implicitly 
moral texts such as Kind Words Awaken Kind Echoes, Anecdotes ofSocial Life, 
Village Dialogues, The Book ofEntertaining Anecdotes were favoured over the more 
explicitly religious or moralising ones. Similarly, socially relevant titles such as Pursuit 
ofKnowledge Under Difficulties, The Girl's Week-Day Book and The Mother at 
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Home were favoured over the overtly educative ones such as On the Diffusion of 
Knowledge Among the Middle Classes, National Temperance Magazine or Self­
Improvement. 
Likewise the unpopularity of the category 'social economy, statistics, corrnnerce' may 
be explained by the subject matter and the over-didactic tone of some of the titles. 
Interestingly, of the seven pupils who each borrowed one volume fi.-om this category, 
three were loaned Going to Service by Elizabeth Cheap, one The Communion of 
Labour by Anna Jameson and three the Pearl ofDays by Barbara Farquhar. Dealing 
with the process of becoming and the duties involved in being a servant, and with the 
employment of women, these texts were practical and socially relevant to female 
members of the institute. Although the full title of the third The Pearl ofDays; or, the 
advantages of the Sabbath to the Working Classes indicated its tone, the popularity of 
this text can be explained by the fact that it also included a sketch of the life of the 
author Barbara Farquhar, a labourer's daughter, making it the only title in the library to 
contain a biography of a woman, yet alone a working-class one. Of the remaining texts 
in this category, those with overtly moralising titles such as Early Lessons on Money 
Matters, Exercises Political and Others or Lectures to the Working Classes were not 
borrowed. The library contained a copy of Watt's On the Improvement of the Mind 
which was popular in the Kiddemlinister library. Along with other titles on self­
education such as Logic, Exercises for the Memory, Key to Knowledge and Self­
Knowledge, however, this title was not borrowed by any member of the institute. 
80 See Kate Flint, The Woman Reader, p.193. 
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The apparent absence ofworks which dealt explicitly with the topic of religion and the 
absence of the Bible itself can be explained by the committee's aim of providing a 
moral, but non-denominational, educational service. Moral education came fl.-om 
alternative sources - via the categories of 'philosophy, education, morals' and fiction. 
Those belonging to the category of fiction were borrowed most often, perhaps because 
their didactic purpose was obscured - or made more palatable - by the storyline. Or 
perhaps - since we do not know if any of these books were actually read - their 
moral purpose was not evident in the title of the book. A volume called Stories from 
Switzerland classified in the NSTC as belonging to both the categories of fiction and 
evangelistic and exhortatory writings, was bOlTowed on three occasions while one 
entitled Moral Tales was bon-owed once. Additionally, the works of didactic authors 
were fiequently loaned to pupils. We cannot tell whether they read, or how they 
reacted to the books they bon-owed. But assuming the bon"owing pattem does reflect 
what was read to some extent, and considering the debate on the debilitating effect of 
novel reading, it is ironic that pupils at the institute were more likely to bOlTOW 'moral' 
fiction than to borrow texts specially written with moral education in mind. 
Factual texts 
Of the factual texts classified in the groupings ofbiography, geography, history, natural 
history and science, the bon-owing figures for those of 'natural history' and 'science, 
applied' are the easiest to explain as these topics were not included in the cUlTiculum 
nor considered suitable for females to study. This view was reflected in the library by 
the extremely low provision of titles belonging to these categories and appears to have 
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quite naturally been disregarded by the pupils, these texts accounting for less than 2% 
of all loans. In total, three readers borrowed Romance ofNatural History by Charles 
Webber while a fmiher three borrowed Peter Parley's Tales About the Sun, Moon and 
Stars. Other works by Peter Parley which dealt with the topic of science for a juvenile 
readership - and are classified under literature - were loaned to a small number of
• 
readers: Tales About Animals, Wonder ofthe Earth, Sea and Sky and Tales About 
Plants. The author was fairly popular, his Tales About Europe, Asia, Africa and 
America, Tales About Great Britain were the most borrowed geography titles, and his 
works were loaned a total ofthiIiy-four times in all. 
In comparison the categories of biography, history and geography fared slightly better 
than those of natural history or science with just under 10% of all loans. Interestingly, 
bOlTowing was viliually limited to those titles dealing with European (especially 
English and French) history and geography. Seven volumes of a History ofEngland 
were bOlTowed by four different readers and a juvenile title A Tale ofOld England was 
bOlTowed by eight. A History ofFrance was borrowed by six and both History of 
Napoleon and France and France: her martyrs and reformers were each borrowed by 
two. Other bOlTowings included a History ofScotland and Stories from European 
History. The figures for these titles suggest that England and her relation with France 
was of proiicular interest, evidence which supports fmdings from the Kidderminister 
library records. One curiosity was the stocking ofMind Among the Spindles edited by 
Charles Knight. It was a miscellany composed by female factory workers in Amelica. 
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The volume was loaned to three pupils, an interest which can be explained by its 
relevance to working-class women. 
Conclusion 
Although dependant upon economic factors and the dynamics of the publishing 
industry, the titles of texts contained in the library of the female institute reflected 
contemporary debates of the peliod regarding female education and the perceived role 
of women in society. Juvenile texts aside, fiction in general was limited to safe 
literature, such as the didactic novels of Edgeworth, Hamilton and McIntosh or the 
economically instructive texts of Howitt and MaIiineau while classic literature or 
canonical works were conspicuous by their absence. Poetry was dominated by 
eighteenth- rather than nineteenth- century poets and popular pious works of the 
contemporary poet, Hemans. Donated periodicals were of the safe family-orientated 
variety or, with titles such as Home Made Happy, Family Secrets, Early Lessons on 
Money Matters and Going to Service, were geared towaI-ds a female audience 
concentrating primarily upon the home economy and the roles of women as wives, 
mothers or domestic servants. Although religion itself was not explicitly represented, 
texts such as Stories from Switzerland or the Pearl ofDays had a religious tone while 
morally edifying literature was predominant. Therefore although economics was an 
important factor in defining the stock of the library, its slant was neveliheless both 
gender- and class- specific. 
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In practical terms the library reflected the cuni.culum on offer at the institute itself. 
Basic literacy skills were taught to children and adults alike and this is probably the 
reason for the high bon"owings ofjuvenile literature. Scientific volumes were kept to a 
minimum while, in accordance with the timetable, the categories ofhistory and 
geography were relatively well-stocked. Although there were no biographies of 
women, the library did contain periodicals and other works which quite incidentally 
contained short biographies ofwomen and these were borrowed. In addition there 
were a considerable number of volumes written by women, a few ofwhom were 
working-class and these in particular were popular. 
Juvenile fiction and literature were borrowed by a number of adult readers suggesting 
that they were either loaned or read to younger family members or used by the 
bOlTowers themselves as accessible texts with which to practise reading. Readers shied 
away ±i:om the more obviously moralising titles about the viltues of thrift, sound moral 
behaviour and economic good sense although they did bOlTOW those texts which might 
prepare them for domestic service or life in the home. Others appear to have taken 
their cultural education into their own hands after bOlTowing Pursuit ofKnowledge 
Under Difficulties or similar instructive peli.odicals. A few then went on to bon·ow the 
volumes of poetry which due to the availability of cheap reprint seli.es were beginning 
to become popular with serious working-class readers elsewhere (see chapter 2). 
The majority however, tended not to borrow instructive texts such as Watt's On the 
Improvement of the Mind - a volume which was extremely popular with readers in 
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the Kidderminster library. Readers at the female institute library tended to bon-ow 
either fiction or titles relevant to their education and to their future roles as housewives 
or domestic servants. Their bon-owing patterns suggest that as readers they followed 
the requirements of cun-iculurn. The majority do not appear to have planned their 
reading with the aim of self-improvement as many autodidacts claimed they did (see 
chapter 2). 
The library bOlTowing records of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute date 
from 1856-1857 and are comparable in time with the Kidderminster Municipal library 
records fi-om 1855-1856. The differences in use - one is a lending library the other is 
reference only - make it difficult to make defmitive statements about male and female 
library use. However, what is clear is that at this time library stock was constrained by 
the cost of books, limited by the nature of donated material (which particularly affected 
the collections of periodicals) and determined by middle-class notions ofgender and 
class roles. In the next chapter I examine the surviving bon-owing records of a small 
library serving a village community which offers some insights into gender reading 
practices half a century later. 
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Chapter 5 
Southleigh Village Library Borrowing Records, 
1907-1914 
Introduction 
The borrowing book of the village library of Southleigh in east Devonshire records the 
title of the book lent, the name and address ofthe borrower, date of issue and ofretum 
for a total of 1,880 entries covering over seven years, fi'om 10 February 1907 to 21 
June 1914. The borrower's name is illegible for two ofthese, but the remaining 1,878 
entries indicate that a total of 111 different readers borrowed at least one book during 
this time. Using school registers, parish records and the 1901 census returns, it has 
been possible to identify ninety-nine ofthe borrowers: 1 
51 current pupils 
14 former pupils of the Southleigh School 
6 parents of current pupils, 
2 mistresses at the local school (Emily Goodspeed and her successor Kate 
Letten) 
2 consecutive vicars at the church of Saint Lawrence (Reverends Buckley and 
Bowman) 
Reverend Buckley's wife 
4 visitors to the parish 
1 The Southleigh Board School records and register of admission, progress and withdrawals (1881­
1951) and the library borrowing book (1907-1914) are at the Devon County Council Archive, Exeter, 
Refs. 739c/EAL, 739c/EAAl (school records) & 4522l'vL'Zl (library register). 
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19 adult parishioners2 
Given the location of the library in the schoolroom of Southleigh School, it is not 
surprising that a large percentage of the bOlTowers (over 45%) were local school 
pupils. Considering the size of the population of Southleigh however, the total number 
of borrowers is surprisingly large? According to both the 1901 and the 1911 census 
retu111s, the civil parish population of Southleigh was 196. The number of actual 
borrowers therefore represents over half the population of the parish, and the majority 
of these used the library frequently. Of the fifty-one pupils, twenty-eight borrowed 
more than ten books during this period and only six borrowed one; see tables 8( a) and 
8(b). Similar figures also apply to the remaining resident borrowers.4 In total almost 
half using the library took out more than ten books. This is all the more surprising as 
2 Ofthe 51 pupils who borrowed books while students at the Southleigh Board School seven continued 
to borrow books after they had left in the quantities indicated: Fred Pennington (1), Florence Langford 
(1), Elsie Underdown (1), Johnny Summers (21), Wilfred Underdown (15); Daisy Turner (2) and Ivy 
Williams (6). These loans are analysed as loans to adults ifthe borrower had reached the age offifteen 
at the time of borrowing. Ofthe fourteen former pupils of the Southleigh School, thirteen were adult 
borrowers but one, Charlie Mutter, left the school on 31 March 1910 aged 6 years (presumably to 
attend a school in the neighbouring parish ofNorth leigh). Mutter did not borrow any books during the 
short time he was a pupil at Southleigh school, but borrowed thirty-one after he had left; the last 
recorded loan to him was on 27 February 1914, when he was thirteen years old. Loans to him are 
included as loans to juveniles. 
Emily Goodspeed was mistress at the school from March 1905 to October 1908. Kate Letten was her 
successor. Reverend Buckley was vicar of Saint Lawrence church from 12 January 1892 to 17 October 
1913. Reverend Bowman was his successor. Three of the borrowers, Doris, Lorna and Eileen Hughes 
- each borrowed one book on 27 August 1907 - and Mrs Hubbert - who borrowed three books, 
one on 4 January, one on 11 January and one on 1 February 1912 - are assumed to be visitors to the 
parish. The library borrowing book records the rectory as their address. Because they were visitors and 
because their ages are not known, their loans have been included in the category ofloans to 
unidentified borrowers. 
3 For comparison, at Kidderminster only 7% of the population used the Reference Library during the 
nine-month period covered by the register and ofthese readers over halfofthe 1,384 visited on one 
occasion only. These differences in library use can be attributed to a number offactors, not the least of 
which are the records themselves. The register ofKidder minster library only covers a nine-month 
period while the borrowing book of the Southleigh village library covers a period of over seven years 
and incorporates a higher percentage ofreturn visits. 
4 The library record book records addresses in Southleigh for the twelve unidentified borrowers. Loans 
to them have been included in tables 8(a) and 8(b), but their borrowing patterns have been analysed as 
loans to unidentified borrowers in table 10(a) because it was not possible to ascertain their ages. 
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Southleigh library was not open everyday and it was not run according to a regular 
scheduled timetable (although its rules stated that it should be opened once a week). 5 
In fact, during the period of the borrowing book Southleigh library lent books on a 
total of only 351 days.6 
An analysis of the Southleigh library highlights the extent to which reading itselfhad 
become established as a skill and as a leisure activity among the working classes and 
labouring population of England by the beginning of the twentieth century. According 
to David Vincent's figures on literacy rates by the 190411909 period 99% of 
bridegrooms working in semi-skilled occupations and 97% of those working in 
unskilled occupations signed their name on the marriage register, in comparison to only 
66% (semi-skilled) and 41 % (unskilled) for the earlier period of 1854/9.7 Speaking of 
the increases, which occurred between 1874/9 and 1904/9, Vincent suggests that the 
introduction of the Educational Acts of 1870 and 1880 (which introduced 
comprehensive and then compulsory elementary education) were most effective in 
promoting the skills of reading and writing among miners and labourers. His figures on 
the percentage ofbridegrooms signing the marriage register indicate that 'In the space 
5 Register of borrowers and books borrowed, South1eigh Library, 1907-1913, ref4522 MlZ1, printed 
rules, pasted to inside cover. 
6 Texts were borrowed on six dates during the following months: March, April, May and August 
1907; February, April, May and November 1908; June and August 1909; January and February 1910; 
March 1913; and on more than six in April, May and October 1909; April 1910; June 1912; May 
1913. On numerous other occasions (December 1907, October 1910, March, April, May and 
September 1911, August, September and October 1913) no books were borrowed. Whether or not the 
library was open during these months is unclear. 
7 David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., p.1 and table 4.1., p.97. Vincent's figures are 
derived from a study of at least 1,000 marriages recorded in the marriage registers of the fo110 Devon 
County Council Archive, Exeter wing ten Registration Districts: the industrial centres of Dudley, 
Macclesfield, Sheffield and Stoke-on-Trent; the urban districts ofBethnal Green and Lichfield; the 
mixed urban and rural areas of Nuneaton and Wokingham; and the rural areas of Cleobury Mortimer 
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of a single generation the miners leapt fifty points [from 47% to 97%] and labourers 
forty-one [from 56% to 97%],. 8 Indeed the fact that a lending library was established 
in the tiny rural village of South leigh in 1900 and, during the period from 1907 to 
1914, was used by roughly 50% of the total population of the parish does appear to 
support these fmdings. 
Table 8(a): Number oftexts borrowed by Table 8(b): Breakdown ofthose borrowing 
pupils and others. less than ten books. 
No. Books No. Borrowers No. Books No. Borrowers 
Borrowed Borrowed 
PUJ)il Other Total Pupil Other Total 
1 ­ 10 23 31 54 1 6 12 18 
11­ 20 7 12 19 2 3 2 5 
21 - 30 9 5 14 3 3 2 5 
31 - 40 4 5 9 4 2 0 2 
41 - 50 3 1 4 5 2 8 10 
51 - 60 3 0 3 6 1 1 2 
61 - 70 0 1 1 7 2 1 3 
71 - 80 1 1 2 8 2 2 4 
81 - 90 0 0 0 9 1 1 2 
91 - 100 0 0 0 10 1 2 3 
101-110 0 0 0 Total 23 31 54 
111 - 120 1 0 1 
Total 51 56 107 
in Shropshire and Samford in Suffolk. For the purposes ofhis study, registers for every fifth year from 

1839 to 1914 were sampled; see David Vincent, op.cit., pp. 281-282. 

g Ibid., p.97. 
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Access to books in rural areas was an issue of the time. In his Report on Library 
Provision and Policy (1915), W.G.S. Adams reported to the trustees ofthe Carnegie 
Library Trust that the vast majority of the rural population - 97.6% - were without 
access to a public library while 79% of the urban population of Britain and Ireland 
were catered for. 9 For some ofthese rural parishes, libraries such as the one at 
Southleigh partially bridged this gap in the provision of free reading material. While it 
cannot be assumed that the experiences 0 f the parishioners at S outhleigh were 
duplicated throughout the countryside, these records do at least provide an insight into 
the reading choices available in some rural areas. What is particularly interesting about 
these records is that the library was used by a cross-section of the entire community: 
adults and juveniles, males and females, working- and middle-class readers. This 
enables the borrowing patterns of specific groups to be compared. This chapter begins 
with the history of the Southleigh parish library, followed by a discussion of the nature 
of the library stock and an analysis of the borrowing figures for the entire period. 
Finally, the differing borrowing patterns of four groups of readers - adult males, adult 
females, juvenile males and juvenile females - are compared below. 
History of the Southleigh lending library and school 
Apart from the surviving borrowing book covering the period 1907 to 1914 and four 
minor references to the library in the school logbook of 1881 to 1930, no indication 
that a library ever existed at Southleigh can be found. 1o We know that the library was 
9 William G.S. Adams, A report on library provision and policy to the Carnegie United Kingdom 
Trustees, Edinburgh: Neill & Co. for The Carnegie United Kingdom Trust (1915), p.94. 
10 The remarks in the school logbook (1881-1930), Ref 739c1EAL, state: 'we started our Carnegie 
library this week. A box ofbooks has been sent from Exeter', entry for 11 November 1927, p.489; 'a 
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first opened on 11 June 1900 but no mention ofthe librruy is made in any local history 
of Devon nor in any local directories from the period. This is despite the fact that the 
librmy was transfOlmed firstly into a Carnegie library (with books being sent from 
Exeter) in 1927 and then into a county branch library the following year. This virtual 
eradication ofthe Southleigh parish library from history can be attributed to its 
location. Situated four miles from the sea coast, three miles west of Colyton station, 
Southleigh was served by one post-office, had one public house, possibly one shop but 
no local newspaper of its own. ll With a population of only 196 in 1901 it was a very 
small rural village. The majority of the population were small-hold farmers, agricultural 
labourers or farm-hands. 12 
The history of the library is bound up with the somewhat sketchy history of schooling 
in the village, because, like many of the early village libraries established during the 
fIrst half of the nineteenth century, the library was housed in the local schoolroom 13 A 
Sunday school had been established in Southleigh around 1814.14 Supported by a £5 
per annum bequest and open to all, the school had about twenty pupils. By 1833 there 
county library has been opened in school. The books win be changed each Friday', entry for 12 
January 1928, p.489; and 'Received fresh library books', entry for 27 June 1929, p.497. 
11 According to Kelly's Directory (1893) one shop, run by a 'Mrs Elizabeth Lee, existed in Southleigh. 
No further reference to this or to any other shop is found in the 1906, 1910 nor the 1914 directories 
although the occupation ofone resident is recorded as a shopkeeper in the 1901 census. The Brunett­
Morris index is a card index to primary and secondary sources relating to Devon and is located in the 
Devon County Council Archive, Exeter. It refers to the Honiton Deanary Magazine but gives no 
indication of the publication dates for this local publication. No copies ofthis have been located. 
12 According to the 1901 census returns, 196 people (104 males and 92 females) inhabited thirty-one 
houses in the civil parish of Southleigh. Twelve houses were not in occupation and the residents of a 
further two were not present on the day ofthe census. Occupations given are as follows: farmer (18); 
farmers' son (7); farm manger (1); agricultural or farm labourer (18); domestic or general servant (9); 
mason (3); gamekeeper (2); gardener (2); dressmaker (3); carpenter (2); school mistress (1); teacher 
(1); assistant teacher (1); publican (1); clergyman (1); laundress (1); builder/undertaker (1); 
blacksmith (1); postman (1); postmistress (1); shopkeeper (1); nurse (1). 
13 See Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader, op.cit., p.219 on early village libraries. 
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existed a day school of seven girls and six boys provided at the parents' expense in 
addition to the Sunday school (now supported by the interest on a £100 endowment). 
However, no reference to a school of any description is made in White's Directory 
(1850) but Kelly's Directory (1856 and 1860) does refer to a national school. This 
may have lapsed as in 1881 a government school inspector reported no school has been 
held in the parish since 1870. 15 
It can be assumed that a national school existed in Southleigh from the early 1850s 
until 1870 and that it was held in some existing premises adapted for the purpose. 16 
Following the 1870 Education Act the South1eigh School Board - described by R.R. 
Selman as 'one of the worst in Devon' - was fonned in January 1875 but did nothing 
for five years. 17 In 1876 a new single-roomed stone schoolhouse was built, presumably 
under the direction of the Lord of the Manor, from whom the School Board eventually 
rented the premises when a Board School was opened on 7 February 1881. After the 
1902 Education Act, the board school became a council school under the local 
education authority, then a junior school in 1947 and was closed in 1951. 
The surviving logbooks covering the period from its opening on 7 February 1881 to its 
closure in 1951, provide detailed insights into the quality of education provided by the 
Southleigh School. The annual reports of the school inspectors were critical of 
standards typically lamenting that 'The children are orderly but lack intelligence and 
14 Parliamentaryretums in response to the Select Committee on the Education ofthe Poor (1818). 

15 School logbook, op.cit, p.2l 

16 Rather than being based on the monitorial system this small national school was probably in effect a 

dame school housed in an adapted cottage. 
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industry. The work is only fair and arithmetic is very weak' (1899) and the school 
consistently failed to receive anything other than the basic grant. I8 After the tum of the 
century the school began to improve. In 1900 it was reported that: 'The order is good, 
and the instruction both of the older children and infants, shows improvement. 
Attention should be paid to the spelling generally, and to the arithmetic of the older 
scholars, as well as to the reading of the few children in the first standard'. 19 
The general inadequacy of the school can be attributed to two main factors - the 
rapid tum-over of school mistresses during the nineteenth century and high levels of 
absenteeism among the pupils.20 In the twenty-year period from 1881 to 1901, there 
were no fewer than ten permanent head teachers and two temporaries. Of the 
pennanent mistresses, only three stayed in the position for more than three years, and 
five lasted less than a year. From the opening of the school, low levels of attendance 
were common during the months of June, July and August as pupils were kept away 
ii-om school by their parents in order to help with the hoeing ofpotatoes, weeding of 
gardens, pulling of charlick, sheep shearing, haymaking and gleaning.21 In March and 
April, children were kept from school to help with gardening and the planting of 
17 RR Selman, 'Early Devon Schools', unpublished survey, Exeter: Devon County Council Archive 
(1984). 
18 'Government Report ofSouth leigh School', copied into the school logbook (1881-1930), Ref. 
739c/EAL, p.242. 
19 School Report no.27021, copied into the school logbook (1881-1930), Ref. 739c1EAL, p.277. 
20 Autobiographical evidence suggests that this situation was reflected throughout the countryside. For 
an account ofvillage schooling see Flora Thompson, Lark Rise to Candleford, London: Penguin 
Books (1979, first published by Oxford University Press 1939), pp.173-200. 
21 High levels of absenteeism were also noted on days when events such as ploughing matches took 
place in the village. When the mistress or a number of pupils fell in the school was also closed; for 
example, the entry for 18 May 1908 reads 'Reopened the school this morning, after being closed for 
three weeks through Whooping cough. Only four months ago we were closed for six weeks with 
mumps. It is very disheartening to a mistress to work under these circumstances'; school logbook 
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potatoes and in October with the picking ofpotatoes and apples. Pupils were also 
granted holidays for local fairs and events such as the Seaton show, the Seaton 
Regatta, the Colyton club and circus, and for services held at the church of Saint 
Lawrence. Sometimes the school was closed for the day because attendance itselfwas 
low.22 In 1891 between thirty-five to forty pupils attended daily out of the fifty pupils 
registered. Even so it was commented in the logbook that 'attendances have improved 
since ... Free Education,?3 From 1900 to 1914 both teaching and attendance did 
improve.24 By 1913, the cautious optimism displayed in the 1900 report had turned to 
evident praise for the school as it was now reported that 'This small rural school is 
conducted with skill, care, and enterprise, and the work has been usefully developed in 
recent years. ,25 As a result of these improvements, the pupils of the 1907 to 1913 
period were even better equipped than the previous generation to make use of the 
library. Indeed during the period covered by the borrowing book, fifty-one pupils 
borrowed a total of 1,041 books between them, accounting for over 55% of the total 
(1881-1930), Ref. 739c1EAL, p.394. Following this, an epidemic ofmeasles broke out in the village 
resulting in the school once more having to close from 15 December 1910 till 9 January 1911. 
22 For example, on 18 June 1901 the school closed early to allow children to attend a wedding and on 
18 July 1901 the school was closed due to a choral festival in the neighbouring parish of Beer. On 8 
May 1903, the pupils were granted a half-days holiday to attend a tea given by the Reverend Buckley. 
23 School logbook (1881-1930), Ref. 739c1EAL, 13 November 1891, p.107. 
24 Annie Turner held the position of school mistress from November 1898 to April 1901 and was 
succeeded by Rose Goodhall (April1901 to September 1904); Elizabeth Norton (September 1904 to 
February 1905); Emily Goodspeed (March 1905 to October 1908); and Kate Letten (November 1908 
till 1914). 
25 Report copied into the school logbook, (1881-1930), Ref. 739c/EAL, p.420. 
26 This figure refers to loans to present or to former pupils under the age offifteen. The thirty-one 
loans made to Charlie Mutter have not been counted. 
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According to the logbook the single-roomed school building was used as an amenity 
centre for the village. For example, on the 4 January 1889, school was closed 'for one 
week as the room is required for an entertainment' and again every afternoon for a 
week from 6 January 1890 for the same reason27 On 26 May 1882, a day's holiday 
was granted so that Mr Sharp could use the premises to collect cottagers' rents while 
further half-day holidays were again granted on 8 July 1885 so that Mr Drew could do 
the same and on 29 September 1898 so that a public tea could be held on the premises. 
On 20 Apri11881, in anticipation of the complete restoration of the church 'The rural 
dean and two members of the School Board visited for the purpose of seeing if 
arrangements could be made for holding Sunday services in it' .28 Subsequently, on 15 
May 'morning and afternoon services were held for the first time in this schoolroom' .29 
It is therefore no surprise that the parish library was housed in the schoolroom as the 
close links forged between the parish church of Saint Lawrence, the local school and 
the wider community during the latter half of the nineteenth century continued into the 
twentieth. A member of both the school and library boards, the Reverend Buckley of 
Saint Lawrence's church gave weekly scripture and bible reading lessons to the pupils. 
Parishioners were informed of the library's opening times and dates by a notice in the 
church porch. 30 The influence of the church on the library is evident from the stock it 
contained. 
27 Schoollogbook (1881-1930), Ref 739c1EAL, entry for 4 January 1889, p.81. 

28 School1ogbook (1881-1930), Ref 739c/EAL, entry for 20 April 1881, p.2. 

29 Ibid., 15 May 1881, p.2. 

30 From its opening, the president ofthe library council was William Edmonds, Lord of the Manor 

and owner ofWise om be Park. As the thirty-four acre rectory with a net yearly value of£195, held 

since 1891 by the Reverend Buckley is described in Kelly's Directory as the 'gift ofWilliam Edmons 

esq.' it seems likely that Edmond's presidential title was an honorific one. Edmonds' wife, his SOIl, 
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Library Stock 
In her report following a visit to the school on 24 June 1924 Miss Cooke, a school 
inspector, referred to the library 'which contains some hundred volumes' .31 No other 
indication as to the size of the library can be found in other sources. The borrowing 
book, however, contains 1,880 entries (ten ofwhich are indecipherable) and these refer 
to 303 titles (see appendix C). So it can be assumed that the library was small and that 
the 303 represent a substantial portion of the library stock for the period 1907 to 1914. 
It has been possible to identify either the author, publisher, fIrst date ofpublication or a 
combination of the three for a total of 281 of the 303 titles using the Consortium of 
Public Access Catalogues (COPAC), the Library ofCongress on-line catalogue, the 
NSTC and the English Catalogue ofBooks in Print.32 These have been classifIed 
according to genre (see table 9 and appendix C). 
Only ten titles were primarily of a religious nature. A further fIfty-three ofthe 278 
classifIed titles however, were at some point published by the Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge (SPCK) who published books on a variety of subjects which 
promoted Christian principles.33 The majority of those in the library were fiction, 
the Reverend Buckley, the reverend's wife and the elected librarian completed the council. Ofthe two 
families - the Edmonds and the Bucldeys - it is evident that the Buckleys, and more especially the 
Reverend Buckley, exercised more control over the library. While the Reverend Buckley and his wife 
borrowed books from the parish library between 1907 and 1913, no member ofthe Edmonds' family 
did so. As Lords of the Manor the Edmonds presumably had the economic means to procure their own 
reading material. 
31 School logbook (1881-1930), Ref 739c1EAL, p.472. 
32 The Consortium ofPublic Access Catalogues (COPAC) website address is: http://copac.ac.uk; the 
Library of Congress on-line catalogue website address is http://www.catalog.loc.gov; Gwen Averley 
(ed.), Nineteenth Century Short Title Catalogue, op.cit. 
33 Since some ofthe titles were not published exclusively by the SPCK the exact number cannot be 
ascertained. For a further discussion ofthe publishing activities of the SPCK see William O.B. Allen 
& Edmund McClure, Two Hundred Years: The History of the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, 1698-1898, London: SPCK(1898). 
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several dealt with arts and crafts, and a few were on the subjects ofgeography, history 
and science, and one was a textbook/self-educator. This suggests that those 
supervising the content ofthe library felt that SPCK and similar publisher's books were 
particularly suitable for their readership. 34 
Table 9: Genre ofbreakdown oftexts borrowed from the Southleigh library. 
Genre 
Arts & Crafts (Agriculture) 
Biography 
Fiction 
Geography 
History 
Periodicals 
Poetry 
Reference 
Religion 
Science 
Textbookslself-educators 
Unknown 
Total 
no. no. Ave per % of total 
titles loans title loans 
8 26 34.0 1.4 
17 59 3.5 3.2 
169 1226 7.3 65.6 
16 95 5.9 5.1 
15 42 2.8 2.2 
0 0 0 0 
20 126 6.3 6.7 
0 0 0 0 
10 65 6.5 3.5 
20 90 4.5 4.8 
3 19 6.3 1.0 
25 122 4.9 6.5 
303 1870 6.2 100.0 
The library also stocked juvenile fiction, stories for children, canonical titles and works 
by contemporary authors. Books for very young readers were represented by titles 
such as The Book ofAdventure, Three Giants and Other Stories, Children's Hour or 
Nursery Tales. Older boys and girls were also catered for with the inclusion of authors 
like R.M.Ballantyne, Julia Horatia Ewing, G.A.Henty, W.H.G.Kingston and the 
moralistic C.M.Yonge. The library also contained a number ofworks by Dickens, 
34 Rule 6 ofthe Southleigh library stated that it was the job ofthe elected librarian to check the 
suitability of all books offered. However, the irregular opening hours ofthe library indicate that for 
much ofthe period no 'permanent' librarian took control ofthe library. The decision on the suitability 
ofbooks would then have fallen to the library council itself, and most notably to the Reverend Buckley 
and his wife. 
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Scott and the more contemporary Mark TWall and Jules Verne. Fewer titles of popular 
novelists such as Walter Besant, Wilkie Collins, Elizabeth Gaskell and Evelyn Everette 
Green were also stocked. 
Although all the novels were essentially safe, respectable texts, the inclusion of some 
contemporary authors (both British and American) and the range of others suggests 
that the library was reflective ofbroader trends in the publishing industry. The face of 
the publishing industry, particularly the novel publishing industry, had changed since 
the 1850s when Kidderminister and Huddersfield libraries were active. The market for 
the three-decker novel had collapsed and the Net Book system had established a set 
retail price for books. The six shilling novel was a staple of the trade and the 
proliferation of sixpenny cheap reprints had made more fiction available at lower 
prices.35 The publishing industry of the 1900s was characterised by the availability of 
cheap copyright and non-copyright texts. For example, from 1889 the publishing house 
of Macmillan brought out the works ofKingsley and others at 6d a volume while other 
publishers issued the novels of authors such as Clark Russell and Richard Blackmore at 
the same price. COlTespondingly, a number ofnon-copyright texts, such as the novels 
ofHugo, Marryat or Bulwer-Lytton were reduced to 3d a volume, while abridged 
versions could be purchased for the price of a penny. W. T. Stead's penny series were 
started in 1895 and the following year George Newnes began his Penny Library of 
Famous Books, offering 1ID.abridged paperbacks of popular texts at the same price.36 
35 John Sutherland, Victorian Novelists & Publishers, London: Althone Press (1976); Simon Eliot, 
'The Three-Decker Novel and its First Cheap Reprint, 1862-94', The Library, Vol.7 (1985) pp.38-53. 
36 Joseph 0 Baylen, 'Stead's Penny "Masterpiece Library",' Journal ofPopular Culture 9 (Winter 
1975), pp. 710-25. 
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Following this, J.M.Dent produced shilling versions of reprint texts in durable formats, 
eventually founding the famous Everyman's Library in 1906.37 
Although the imprint and fonnat of those texts contained in the Southleigh library 
cannot be established, it is interesting to find that in comparison to the libraries at 
Kidderminster and Huddersfield, this one contained a number of fictional works whose 
copyright had expired during the 1890s or early 1900s - such as Wilkie Collins' 
Queen ofHearts (1859) - and a number of those which, although still subject to 
copyright status, were now appearing in very cheap editions. That copies ofLorna 
Doone (1869), Prince and the Pauper (1882), The Water Babies (1863), Children of 
the Cavern (1877), Clipper ofthe Clouds (1887) and Our Mutual Friend (1865) were 
to be found alongside several of the works of Scott and other older titles by Dickens is 
an indication of the fact that a variety of fiction published by secular houses was now 
cheaper to buy. Changes in the price structure evidently had an effect on the library 
stock. 
The stock of poetry in the library differs from the libraries at Huddersfield and 
Kiddenninister. Readers at Southleigh could borrow Victorian poetry and sample 
Robeli Browning, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Longfellow, Tennyson and Hemans. 
Among the twenty poetry titles were also the works of Chaucer, Spenser, Burns, 
Coleridge, and Wordsworth. Readers at the Southleigh library had access to the 
contemporary poets of their predecessors at Kidderminster and Huddersfie1d, but they 
37 John Feather, A History ofBritish Publishing, London: Routledge (1988). 
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did not have access to poets from their own era. The library also contained verse for 
young children: Nursery Lyrics, Nursery Rhymes and Songs for the Nursery. 
The rural occupations of the village were reflected in five texts belonging to the 
SPCK's 'Helpful Hints for Hard Times' series: Ducks for Farm and Cottage, Fowls 
for Farm and Cottage, Geese and Turkeys, Onions for Food and Market and 
Strawberries. Two further titles, Dairy and Butter and The Great World's Farm also 
dealt with farming. Their presence in the library suggests that these books were either 
acquired because of their relevance or that they were donated by a local farmer who 
had previously bought them for his own use. 
By this period biographies ofwomen were more common and the library had a few: 
Childhood and Girlhood ofRemarkable Women, Life ofAgnes Strickland, Joan the 
Maid and Queen Victoria chronicled the lives of famous women. Biographies ofmen 
included: King Alfred the Great, Edward the Exile, Boldness ofa Great King, General 
Gordon, Life of Wellington, Henry Morton Stanley, and the Kings ofNor'vvay. There 
were only fifteen history books, only two ofwhich, World History and Pictorial 
History ofthe World dealt with English history. Since the library was attached to the 
school this is somewhat surprising as one might expect that such texts would have 
been bOlTowed by pupils and hence have appeared in the bOlTower records. However, 
writing ofher own experiences in a village school Flora Thompson noted that 
although: 38 
38 Flora Thompson, Lark Rise, op,.cit., p.180. 
---.... --_.....•.•._-_._..__....•-._•........•._- ' .. -'." 
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History was not taught formally ... history readers were in use containing 
such picturesque stories as those of King Alfred and the cakes, King 
Canute commanding the waves, the loss ofthe White Ship, and Raleigh 
spreading his cloak for Queen Elizabeth. 
Similarly, the records ofSouthleigh school show that instruction was limited to the 
three "R's" and the library reflected the limits of the timetable on offer. 
This is also likely to explain the curious mixture of geography books which do not 
follow any defined plan, but may have been the result of donations. Titles such as Five 
Years in Madagascar, From Pekin to Calais by Land, Hydelabad, Kashmir and 
Nepal, Towards Pretoria and In the Great White Colonial Bush dealt with the 
continents ofAsia and Africa but none specifically referred to that of Europe, let alone 
England. Like history however, this genre did include at least one text, the Pictorial 
Tour ofthe World which dealt with general geography. 
Six of the twenty science books belonged to Newnes shilling series 'The Story of... '. 
These texts were fondly recalled by the autobiographer Sam Smith as being presented 
to him as a school prize in the 1890s. Although he had selected a book about the 
adventures of Robin Hood 'the Clerk to the School Board intervened' and instead he 
was given: 39 
five numbers of a shilling series on scientific and related subjects published 
by George Newnes & Co. Story ofthe Stars, Story ofthe Solar System, 
The Story of the Wexther [sic], the Story of a Piece of Coal, The Story of 
Extinct Civilisations ofthe East. 
39 Sam Smith, 'Bosely Cloud', op.cit., pp.12-13. 
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Here too it seems that these texts were considered as suitable reading matter for 
juveniles. Like the SPCK texts these were relatively cheap books which would not 
stretch the library budget. Interestingly, however, the library did contain two-
Factors in Life: three lectures on health and food education and The Guild ofGood 
Life - which dealt with the subject of domestic science and two - Our Insect 
Enemies and Our Insect Friends - which dealt with natural science, though the latter 
were primarily for children. 
Given the location of Southleigh, it is reasonable to suggest the modest library stock 
represented the only books available to the village population in the 19008 and 1910s. 
The nearest public library, that of the Royal Albert Memorial University College, was 
over twenty miles away in Exeter.40 Villagers may have been able to obtain books and 
newspapers from the Southleigh post office or shop (if one still existed in 1907), or 
from nearby towns or adjoining parishes. According to Kelly's Directory of 
Devonshire (1910), Beer and Branscombe had three shopkeepers (and presumably 
three shops). The railway town ofColyton three miles to the east of South leigh and the 
market town of Sidmouth to the west were better equipped. Colyton had a fancy 
stationers, four shopkeepers, a W.H.Smiths' railway store and a social club and 
reading room. At Sidmouth there were two stationers, a newsagents, three shops, a 
W.H. Smiths, two reading rooms and four circulating libraries as well as two local 
weekly newspapers (the Sidmouth Herald on Saturdays and the Sidmouth Observer 
40 From 1910 to 1915, the only public libraries in Devonshire were to be found at Bideford, 

Moretonhampstead, Newton Abbot, Plymouth and Torquay. From 1911 a village library could be 

found at Clovelly, a public library at Devonport, and local libraries at St.Giles and Tavistock. By 1913 
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on Wednesdays).41 These papers may have been available through Southleigh's post-
office, but obtaining any other reading material would most likely have entailed either a 
three mile journey to Colyton or a six mile one to Sidrnouth.42 
Since the majority of the population of Southleigh were agricultural workers, they may 
have travelled to Sidrnouth for the market which was held every Thursday and 
Saturday. Whether or not the reading room at Colyton, which was attached to the 
Social Club, or the two at Sidmouth - one of which was linked with the Young 
Women's Christian Association - were open to the residents of S outhleigh is not 
known. It is however likely that the use of these reading rooms was confmed to 
members of the association to which they were attached, or to parishioners.43 
The general lack of facilities in the immediate vicinity helps to explain the relatively 
high use of the library by the villagers. Prior to the opening ofthe library in 1900, only 
school children or possibly those reading a daily newspaper in the local public house 
a village library had also been established at Swimbridge. All of these were however much further 
from Southleigh than was Exeter; see The London Devonian Year Book (eds. for 1910to 1913). 
41 Information taken from Kelly's Directory ofDevonshire (1910). Whether or not there was a 
circulating library at the W.H. Smiths is not clear. However, ifthere were it would have been included 
in the count of four. 
42 Distances given are from the centre ofthe village to the centre ofthe towns concerned and are 
calculated as the crow flies - in reality of course, the distance travelled would have varied between 
inhabitants. 
43 The third was located above the volunteer drill hall. It is not known how many members the Young 
Women's Christian Association actually had, but its counterpart, the Young Men's Christian 
Association had only seventy in 1906. The population of Sidmouth in 1901 was 4,201. At Southleigh 
a non -parishioner could use the library only after gaining special permission from the library bo ard. 
Apart from the four visitors to the parish who were staying at the Rectory, there is no evidence to 
suggest that anyone other than parishioners used the library during the period under consideration. 
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would have had 'free' access to newspapers and books.44 Only the fairly dedicated 
reader would have made the trip to Colyton or Sidmouth specifically to seek out 
reading material and then would have had to pay for it. For many of the residents, their 
experiences at school, their encounters with the texts in the Southleigh library and with 
any books belonging to their families or neighbours, would have shaped virtually their 
entire experience ofprinted literature and of its uses for leisure, leaming and 
instruction. 
Southleigh school record 
Before 1900 the situation had been considerably worse. When the school opened on 7 
February 1881, a large number of its pupils had never been to school before and did 
not know the alphabet.45 As a result, the school logbook is littered with comments 
stating that 'Reading throughout the school is very weak', 'so many ofthe children 
have defective powers of speech', 'several big boys appear quite incapable ofleaming 
to read well' or, with regards to the infant class, 'the majority cannot read at all though 
they are six years old and some older' .46 The dismay of successive new mistresses upon 
taking up position in the school is evident from entries in the logbook. 
The Southleigh school logbook makes fi.-equent reference to the lack of educational 
attainment ofboys in particular. In a farming community boys were more frequently 
44 For a general discussion ofthe lack ofnewspapers to be found in villages at the turn ofthe 

twentieth century see Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual Life ofthe British Working Classes, op.cit. 

p.334. 

45 For example, as late as 30 September 1889 three pupils, Emily, Samuel and Charles Pike aged 13, 

10 and 8 respectively had never been to school and could not say their letters. 

---- _._... _-_. ------_.-._-_._---. -.-.-.... 
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kept from school by their parents to help in the fields. One example is Arthur 
Pennington who started at Southleigh school on 22 April 1895 at the age of seven. His 
father was a farmer and the boy's early years at the school would have been intenllpted 
by days oflabour in the field. So it is not surprising to find that Pennington is reported 
to have borrowed only one title, Day Dreams - a collection ofshort stories for 
children - when aged twenty. But this was not the only cause of his disrupted 
education, Pennington's first days at school were marred by an unusual tension 
between the school mistress and the school board. 
Relations between the Reverend Buckley and the schoolmistress, Alice Knowles, 
reached a crisis at Easter 1895 after Knowles' request for Easter week as holiday was 
put off.47 She had on several occasions fallen foul of the Reverend Buckley through 
unpunctuality and the two did not get on.48 She only learnt that her request had been 
refused during the Easter Sunday service at the church of Saint Lawrence when the 
Reverend Buckley announced that 'the day school would be open as usual the 
46 School logbook (1881-1930), Ref 739c1EAL, entries for 6 May 1886, p.68; 27 May 1886, p.69; 11 
November 1888, p.74; 16 May 1886, p.68. Such comments continued into the opening years of the 
twentieth century. 
47 Knowles was told that the 'chairman wishes the matter brought before the Board on Monday' 
school logbook, op.cit., 11 April 1895, p.158. 
48 Ibid., p.160. The tension between Knowles and the Reverend Buckley was long-standing. One issue 
was Knowles' unpunctuality. On an earlier occasion, the vicar paid an unannounced visit to the 
school, arriving at 9.20am only to :find that 'neither the mistress nor her assistant arrived ti119.25'. 
Knowles explained the late arrival of both herself and the monitor by stating that since very few of the 
children arrived on time it was more practical to begin classes at 9.30am rather than at 9am. Given 
the high levels of absenteeism among the children and the fact that the majority ofthem did arrive 
late each morning, her actions can be seen as pragmatic. Knowles' main failing however, was that her 
decision to open the school at the later time had been made autonomously, consulting neither the 
Board nor the vicar about the changes. The vicar's subsequent announcement at the Easter service 
that the school would be open during the Easter week can be seen as a reassertion ofcontrol over the 
running ofthe school. Buckley did not tum up to take his usual Friday morning scripture lesson 
during Easter week nor did he inform Knowles that he would not be present. He resumed his weekly 
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following day' .49 Knowles' fury that no reply to her request for leave had been given 
- the 'announcement in church being the only information I received' - was 
exacerbated by the fact that no teacher had opened the school on Easter Monday in the 
previous twelve years.50 Knowles resigned and left on 21 June 1895 after serving her 
notice. Given such incidents and the rapid turnover of staff it is not surprising that 
standards were poor. Unsurprisingly, the school inspector's report for the end of the 
year stated that 'Reading and arithmetic appear to have much fallen off. ,51 Three years 
later her replacement Kate Westacott found that the situation had scarcely improved 
and noted: 'The boys right through the school are very dull scarcely a bright scholar 
among them'. The inspector agreed. 52 Westacott resigned and was succeeded fIrst by a 
temporary mistress, Elizabeth Hamel, and then on 7 November 1898 by a permanent 
one, Annie Turner, who also commented that 'the children are very backwards in their 
several studies particularly the boys. ,53 
Although such remarks were occasionally punctuated by slightly more optimistic 
comments, the overall picture indicates a poor level of basic education and a lack of 
any supportive network outside the school itself Very few pupils appear to have been 
taught the basics prior to their attendance at school and as a result, in 1881, when the 
fIrst cohort of thirty-nine pupils were presented for examination under the Revised 
Code (1862), there were only twenty-two passes in reading, twenty-eight in writing 
lessons on 20 September 1895 only after Knowles had left and a new Mistress, Kate Westacott, had 

been appointed. 

49 The underlining is Knowles' own; school logbook (1881-1930), op.cit., entry for 15 April 1895, 

p.158. 

50 Ibid. 

51 Ibid., entry for 24 June 1895, p.164. 

52 Ibid., entry for 12 November 1898, pp.212-19. 
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and sixteen in aTithmetic.54 Although school inspectors understood the peculiar 
circumstances facing the newly opened school and duly made allowances for these, by 
1885 it was repOlied that 'My lords have ordered a deduction of one tenth fl:om the 
Grant for faults of instruction'. 55 This was a serious blow. In 1892, 81.4% of the 
school revenue still came from the diminishing grant even though the Board school 
could draw upon the rates for funding. 
In a report for the year ending 28 February 1893, a school inspector stated that 'the 
books used for Reading in the fIrst standard are too easy, and suitable only for older 
infants', while a repOli of the following year noted that 'More reading books are 
needed in several classes, especially a more suitable set in the flrst standard'. 56 While 
attempts were made to meet these shortcomings, the lack of funding in the school 
made it difficult to provide suitable books for all of the classes.57 The total amount 
53 Ibid., entries for 24 June 1895, p.164; 7 November 1898, p.234. 
54 These results were despite the fact that Rebecca Batstone ofMoor plash farm, who assisted with the 
teaching ofthe younger children, had also been taking night classes, presumably to prepare the 
children for their examinations. 
55 Report copied into the school logbook (1881-1930), op.cit., p.37. The same report also stated: 'This 
school is very weak in the Elementary subjects and in English and Geography in all classes but I do 
not feel that the blame rests with the mistress'. The 1881 Report admitted that the poor results were 
probably due to the fact that 'No school has been held in the parish since 1870; and consequently a 
large number ofthe children examined have never been at school before', ibid. p.21. In the 1883 
report it was commented that 'This school has made 78 per cent ofpasses in the subjects of the 
Standards. Barely 50 per cent ofpasses were made in Grammar and Geography; but I think the Grant 
maybe allowed under the circumstances ofthe school', ibid., p.23. 
56 Ibid., pp.122 & 144. See also 1M. Goldstrom, The Social Content ofEducation 1808-1870: A Study 
ofthe working-class school reader in England and Ireland, Shannon, Ireland: Irish University Press 
(1972). 
57 An entry in the school logbook for 8 July 1895 reads 'Two sets ofreading books for sixth standard 
and one for standard II' have been ordered. These books were received on 25 September 1895; school 
logbook (1881-1930), op.cit., pp.164 & 181. On 13 March 1896 a school inspector recommended a 
number ofbooks for use in the school - Star readers for standard V, history readers for the upper 
division of standard IV, practical readers for standard III and Century readers for the lower standards 
- and granted a total payment of £51 6s, made up of the basic grant of£48 16s plus a fee grant of£2 
lOs; ibid., pp.l81 & 183. Whether or not these suggested books were ever purchased is not known. As 
late as 11 June 1901 the school inspector again reported' a set of geographical readers is needed, also 
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spent on the school varied from year to year and was dependent on the Inspector's 
report. In the 1880s and 1890s it fluctuated from a low of£49 15s in 1885 to a high of 
£76 in 1892, including the mistresses' salary.58 The combined effect of the lack of 
educational support outside the school and its poor funding record meant that the 
school children of Southleigh had limited experience ofbooks and reading. When it 
opened in 1900 the librruy provided children and adult parishioners with the means to 
engage more fully, conveniently and freely with a greater variety of reading matter. 
Borrowing Figures 
In order to analyse the borrowing figures for separate categories of visitors to the 
Southleigh library the figures presented in table 9 have been reconfigured to show the 
borrowing for male (26) and female juveniles (26) and male (14) and female (34) adults 
separately.59 Table lO(a) provides a geme breakdown of the aggregate borrowing 
figures for each of the above groups while table 10(b) displays this information as a 
percentage of the total loans made to each group. 60 
some more historical books'. Following this recommendation eighteenth standard III and twelve 

standard II geography readers (published by Macmillan) and half-a-dozen history books (Whitehall) 

were received in October 1901; ibid., pp.282 & 289-90. Six star readers, new books for drill and 

arithmetic were also received on 10 June 1903; ibid., p.321. 

58 The penny-rate value of Southleigh was c.£10 in 1881. In 1895 a school inspector reported 

'considering the circumstances the lower grant [£50 16s] maybe given', school logbook, op.cit., 

p.161. The 1897 report stated 'No grant is payable under article 105 as HM Inspector is unable to 
report that the school is well taught in the meaning ofthat article'. As a result the school again 
received only the basic grant of£54 9s 9d, p.204. This situation continued until the early 1900s. 
59 The thirty-four adult female readers includes the two teachers, the wife ofReverend Buckley and 
three - Daisy Turner, Elsie Underdown and Ivy Williams - who also borrowed works as juveniles 
during the period covered by the borrowing book. The fourteen adult males includes Reverend 
Buckley, Reverend Bowman and two - Fred Pennington and Johnny Summers - who also borrowed 
works as juveniles (for a further discussion ofthis see footnote 1). 
60 Since the number ofloans from the unknown category differs between the groups ofreaders, these 
figures have been omitted from this table. Loans to unidentified readers have also been omitted, 
although the figures for them have been included in the column signifying the genre breakdown of 
total loans from the library. This library contained no periodicals or reference works. 
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The majority ofloans to juveniles (approximately 60%) were to boys and girls between 
the ages of ten and fifteen. Excluding the borrowing figures for the Reverend Buckley, 
his wife and the two school mistresses, the majority of loans to adult readers were to 
those between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five. Just over 43% of loans made to 
female readers were made to women over the age of twenty-five, a slightly lower 
percentage ofloans were made to men over the age of twenty-five (37%). Prior to 
Table 10(a): Genre breakdown ofloans showing the aggregate number made to each category of 
reader. 
Genre Number of loans to Number of loans to Unidentified Total 
Juveniles Adults Readers 
Male Female Male Female 
Arts & crafts 8 5 6 5 2 26 
Biography 16 3 14 26 0 59 
Fiction 307 381 133 356 49 1226 
Geography 36 15 22 18 4 95 
History 9 2 11 18 2 42 
Poetry 44 54 7 17 4 126 
Religion 9 30 3 22 1 65 
Science 40 24 4 20 2 90 
Textbooks 9 7 0 2 1 19 
Unknown 28 45 14 31 4 122 
Total 506 566 214 515 69 1870 
Table 1O(b): Genre breakdown ofloans made to each category ofreader 
expressed as a percentage. 
Genre % breakdown of % breakdown of loans Total 
loans to juveniles to adults 
Male Female Male Female 
Arts & 1.7 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.5 
crafts 
Bi<lg 3.3 0.6 7.0 5.4 3.4 
Fic 64.2 73.1 66.5 73.6 70.1 
Geog 7.5 2.9 11.0 3.7 5.4 
Hist 1.9 0.4 5.5 3.7 2.4 
Poetry 9.2 10.4 3.5 3.5 7.2 
Religion 1.9 5.8 1.5 4.5 3.7 
Science 8.4 4.6 2.0 4.1 5.1 
Textbooks 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.4 1.1 
Total 100.0 100.1 100 99.9 99.9 
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1900 successive teachers had commented that school boys were backward in their 
reading which may account in part for the lower level ofborrowing among men. 
The borrowing figures for individual titles reflect the size of the village. The most 
popular single title, Fur Coats and Feathered Frocks, was borrowed forty times, while 
the majority of titles were borrowed less than ten times. Since a number of the books 
would have been intended for only a specific segment of the community - school 
children, men, women - a low borrowing figure might indicate that an individual text 
had in fact reached the majority of its potential readership. While any conclusions 
must be tentative, the comparative figures and genre breakdowns do indicate a number 
oftrends. 
Fiction 
In aggregate terms female borrowers were loaned more texts than male borrowers. 
Fiction was the most popular category with each of the groups of borrowers, 
accounting for over 70% of all loans (see table 10(b», though in percentage tenns 
females borrowed more fiction then males. Table 11 gives the borrowing figures for 
individual authors. Interestingly the works ofW.H.G. Kingston, R.M. Ballantyne and 
G.A. Henty - 'undoubtedly the best writers of adventure for boys' according to 
Edward Salmon (1886)61 - were loaned to males on a significantly higher number of 
occasions than to females; see table 11. One ofR. M. Ballantyne'S books was loaned to 
twelve different boys (very nearly half the boys in the village). Likewise, Matilda Anne 
61 Edward Salmon 'What Boys Read', Fortnightly Review, new series No.39 (1886), pp. 248-59, 
p.254. 
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Planche, the author most frequently borrowed by girls, was also popular with women 
but was not in general borrowed by males. Slmilarly two books by Elizabeth Gaskell 
were loaned to female readers on eleven occasions but only once to a male reader. The 
popularity of these women authors with female but not male borrowers may be 
explained by the fact that the titles themselves - Minnie's Love, Amy's Kitchen and 
Married and Settled, Mary Barton and Wives and Daughters - suggested that they 
dealt with female topics of love or domesticity. 
On the other hand, a small number of titles by women were more broadly popular 
suggesting that differences of age and gender were not an over-riding factor. Single 
titles such as Mary Shipley's Bernard Hamilton, Curate ofStowe and Edith Louisa 
Floyer's The Black Jewel (both published by the Christian Knowledge Society) were 
Table 11: Borrowing figures for individual authors and titles. 
Author/title Loans to juveniles Loans to adults Unidentified Total 
loans 
Male Female Male Female M F ? 
Ballantyne 23 4 10 12 3 1 0 53 
Benty 7 0 3 3 0 0 0 13 
Kingston 13 9 2 8 2 0 0 34 
Planche 6 25 4 24 0 0 3 62 
Gaskell 0 3 1 7 0 1 2 14 
Tynan 0 5 4 28 1 0 0 38 
Yo~ge 7 6 1 13 0 0 1 28 
Tales from HallS 10 10 0 2 0 0 1 23 
Christiall Alldersen 
Fur Coats 11 26 0 2 1 0 0 40 
Day Dreams 13 20 1 0 1 1 0 36 
Three Giants 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 7 
Children's Hour 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 7 
True Annals of 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 10 
FairyLand 
Children '8 Garland 11 7 0 0 0 0 0 18 
Bemard Hamilton 3 1 1 5 0 0 1 11 
Black Jewel 2 3 2 4 0 0 0 11 
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loaned to both adults and juveniles, males and females, whose identified ages at the 
time of borrowing ranged from eleven years to forty-six years and from eleven years to 
forty-four years, respectively.62 In addition, even among the juveniles, the ages of 
those borrowing the same work varied widely. The Children's Garland was loaned to 
a total of eleven different borrowers whose ages varied from six years to fOUlieen years 
while Day Dreams was loaned to a total of nineteen different borrowers whose ages 
ranged D:om five to thilieen years. 63 
While the majOlity ofborrowers ofjuvenile fiction were children, over 10% were 
adults. 64 Like the adolescent borrowers of Croker's Fairy Tales found at 
Kidderminster in 1855, adults borrowing juvenile literature from the Southleigh library 
might have done so to practice or improve their reading skills. Or they may have read 
62 Identified borrowers of Bernard Hamilton include George and Violet Trenchard and Ivy Williams 
(all aged eleven), Ethel Clode (eighteen), Ellen Richards (thirty-six) and Elizabeth Sharp (forty-six). 
Identified borrowers ofThe Black Jewel include Walter Hutchings (eleven), William Phillips 
(thirteen), Ivy Williams (thirteen), Emma Summers (thirteen), Ethel Clode (seventeen), Ellen 
Richards (thirty-four) and Elizabeth Sharp (forty-four). 
63 The eleven juveniles who borrowed The Children's Garland include Dollly Underdown (aged six), 
Dorothy Herrod (six), Frank Mutter (eight), Harry Baker (nine), Wilfred Underdown (nine), Emily 
Phillips (ten), Maud Summers (eleven), Violet Trenchard (twelve), Emma Summers (thirteen), Elsie 
Underdown (fourteen) and Johnny Summers who borrowed this book three times between the ages of 
eight, nine and ten. 
The nineteen juveniles who borrowed Day Dreams were Bessie Williams (five), and Joy Mutter (six), 
Dolly Underdown (six), Ruby Littley (seven), Dorothy Herrod (seven), Gwendoline Underdown 
(seven), Johnny Summers (eight), Arthur Williams (eight), Charles Baker (nine), Wilfred Underdown 
(nine), Alwyn Underdown (ten), Beatrice Underdown (eleven), Lily Lake (eleven), Charlie 
Pennington (eleven), Alice Phillips (eleven), Emily Phillips (eleven), Ivy Williams (twelve), Tom Pike 
(twelve) and Frank Mutter (thirteen). In addition, Day Dreams was also borrowed by Arthur 
Pennington at the age oftwenty. 
64 The category ofjuvenile literature here referred to was made up of the fiction ofW.H. G. Kingston, 
RM. Ballantyne, G.A. Henty, Julia Horatia Ewing, CharlotteYonge and Jessie Fothergill and of the 
following individual titles: Fur Coats and Feathered Frocks (1892), Day Dreams (n.d.), Three Giants 
and Other Stories (1887), The Children's Hour (n.d.), The Children's Garland (1875), True Annals oj 
Fairyland (1909), Talesjrom Hans Christian Andersen (n.d.) andAesop's Fables (n.d.). The 
proportion of juvenile fiction lent to adults may have been higher than the figure calculated since only 
loans of works identified as juvenile literature have been included here. Although the latter two titles 
were also suited to an adult readership they have been included as they contained short fiction similar 
to that in Croker'S Fairy Tales, discussed in chapter 3. 
-----_. ----------_._--_.------- --- -------_._._--------­
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whatever they could find through lack of choice. The reading population of Southleigh 
was, as stated above, still relatively young and this may also explain the general 
popularity of juvenile literature with adult readers.65 Interestingly, the fiction of 
W.H.G. Kingston, R.M. Ballantyne, G.A. Henty and Charlotte Yonge and the 
sophisticated Tales from Hans Christian Andersen were favoured over more infantile 
literature such as Fur Coats and Feathered Frocks, Day Dreams, Three Giants, The 
Children's Hour, True Annals ofFairyland and The Children's Garland, suggesting a 
youthful interest rather than childish tastes. Varying levels of literacy among the 
members of the village may also explain the inconsistencies in the ages of the 
borrowers of juvenile books.66 
Some of the reader profiles reveal a kind of serendipitous reading of canonical, popular 
or juvenile literature. For example, during her early twenties Kate Collier, the daughter 
of a labourer, borrowed works by Jane Austen, R.M. Ballantyne, Evelyn Everette 
Green, Mark Twain, Katherine Tynan and Charlotte Y onge. Elizabeth Sharp, wife of a 
gamekeeper in her early forties, likewise borrowed canonical texts and titles of a more 
popular nature and appears to have roamed freely among the library stock. In addition 
to three novels by Dickens and a volume ofpoetry by Longfellow, she borrowed four 
novels by R. M. Ballantyne, H. Melville's Holmby House, Stables' From Greenland's 
65 Another possible explanation is that a number of adult users ofthe Southleigh library borrowed 
juvenile literature on behalf of their children or for younger siblings. However, as pupils at the 
Southleigh school, the majority of children of reading age had easy access to the library and did in fact 
borrow texts themselves. 
66 Speaking of the period 1896 to 1913, Christopher Baggs cautions us that even by this late period 'it 
is easy to overlook the fact that many members ofthe working class were still only just coming to 
terms with the three Rs'; "Well Done, Cymmer Workmen!' The Cymmer collieries workmen's 
library, 1893-1920', in Llafur Vo1.5, No.3 (1990), pp.20-27. 
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Icy Mountains, Charlotte Yonge's The Dove in the Eagle's Nest, Katherine Tynan's 
Adventures ofthe Alicia and other titles such as The Blacklewel and Minnie's Love. 67 
The most popular of the canonical novelists was Dickens who was borrowed a total of 
forty-five times and Scott who was borrowed a total of twenty-three. Borrowing 
figures for individual titles however were low, the most popular work of Dickens being 
David Copperfield, borrowed a total of eleven times by seven different readers (two of 
whom were consecutive teachers at the school) while Scott's most popular title, 
Woodstock, was loaned on only four occasions to four different readers (two ofwhom 
were the Reverend Buckley and his wife). Given the low borrowing figures for the 
novels of Dickens and the even lower figures for those of Scott, it is likely that the 
Southleigh library did contain at least some of these authors' other works which do not 
appear in the borrowing register. Of the remaining canonical works lent from the 
library, Uncle Tom's Cabin appears to have been the most popular, being loaned a 
total oftwelve times to eleven different readers. In terms of aggregate borrowing 
figures, however, it was non-canonical women writers who dominated. Evelyn 
Everette Green's novels were borrowed a total of fifty-one times during this period 
with the Fiery Chariot and The Wooing of Val being loaned on a total of nineteen and 
fourteen occasions respectively while Katherine Tynan's Adventures ofAlicia was 
borrowed twenty times and her Fortune's Fav()urite eighteen times. 
67 The remaining identified works borrowed by Elizabeth Sharp include three works ofgeography­
Lennard's Leader (1890), Towards Pretoria (1900) and In the Vine Country (1893) - one work of 
history (Days ofBruce, 1852), one biography (A Forgotten Hero, n.d.), and seven further works of 
fiction; Otterburn Chase (1898), From Playground to Battlefield (1901), Under the Blue Flag (1882), 
The Ship's Adventure (1901), Pirate's Creek (1883), Bernard Hamilton (1880), Will Trahair's 
Friends (1888) and Nick of the Woods (n.d.). 
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The borrowing records ofthe clergy and those of the schoolmistresses boosted the 
figures for canonical literature. In 1908 Miss Goodspeed, mistress of the Southleigh 
school, bOlTowed eight of Dickens' novels in seven months. Mrs Buckley, the 
Reverend Buckley's wife, borrowed seven over the period of a year, while Kate 
Letten, a later mistress of the school, borrowed two in the five months fi.-om April 
1909. Other than these three borrowers, only one other adult parishioner, Elizabeth 
Sharp (then in her mid-forties), borrowed any ofDickens' novels. This reader 
borrowed three during a six month period.68 The same is also true of the fourteen 
novels by Scott which were loaned a combined total of twenty-three times. Of these, 
Mrs Buckley borrowed four (Count Robert ofParis, Fair Maid ofPerth, Peveril of 
the Peak and Woodstock) between 17 February 1907 and 22 May 1908, her husband 
the Reverend Buckley borrowed one (The Bride ofLammermoor) on 16 May 1909 
while his successor the Reverend Bowman, borrowed two (Kenilworth on 21 
November 1913 and Woodstock on 27 November 1913). Only one other adult reader, 
Mrs Pennington, borrowed more than one of Scott's novels, these being Count Robert 
ofParis and The Fair Maid ofPerth, loaned to this borrower on 11 September and 4 
December 1910 respectively. 69 
6& Four juveniles also borrowed titles by Dickens. Johnny Summers, whose father was an agriCUltural 
labourer, borrowed two ofthe novels (DaVid Copperfield and The Old Curiosity Shop) a total of three 
times. Summers was ten years old when he borrowed David Copperfield (March 1909) and The Old 
Curiosity Shop for the first time, and thirteen years old when he borrowed The Old Curiosity Shop for 
the second. Interestingly, Johnny's sister, Maud Summers, borrowed David Copperfield twice in April 
1909 when aged thirteen. Earlier, in January 1908, she borrowed Little Dorrit. Frank Mutter, whose 
father Tom was also an agricultural labourer, borrowed David Copperfield on two occasions, once 
during 1909 and once during 1912 when aged thirteen. Mutter also borrowed The Old Curiosity Shop 
and A Tale of Two Cities. During October and December 1909 when aged fourteen, Ivy Williams, 
whose father Tom was a farmer, borrowed Little Dorrit, The Old Curiosity Shop and Our Mutual 
Friend. 
69 Ofthe younger borrowers, Clara Pinney borrowed s~x titles - Heart ofMid Lothian, Ivanhoe, Old 
Mortality, Quentin Durward, Rob Roy and The Talisman - between 8 January and 12 August 1911 
-----..-._ ..------- --.---_. __ . __._------ . 
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Poetry 
The second most popular genre with young borrowers was poetry (approximately 10% 
ofloans to juveniles); see table lOeb). It was less popular with adults ranking in only 
fifth place for men and in only sixth for women. This category contained a number of 
juvenile texts such as March Hares and Their Friends, Songs for the Nursery, New 
Rhymes For You and Me, Nursery Lyrics, Nursery Rhymes, Rhymes for You and Me 
and Golden Numbers, which were borrowed almost exclusively by young borrowers 
and accounted for forty-six ofthe tota1126 loans from this category.70 However, some 
young readers borrowed other texts. In particular the poetical works of Tennyson 
(seven loans), Coleridge (one) and E.B. Browning (two) which the adults did not take 
out. This may be because school pupils had to read poetry aloud to pass certain 
standards in reading. 
Despite the low borrowing figures however, the profiles of a number of adult 
borrowers are interesting. A number ofworking-class autobiographers said that they 
pursued cultural or educational programmes of reading for short periods of time, 
before returning to read fictional texts. It seems that this pattern is repeated by three of 
the four adults who borrowed more than one text from the category ofpoetry - Ethel 
Clode, Mrs Herrod, John Summers, and Elsie Gardner. Clade, the seventeen year old 
daughter of an agricultural labourer and a former pupil of the Southleigh school, 
borrowed the poetical works ofBrowning, Chaucer, Longfellow and Hemans in quick 
when aged thirteen to fourteen years. George Trenchard borrowed three -Ivanhoe, Rob Roy and 
Woodstock - between 12 December 1909 and 20 March 1910, when twelve years old. 
70 Ofthe children's poetry available, only two titles, March Hares and Their Friends and NurselY 
Rhymes, were lent to adults, on one occasion each. 
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succession during the month of August 1907 and then returned to a volume by 
Chaucer in October 1907. Afternards she borrowed a number of fictional works, 
predominantly novels. Similarly, Mrs Herrod, the wife of a bailiff, borrowed a vollll11e 
of poetry by Wordsworth in February 1909 and a week later a volume by Longfellow, 
followed by Browning and Tennyson.71 Summers did the same and borrowed the 
poetry of Longfellow, Wordsworth and Hemans in quick succession immersing himself 
in this particular genre for a while.72 Gardner's pattern was not as well defined as the 
other readers (Burn's Songs, the poetical works of Wordsworth and Scott) however 
she had been educated at a private school in Colyton which may explain her taste for 
bon-owing the canonical poets.73 
Religion 
More women and girls borrowed religious works than men and boys (approximately 
5% to females, less than 2% to males). Girls borrowed the most accounting for almost 
6% of all loans to this group. Boys borrowed slightly more than their elders. The most 
popular work was Dawn ofDay borrowed fifteen times followed by Clary's 
Confirmation, bOlTowed thirteen times. Both of these texts were loaned to adult and 
71 Prior to this Herrod borrowed four volumes offiction (Otterburn Chase, The WOOing of Val, John 
Halifax and Robinson Crusoe). In total Herrod borrowed a total oftwenty different titles from 1909 to 
1913. However, other than Elizabeth Gaskell's Mary Barton and Burn's songs, Herrod did not borrow 
any other works which can be considered as either classical or canonical. In terms ofadolescent 
literature, however, she did borrow Ballantyne's Ungava. The remaining titles borrowed by Herrod 
were The Post Woman, Pictorial Tour ofthe World, Five Years in Madagascar, In Cloister Qnd Court, 
Fortune's Favourite, Minnie's Love, Rose Island, TheFiery Chariot and one further title which is 
illegible. 
72 After these four consecutive loans Summers was issued with Our Insect Allies (27 March 1910), 
The Great World's Farm (24 April 1910) and the poetry ofWordsworth (24 June 1910). 
73 An entry in the school logbook dated 23 September 1902 reads 'Elsie Gardner, a standard IV girl, 
left this school to go to a private school at Colyton'; school logbook, op.cit., pp.307-308. By 1909 
when she appears in the register, she would therefore have been over the age of fifteen. 
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juvenile readers, although Clary's Confirmation was loaned to nine girls, one woman 
and one man but no boys.74 This is somewhat surprising since both boys and girls 
would have been preparing for this religious rite. In addition to overtly religious works 
the library contained a number of titles which bore the imprint of a religious society or 
association. Therefore while the borrowing for religious texts was relatively low 
(accounting for under 4% oftotalloans), if these additional thirty-nine titles are 
included approximately 20% of loans were of either an implicitly or explicitly religious 
nature. 
Factual Texts 
The third most popular category in the Southleigh library was the joint one ofhistorical 
and biographical works (101 loans). Over the entire period, seventeen works of 
biography were consulted a total of fifty-nine times and fifteen works ofhistory a total 
offOliy-two. The most popular were a biography of General Gordon (1833-85) and an 
unidentified volume entitled A Forgotten Hero, followed by Crown and Sceptre.75 
Although the aggregate borrowing figures for the remaining texts belonging to these 
genres are low, it is interesting to find that texts belonging to the categories of 
biography and history were more popular with adult than with juvenile readers. 
74 One reader borrowed this text on three occasions. 
75 The first ofthese texts was borrowed nine times, the other two eight times each. Six titles with the 
words 'a forgotten hero' have been identified. Judging by publication date, it has been possible to 
narrow the choice ofpossible titles to two - The Quest ojJohn Chapman: the story ojaJorgotten 
hero (published by Macmillan in 1904) and Not For Him: the story oja Jorgotten hero (published by 
J.F.Shawin 1883). 
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As a combined percentage, works from these two genres accounted for almost a 
quarter of all loans to men and for over 12% ofthose to women. This difference 
between the sexes is also apparent among the younger readers, accounting for just over 
5% of the loans made to boys but for only 1% of those to girls. The most popular title 
among women readers, A Forgotten Hero, was borrowed a total of eight times by this 
group and only twice by boys. Why this book should have been popular with women 
but not with boys is not clear. In general, when women did borrow works of a 
biographical nature, they favoured works dealing with female rather than male figures 
- Joan the Maid being borrowed four times,· Child-life and Girlhood ofRemarkable 
Women three times and The Life ofAgnes Strickland and Queen Victoria being 
bOlTowed once each by this group of readers. Likewise, when men or boys took out 
biographical works they chose those dealing with male rather than female figures, for 
example the biography of Henry Morton Stanley and a work entitled Heroes ofthe 
Arctic were bOlTowed three times each by boys. The biographies of King Edward, 
Alfred the Great and a work entitled The Boldness ofa Great King were also 
borrowed once each by boys. Neither the men nor the boys borrowed any biographies 
ofwomen, but the girls did borrow the biographies of General Gordon and Henry 
Morton Stanley (though only once each). 
While the bOlTOWing figures are too low to draw general conclusions, a few 
observations can be made. For instance, while the biography of General Gordon, the 
British soldier who came to fame commanding troops :in the defence of Shanghai 
during the Taip:ing rebellion (1850-64), was relatively popular, a book deal:ing with the 
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rebellion itself, Events in the Taiping Revolution, was borrowed on only one occasion. 
Famously General Gordon had been interviewed by W.T. Stead in the Pall Mall 
Gazette before the campaign. Stead's new journalism had made him a celebrity76 This 
was all within living memory and this may have been the reason for the popularity of 
the biography. In contrast, the biography of Wellington which had been popular with 
readers in the Kiddenninster library - when the events of the Napoleonic Wars were 
still remembered - was borrowed on only one occasion at Southleigh. 
The most popular geography title Towards Pretoria: A Record ofthe war between 
Britain and Boer can also be explained by the proximity of the events ofthe story ­
the second Boer war (1899-1902). Geography was the fourth most popular genre for 
males in general, accounting for 11% of the total loans to men and for 7% ofthose to 
boys. In common with those ofhistory and biography this genre was not quite as 
popular with female borrowers, accounting for less than 4% of all loans to women and 
for less than 3% of all loans to girls. Only three titles - Towards Pretoria, A Pictorial 
Tour ofthe World and In the Great White Land - were borrowed on more than ten 
occasions and two were borrowed more than five times: Stories From the Gorilla 
Country and Lennard's Leader; or, on the track ofthe Emin ReliefExpedition (1890). 
Ofthe remaining categories found in the Southleigh lending library, only science was 
borrowed a significant number oftimes; twenty titles were loaned on ninety occasions. 
This genre commanded over 8% of the total loans to boys, under 5% of those to girls, 
76See 'The End of General Gordon' in Lytton Strachey, Eminent Victorians, Cardinal Manning, 

Florence Nightingale, Dr. Arnold, General Gordon, New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons (1918). 
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just over 4% ofthose to women and under 2% ofthose to men. A book entitled The 
Zoo was the most popular title with young readers but was not borrowed by any of the 
adults. Of the remaining nineteen titles, it is interesting to find that the six titles 
belonging to the Story ofSeries ... (1895/99) published by George Newnes were 
borrowed by pupils at the Southleigh school while titles such as The Beauties of 
Nature, Naturalist Voyage Around the World, were generally favoured by adults. 
Conclusion 
Despite the modest size of the Southleigh village library, the two most popular 
categories of fiction and poetry contained a number ofworks which catered for 
particular groups of readers. Young children were provided with titles such as Fur 
Coats and Feathered Frocks and Songs for the Nursery while older boys and girls 
could find the novels ofW.R.G. Kingston, R.M. Ballantyne, G.A Renty, Julia Horatia 
Ewing and Charlotte Y onge in the library. Adolescent and adult borrowers in general 
were also catered for as a number of titles by authors such as Walter Besant, Wilkie 
Collins, Charles Dickens, Evelyn Everette Green, Matilda Anne Planche, Walter Scott, 
Mrs Beecher Stowe, and Katherine Tynan formed a considerable portion of the library 
stock. In addition, volumes ofpoetry from the Romantic and Victorian periods offered 
readers a collection of titles which in terms oftheir cultural range were broader than 
those on offer in the two libraries of Kidderminster and Huddersfield. Other genres in 
the library, such as those ofbiography and history or arts and crafts also covered a 
range of topics and included both juvenile and adult literature. 
-------------------------------------------_.­
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In fact, it is significant to fmd that at the beginning of the twentieth century a village 
library serving a population of only 196 villagers boasted a stock containing over 300 
titles. While the earlier libraries held more - in 1855 the Kidderminster Municipal 
Library held 364 and in 1858 the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute held 572 
- they both served the population of a town. Changes in the publishing industry and 
the general trend towards lower priced books, which accelerated from the 1890s 
onwards, are reflected in the content of the library which included titles belonging to 
some of the cheaper series. Similarly, the number of actual borrowers - over 50% of 
the village population - and the high percentage ofloans for fiction (over 70%) are 
indicative of the spread of literacy and the growth of leisure reading among the 
working class. 
We might expect the study of a small village library like Southleigh to show differences 
in reading ability between the generations. Certainly a significantly higher proportion of 
loans were made to readers between the ages often and twenty-five. Due to the poor 
schooling in Southleigh prior to 1900, pupils ofthe later period (1907 to 1914) were 
very often the only members of a family who used the library. Indeed of the forty-eight 
readers whose adult borrowing patterns have been analysed, only six were the parents 
of current pupils. 
In terms ofborrowing patterns, there were as many similarities as there were 
differences between the various groups of borrowers and very few of the titles 
appealing in the borrowing book were lent exclusively to either adult or to juvenile 
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readers. The limited size of the library stock was naturally one of the causes ofthis 
trend but it was certainly not the only one. The only genre in which clearly defined 
demarcations between the borrowing ofvarious groups occurred was that ofbiography 
which was stratified according to sex not age.· That titles such as Joan the Maid, 
Childhood and Girlhood ofRemarkable Women, The Life ofAgnes Strickland and 
Queen Victoria were lent exclusively to women and girls shows that titles which 
clearly identified their biographical subjects as female influenced reader choice.77 
Borrowers' profiles also suggest that there were significant differences in literacy levels 
even within one school cohort. The improved situation after 1900 is reflected by the 
high number of pupil borrowers, yet varying levels of literacy were still to be found as 
a number of adults and adolescents borrowed the same texts as children. For some 
readers this anomaly can be attributed to the limited size of the library stock, but for 
others, like Arthur Pennington, it was the result oftheir schooling. This observation is 
supported by the evidence of the different borrowing patterns of those educated 
outside the village which show that they appropriated the library stock in different 
ways and borrowed more canonical authors. 
Nevertheless, the borrowing register presents a staggering testimony to the pace at 
which reading itself had become established as a leisure activity among the labouring 
and working-class population ofBngland. Frequent users of the Southleigh library 
borrowed canonical and educational works in tandem with popular, adolescence and 
77 This statement is not meant to imply that works of a biographical nature are aimed at members of 
the same sex as the subject, but that this factor played a part in borrower choice in Southleigh library. 
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juvenile ones. For such readers, the printed word clearly fOlmed an important part of 
their lives and, as the borrowing figures indicate, books had become a part ofhome 
life. The following chapter traces the ascendancy ofleisure reading through the 
cOlTespondence pages of popular journals and examines the habits of readers who 
turned to canonical and educational texts as a means of study, and to popular ones as a 
means ofrelaxation. 
• 
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Chapter 6 
New Sources of Reading Habits and Reading Experiences: 

'Answers to Correspondents' in the Family Herald, Reynolds' Newspaper and the 

London Journal, 1860 to 1900 

Introduction 
The coming of the penny weekly journal, the popular Sunday newspaper and the 
introduction of the penny post in the 1840s, brought with them a new publishing 
phenomenon, namely the 'Answers to COlTespondents'. These sections of the popular 
weeklies, which were devoted to answering or discussing any query or topic raised by 
readers' letters, enable the reading practices and experiences of the working classes 
who left no conscious record of their reading to be examined. The evidence presented 
here provides a means of contrasting the reading experiences of the autobiographers 
with some of their contemporaries and allows the gap between the former source and 
the statistics regarding library borrowing records, to be bridged. The unusual nature of 
the reading experiences revealed through the answers make this unique source a 
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particularly valuable one. This chapter shows how they can be used to explore both the 
specific and the general reading experiences of cornmon readers. Although it focuses 
upon the answers to correspondents in three publications - the Family Herald 
(1842), the London Journal (1845) and Reynolds ' Newspaper (1850) - for the period 
1860 to 1900, it indicates an area where further research is needed. 
The nature of the answers to correspondents and of the reading experience brought 
about by them is considered first. Following this, the topics discussed in these answers 
are analysed in order to ascertain how many refer to reading matter. Those which do, 
are then examined in greater detail. A statistical analysis reveals general changes in 
reading tastes and habits, while a final study ofthe specific reading experiences shows 
how the evidence provided here complements that of other sources. 
The nature of the source 
Sales figures, contemporary observation and internal evidence indicate that Reynolds' 
Newspaper, the Family Herald and the London Journal all drew their readership from 
the expanding lower-middle and working classes during the latter half of the nineteenth 
century. Founded by G.W.M. Reynolds in May 1850 as a Chartist organ, Reynolds' 
Newspaper was published under various titles until January 1967.' Likewise, the 
Family Herald enjoyed a long life being published for almost a century, from 
December 1842 to Apri11940, while the London Journal, founded in 1845, was 
, The various titles and dates ofthis publication are as follows: Reynolds' Weekly Newspaper (May 

1850 to February 1851); Reynolds' Newspaper (March 1851 to January 1923); Reynolds' News 

(February 1923 to September 1924); Reynolds' Illustrated News (September 1924 to February 1936); 
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published until 1912.2 Although it is difficult to establish exact sales figures, it is 
evident that all three publications maintained a wide circulation for most of this period. 
From the start, Reynolds' Newspaper, along with Lloyd's Illustrated London 
Newspaper, the News a/the World and the Weekly Times, was cheaper than the 
national dailies or political weeklies and its low price attracted an estimated readership 
of 300,000 in the 1860s.3 In the first few years ofpublication the Family Herald sold 
an estimated 125,000 copies per week and this level of distribution appears to have 
been sustained throughout the latter half of the nineteenth centUly. 4 For example, an 
article of 1894 states 'Such papers as the Family Herald, depending entirely on fiction 
... seem to have greatly extended their circulation', while an advert of 1901 contains 
the following quote taken from the Illustrated London News: 'The Family Herald, that 
joy of tens of thousands of innocent English households,.5 The publisher's own claim: 
The combined circulation of the Family Herald, Family Herald 
Supplement, Happy Hour and One-Story Magazine, as certified by an 
eminent fmn of Chartered Accountants, amounts to an average of300,000 
copies weekly 
does not, therefore, appear to be a great exaggeration.6 In common with the above, the 
London Journal was one of the most popular mass-circulation periodicals, achieving 
an estimated circulation of350,000 in 1858.7 
Reynolds' News (March 1936 to August 1944); Reynolds' News and Sunday Citizen (August 1944 to 
1962); Sunday Citizen (September 1962 to January 1967). 
2 In common with Reynolds' Newspaper the London Journal also went under various names, the dates 
and titles ofwhich are as follows: London Journal and Weekly Record ofLiterature, Science and Art 
(March 1845 to April 1906); New London Journal (May 1906); London Journal (May 1909 to January 
1912). 
3 See Virginia Stewart Berridge, 'Popular Sunday Papers and Mid-Victorian Society', op.cit., pp.247­
64. 

4 Amy Cruse, The Victorians and Their Reading, op.cit., p.124. 

5 Joseph Ackland, 'Elementary Education and the Decay of Literature', op.cit., pA21; and The 

Newspaper Press DirectOlY, No.56, London: C.Mitchell and Co. (1901), p.341. 

6 The Newspaper Press Directory, No.60, London: C.Mitchell and Co. (1905), p.553. 
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Contemporary observation, that Reynolds' Newspaper, the Family Herald and the 
London Journal were read by members of the 'Unknown Public', is confirmed by these 
figures and by internal evidence. Through its blend of political radicalism (albeit mild) 
and popular sensationalism, Reynolds' Newspaper appealed to a readership made up of 
members of the lower-middle and working classes, ranging from the older skilled 
artisans to the labouring poor and from old grass-root supporters of the Chartist 
movement to the members of the new trade unions. Information taken from the 
answers to correspondents in the Family Herald and the London Journal (both of 
which contained serialised and whole fictional stories) similarly suggests that their 
readers were not autodidacts, autobiographers, or future political leaders but small 
shopkeepers, domestic servants, factory workers, clerks and members of the armed 
forces; female as well as male readers. As a result, additional information contained in 
the answers to cOlTespondents can be used to ascertain the interests of a significant 
group of common readers and to compare the readership of the three publications. 
The overwhelming popularity of answers to correspondents in the second half of the 
nineteenth century is shown by the sheer number of communications received each 
week by various journals and newspapers. For example, Virginia Berridge has 
estimated that the Weekly Times alone was receiving an average of 167 questions per 
week in 1886, while in 1870, the editor of the Family Herald indicated that he was in 
7 This figure is quoted in Richard Altick's The English Common Reader, op.cit., p.394 and is taken 
from an address by Henry Brougham, Transactions ofthe National Association for the Promotion of 
Social Science (1858), p.36. 
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receipt of roughly 200 letters per week.8 The launch ofAnswers (1888) by Northcliffe, 
a weekly devoted entirely to 'Answers to Correspondents on Every Subject Under the 
Sun', also testifies to this. Despite the sheer volume of enquires, a genuine attempt was 
made to answer all correspondence as quickly and as accurately as possible. If 
communications received had not been answered in a few days of their receipt 
enquirers were informed that their query would either be answered in the following 
edition or that it had been 'handed to those who may be able to reply' 9 Evidence from 
Reynolds' Newspaper also shows that when no answer was received in an acceptable 
time limit correspondents repeated their question and, as long as they abided by the 
rules, sending 'their full name and address as a guarantee ofgood faith', were obliged 
with an answer. 10 
Despite their evident popularity, answers to correspondents have never been the 
subject of serious research. This may be because they are belittled in contemporary 
surveys of popular periodicals as containing useless information, thus deterring the 
researcher, although it is more likely they have been overlooked because of their very 
nature. 11 Not only are they a unique publishing phenomenon, but a rather curious one. 
Unlike the 'Letters to the Editor', this section was made up entirely of answers, 
preceded by the correspondent's signature or pseudonym, while the letters which had 
prompted these replies remained unpublished. The replies themselves vary in length 
g Virginia Berridge 'Popular Sunday Papers and :MJd-Victorian Society', op. cit., p.252; Family 
Herald, Vol.XXVIII, No.1433 (8 October 1870), p.364. 
9 For example, see Reynolds' Newspaper, No.1536 (18 January 1880), p.4 and NO.2626 (9 December 
1900), p.4. 
10 Reynolds' Newspaper, No.2578 (7 January 1900), p.4. 
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and in clarity. Generally, a handful are answered with a small paragraph, a larger 
number by one or two sentences, and even more by short phrases or a few words. As a 
result, many of these replies do not make much sense to the casual reader. 
The most logical explanation for the fOlmat of these pages, that the intended audience 
of each answer was the enquiring correspondent only, does not hold true upon further 
inspection. Firstly, certain topics in these seemingly personal answers were thrown 
open to the opinions or knowledge of other readers. For example, in response to a 
query 'AM.B.' received the following answer: 12 
We are unable, of our own knowledge to afford the desired infonnation. 
To assist you however we publish your want, in the hope that some one of 
our readers may satisfy you. The following is the first verse of a poem, of 
which our Correspondent is anxious to know the title and name of the 
author: 
'Do you know you have asked for the costliest thing 

Ever made by the hand ofGod 

A woman's heart, and a woman's soul, 

And a woman's marvellous love.' 

Similarly, those enquiring about a subject which had previously been answered were 
often told so, rather than given an answer themselves. For example, in Reynolds' 
Newspaper 'N.K. ofLiverpool' was informed that 'We have already replied to a 
similar question,' while in the Family Herald 'M.B.' was told: J3 
we have repeatedly answered similar inquiries. Perhaps once in every five 
or six months the question crops up and we answer it afresh. You must 
have forgotten to keep a close watch on our Correspondence columns. 
11 For examples, see Anon. 'The Byways ofLiterature' , Black'vvood's Magazine Vol.LXXXIV (1858), 
pp.2l0-11; and Wilkie Collins 'The Unknown Public', op.cit. 
12 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXV, No.2995 (15 September 1900), p.316. 
13 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 2578 (7 January 1900), p.4; Family Herald, Vol.LXXXV, No.2977 (13 
May 1900), p.28. 
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In both cases, the implication is that these readers should have paid attention earlier. 
Indeed by means of an answer to their query, many were referred not only to previous 
articles, but to previous answers in earlier issues - a somewhat cumbersome way of 
gaining information although, as discussed below, an early marketing tool. 
The editors of these pages, it appears, were essentially making two assumptions about 
the reading habits of their journals' audience. Firstly, they believed that the majOlity 
would actually read the published answers. In an advert for the Family Herald which 
ran in Mitchell's Newspaper Press Directory from 1867 to 1900, the Saturday Review 
was quoted as stating that in the Family Herald, 'The Answers to Correspondents 
cannot be fictitious, a romance and a life history being embodied in almost every one of 
them' .14 That these pages warranted a mention in an article examining the magazine's 
general character and that this quote was then used by the proprietors in an advelt for 
the magazine, implies that these pages were seen as attractive reading matter, or as a 
main component of the journal itself The second assumption was that readers kept old 
issues and could easily refer back to previous answers as well as articles. In Reynolds' 
Newspaper correspondents were even provided with detailed instructions for making a 
file of the newspaper: 15 
To make a file of this newspaper adopt either of the following plans: (1) 
Fold the numbers in four breath wise, lay them on each other in order of 
dates, and pass a buckled strap round the pack; or (2) get a thin smooth 
14 This quotation first appears in The Newspaper Press Directory, No.22, London: C.Mitchell, (1867), 
p.174 
15 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 2610 (19 August 1900), p.4. While keeping back issues of magazines is 
also a present day assumption, the idea that readers would re-read previous answers and file their old 
newspapers is a more curious one. 
'. 
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board (or a millboard or strawboard) the size of the page ofpaper, punch 
four holes about lin. from back edge of board, make four corresponding 
holes towards the back ofyour fIrst number ofReynolds's for the year, 
then lace a piece of good sized twine in and out through board and 
number, and tie ends in a bow behind board so as to secure the newspaper 
to the board. Do the same with each weeks number as you get it, and at the 
end of the year you will have an annual file of the paper easy to stowaway 
and handy to refer to. This latter is a plan very usually adopted. 
The editors' assumptions do not appear to be unfounded. In these pages, readers 
conesponded with one another (via the editor), debated the occasional running theme, 
advised each other, or commented upon previous answers. For example, one using the 
pseudonym 'A SAUCY MINX' was told 'We are sure 'AB.C.' will be glad you liked 
and thoroughly agreed with her letter' regarding suitors. 16 In Reynolds' Newspaper the 
correspondence columns also acted as a medium for exchanging second-hand books or 
gaining literary texts. For example 'Mr 1. Noss' was told that if he were to 'send a 
stamped directed envelope to Mrs. Donovan of38, Pendray, Neath, South Wales that 
Mrs. Donovan will fonvard Mr. Oscar Wilde's poem 'Each One Kills the Thing He 
Loves. ,,17 As the above suggests, the answers were not the personalised reading matter 
they appeared to be upon fIrst glance. They were open to, and indeed intended for, 
mass consumption. 
The second assumption, that some readers kept their old issues, also appears to have 
been true. For example, in January 1900 the following answer appeared: 
JAMIE HILL sends us an extract from the Family Herald written in 1850, 
prospectively on the last half ofthe century, and particularly on its end, 
when the writer imagines 'some of the grey-headed men and women of 
16 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXIV, NO.2971 (31 March 1900), p.348. 

17 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 2590 (1 April 1900), pA. 
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that epoch remembering these words.' Our Correspondent does remember 
the words 
and, has evidently recently re-read them. 18 Other answers indicate that old issues were 
kept and referred to for common as well as commemorative reasons. For example, in 
issue number 1,171 of the Family Herald, 'Ronald ofthe Rath and Spa Waters' was 
informed that the recipes for skin which he sought were contained in issue number 526, 
while a substantial number of other readers were directed towards issues containing 
various articles on subjects as diverse as photography, deafuess and marriage 
proposals. 19 A number of the very short answers simply state 'see number n', also 
suggesting that many of these replies were to straightforward questions asking in 
which issue particular articles might be found. The readers of Reynolds' Newspaper 
also appear to have consulted back issues and if they had not kept a file as 
recommended by the editor were advised 'There is a file of the papers kept at the 
office, which you could consult at anytime. ,20 
Back issues ofthe Family Herald and the London Journal may, of course, have been 
kept and bought after their initial publication date because they contained serialised 
fiction. For example, in issue number 1,171 of the Family Herald 'Nelly' was advised 
the story 'Twice Married' commenced in number 1,122 and that she therefore 
'requires eleven Numbers, and they will cost ... 1 s 3d post free. ,21 Rather surprisingly, 
in order to meet this demand for back issues the proprietors of both the Family Herald 
18 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXIV, No.2961 (20 January 1900), p.188. 

19 Family Herald, Vol.XXIII , No.ll7l (7 October 1865), p.364. 

20 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 1566 (15 August 1880), p.4. 

21 Family Herald, Vol XXIII, No. 1171 (7 October 1865), p.364. 
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and the London Journal claimed that all the numbers of these publications were 
'constantly kept in print' and, in issue number 893 the Family Herald printed the 
following statemene2 
BACK NUMBERS. - In consequence of the numerous complaints from 
persons residing in the country of inability to complete their Volumes, we 
again repeat that not a single number ofthe FAMILY HERALD is ever 
out ofprint. Subscribers unable to procure back numbers through their 
Bookseller or Booksellers through their agents, may have them forwarded 
b:om our publisher through the book post as follows: 
3 numbers, Id. extra; 7 for 2d. extra; 15 for 4d. extra and 30 
for 8d. extra. A single Number costs Id. extra by post. 
Numbers 1 to 416 are twopence each; Nos. 417 to the present 
Number, One Penny each. 
Issue number one, published in December 1842, could be obtained at least eighteen 
years later in 1860. 
This attempt to accommodate subscribers also extended to overseas readers since it 
was claimed 'Wherever there is a bookseller or newsman to be found the F amity 
Herald can be obtained, no matter in what part of the world,.23 When there was no 
bookseller or newsman, personal overseas subscriptions were also catered for, 
'Inquirer in Burma' being informed in 1860 that 'monthly parts of the Family Herald 
are sent free to India by post for 14s per annum'. 24 The first edition ofReynolds' 
Newspaper (printed on Thursdays) was also expOlied and, during the Boer war, 
soldiers reading a newspaper with a pro-Boer stance appear to have caused some 
22 Family Herald, Vol. XVIII, No. 893 (7 June 1860), p.92. 

23 Family Herald, Vol. XVII, No. 873 (21 Jan 1860), p.604. 

24 Family Herald, Vol. XVIII, No. 889 (12 May 1860), p.28. 
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controversy as the editors asked readers to infOlTIl them if they knew of any case of 
Reynolds' Newspaper being forbidden in the barracks 25 
Just as the majority of overseas readers ofReynolds' Newspaper were British in origin, 
those of the F amity Herald appear to have been expatriates, such as the South African 
friend of 'B.B.S.', referred to in the following quote: 26 
We are much obliged to you for forwarding the quotation from your South 
African friend's letter, with its very gratifying compliment about the 
readableness of the F.H. from the beginning to end. We hope the copies 
you have sent out have done ten fold duty. Papers forwarded to friends 
abroad are often a great delight, and as you say, 'keep old memories green' 
While the Family Herald and the London Journal were forwarded to friends and 
family, Reynolds' Newspaper was circulated by readers attempting to spread its 
influence and posted anonymously to grateful recipients such as 'John S. Rae' who, in 
one of the answers, 'thanks the anonymous reader ofReynolds' who sends him weekly 
a number of our newspaper and desires his name and address on a post card' .27 
The answers to correspondents can therefore tell us something about the business 
practices of the publishers and the general reading habits ofthese nineteenth-century 
journal readers. Comments indicating that old volumes of periodicals could be 
purchased as new directly from the publisher, suggests that the latter texts were kept 
not only by working-class readers (as evidenced in chapter two) and by libraries (as 
shown in chapters three and four), but stockpiled by publishers in anticipation of a later 
demand. The quantity of copies kept is not known, but both the practice and the 
25 Reynolds' New~paper, No. 2596 (13 May 1900), pA & No. 2602 (24 June 1900), pA. 

26 Family Herald, Vol. LXXXIV (24 March 1900), No. 2970, p. 332 
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advertising of this fact suggest publication figures often overestimated their demand. 
This implies that weekly circulation figures could vary quite widely and that even for 
the more popular journals establishing a base of regular weekly readers was difficult. 
Significantly, it also suggests that the answers pages were used as a marketing ploy to 
build and maintain a reader base, for both recent and old volumes ofthese journals. 
The above evidence complements and adds to that given in the preceding chapters by 
indicating that the reading of old and second-hand or passed on volumes ofperiodicals 
formed a significant part of the reading habits of common readers throughout the 
second-half of the nineteenth century. It shows that horizontal exchange mechanisms 
could act not only over distances but also between readers who had in fact never met. 
Referring to the correspondence columns in Notes and Queries (1849) and their 
antiquarian chit-chat, Patrick Leary has suggested they were a Victorian analogue to 
modern day e-mail lists since they brought geographically diverse readers into contact 
with one another.28 The evidence presented here suggests that the answers to 
correspondents played a similar role for some common readers. A closer examination 
of the topics discussed in these answers highlights the number ofways in which readers 
interacted not only with one another but with the journals themselves. 
Statistical Analysis 
A statistical analysis ofthe answers contained in every other issue of all three 
publications for the years 1860, 1880 and 1900 reveals that in 1860 just over 14% (or 
27 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 2594 (29 April 1900), pA. 
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approximately one in every eight) of the answers in the Family Herald made reference 
to reading matter not contained in the Family Herald itself (see table 12 below).29 By 
1880 this figure had risen to just over 24% (approximately 1 in every 4) and by 1900 
to almost 30% (approximately 1 in every 3). The answers in Reynolds , Newspaper also 
display a similar percentage rise in references to extra reading matter. In 1860 just over 
11% (approximately 1 in every 9) of the answers referred to such material. By 1880 
this figure had risen to just over 13% (approximately 1 in every 7) and by 1900 to over 
21 % (approximately 1 in every 5). These figures indicate that as a percentage of the 
total, answers referring to reading matter increased over the entire period. 
Table 12: Total number ofanswers analysed and the percentage referring to reading matter not 
contained in the periodicals themselves. 
Date 1860 1880 1900 
Total Total % Total Total % Total Total % 
referring to referring referrin referring referring referring 
Title texts to texts g to to texts to texts to texts 
texts 
Family 1,632 231 14.1 1,773 433 24.4 417 123 29.5 
Herald 
Reynolds' 575 64 11.1 1,427 190 13.3 2,144 459 21.4 
Newspaper 
London 2,104 246 11.7 960 71 7.4 1,385 123 8.9 
Journal 
Total 4,311 541 12.7 4,160 694 16.5 3,946 705 19.2 
N.B. Due to the changing character ofthe answers to correspondents pages, as discussed below, 
personal (or lonely hearts) notices which appeared in the London Journal during 1880 have not been 
included in the count oftotal answers for that year. Likewise, with regards to Reynolds' Newspaper, 
those providing legal advice to correspondents have also been omitted from the total for the years 
1860 and 1880. These latter replies to queries are however, interesting in themselves indicating the 
increasing dominance ofprint culture over the lives of the masses and the erosion oftraditional and 
community based sources oforal information. 3o 
28 Patrick Leary, 'A Victorian Virtual Community', Victorian Review, Vol. 25, No.2 (Winter 2000), 

pp.62-79. 

29 This figure omits those answers referring to other issues ofthe periodicals under discussion. 

30 For a further discussion ofthis see David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., esp. 

pp.171-80. 
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The answers to correspondents contained in the London Journal, however, did not 
reveal the same increase over time. From a peak ofjust under 12% (or approximately 1 
in 9) in 1860 the percentage of answers referring to other reading matter fell to just 
over 7% (approximately 1 in 14) in 1880 before increasing slightly to just under 9% 
(approximately 1 in 11) in 1900. These differences can, however, be explained by three 
factors. Firstly, it is likely that the drop in referrals observed in 1880 was due to the 
fact that by this date a large portion of the correspondence pages appearing in the 
London Journal were given over to personal (or lonely hearts) notices, or to 
con'espondence of a more spicy nature. This may have acted as a deterrent to those 
wishing to ask more general questions. 3 ! By 1900 advertisements of the lonely hemis 
variety no longer appeared in the London Journal and were in fact now frowned upon 
by the editor of these pages. This may explain the slight increase in more general 
correspondence by the later date. 
Secondly, according to contemporary observers, such as Alexander Strathan, the 
journal had itself further declined in character by 1870 and the lower number of 
references to reading matter for both of the later dates in comparison to 1860, may be 
a reflection of a change in the journal's readership.32 Indeed, while references to 
outside reading matter were low for 1880, on the other hand, the number of 
correspondents asking for the editor's opinion on their handwriting was now sufficient 
to warrant a separate section in these pages devoted entirely to this issue. Under the 
3! The personal columns are themselves an interesting phenomena, reflecting the isolation faced by 
dislocated members ofthe working classes who had moved from rural to urban communities. 
32 See Alexander Strahan, 'Our Very Cheap Literature', in Contemporary Review, No.14 (1870), 
pp.439-60. 
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handwriting section, cOlTespondents received answers such as 'Fair but cramped; 
wants freedom', 'to be fashionable it must be larger and more vigorous' , or 'needs 
more practice'. 
Thirdly, compared to the other two publications, the information given to 
correspondents of the London Journal regarding reading matter was of a more general 
nature. While both the Family Herald and Reynolds' Newspaper advised readers of 
book titles, prices, publishers, their addresses and whether the works were likely to be 
found in a public library or on a second-hand bookstall, the editor of the London 
Journal often instead told cOlTespondents to see any work on the subject. This 
difference in the quality of answers provided may account for the lower number of 
correspondents requesting information regarding reading matter from the latter journal 
and for the higher number of those requesting such information from the two former 
ones. 
Neveliheless, despite the differences between the figures for the Family Herald and 
Reynolds' Newspaper and those for the London Journal, the evidence from all three 
publications indicate that a substantial percentage of correspondents were requesting 
information on printed texts, or being directed towards them in the columns of the 
correspondence pages. Furthermore, unlike those contained in other sources, these 
references are not limited by genre, supply nor literary merit, but range quite fi.-eely 
from titles such as A Dictionary ofCant and Vulgar Words (n.d.) to The Art of 
Peifumery (1855), from the 'wants' columns of daily newspapers to catalogues of 
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books on the Russian language. They include infonnation on the best dictionary to buy 
or use, discussions on classical literature and the dishonesty of advertisements which 
had duped readers. Both the quantity and quality of such answers allow a crude 
statistical analysis of changing reading patterns and uses to be made. 
Table 13(a) below provides an aggregate genre breakdown of the texts refelTed to in 
the answers for each of the periodicals during the three sampled years, while tables 
13(b) and l3(c) provide a percentage analysis of the same information. Specifically, 
table l3Cb) provides a percentage breakdown of identifiable genres for each of 
periodicals during the years 1860, 1880 and 1900, while table 13(c) provides a 
percentage breakdown of the combined aggregate genre figures for each of the 
sampled years. In order to analyse the answers refelTing to other reading matter, those 
which did were assigned to a genre classification using the following method. If only 
one text was refelTed to in an answer, the genre of the text was used to assign the 
answer to the appropriate grouping. If two texts belonging to separate genres were 
mentioned in the same answer the classification was divided between them, accounting 
for the n.S figures in tables BCa) and B(c) below.33 When more than two genres were 
referred to in the same answer, the classification was divided in accordance with the 
two most prominent groupings so as to retain the general character of the answer itself 
(for split genres see appendix D).34 
33 In order to avoid distorting the figures this was deemed to be the most appropriate method since, as 
stated above, the answers themselves varied in length. Classifying each title separately would 
therefore have resulted in the dominance of certain answers. 
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In tables 13(a) and 13( c), the category 'obtaining' indicates that an answer provided 
) 
information on how to obtain a text, but no signification as to the genre of the text 
itself. For example, the following answer to 'O.S.M.' which clearly referred to reading 
matter, falls in this category: 'if there be any work at all upon the subject, you would 
doubtless be able to procure it at Weale's bookseller, Holbom' (see appendix D, table 
J for fUliher examples). 35 Although they too are an interesting phenomenon ­
indicating that the readers of these periodicals viewed the editors ofthese pages (and 
the pages themselves) as a source of information which could help them to locate texts 
- they have, in common with those whose genre classification could not be identified, 
been omitted fi.-om the percentage analysis of the genres referred to, given in tables 
B(b) and B(c) below.36 The base figures used in calculating the percentages are, 
however, given in both tables. 
Since this analysis is offered as an exploration of the source the eight genre groupings 
used in tables 13(a), l3(b) and 13(c) are quite broad comprising periodicals, 'general 
literature, fiction, poetry, drama and song', reference works, how to books, textbooks 
and self-educators, 'economics, politics and law', religion and philosophy, ephemera 
and other factual matter. 37 Nevertheless, it is an indication of the value of these pages 
that celtain genres which did not appear in significant numbers in the sources 
considered in chapters two to five make a strong showing in this one. 
34 It was considered appropriate not to split the gemes further, since this would bring no substantial 

statistical value. 

35 Reynolds' Newspaper, No.508 (6 May, 1860), p.8. 

36 The content ofthe answers analysed in tables 13(b) and l3ec) are given in appendix D. 
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Specifically, table 13(c) indicates that as a percentage ofthe whole, ephemera 
accounted for over 10% of all references to reading matter during 1860 and for over 
5% in 1880 and 1900. Included in this category are answers to questions regarding 
placards in the street, legends on coins, printed circulars and the meaning ofletters 
such as R.S. VP. or P.P.c. appearing on cards. In addition, a large proportion of these 
answers refer the reader to the wants columns of newspapers, the employment sections 
or to catalogues ofbooks on particular subjects. As such, they indicate that locating 
printed infOlmation and books remained a problem for cormnon readers throughout the 
peli.od and support the evidence which suggests that geographical location played a 
major role in shaping reading habits. With regards to the genres discussed in the 
preceding chapters, the evidence taken from these pages also provides a number of 
interesting insights regarding the ways in which cormnon readers interacted with print 
culture itself. 
As tables 13(b) and 13(c) indicate, throughout the period as a whole, references to 
other newspapers and magazines remained substantial in all three publications, 
accounting for between 12% to 16% of those in the Family Herald, for between 6% to 
14% of those in the London Journal and for a higher proportion ofbetween 22% to 
34% for Reynolds' Newspaper. Indeed, of the total answers in Reynolds' Newspaper 
which refer to reading matter, this category represents the single largest genre for the 
entire period. 
37 For this reason, the figures given here differ from those provided in Teresa Gerrard, 'New Methods 

in the History of Reading: Answers to Correspondents in Family Herald, 1860-1900', Publishing 
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Interestingly, both readers' comments, contained in, and the actual answers provided, 
were often critical of other newspapers and their political stance. For example, one 
answer from Reynolds 's Newspaper agreed with the correspondent 'Ferdinand Week 
ofNorwich' that 'some of the unscrupulous Jingo journals which are now being 
published in this country are a disgrace to civilisation. ,38 In their reactions to such 
texts, a number ofautobiographers also indicate that increased exposure to a wider 
variety ofnewspapers and of the political bias therein made them aware of the 
differences between varying types of publications. For example, referring to four 
publications used to practice shorthand, C.H. Rolph (b.190 1, pub. 197 4) notes that 
John Bull was 'successful scandal-mongering' while, referring to his grandmother's 
reading practises, suggests that although she 'knew a bit about contemporary public 
affairs ... it seemed mainly to have been absorbed, and was exclusively expressed, in 
the kind of cliches and catch-phrases with which the Northcliffe Press was newly 
nourishing a readership that could be satisfied or fobbed offwith outlines and jeering 
witticisms,.39 Where political opinions were voiced a number of later autobiographers 
also suggest they did not accept them without question. For example, although George 
Elson (b.1833, pub. 1900) noted that before the age of twenty-one his reading of the 
News ofthe World aroused 'thoughts and feelings of patriotism ... within me, creating 
a sympathy for, and a desire to be of service to, the wronged and oppressed in all 
countries', the later Tom Thomas (b. 1902, pub. 1977) recalled:40 
History, VoLXLII, No.IO (1998), pp.53-70. 

38 Reynolds' Newspaper, No. 2622 (11 November 1900), p.4. 

39 C.B. Rolph, London Paritculars, op.cit., pp.85 & p.122. 

40 George Elson, The Last Days, op.cit., p.209; Tom Thomas, 'A Propertyless Theatre for the 
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I became a socialist, an emotional and ill-formed one, quite early in life 
because of the influence ofmy grandmother who was an Ulster Unionist, 
and of her Daily Mail, which was the only newspaper that came into our 
house. I read it each day from the age of seven or eight. Disgust turned to 
loathing as I read the campaigns which it ran against the reforms which the 
Liberal govemment of Mr Asquith was introducing ... The proposal to pay 
a pension of 5s. a week to persons of 70 who had actually not contributed 
a single penny to the cost of providing it, was an almost criminal act in the 
Mail's eyes, a loosening of the moral fibre ofthe nation. In the same issue I 
would read fulsome descriptions of countly house parties, presentation 
paIties, etc. The clothes worn and the meals eaten received the full flunkey 
treatment. I was nauseated by such selfishness. 
Refeni.ng to the reporting of the Boer war and of opposition to it, T.A. Jackson 
(b.1879, t.s. c1952) also notes 'how easily Tory gangs could be mobilised to attack not 
only Radical meetings ... and the homes of those known to be 'pro Boers", stating: 
'The Daily Mail played a scandalous part in all but openly inciting those mob violences. 
It took care that anything in the way of a demonstration, big or little, got what was for 
them the 'right' sort of publicity, and they wrote up the riots when they occurred in a 
humorous vein as evidencing a good, healthy British 'spirit of fun!" .41 
Significantly, for both the Family Herald and Reynolds) Newspaper the number of 
titles being recommended to readers or to which they were directed for information 
Propertyless Class', History Workshop Journal, No.4 (Autumn 1977), pp.113-127, p.113. 
41 T.A. Jackson, 'Solo Trumpet', op.cit., p.20. 
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also increased over the period. Where 'see local paper' sufficed for the two fOlIDer 
sample years, references to a number of specific_publications are found during the latter 
with, for example, answers directing the correspondents more specifically to the Stamford 
Mercury, Yorkshire Post and the Preston Guardian by 1900. In accordance with the 
growth in the number of available titles and efforts to provide a qualitative 
Table 13(a): Aggregate genre breakdown oftexts referred to in the answers to correspondents pages ofthe Family 
Herald, Reynolds' Newspaper and the London Journal. 
Table 13(b): Aggregate genre breakdo\"'/ll oftex.ts referred to in the answers to correspondents pages ofthe Family 
Herald, Reynolds' Neyvspaper and tile London Journal, ex.pressed as a percentage. 
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infonnation service, a greater diversity of periodical publications in general were also 
refelTed to in the answers from 1900, examples ranging from The Lady's Pictorial to 
The Animals Friend. 
In comparison to Reynolds' Newspaper, however, references to works belonging to 
the combined category of fiction, poetry, general literature, drama and song formed the 
single largest group for the entire period for the London Journal (almost 25% in 1860, 
over 26% in 1880 and over 40% in 1900) and the highest for the period 1900 (over 
30%) in the .Family Herald. In Reynolds' Newspaperreferences to works of fiction or 
poetry remained fairly stable throughout, with a lower combined percentage of 
approximately 11 % for each of the sampled years. 
Therefore, by 1900 works of poetry and fiction accounted for over 30% of all the 
enquiries, recommendations or discussions about reading material found in the Family 
Table 13(c): Combined genre aggregate figures for each ofthe years, expressed as both a total and a 
percentage . 
• 
• 
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Herald and the London Journal while newspapers and periodicals accounted for 
approximately one third of those in Reynolds' Newspaper. The observed differences 
between the pUblications may be attributed to the fact that both the Family Herald and 
the London Journal were themselves predominantly fiction based, suggesting a 
significant difference in readership by the later period in comparison to Reynolds' 
Newspaper. In chapter 2 it was suggested that increases in the number of titles, and 
decreases in the price of periodicals and newspapers resulted in the purchase of a 
greater variety of titles by common readers. Rather than limiting their reading to family 
orientated joumals, they appear to have begun to regularly buy their own reading 
matter, especially newspapers, by the 1880s. It seems that changes in the structure of 
the publishing industry, and in reader's affiliations to particular publications, affected 
reading habits. 
For all three publications, however, and over the entire period, the genre comprising 
dictionaries, directories (such as the London Directory or various trade directories) 
and general reference books (such as the Penny Cyclopedia, medical dictionaries, 
various catalogues and almanacs), make a strong showing. References to these texts 
peak in 1880 for each ofthe periodicals, when they account for over 16% ofthe 
answers referring to reading matter in the Family Herald, for over 28% ofthose in 
Reynolds' Newspaper and for over 14% of those in the London Journal. After this, the 
percentage figures for all three publications indicate a decrease in the number of 
references to these texts to just over 13% in the Family Herald, approximately 10% in 
Reynolds' Newspaper and over 12% in the London Journal. 
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The fact that works of reference figured quite largely in the correspondence pages 
suggests that as early as 1860, common readers were using printed texts in order to 
gain specific information, facts and even addresses. This supports the view that some 
readers at the Kidderminster library may have entered the premises for this purpose. 
Additionally, however, this again shows that locating printed sources of information 
was difficult since readers were writing to the editors of these pages asking not only 
for the titles of such texts but for the methods to use when consulting them. For 
example 'Investigator' received the following reply;42 
We appreciate your consideration in asking us to inform you how you 
can most readily procure, on your own account, the information you 
require, instead of requesting us to find it for you. The process is 
simple. You will find bound volumes of the Times newspaper in your 
Free Library. Every library keeps the Times for reference purposes. 
Also the library will doubtless have, or certainly ought to have, 
Palmer's Index to the Times ... In all similar cases of search for 
information it is well to consult the librarian respecting his stock of 
index books. 
That referrals to dictionaries, reference books and directories peak in 1880 for all three 
publications and then being to tail off in 1900, may possibly indicate an increased 
familiarity with this genre and with methods for obtaining specific facts from printed 
sources. By the later date, the greater number of public libraries to be found may be a 
cause of this. 
This same familiarity with the genre may also explain the changes in the totals of the 
'How to Book' or guide, a genre which was very popular in the Family Herald. This 
category - which included titles such as Etiquette ofthe Ballroom, Etiquette of 
42Family Herald, VolLXXXVI, No.3009 (22 December 1900), p.124. 
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Courtship and Marriage, The Secret ofa Good Memory, Ventriloquism Made Easy, 
or Fancy Dress Described - rose from over 8% in 1860, to a peak of approximately 
25% in 1880, before falling to just under 12% in 1900. Although the figures for the 
Family Herald are somewhat distorted by the fact that the publishers of this periodical 
were using these pages to publicise their own series of 'Handy Books', they also 
referred readers to relevant titles published by other finDS. That three titles were given 
per answer in 1900, where one had sufficed in 1860 or 1880, implies that familiarity 
with the genre may nevertheless explain the changes in the figures over the entire 
period. For example in 1900, a correspondent was supplied with the titles of three 
different books, all ofwhich explain the game of draughts and ofbackgammon: 
Berkeley'S Draughts and Backgammon, Sturge's Guide to the Game ofDraughts, and 
Chamber's Handbook on the Game ofDraughts and Backgammon & co. If, as appears 
to be the case, more titles were being published by 1900, then the drop in the number 
of queries regarding such reading material may well be explained by an increased 
familiarity with the genre as a whole. 
While references to the 'How to Book' remained relatively low for both Reynolds 1 
Newspaper and the London Journal, not rising higher than 7% for any of the dates, the 
most striking contrast between the three publications occurred with regards to the 
genre of economic, political and legal texts. Referrals to or discussions about such 
works remained low for the Family Herald and the London Journal rising no higher 
than 7% for either publication during the entire period. For Reynolds' Newspaper on 
the other hand, references to political works remained substantial throughout at 
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roughly 15% for the entire period. The fact that readers ofReynolds' Newspaper were 
writing to enquire where they could obtain such works as Democratic Readings or 
cheap editions of the speeches of John Bright and Cobden, partially questions 
Vincent's assertion (based on autobiography and an analysis of the text itself) that 'for 
purchasers ofReynolds' ... politics was a disposable supplement of recreation' 43 A 
number of readers were sufficiently interested in politics and current affairs to prompt 
this statement from the editor: 
We have received so many inquiries with reference to books, and co., 
dealing with the history of the Transvaal question that I have compiled the 
fo Howed brief list, 
containing the titles of eight books dealing with the issue.44 Reading lists such as this 
show that unlike many of the social commentators ofthe period, the editor of 
Reynolds' Newspaper did not believe that the mixture of politics with sensational 
journalism would necessarily detract attention from nor trivialise more serious issues. 
In fact, a number ofthe answers suggest that these pages actually worked to bring 
readers together, providing a political forum for them to question contemporary issues. 
Likewise, the editor of the Family Herald did not assume that his readers were only 
interested in reading popular fiction of the type contained in the Family Herald itself 
- titles such as 'How Dulcie Loved', 'Sister or Wife?', 'Married in Black'. The 
reading lists recommended by both editors and the authors referred to, could not be 
further removed. They include fictional writers such as Defoe, Fielding and Swift, 
contemporary novelists such as Twain and Dickens, poets such as Coleridge, Byron, 
43 David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., p.266. 

44Reynolds' Newspaper, No.2578 (7 January 1900), p.l. 
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Pope, Shelley and Wordsworth, and the philosophy ofBurke, Emerson and Bacon, to 
name but a few. 
Such lists and citations indicate that the editors of these publications did not think it 
implausible that some of their readers would also read works of a serious nature and of 
a higher literary merit. This belief that some correspondents would read and enjoy both 
popular and canonical texts, sensational and serious tracts in tandem, is somewhat 
surprising. Such a view was not shared by the contemporary surveyors nor is it 
conunonly accepted by present-day historians or cultural theorists, the contemporary 
view being that readers would progress from popular fiction to works ofhigher literary 
merit and the present-day view being that reading one fOlm of literature tends to 
preclude reading of the other. 
Reading experiences 
This therefore begs the question, was the editor's view ofhis readers a realistic one? Is 
there actually any evidence to suggest that the readers of the Family Herald and 
Reynolds' Newspaper actually read any of the works ofhigher literary status? The 
evidence contained in these pages suggests that a limited numb.er certainly did. For 
example, in the Family Herald we find the editor agreeing with R.S. that;4s 
the genius of the past age ofRichardson, Fielding, Smolett, Gibbon, 
Addison, Steele, and others was ofmuch more vivid as well as solid a 
nature than the ephemeral and over lauded authors of the present day. 
45 Family Herald, Vol. XVIII, No.905 (1 September 1860) p.284. 
Elsewhere 'Edward H.' writes to censure:46 
more harshly than we did, DARK EYED GIPSY, who bade him be 
cheerful; ... he writes ' ... if she read certain portions of Stuart, Mill and 
Combe, she will soon find her cheerfulness vanish, and learn the lesson 
now being learned by thousands, that there is nothing upon the earth which 
can (or should) excite in a reflecting mind the emotion ofgratitude'. 
Another correspondent relayed his own and his friend's views on Carlyle to the editor, 
while another proffered their opinion on the literary merits of Gray's Elegy.47 In 
Reynolds' Newspaper, book recommendations made in the answers section also 
indicate that a number of readers enjoyed Reynolds' Newspaper along with works of a 
less sensational character. For example, C.P.S. of Rugby was informed:48 
A correspondent, 'M.M. Barrie', writes to the effect that Gammage's 
'History of the Chartist Movement, from its Commencement Down to the 
Present Time,' is both comprehensive and trustworthy, 
while 'James Chapman' recommended:49 
to workingmen Ruskins' volume 'Unto This Last,' and also the penny 
pamphlet published by W.Reeves 185, Pleet Street London, 'The Rights 
of Labour According to John Ruskin'. 
As the evidence indicates, reading one form ofliterature (i.e. popular) did not preclude 
reading the other. 
46 Family Herald, Vol. XVIII, No. 917 (24 November 1860), p.476. 

47 Family Herald, Vol. XLV, No.1947 (14 August 1880), p.252 and Vol. LXXXIV, No.2965 (17 

February 1900) p.252. 
48 Reynolds' Newspaper, No.2584 (18 February 1900), p.4. 
49 Reynolds' Newspaper, NO.2582 (4 February 1900), p.4. 
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However, many of the answers also imply that readers were struggling with some of 
the harder works. While some enjoyed poetry, and stated that it helped to fill an 
othenvise monotonous life, other readers such as 'HOMO' read it too literally as 
indicated by the following answer: 50 
It celiainly never occurred to us that Tennyson's lines 
'And may there be no moaning ofthe bar 

When I put out to sea, 

But such a tide as moving seems asleep, 

Too full for sound andfoam, 

When that which drew from out the boundaries deep 

Tums again home,' 

could by any possibility be read as if the two last lines referred only to the 
outgoing sea-tide. The whole significance of the poem depends upon the 
parallelism between the coming and going of the human spirit and the 
flowing and ebbing of the sea ... It comes to us as something of a shock 
that anybody can be reading Tennyson and missing this ... Anybody who 
cannot realise the aptness and beauty and profundity of the thought ought 
to be adding up figures or breaking stones, and not reading poetry or 
hoping to get at the hidden meanings of the world. 
Examples such as these imply that there were certain skills or ways of reading that 
these common readers simply had not acquired, while the manner in which such 
reading matter was approached implies that there existed a certain amount of confusion 
when it came to dealing with canonical works. For example, 'Erin' wished to know if 
Milton was a suitable author to be chosen as one's favourite while 'B.C.K.' asked the 
editor of the answers to correspondents pages in the Family Herald to provide 'an 
opinion of fifteen writers' whom he had listed, including Fielding, Poe, Srnollet, 
Thackeray and Longfellow.51 Similarly, many other readers were keen to hear the 
editors' opinions on certain authors or requested reading lists which would make 'the 
50 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXV, No.2983 (18 August 1900), p.284. 
51 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXIV, No. 2965 (17 February 1900), p.252 and Vol.LXXXV, No.2993 (1 
September 1900), p.284. 
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man of infonnation', 'remedy the neglect of early education' or, like Ignoramus, enable 
him to 'give an enlightened opinion on any subject' .52 
These requests for reading lists and opinions on books imply a number of things. 
Firstly, they suggest that a number of these common readers wanted to read in order to 
better themselves mentally and intellectually. This indicates that a general popularised 
version of autodidact culture existed during the period 1860 to 1900 and was 
promoted and sought in the pages ofpopular periodicals. Secondly, they also suggest 
that this interest in print culture was directed by a desire to utilise the tools of literacy 
not only for purposes of leisure, but for purposes of self-improvement. This indicates 
that reading for leisure and reading for study were viewed as distinct spheres of 
activity by common readers themselves. Thirdly, they show that a desire for guidance 
in relation to reading matter suited to the latter reading practice was quite widespread. 
Fourthly, this reading activity may have been driven by a desire to appear 
knowledgeable in front of others. 
Desire and reality however, did not always meet. For example, 'Kansas City' was 
asked: 53 
Have you read David Copperfield? Your verbal floridness reminds us of 
Mr. Micawber, but he used to use his big words correct1y ... you say that 
"the rapture occasioned me language would retreat at the attempt to 
depict" when the principle (?) of a high school, 'who' had the kindness to 
survey my small library, and was simply amazed at my high opinion of 
literature and proficiency in the various branches politely alighted his hand 
on my shoulder and said, 'Your attitude is simply egregious'. 
52 Family Herald, Vol. XVIII, No.899 (21 July 1860), p.188; Vol.XVII, No.885 (14 April 1860), 

p.796; and Vol. LXXIV, No.2970 (24 March 1900), p.332. 

53 Family Herald, Vol.LXXXV, No.2977 (12 May 1900), p.28. 
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Interestingly, evidence such as this suggests that common readers were aware and 
somewhat in awe of the canon and that their reading habits were driven as much by 
deference towards this canon and their own egos as readers, as they were by a general 
enthusiasm to read or attempt to read such works. These two suggestions have further 
ramifications for the way in which other sources are used. 
In his 1992 miic1e 'Rereading the Common Reader', Rose states:54 
Throughout the Victorian period and well into the twentieth century, the 
British working class maintained a vital autodidact culture that, quite 
independently of ruling-class cultural hegemony, found inspiration in the 
canonical works of Western culture 
- a theory which he develops in The Intellectual Life ofthe Working Classes. Rose 
accepts that both popular and canonical or 'high' and 'low' literature might be read by 
the same reader, but nevertheless argues that the British working-class autobiographers 
tended to draw a clear distinction between these different forms of fiction 
'independently of lUling-class cultural hegemony'. 55 The answers on the other hand 
suggest that common readers were making these distinctions in a deliberate attempt to 
acknowledge cultural hegemony, rather than in spite of it. Indeed cultural hegemony 
itselfwas promoted in the pages of popular journals and very interestingly, despite the 
fact that they themselves were considered as lowbrow literature, promoted cultural 
education in a specific manner related to the wider discourses regarding the reading 
matter of the common reader. 
54 Jonathan Rose 'Rereading the Common Reader', op.cit., p.54 
55 Ibid. 
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Although suggested reading lists provided :in response to individual enquiries in 
popular periodicals were partially tailored to suit the requirements and abilities of the 
correspondents, they could in common with other reader guides, prove to be 
intimidating. For example, having requested a list of books which could help to 
'remedy the neglect of early education', 'enable him to write his native language with 
fluency and correctness, and also store his mind with general knowledge', this 
correspondent was directed (after the Bible) to 'the works of Russell, Shuckford, and 
Prideaux, which connect Sacred and Profane History; Rollin's Ancient History, and 
some compendious History ofGreece and Rome; Bothen, and other modem travels of 
its class, together with Harmer's Observations on Certain Passages ofScripture 
... Shakspeare [sic], Bums and Bryon ... Defoe, Scott, Bulwer, and Dickens ... 
Addison, Chaxles Lamb, Wash:ington Irving, and Macaulay ... Pope, Walpole and 
Byron,.56 
Whatever the source, the advice regarding the reading of modem literature was 
essentially the same in the periodical publications and the more formal reader guides 
with both tending to avoid the issue of contemporary fiction. For example, in What 
Shall I Read? (1887), a booklet published by the Sunday School Union, Lily Watson 
advised every young man and woman to begin their reading with the Bible, Horner's 
Iliad and Odyssey, Herodotus, ABschylus, Euripide, Plato, The AEneid and Virgil, 
before moving onto Dante's Divine Comedy, Shakespeare, Milton, Spencer's Faerie 
Queene and Bacon's Essays.51 Likewise, in The Best Books (1887), the introduction 
56 Family Herald, Vol. XVII, No.885 (14 April 1860), p.796. 

57 Lily Watson, What shall I read? Helps to the study ofEnglish literature, London: Sunday School 
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admits to one caveat, this being that not many contemporary titles were included since 
they had not yet been established while in, What Shall I Read? (1909), the chief 
librarian of the city of Birmingham free libraries stated there are so many writers of 
fiction, 'I therefore propose to refer only to those novelists who are no longer living'. 58 
As a result, working-class readers were deterred from reading works of general 
literature which had not yet been established by posterity. 59 It is therefore interesting 
that several autobiographers appear to have accepted this view, while some later ones 
derided those who read only old literature, suggesting a recognised stereotype. 
The effect of this omission by advisors and editors resulted in a discourse that provided 
the general working-class reader with a disjointed view ofliterature. By encouraging 
them to read texts which were clearly defmed ·for them as established, the underlying 
implication was that if such works were not appreciated, it was the fault of the reader. 
When the correspondents' opinions of canonical or classic authors, differed fi.·om those 
of the replying editor or authoritarian figure, they were informed of this in clear terms. 
For example, in contrast to the view of one correspondent the editor of the Family 
Herald replied 'The novel has many admirers ... [it being] a subject ofmuch interest in 
the literary world. A new edition of it is announced in a shilling form by the publisher 
Union (1887). 
58 William Swan Sonnenschein, The Best Books. A readers guide to the choice of the best available 
books in every department ofscience, art and literature, London: Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co. 
(1887), p.xvi; A.Chapel Shaw, What Shall I Read?, Birmingham: Free Libraries Committee pamphlet 
(1909), p.28. 
59 Although the notion of establishment occurring only through posterity applied in equal measure to 
the opinions ofthe middle- and upper- classes, the effect ofthis discourse upon the working classes 
(as shown in the preceding chapters) exacerbated cultural lag in relation to their reading. Itwas also 
manifested not only in the choice ofreading matter but also in the provision with both library stocks, 
cheap reprint series and reader guides reflecting the overarching view that the working classes could 
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of the Railway Library; sufficient evidence that they at least, entertain an opinion of its 
merits different to yours. ,60 Elsewhere, 'Ethel Newcombe' was told her opinion on 
Meredith was 'curiously right' purely because 'there was a great critic who expressed 
your view in slightly different words', while 'Reformers' suggestion that 'the human 
intellect has been somewhat barren in pictures of an ideal life' was quashed by the 
following extended reply: 61 
Your suggestion ... is perhaps wan'anted if a comparison be made with 
the immense amount of other forms of literature of the imagination; but 
there is a considerable aggregate of writings of the kind, ranging from 
Plato's Republic to Mr Pellamy's Looking Backward. Of all the works 
of that type Sir Thomas More's Utopia is incomparably the boldest and 
most suggestive. Plato's Republic is vague and philosophical- fine­
spun theories; but More, though fantastical, is far more practically 
constructive. Although much ofhis comment is satirical, like Swift's 
more savage pictures in Gulliver's Travels or Butler's onslaughts on 
our social usages in Erewhon, there is a vast mass of serious suggestion 
in Utopia that has proved prophetic. Take as an example the description 
of hospitals - a forecast which time has made true. Campanella's city 
ofthe Sun was in a large degree borrowed from More. Bacon's New 
Atlantis was designed to introduce his ideas of scientific research 
primarily, and in Lytton's Coming Race also the predominant interest is 
scientific. Without mentioning books by living authors, you have here a 
shelf filled with works of imagination portraying ideal societies. Though 
the store might be richer you cannot say it is insignificant. 
As a result, personal judgements in relation to such texts were not only discouraged 
but also effectively dismissed. 62 
not be trusted to either choose or read those books whose aesthetic and moral quantities had not yet 

been established. 

60 Family Herald, Vol.XVIII, No.919 (8 December 1860), p.508. Unfortunately the title oftlle novel 

being referred to is not given. 

61 Family Herald, Vol.LXV, No.2476 (10 October 1890), p.364; & Vol.eIV, No.3473 (December 

1909), p.46. 

62 See chapter 2 for autobiographical evidence ofthe reserving ofjudgement for texts not yet 

established by posterity. 
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Rather than being promoted in relation to canonical or classical texts, personal opinion 
instead was reserved for the sphere of popular publications and, conversely, for that of 
poetry. As an obvious means of gauging their readership, editors ofperiodicals such as 
the Family Herald and the London Journal encouraged readers to proffer their 
opinions on the serialised and whole fiction stories contained therein - fiction written 
by contemporary authors for a mass readership. In contrast to the above answers, 
those cOlTespondents who either praised or crIticised texts which were aimed 
specifically at a popular audience were commended for having done so, being told: 
we are always glad to know the opinions of readers on the stories we 
publish; they are a guide to us in providing pleasurable reading for our 
subscribers, which is an all-important matter; we thank you therefore for 
wliting so freely, and trust that you may have in the future the same 
reasons for satisfaction that you have found in the past. 
Or, 'we thank you for your letter, and are grateful to hear that the story interests you; 
write to us again when you have read it through. ,63 Albeit in a different vein and in 
defined parameters, the discussion ofpoetry in popular publications pennitted a 
mutated fonn of freedom of expression to the reader. 
Although not essentially encouraged to challenge orthodox opinions, readers were at 
least told that in relation to poetry, 'The question of appreciative taste and 
receptiveness has its personal meaning for each ofus'. 64 As such, any reader not 
understanding or enjoying canonical poetry could take comfort in the fact that rather 
than being a failing on their part this could be attributed to 'personal meaning. ' 
Interestingly, both the discussions in the cOlTespondence pages and the content of such 
63 Both quotes from Family Herald, Vol. LXXXIV, No.2971 (31 March 1900), p.348. 
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journals indicate that these publications were used not only as a source of information 
regarding the location of particular texts, but as adjuncts to adult education. For 
example, volume 114 of the Family Herald which covered the period from 6 
November 1909 to 30 April 1910, contained articles on 'Chatterton -the boy poet' , 
'A Poet's Fame', 'Poetry Does it Pay?', 'The future of Poetry' , 'The Poet's Month', 
two alticles on Tennyson, and twenty-eight actual poems. 65 For those members of the 
working classes who displayed an interest in literature, poetry fOlmed a major part of 
this although, as with fiction, it was to the established poets that they were guided and 
to whom they turned. The connotations surrounding the reading of poetry help to 
explain why it was discussed so frequently in the correspondence pages and why it 
appears to have been read so widely by autobiographers. The evidence presented in the 
answers to correspondents pages indicate that rather than being entirely independent of 
cultural forces, that the observed autodidact culture of the latter half of the nineteenth 
century was popularised in low brow periodicals. 
64'The Future of Poetry', Family Herald, Vol.ClV, No.S02, (March 1910), p.447. 

65 The figure oftwenty-eight includes those poems sent in by readers, some ofwhich were originals 

others ofwhich were copied from other sources. 
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Chapter 7: 
Conclusion 
Introduction 
Examining the reading habits of the working classes for the period 1850 to 1914 
requires alternative sources. Autobiographies show how exceptional members of this 
class chose to portray their relation to printed texts. Contemporary surveys and 
debates highlight the preoccupations of middle-class commentators. Library 
catalogues indicate the ways in which attempts to control reading habits were 
translated into the provision of texts in an institutional setting. Although they do not 
provide a guarantee that they were actually read, library borrower registers tell us 
which titles and genres attracted readers. Studies of the publishing industry show how 
changes in the availability and price of texts may have affected reading habits. The 
'Answers to Correspondents' pages in popular periodicals give insights into the 
practical questions which occupied the minds of common readers as they encountered 
the written word in all its forms. They are more spontaneous and less self-promoting 
than the planned narratives found in autobiographies. They also allow us to examine a 
wider supply oftitles than were stocked in libraries. When used in conjunction these 
-----.-.---~.-------- ---------_._-_.-----­
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sources portray a fuller picture of the common reader and raise some interesting 
points for consideration. 
Reading for educational purposes 
Chapter 2 shows that autobiographers felt their reading practises and reading habits 
distinguished them from other members of the working class .. Rather than wasting 
their leisure time they suggest they often planned their reading and read with purpose. 
When they read fiction they read 'good' literature, or texts which later were defined 
formally (most notably during the period in which many of these autobiographies 
were written) as canonical and classic literature. When they read periodical 
publications they used them as a source for gaining up-to-date information on political 
topics or used the book reviews provided in them as guides to future reading. What 
~.-
they suggest is that two distinct spheres of reading activity were evident during the 
period 1850 to 1914: reading for broadly educational purposes and reading for the 
purposes of leisure. 
The distinction between differing types of reading activities fuelled debates of the 
period. Often they focused upon the distinction between 'good' and 'bad' fiction . 
.. 	 Although the debate did not end during this period, commentators generally came to 
agree that the works of tried and tested authors, such as Scott, could be of broadly 
educational value. In the commercial sector distinctions between high and popular 
culture became more established as publishers began to market their wares in a 
perceivably modem fashion, aiming them at particular audiences and structuring their 
prices accordingly. Publishers issued affordable reprints of classics while cheap 
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periodicals catered for the popular taste in fiction and fact. The effect of these changes 
was debated in both high- and low- brow journals, reflected in reader guides and, as 
shown in the previous chapter, in the reading lists provided by the editors of the 
answers to correspondents pages. 
The Family Herald, the London Journal and Reynolds' Newspaper provided readers 
with stories and articles that could be read during leisure periods, but also supplied 
guides to and reading lists of books to be read for cultural and educational 
improvement. With regard to poetry and fiction, the works of older authors were often 
recommended in preference to those whose value had not yet been established. The 
answers to correspondents pages also indicate that distinctions between reading for 
leisure purposes and reading for educational ones were upheld by the editors of these 
journals and promoted in their publications. Whether or not the recommended texts 
were actually read, this suggests common readers were encouraged to draw 
distinctions between leisure reading and study reading and were advised to spend 

some of their time in the latter pursuit. Lists of books were often provided in response 

to specific queries, indicating that some readers of popular periodicals were anxious to 

read in the advised manner. 
Although dependent upon the availability and the price of the text, library holdings 

also show that this attitude was a prevalent one. Supporters of the public library 

movement hoped that these institutions would promote serious reading and, as we 

have seen in chapters 2 to 4, library provision was generally circumscribed by debates 

ofthe period. Or, as shown in chapter 5, characterised by the inclusion of safe 
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literature such as texts published by the SPCK. The library of the Huddersfield 
Female Educational Institute was also clearly viewed as an adjunct to the type of 
education on offer. 
Need for guidance 
Chapter 2 shows that some nineteenth-century working-class autobiographers 
consulted reader guides, chose to attend evening classes, or to follow postal tutorial 
ones as a means of directing and focusing their study. Others appear to have been 
influenced by the authoritative custodians of culture in other ways. Many 
autobiographers read fiction which was out of copyright and signalled as improving 
literature or suitable mental pabulum by the fact that it was often encountered in series 
designed and marketed to promote the status of the literature contained therein. Some 
suggest that they frequently visited libraries. In these buildings the institutional setting 
would again have suggested the broadly educational value of texts available and 
provided the reader with the reassurance that he/she was reading the right sort of 
literature. 
A number of visitors to the Kidderminster Municipal Reference Library borrowed 
Watt's On the Improvement ofthe Mind, suggesting that they too may have sought 
advice on how to improve their intellectual fibre, or direct their reading. 
Value judgements about the literary merit and practical value of a work were in many 
instances derived from the opinions given in reader guides, by editors or authoritarian 
figures, views which could shape personal judgements before the texts had even been 
read. Like the members of the middle class who dominated literary production, some 
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autobiographers suggest that they too drew similar conclusions, preferring the works 
of older, tried and tested authors. Others imply that readers who focused 
predominantly upon older literature were a recognised stereotype by 1900. 
Borrower profiles of individual readers using the Kidderminster reference library, the 
library of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute and the Southleigh village 
library suggest that a few of their patrons utilised the texts contained in these libraries 
in an auto didactic manner. Some borrowed canonical and classic texts, often focusing 
upon this type of literature for distinct periods in a similar manner to that suggested by 
autobiographers. Correspondents to the popular periodicals also sought advice on the 
types of texts that should be read, notably during distinct periods of study. These 
pages certainly indicate that some readers of the Family Herald, the London Journal 
and Reynolds' Newspaper used periodicals as a source of leisure reading but 
attempted to read other texts - including canonical and classic literature - for 
broadly educational purposes. Some even asked the editors of these pages for 
reassurance that they had read the latter works in the right manner. 
That common readers used guides or sought authoritative opinions is not surprising. 
They offered readers a method for navigating their way through the increasing 
number of texts becoming available to them either in the public libraries, upon 
second-hand bookstalls or in cheap reprint series. Studies of the publishing industry 
show the availability of texts certainly did increase during this period and changes in 
the price oftexts are reflected in the provision of stock at the Southleigh village 
library. Volumes ofpoetry from the Romantic and Victorian periods offered readers a 
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collection of titles which in terms of their cultural range were broader than those on 
offer in the two libraries of Kidderminster and Huddersfield. The bon·ower records of 
the Kidderminster library suggest that prior familiarity with a text may have affected 
reading habits. Some requested the Bible, the one title they were sure to know, on 
their first visit. Others appear to have been influenced by word-of-mouth peer 
recommendations as members of the same family often consulted the same text within 
a Shoti time of one another. 
Similar patterns of borrowing are evident in the records of the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute library and the Southleigh village library. Although the library 
records only hint at this, the trends are suggestive. Correspondents to periodicals also 
sought guidance on where and how to obtain printed information on a number of 
topics and in relation to both canonical and classic literature, and popular texts. It 
seems that some working-class readers clearly wanted to know what to read. 
This is even less surprising if we consider the varying levels of literacy throughout the 
period. Autobiographers commenting upon the 1850s suggest that illiteracy was 
widespread. This is supported by studies of signatures on marriage licences. These 
show that only 66% of patily skilled and only 41 % of unskilled grooms and only 52% 
ofbrides whose fathers belonged to the occupational category of unskilled, and only 
48% of those whose fathers were unskilled, signed their names in 1854/9. Although 
this had risen to between 97% to 99% for all groups by 1914, the reading population 
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of England was relatively young. 1 This may explain why many adult borrowers using 
the Southleigh village library read juvenile works of literature by authors such as 
W.H.G. Kingston, R.M. Ballantyne, G.A. Henty and Charlotte Yonge. At Southleigh 
uneven educational provision and geographical location interacted to effect reading 
habits. The example of Pennington is a clear indication ofthis. 
The borrower records of the Kidderminster library indicate that readers often 
consulted 'easy reads', such as Crocker's Fairy Tales, or texts containing illustrations, 
such as the Pictorial History ofthe World. The borrowing figures for these two texts, 
which were loaned to both adults and juveniles, suggests some visitors to the library 
viewed it as a place to practise reading. Adult borrowing ofjuvenile texts also 
emerges as a pattern in the borrower records for the library ofthe Huddersfield 
Female Educational Institute. Here, as elsewhere, it seems that juvenile reading matter 
was viewed as a useful source for practising newly acquired skills of reading. Because 
the reading population of England was relatively young, those who could and who 
chose to read are unlikely to have been able to tum to family elders for guidance. 
Some autobiographers suggest that this was the case and Vincent argues that learning 
to read in an institutional setting challenged the traditional role of the family or 
parents as teachers. Instead, working-class readers appear to have turned to those of 
their peers who did read, or to the authoritative custodians of literature. The answers 
to cOlTespondents pages of the London Journal brought readers into contact with one 
another in a virtual sense. That some readers chose to use these pages as a medium for 
1 See David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit., tables 4.1 & 4.3, pp.97-98. 
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gaining information on texts, or as one for making recommendations, highlights the 
fact that more sophisticated readers could feel isolated. This is not surprising. Where 
illiteracy was rife the very act of reading, most notably among the young, could still 
promote suspicious reactions. Indeed the attitude often expressed by non-literate or 
non-literary members of the social sphere in which readers lived their lives, was that 
reading itself was an idle activity which represented a waste oftime. 
Within their reminiscences, those whose reading histories included the perusal of 
pruiicular atheist or political texts indicate that as the ideas contained therein could be 
specifically related to working-class life, that their knowledge in such matters 
provided them with the opportunity to discuss their acquired insights. In contrast, 
those who limited their reading to texts defined as belonging to the culture of their 
middle-class contemporaries, found that with limited outlets for discussion, their 
reading tended to isolate them and hence ensure that further guidance in matters 
pertaining to print came increasingly from the authoritative sources located outside 
their own class. 
Contemporary debates resulted in the emergence of a distinct discourse which tended 
to define the well-read autodidact in opposition to the reader of cheap popular 
literature. As common readers were made aware of the distinctions between light and 
serious reading some, as shown in chapter 6, deliberately attempted to at least try the 
later activity. Some members of the working class engaged with these debates in their 
autobiographies, while others suggest that their serious reading was carried out with a 
specific purpose in mind. Evidence taken from the answers to correspondence pages, 
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reader guides, library borrowing records and debates of the period 1850 to 1914 
certainly question the supposedly distinct and independent nature of autodidact 
culture. They show that reading for the purposes of education, enlightenment, or 
cultural awareness was promoted as a distinct reading activity in opposition to that of 
reading for leisure. Although the evidence shows that a popularised form of 
autodidactic culture did emerge, it also highlights the fact that reading for the 
purposes ofleisure increased more dramatically during the period. Reading was 
clearly established as a leisure activity throughout England by the beginning ofthe 
twentieth century. 
Reading for entertainment or as a leisure activity 
In 1855 at Kidderminster only 7% of the population used the reference library during 
the nine-month period covered by the register and of these readers over half of the 
1,384 visited on one occasion only. In contrast, during the period from 1907 to 1914 
over 50% of the rural population of Southleigh borrowed texts from the village 
library. At Southleigh the high percentage ofloans for fiction (over 70%), and the 
library stock itself, are indicative of the spread of literacy and the growth of leisure 
reading among the parish population. This percentage compares with a figure of only 
c.13% at the Kidderminster library. Nevertheless, periodicals were especially popular 
with visitors to the Kidderminster library. This suggests that rather than wanting to 
study, many wanted to read short informative articles or fictional tales. 
Later committee reports indicate that the majority of those frequenting the 
Kidderminster reference library during the late 1870s now sought fiction in its four 
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walls, again indicating that reading for the purposes of entertainment continued to 
grow. The same reports also show that the library committee began to relax its 
acquisitions policy, adding more fictional texts to its stock, although these were still 
limited to the works of approved authors. The very different stock of texts contained 
in the village library of Southleigh - which in 1907 to 1914 included some titles by 
popular authors such as Walter Besant, Wilkie Collins, Elizabeth Gaskell and Evelyn 
Everette Green - shows that reading for the purposes of entertainment had become 
accepted as a legitimate leisure pursuit by the 1900s. Changes in the publishing 
industry and decreases in the price of texts ensured that fiction was available in 
cheaper fOlmats, but the admittance of these works is nevertheless telling. Although 
access to the works of newer writers was still restricted, the stock of this library 
(which served a population of only 196) differed substantially from that at 
Kidderminster. In 1855 fiction accounted for only thirty-two ofthe 232 identified 
titles and poetry for only twenty-eight. The majority of texts contained within the 
Kidderminster library were of a factual nature. At the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute the library stock was circumscribed by, and classified according 
to, the resnicted timetable on offer. The didactic fiction ofMaria Edgeworth, 
Elizabeth Hamilton and Maria MacIntosh and the economically instructive novels of 
Mary Howitt and HalTiet Martineau confirm this. The library also contained texts 
designed to prepare the working-class female reader for domestic service. 
The stock of texts made available to female readers at the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute essentially comprised an ad hoc collection of donated and 
purchased volumes, yet its content differed from that at the Kidderrninster library. At 
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the female educational institute the content of the library reflected contemporary 
debates regarding the education ofwomen and specifically the position ofworking­
class women in English society. Varying levels ofliteracy and the limited range of the 
curriculum offered to pupils defined the reading practices of the institutes' members. 
Vlhile the content of the library ofthe Huddersfield Female Educational Institute was 
at least partially determined by gender, it is interesting to find that the borrowing 
patterns of later male and female readers who visited the Southleigh library, appear to 
differ. Many female visitors borrowed biographies of women or fictional titles that 
suggested a domestic or romantic theme while male borrowers tended to prefer 
biographies ofmen. That of General Gordon was especially popular. The Taiping 
rebellion (1850-64) was within living memory and this may have been the reason for 
the popularity of this biography. Similarly, at Kidderminster the biography of 
Wellington was popular with readers in 1855/6 when the events of the Napoleonic 
Wars were still remembered. Other readers using the Kidderminster library referred to 
texts providing details on popular places for immigrants and migrants, while the 
library in Southleigh contained titles which reflected the rural status of the village and 
a few visitors bOlTowed these books. This too reinforces the notion that wider cultural 
influences acted to shape reading habits. 
Autobiographies: a problematic source 
Those who wrote autobiographies were exceptional members of the working class, or 
at least viewed themselves as such. They negotiated contemporary discourses 
regarding the reading matter of the masses in the planned narratives oftheir own lives 
and, by highlighting their ability to enjoy canonical and classic texts, indicated that 
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they were subjects wOlthy of attention, suggesting a path that could be followed by 
others. They show they progressed fi:om easy to harder reads. However, because 
access to texts was dependant upon availability the harder reads usually came from 
reprint series. Although some drew distinctions between individual canonical and 
classic texts they generally say that these were preferable to the works of 
contemporary or popular authors. However, rather than telling us anything about the 
inherent value of canonical or classic literature, autobiographies tellingly suggest that 
reading for auto didactic purposes became recognised as a distinct reading activity, 
defined in opposition to reading for the purposes of leisure which was generally more 
widespread. 
Reading for autodidact purposes required a certain cormnand over the skills of 
literacy. Having achieved this autobiographers were aware that their own 
sophisticated reading habits distinguished them and this helped them to define 
themselves as exceptional or interesting subjects. All of the above factors help to 
explain why, in working-class autobiographies, 'Again and again we find classic 
literature embraced by working people who thoroughly lacked literary education'. 2 
Although the notion of fictional reading could still be viewed as a distraction from 
attempts to gain factual knowledge, or to educate the self, reading canonical literature 
or classic fiction was promoted as a superior activity in contrast to the reading of 
sensational literature, popular publications or novels per se. 
2 Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual life ofthe British Working Classes, op.cit, p.5. 
..----. --_._-------------------------------------------­
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Chapter 2 shows that autobiographers certainly accepted this view. Attempts to read 
the entire works of a respectable author, or to read entire series ofpublishers' classic 
libraries, or attempts to follow the recommendations given in reader guides and book 
reviews appears to have allowed the self-defined autodidact to view even his/her 
fiction reading as an activity which increased his/her cultural intellect. The vertical 
influence of the authoritative custodians of literature seems to have affected both 
reading habits and autobiographical representations of reading. In addition, accepting 
the guidance on offer helped to consolidate the ambiguous attitude towards the 
reading of fiction. This allowed autobiographers to view their reading of such 
literature as a rational leisure pursuit or as an activity that aided aspirational intent. 
Broad cultural narratives regarding the education of the working classes and their 
reading matter played a decisive role in shaping recollections. 
With regard to the latter point, is important to remember that the guides available ­
publishers' reading lists, library holdings and catalogues, librarians' and editors' 
recommendations - were influenced by the tastes and values of the educated middle­
classes, and generally middle-class men. Since this affected reading habits, it urges us 
to question the validity ofusing autobiographical recollections as a source to 
legitimise distinctions between popular and highbrow literature. We should be 
cautious in accepting the opinions of autobiographers. The answers to correspondents 
pages reveal the number ofways in which the printed word infiltrated every aspect of 
working-class life and the ways in which readers interacted with the journals 
-~----.------------------------------------------.---------
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themselves. 3 Readers used these periodicals both as a source of leisure reading and, 
crucially, as a means of gaining information about other, often canonical or classic 
texts, for purposes of study. Readers of these pages (or rather those writing to the 
editors of them) combined leisure reading with the reading of canonical texts for self­
education, a practice that again brings into question the supposed distinct and 
independent nature of autodidact culture. 
The range of queries raised by the correspondence of readers and the number of 
answers providing information on how or where to obtain reading matter or printed 
information suggests that as the changing landscape of English society immersed the 
masses in a culture whose laws, rules and regulations were defined in relation to print, 
that a need for guidance emerged. While chapters 2 to 5 suggest that this need for 
guidance was focused predominantly upon canonical and educational texts, chapter 7 
shows that the need for guidance was also related to popular forms of literature that 
might be found within working-class communities or accessed via the distribution 
networks that served them. 
Conclusion 
As print culture became ubiquitous in every aspect ofworking-class life, reading 
practises were crucially altered, though the change progressed unevenly throughout 
England. The period 1850 to 1914 saw an increase in the rise of reading for leisure 
purposes, a transformation that continued throughout the twentieth century and 
3 With regard to the former theme see especially David Vincent, Literacy and Popular Culture, op.cit. 
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ultimately helped to define two distinct spheres of reading activity: reading for 
entertainment and reading for broadly educational purposes. 
The memoirs of autobiographers suggest that they attempted to limit their reading to 
this latter activity. In order to do so many consulted reader guides or book reviews 
and frequented public libraries or second-hand bookstalls or purchased cheap reprints 
as new. Focusing upon the distribution networks questions the supposed distinct and 
independent nature of autodidact culture. Vertical authoritative sources were often 
sought as guiding factors. One of the uses of the 'Answers to Correspondents' pages 
is that they provide evidence of the variety of alternative ways readers searched for 
and found texts in this period. For instance, the correspondence pages of the London 
Journal brought readers of them into contact with one another, albeit via the editor, 
thus providing documentary evidence of 'peer group' recommendations. It is evident 
that as an activity reading itselfwas often viewed as a means to an end. For some, the 
aim of reading was to gain educative or cultuial knowledge, for others it was to gain 
entry to the ideology of a particular group. 
Like Altick, Rose has shown that autobiographical evidence indicates that working­
class autodidacts shared a common literary diet comprising canonical texts defined by 
the intellectual elite. Despite these similarities however, Rose suggests that working­
class autodidact culture was not contaminated by cultural hegemony and that the 
autobiographers' veneration of canonical texts effectively provides historical evidence 
that legitimises the value ofhigh culture. However, many of the memoirs Rose cites 
were penned during the twentieth century. All present retrospective recollections, re­
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castings ofmemories and experiences. The majority were written by 'exceptional 
members' of the working classes. As a result, the fact that they virtually unanimously 
equate canonical or classic literature with good literature can be read as both an 
apology for the tastes of their peers and as a testimony to their own achievements. 
Broad cultural narratives regarding the education of the working classes and their 
reading matter played a decisive role in shaping recollections. Working-class 
autobiographers reveal a tendency to equate the reading of canonical literature with 
reading for educational purposes. This suggests that the reverential respect afforded to 
such texts arose not only as a response to the printed word but from the manner in 
which such texts were approached. 
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Appendix A 
Titles consulted in the Kidderminster Municipal Reference Library 
Method used to classifying titles 
The NSTC derives most of its entries from some of the great national and university 
libraries ofthe UK and USA; namely, The Bodleian Library, Cambridge University 
Library, The Library ofTrinity College Dublin, National Library of Scotland, Harvard 
University Library, The British Library, Newcastle University Library and The Library of 
Congress. A£; such, Phase II acts as a guide rather than as a comprehensive finding aid to 
publications for the period 1816-1870. However, given the factthat popular, ephemeral 
and cheap publications, rather than those chosen by librarians responsible for collecting 
such books, are under-represented it is a useful source for the purposes ofthis study. As a 
Municipal Library, the titles found within the Kidderminster Library were likely to be 
subjected to the same limitations, albeit on a smaller scale. It is therefore reasonable to 
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assume that donated volumes held within the Kiddenninster Municipal library can be 
identified using this source.! 
As this appendix shows, it has been possible to establish an exact title for 102 ofthe 
above, and full publication details for eighty-four ofthese. This discrepancy between the 
identification of full titles and publication details arises because seventeen of the 102 
titles refer to works offiction for which the entries within the NSTC are too numerous to 
be easily sorted; as a result, Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and sixteen ofSir Walter Scott's 
novels are listed here with their earliest date of publication. All identified titles have 
been categorised according to their primary Dewey Decimal Classification within the 
NSTC 
Ofthe remaining 130 titles taken from the register, a further seventy-two have been 
positively classified according to genre. Twenty-seven provided the name of a British 
poet and, although the full title could not be identified, have thus been listed under 
poetry. A further forty-seven may refer to one ofa number ofpossible titles taken from 
the NSTC. For forty-five ofthese titles, however, each possible entry nevertheless 
belongs to the same genre and it has therefore been possible classify these titles 
accordingly. For example, the title Novels and Tales may refer to one of six different 
entries within the NSTC - the Novels and Tales of Sir Walter Scott, James Fenimore 
Cooper, Goethe, Charles Dickens or Household Words - all ofwhich are works of 
1 For a further discussion ofthe limitations ofthe NSTC see Simon Eliot, 'Patterns and Trends and the 
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fiction. Ofthe fifty-six titles which were too vague to identify through the NSTC, fifty­
three have been classified by the genre deemed to be the most appropriate. For example, 
Anatomy is placed under biology, Asia under geography and Wellington under biography 
with the classification 'unknown' being reserved for the more ambiguous titles which, 
according to the NSTC, could refer to two or more separate titles with different subject 
classifications. For example, Extracts From Various Authors could signifY Extracts from 
various authors on the culture andpreparation offlax (London, 1839, NSTC reference 
number 2E15540) with the Dewey subject classification agriculture and field crops (633) 
or, Extracts from various authors; with remarks and observations on the mode, subjects, 
and history ofbaptism (London, 1805, NSTC reference number W1388) with the 
classification 'baptism, confession, confirmation, communion, ordination, other rite' 
(265). 
This method of classification is certainly not without its limitations, the least ofwhich 
being that the title Asia could signifY a work belonging within the history rather than the 
geography section. This problem, however, is mostly confined to the two aforementioned 
categories ofgeography and history where country names are used to abbreviate a title or 
titles. In fact it is this latter problem ofquantification, rather than that of classification per 
se, which poses the greater dilemma by additionally complicating the process of assessing 
bOlTOwing figures for particular works. Placing a volume entitled Asia under geography 
rather than history does not seriously effect the analysis of the library stock presented in 
NSTC, op .cit. 
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chapter three since the main aim was to establish the relative interest of the library users 
• 

with regards to particular countries - for example the colonies, Europe or further a field. 
As such, the two categories are linked by such comparisons and the borrowing figures 
dealing with the same country or continent can be combined in order to establish relative 
interest. For example, according to the Borrowers Register Asia was consulted on only 
three occasions whereas America (placed under geography), the History ofAmerica and 
the History ofNew York (both placed under history) are referred to eight, ninety-five and 
twenty times respectively, producing a combined total of 123. From this it is clear that 
interest in America was high, while that in Asia was extremely low. However, whether or 
not the work referred to as America is the same as that referred to as the History of 
America is not entirely clear . 
The uncertainty in quantifYing the number of titles which refer to a particular topic was 
most problematic when examining the relative borrowing figures for the individual titles 
involved. For example, whether or not the History ofEngland and the longer Pictorial 
History ofEngland signified the same work effects the interpretation, presented in 
chapter three, regarding the level ofliteracy among the adult male working-class 
population ofKidderminster - i.e. as adult readers, were such users of the library 
requesting those texts which required a high level ofliteracy in order to be read, or were 
they requesting those which additionally contained illustrations and could be understood 
by readers who had only a basic grasp? Bare borrowing figures suggest that the fonner 
work was consulted on 283 occasions and the latter on 195. Within the register, however, 
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the fonner work was variously referred to as simply the History ofEngland, Martineau's 
History ofEngland, and the Cabinet History ofEngland - thus the register alone implies 
that at least four versions ofa history of England were available for consultation, making 
it impossible to attribute absolute borrowing figures for any ofthose involved. This 
problem ofquantification was, however, overcome by firstly using the NSTC to establish 
the number ofworks entitled History ofEngland which were available for reference, and, 
secondly the reason why clear distinctions were not always made between them within 
the register. 
The NSTC provides nine separate references to the Pictorial History ofEngland 
(reference numbers 2C41972, 2C41973, 2C41974, 2C41975, 2ENG9520, 2 ENG9521, 
2G13838, 2H36564 and 2M3782) but, in terms of full title and author, only three distinct 
versions; the Pictorial History ofEngland edited by George Lillie Craik and Charles 
MacFarlane in four (1837/41) and then seven (1854/58) volumes, one ofwhich, History 
ofthe Peace, 1816-1846, was written by Harriet Martineau (1855, NSTC reference 
number 2M 173 88); A Pictorial History ofEngland by Samuel Griswold Goodrich 
(1846); and the Pictorial History ofEngland by Bume and Smollett, abridged and 
continued to the accession ofVictoria by John Robinson (1848).2 While Martineau also 
authored the second volume ofCharles Knight's History ofEngland, entitled The History 
ofEngland during the thirty years 'peace, 1816-46 (1849/50, London) it is evident that 
2 The dates ofpUblication given in brackets are for the earliest imprint ofeach title shown within the NSTC. 
The last pUblication here mentioned, Pictorial History ojEngland by Hume and Smollett, abridged and 
continued to the accession ojVictoria was a combined abridgement oftwo distinct works; namely the 
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the Martineau History ofEngland referred to in the B .. R .orrowers eglster 'vus in 
volume seven ofCraik and MacFarlane's 1855 pictorial collection (also published 
Knight) since this title was often prefixed by the number seven, or "Vol. 7" WIthin 
register. This indicates that the Pictorial History available for reference \Yithin 
Kidderminster library from September 1855, was most certainly that of Craik and 
MacFarlane and that either the most recent seven volume edition \vas presented or UHtt 
Martineau's volume was an addition to an earlier set. Either way, the borrowing figures 
for both the Pictorial History ofEngland and Martineau's History ofEngland refe: at the 
very least to the same collection and, at times, to the same volume. As candidates for a 
place in the early libraIY stock, both Samuel Griswold Goodrich's Pictorial History and 
John Robinson'S abridgement ofthe texts by Hume and Smollett, were therefore 
discounted. 
Similarly, with regards to the title the Cabinet History ofEngland, the NSTC reveals onlY 

two references both ofwhich refer to a work bearing the full title The Cabinet Histor}, of 

England, an abridgement ofthe chapters entitled Civil and Military History in the 

Pictorial History ofEngland, and, like the Pictorial History itself, were edited by Craik 

and MacFarlane (1845/47, NSTCreference numbers 2C41977 and 2M3787). This 

therefore indicates that it was certainly Craik and MacFarlane'S pictorial History which 

was available to the users ofthe Kidderminster Reference Library. Therefore, in all 

instances, the plain title History ofEngland referred to a work characterised by its 
~;.~ory oj;;eat Britain by David Hume (1763) and A Complete History ofEngland by Tobias Smollett 
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illustrative use ofwood-cuts. Given the nature of the borrowing records, it is very 
unlikely that the readers consulted any other works entitled History ofEngland during the 
nine month period, although they may have course have existed within the library stock. 
This claim can be made with certainty for two reasons. Firstly, the user register was 
designed to keep a check on the works lent to readers and it is therefore assumed that the 
librarian'S use of abbreviated titles was designed to avoid confusion. Therefore, the fact 
that the terms History ofEngland and Pictorial History ofEngland, Martineau's History 
ofEngland and the Cabinet History ofEngland are used interchangeably, indicates that 
all the works belonged to a similar series. Even when the vaguest indication, History of 
England, was given, it was often accompanied by a volume number stretching from one 
to seven, thus supporting the view that this title also referred to the Pictorial History 
series. Secondly, given the nature ofthe source, if a separate title were consulted, one 
would expect this to show up on the records, with either a distinct author, volume or 
abbreviated title entry, on at one least occasion. That this does not occur, further supports 
the opinion outlined above? Having established that the History ofEngland referred in 
all instances to a volume or abridgement of Craik and MacFarlane's Pictorial History, 
(1765). 
3 This point is reinforced by the filct that the same librarian, the aforementioned James Penny, remained 
within this position until 1874. Although a condition ofhis employment was that he should 'employ and 
pay a proper p erson to assist him in his duties', Penny alone was <responsible to the Corporation for the 
direct management ofthe Library and the safety ofthe books', Centenary Festival, op.cit., p.ll. Although 
it has not been possible to ascertain when (or indeed if) a second person was eventually employed, the 
entries within the register suggest that ifmade by a second person, they too were following the system 
started by Penny. 
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absolute bOlTowing figures for each volume are no longer necessary and the problem of 
quantification, like that ofclassification, can thus be largely overcome. 
One remaining problem, that of establishing which edition of a title was being used 
within the library, is harder to surpass, except in those cases where only one reference 
appears within the NSTC. For example, Lives ofScottish Worthies receives only one" 
mention indicating that this work was written by Patrick Fraser Tyler and was published 
in London in 1831/33 as part of the Family Library series. Therefore, although it is not 
clear whether the volume within the Kidderminster library was an earlier or a later 
imprint, it is evident that the volume consulted clearly formed part ofthe Family Library 
series during the early 1830s. Since volumes ofthis series are also recorded within the 
t 	 user register (for example as 'Family Library, vo1.xx), it is safe to assert that the copy of 
Lives ofScottish Worthies held within the Kiddeffilinster Municipal Library belonged to 
this same series. In most cases, however, it has not been possible to establish which 
edition of a text was available for consultation within the Kidderminster Reference 
Library. This appendix therefore provides the NSTC reference number for each separate 
fOlm entry under the given title, lists the earliest date and place ofpublication and, if 
different, the earliest date ofpublication within the UK, along with information on 
whether or not the work was at any time published as part ofa publishers' series. For 
example, the entry for Life ofMohammed provides the following information: this work 
was available in at least three distinct versions; the first, fully entitled The Life of 
Mohammed,from original sources, the second, The Life ofMohammed Ali ... to which 
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are appended The Quadruple Treaty etc. and the third, The Life ofMohamm ed,fo under 
of the religion ofIslam etc. The first version has two fonn entries within the NSTC which 
give the earliest date ofpublication as 1851 by the Allahabad Presbyterian Mission Press 
(2M40256 and 2S34865); the second version, has three distinct entries and gives the 
earliest date and place ofpublication as 1841, London; the third version, has five distinct 
entries and gives the earliest date ofpUblication as 1830, New York, also indicating that 
in 1832 this title fonned part ofHarper's Family Library series; three other entries refer 
simply to the short title Life ofMohammed and thus it cannot be detennined whether 
these refer to separate works or to one ofthe above. 
While it is long-winded, the above method oflisting the titles within this appendix has 
'"'
p. 	 the advantage of allowing the publication details ofthe eighty-four fully identified and 
forty-seven possible titles to be compared. 
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Appendix A continued 

Summary of titles consulted in the Kidderminster Municipal Reference Library 

The number of times each text was consulted is provided next to the title. 
Arts / Crafts: 

Lectures in Gardening 3 

Astrology: 

Demonology & Witchcraft 12 Natural Magic 28 

, 
Biography: 
Ali Pasha, Life of 21 Lives ofBritish Artists 9 
Life ofCervantes 1 Lives ofBritish Physicians 1 
Life and Times ofSir Robert Peel 35 Lives ofEnglish Divines 10 
Life ofSir Isaac Newton 8 Lives ofScottish Worthies 4 
Life ofSir Walter Scott 6 
Camp & Court ofNapa leon 13 Life of Nelson 230 
HofHeroes 1 Life of Washington 18 
Guy Earl ofWarwick 6 Louis I 18 
Lectures on Great Men 1 Memoirs ofNapoleon Bonaparte 2 
Life and Times ofGeorge 4 36 Napoleon Bonaparte 98 
Life and Voyages ofColumbus 39 Napoleon's Expedition to Russia 28 
Life ofAlexander the Great 8 Napoleon in Exile 22 
Life of Bruce 15 Narratives ofPeril & Suffering 53 
Life ofCicero 8 Peter the Great 14 
Life ofGustavus Adolphus 4 Richard I 9 
Life ofMarlborough 2 Trail ofKing Charles I 15 
Life ofMohammed 32 Wellington 169 
:~ Life of Napoleon Bonaparte 23 
Biology: 
American Ornithology 9 Architecture ofBirds 2 
Anatomy 3 Aspects ofNature 8 
Animal & Vegetable Physiology 9 Owls & Manpaklos 1 
Fiction, General Literature: 
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Antiquary, Scott 
Astoria 
Black Dwarf, Scott 
Bride ofLammermoor, Scott 
Canterbury Tales, Chaucer 
Critical Biographical Miscellany 
Essays & Tracts 
Fairy Tales, Crocker 
Fortunes ofNigel, Scott 
Guy Mannering, Scott 
Heart ofMid Lothian, Scott 
Ivanhoe, Scott 
Kenilworth, Scott 
Legend ofMontrose 
Literature & Arts 
Monastery, Scott 
Geography: 
America 
Asia 
Australia 
British Colonies 
British India 
~. 	 British Walks 
Cambrian Traveller's Guide 
Chronicles ofLondon Bridge 
Gazetteer ofthe World 
London 
London Gazetteer 
Maps & Plans 
History: 
Anglo Saxons, History of 
Bastile, History of 
Battle of Waterloo 
British Museum 
Church History ofBritainJ 
Churches ofthe World 
Civil Wars in England 
Conquest ofMexico 
Conquest ofPeru 
Court ofRussia 
Ferdinand and Isabella 
French Revolution 
Historical Parallels 
History ofAmerica 
13 
7 
38 
6 
27 
3 
2 
151 
17 
37 
49 
86 
17 
31 
1 
27 
8 
1 
15 
27 
4 
1 
2 
4 
14 
79 
1 
39 
9 
9 
58 
10 
18 
6 
4 
19 
13 
1 
3 
6 
3 
95 
Novels & Tales 12 
Old Mortality, Scott 28 
Paul & Virginia 8 
. Peveril ofthe Peak, Scott 21 
Pirate, Scott 76 
Quentin Durward, Scott 11 
Rob Roy, Scott 91 
Salmagundi 5 
Shakespeare 36 
Sir Walter Scott 8 
Sketch Book 29 
Sketches ofImposture 19 
Tales and Stories from history 15 
Tancred, Disraeli 34 
Tom Jones, History of, Fielding 5 
Waverley, Scott 24 
Mexico 2 
New Zealand 1 
Our Antipodes 43 
Picture ofEdinburgh 3 
Six Months in the West Indies 14 
Supplement to Australia 2 
Supplement to British Colonies 4 
Tales ofTravel 3 
Tour in South Holland 1 
Travels in Africa 7 
Walks Through Kent 23 
History ofAustralia 2 
History ofBibles 3 
History ofBritain 6 
History ofCivilisation 4 
History ofEminent 1 
History ofEngland 283 
History ofEurope 3 
History ofFrance 12 
History ofGermany 4 
History ofImpostures 1 
Jews, History of 20 
Lectures on History ofFrance 1 
Library History 1 
Literary History 1 
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London, History of 
Memoirs ofPlague 
Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore 
Family Library 
New York, History of 
Pictorial History England 
Pictorial History ofFrance 
Pictorial History ofLondon 
Pompeii 1 
Puritans in England 
Reformation 
History, Local: 
Worcestershire in the 19th Century 
Worcestershire, History of 
Medical: 
Homoeopathy Fairy ofthe Senses 
Periodicals: 
Anti-Jacobin 
British Workman 
Cottage Gardener 
Chamber's Miscellany 
Chamber's Edinburgh Journal 
" 
Poetry: 
Akenside 
Benighted Traveller 
British Poets 
Brown 
Bum's Poems 
Butler's Poems 
Byron's Poems 
Collins 
Cooper's Poems 
Cowper's Poems ~ 
Devon Poets Lives 
Dlyden 
Goldsmith's Poems 
Gray 
Politics: 
Politics for the People 
16 
18 
25 
8 
20 
195 
2 
1 
1 
8 
34 
38 
162 
1 
1 
10 
31 
1595 
192 
6 
34 
3 
1 
37 
2 
1 
3 
4 
6 
2 
33 
18 
4 
3 
Residence at the Court ofLondon 
Rome, History of 
Ruins ofAncient Cities 
Ruins ofSacred Lands 
Russia, History of 
Russian War 
Survey ofthe Reformation 
Universal History 
Venetian History 
History of?? 
Worcestershire 
Philosophy ofHealth 
Chamber's Journal 
Mirror of Literature and co. 
Mechanic's Magazine 
Spirit ofthe Public Journals 
Tickler 
Howard's Poems 
Joseph's Works 
Kirk White 
Milton 
Parnell Poems 
Poems 
Pope 
Prior 
Spencer 
Swift 
Tennyson's Poems 
Thompson 
Wyatt 
Young's Poetical Works 
21 
1 
49 
1 
1 
26 
11 
2 
2 
12 
58 
3 
690 
16 
158 
3 
13 
7 
1 
9 
31 
2 
1 
39 
3 
1 
8 
1 
7 
2 
21 
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Reference: 
Cyclopaedia 28 
Dictionary 33 
Encyclopaedia 14 
French Import Duties 3 
Religion: 
Commentary on the Bible 2 
Creation's Testimony to its God 19 
Easter Knowledge 1 
Holy Bible 43 
Missions and Missionaries 1 
Science: 
Conversation on Natural Philosophy 16 
Conversation on Mineralogy 3 
Cosmos 5 
Jesse's Gleanings 4 
Self-Educators: 
English Past & Present 1 
Entertaining Knowledge 2
,- Leaming & Working 8 
School Master's Assistant 2 
Technology: 
Engineers C 1 
Patent Index 54 
Patents Specification 4 
Unknown: 
Cottage Dialogue 36 
Criminal Trials 1 
Extracts from Various Authors 6 
~ 
On Proverbs 1 
Penny Cyclopaedia 37 
Wonders ofthe World 2 
Religion in Geneva 3 
Religions in Belgium 1 
Sennons 4 
Works ofChanning 3 
Natural History ofDeeside 12 
Natural History ofInsects 23 
Quadrupeds, History of 2 
Tutor's Assistant 2 
Young Man's Best Companion 5 
Youth's Faithful Monitor 6 
On the Improvement ofthe Mind 109 
Subject Matter 1 
Useful Arts 1 
. Father Josephus 24 
Useful Knowledge 1 
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Appendix A continued 
Information taken from the NSTC 
Arts / Crafts 
-
Lectures on Landscape Gardening in Australia, (ed.) John MAC GARVIE and Thomas 
SHEPHERD, (1836, Sydney) 
Subject: Civic & Landscape Art [710] 
Reference number: 2M4008, 2S18857 
Astrology 
-
Demonology and witchcraft; a series ofcaricatures designed by Le Poitevin and 
engraved by H. Heath, HEATH, Henry, (1840?, London) 
Subject: Parapsychology, Occultism & Witchcraft [133J 
Reference number: 2H15327, 2L11754 
-

Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft, 1771-1832, SCOTT, Walter, Sir, (iTIus.) Geo. 

Cruikshank (London 1868) 

Subject: Parapsychology, Occultism & Witchcraft [133] 

Reference number: 2S9932 

-
Natural Magic; a familiar exposition ofa forgotten fact in optics, including strictures on 
Aulus Gellius and his interpreters, GELLIUS, Aulus and HORNER, W.G.(1832) 
Subject: Parapsychology, Occultism & Witchcraft [133J 
Reference number: 2G4318, 2H31214 
Biography 
-
The Life ofAli Pasha, ofTepeleni, Vizier ofEpirus: sumamed Aslan, or the Lion, 
DAVENPORT, Richard Alfred (London 1837, Family Library) 
Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves 
[923] 

Reference number: 2D3588, 2A8230, 2A8236,2B13613, 2A8231, 2L15234 

-
Author: CASTRO Y ROSSI, Adolfo de, [see CASTRO, Adelfo de at D], 1823-1898 
Title: El Buscapie Miguel de Cervantes, A. de Castro, (trans.) with a life of Cervantes by 
Thomasina Ross (London, 18--) 
Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928J 
Reference number: 2 C 11075 
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-Life and Times ofSir Robert Peel, TAYLOR, William Cooke (vol. N. By 

Charles Mackay, London 1846) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Militmy, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2P9323, 2T4579, 2M5275 

-
The Life ofSir Isaac Newton, BREWSTER, David, Sir (London 1831, Family library 

v41); (1831 New York, Harper's Family Library, no.26) 

Subject: Biography _ Scientists [925] 

Reference number: 2B47445, 2N7031, 2N7039 

-
Life ofSir Isaac Newton; Newton's Principia ... translated, CHITTENDEN, Nathaniel 

William (1843) 

Subject: Biography _ Scientists [925] 

Reference number: 2C19420 

-
Author:, 1774-1862 
Title: Life ofSir Isaac Newton, BlOT, Jean Baptiste (trans.) Sir H.c. 
Elphinstone (London 1829, Society for the Diffusion ofUseful Knowledge - Library of 
useful knowledge, 50) 
Subject: Biography _ Scientists [925J 
Reference number: 2B34135, 2E8393 
-
The life ofSir Walter Scott, LEIGHTON, Alexander (1861) 

SUbject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2L10651 

Memoirs ofthe Life afSir Walter Scott, Bart (1839 Edinburgh,lOv), LOCKHART, John 

Gibson, BULL, John and MORRIS, Peter 

SUbject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2L19462 

-
Life ofSir Walter Scott, MACLEOD, Xavier Donald (1852 New York) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2M7293 , 2S10501 

-
The Life ofSir Walter Scott, Bart, BLACK, David Dakers (1832 Brechin) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928J 

Reference number: 2B35740, 2S10507 

-
The Life ofSir Walter Scott, Bart,GRANT, George (1849 Dublin) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2G17589 
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Life ofSir Walter Scott, Bart, Gll..,FllLAN, George (1870) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2S 1 0495, 2S 1 0496 

-
Life ofSir Walter Scott, Bart., with notices ofhis works, MACDONALD, G (London 
1838) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928] 

Reference number: 2M2933, 2S10500 

-

Life ofSir Walter Scott, with critical notices ofhis writings, G. Allan and W. Weir 

(1832/34 Edinburgh) 

Subject: Biography _ Literary People [928J 

Reference number: 2A8556, 2S10504, 2W11541 

Lives ofBritish Artists - not found 
-

Lives ofBritish Physicians, MACMICHAEL, William (London 1830, Family Library) 

Subject: Biography _ Agriculture, Engineering, Medicine, Printing [926] 

Reference number: 2M7454, 2B49146, 2L18175 

-
Lives ofEnglish Divines, Bishop Andrewes, Doctor Hammond, Bishop Bull, Bishop 

Wilson, Jones ofNayland (London 1846) 

Subject: Biography _ Religious People [922] 

Reference number: 2T4842, 2A12275, 2H5823., 2B56911, 2W26165, 2J11851 

-
Lives ofScottish Worthies, TYTLER, Patrick Fraser (London 1831/33, Family Library) 

Subject: Biography _ Collective; & ofBibliographers, Librarians, Journalists [920] 

Reference number: 2T22266 

The Court and Camp ofBonaparte, WHITEHEAD, S. Dunham (London 1829 Family 

Library) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2W17759, 2N801, 2Wl7758, 2F13634, 2C39828 

H ofHeroes - too vague 
-
Lectures on Great Men ", MYERS, Frederick (London 1856) 

Subject: Biography _ Collective; & ofBibliographers, Librarians, Journalists (920] 

Reference number: 2M42745 
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The Life and Times ofHis Late Majesty, George the Fourth: with anecdotes of 

distinguished persons ofthe last fifty years, CROLY, George, 1780-1860 (London 1830); 

(1831 New York, Harper's family library edn.) 

Subject: Biography _ Collective; & ofBibliographers, Librarians, 

10umalists [920J 

Reference number: 2C43 748, 2G4949 

-

The Life and Voyages ofC. Columbus (The Voyages and Discoveries ofthe Companions 

ofColumbus) , IRVING, Washington (London 1850, 3v, Bohn's Shilling Series') 

Subject: Biography _ History, Travel, Othel~ Heraldry; Genealogy; Wills [929] 

Reference number: 214659,214657,214656 

-

The Life and Voyages ofChristopher Columbus ... Abridged ... for the use ofschools, 

IRVING, Washington (1829 New York); (London 1830 Family Library); (1839 Boston, 

vI ofThe American Library ofLiterature and Science' and The School Library) 

Subject: Biography _ HistOlY, Travel, Other; Heraldry; Genealogy; Wills [929] 

Reference number: 2I4669, 214668, 214671,202536, 2I4660, 214658 

-
The Life ofAlexander the Great (London 1853) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2A7354 

The life ofBruce, the African traveller, HEAD, Francis Bond, Sir, Bart (London 1830, 

Family Library) 

Subject: Biography _ HistOlY, Travel, Other, Heraldry; Genealogy; Wills [929] 

Reference number: 2H14866, 2B54278 

Life ofCicero - too vague 
The Life ofGustavus Adolphus, HOLLINGS, James Francis (London 1838) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2G25836, 2G25837, 2H20059, 2G25842, 2G25833, 2A6929, 

2H26632 

A Life ofMarlboro ugh, MACFARLANE,Charles, 1799-1858 (London 1852) 

SUbject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2M3805 

Life ofMohammad «London 1847) 

Subject: Biography _ Religious People [922] 

Reference number: 2M40261, 2B39908, 2M40259 
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The Life ofMohammad, from original sources, SPRENGER, Aloys (1851 Allahabad 

Presbyterian Mission Press) 

Subject: Biography _ Religious People [922] 

Reference number: 2M40256, 2S34865 

-
The Life ofMohammed Ali ... To which are appended, The Quadruple Treaty and the 

official Memoranda ofthe English and French Ministers (London 1841) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2M40275, 2M42211, 215087 

-
The Life ofMohammed, founder ofthe religion ofIslam, and ofthe Empire ofthe 

Saracens BUSH, George (1830 New York); (1832 New York Harper's Family Library, 

10) 

Subject: Biography _ Religious People [922] 

Reference number: 2B62152, 2M40241, 2M40247, 215087, 2Al723 

Lzfe ofNapoleon Bonaparte - too vague 
-

Narratives ofPeril and Suffering, DAVENPORT, Richard Alfred (London 1840, 2v, 

Family Library) 

Subject: Biography _ Collective; & ofBibliographers, Librarians, Journalists [920] 

Reference number: 2D3591 

-
Life ofNelson (London 1847 Society for promoting Christian I<:nowledge) 
Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 
Reference number: 2N2980 
-

The life ofNelson , SOUTHEY, Robert (1813, 2v);(1830 Family Library); (1849 Bohn's 

Illustrated Library) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923 ] 

Reference number: 2N2971, N474, S3135, 2S32367, 2S32364, 2D22157, 2S32368, 

2S32369,2B8168,2N2981,2N2979,S3135,2S32365,2C45230,2S32366 

-
A Life ofWashington PAULDING, James Kirke (1835 New York, 2v) 
Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 
Reference number: 2P7330, 2W7258, 2W7278 
-
The life ofWashington, and history ofthe American revolution; together with 

Washington sfarewell address, WEEMS, Mason Locke (1850? New York) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Militmy, Rulers, Finance, Slaves 

[923] 

Reference number: 2Wl1312 

" 
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The life ofWashington, in the form ofan autobiography; the narrative being, to a great 
extent, conducted by himself, in extracts and selections from his own writings (1840 
Boston2v) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2U1011 

Louis I - too vague 

-
Memoirs ofNapoleon Bonaparte. From the French afM. Fauvelet de Bourienne, John S. 
Memes (1830 Edinburgh, 3v, Constable's Miscellany, v57-59); (London 1836 English 
Classic Library) 
Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2F2993, 2M24097, 2F2997, 2F2995, 2N833, 2N759, 2113511, 2N769 

Napoleon Bonaparte - see other entries for Napoleon Bonaparte 

-
History ofthe Expedition to Russia, undertaken by the Emperor Napoleon in the year 
1812, SEGUR, Philippe Paul (1825, 2v) 

Subject: Milit31Y Science, Campaigns, Medical aspects ofwar, Societies [355] 

Reference number: 2N884, 2S12507 

Napoleon in Exile; or a Voicefrom St. Helena ... , CROKER, John Wilson, Right Han. 

and WAVERLEY, Edward (London 1822) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2C43606, 203767, 2N871 , 2C43606, 203767, 203762 

Peter the Great -too vague 

Richard I - too vague 

The Trials ofCharles the First, and ofso me ofthe Regicides: with biographies of 

Bradshaw, Ireton, Harrison, and others. And with notes (London 1832) 

Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 

Reference number: 2C15669, 2H9906 

-
Wellington - too vague 
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Biology 
-
American Ornithology; or, the natural history ofthe birds ofthe United States, A. Wilson 
and C.L Bonaparte, edited by R. Jameson (1808/14 Philadelphia, 9v); (1831, 
Constable's Miscellany, v68-71) 
Subject: Zoology _ Reptiles & Birds [598J 
Reference number: 2B40204, 2J2729, 2B40208, 2W24743, 2W24742, 2W2237, 2J3209 
Anatomy - too vague 
-
Animal and Vegetable Physiology considered with reference to Natural Theology, 
ROGET, Peter Mark (1834, 2v, The Bridgewater Treatises - Treatise 5) 
Subject: Natural religion [210J 
Reference number: 2R16034 
-
The Architecture ofBirds, RENNIE, James (1831, Society for the 

Diffusion ofUseful Knowledge - Library of Entertaining Knowledge) 

Subject: Zoology_ Reptiles & Birds [598] 

Reference number: 2R7081, 2LON5833, 2A15055 

[Ansichten der NaturJ Aspects afNature in different lands and different climates; with 

scientific elucidations, HUMBOLDT, Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von, Baron, (trans.) 

Sabine, Elizabeth Juliana, Lady (London 1849, 2v) 

Subject: Earth Sciences _ Geology, Meteorology, Volcanoes, Earthquakes [551] 

Reference number: 2H3 63 71, 2S948 

Owls and ? - too vague 

Fiction 

-
The Antiquary, SCOTT , Walter, Sir (1816) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

-
Astoria, or Anecdotes ofan enterprise beyond the Rocky mountains, IRVING, 

Washington(London 1836, 3v); (London 1850, Bohn's Shilling Series); (1839, Bentley's 

standard library of popular modern Literature, v2) 

Subject: Literature _ American _ Fiction [813] 

-
The Black Dwarf, SCOTT, Walter, Sir, Bart (1816) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
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-The Bride ofLammermoor, SCOTT, Walter, Sir, Bart. (1823) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Drama [822] 
Canterbury Tales, Chaucer 
-

Biographical and Critical Miscellanies, PRESCOTT, William Hickling (London 1845) 

Subject: Literature _ American _ Miscellaneous Writings [818] 

Reference number: 2P25370 

-
Essays and Tracts, ABERCROMBIE, John, M.D. (1842 Edinburgh) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Essays [824] 

Reference number: 2A1171 

Croker's Fairy Tales - found as: 
Fairy Legends and Traditions ofthe South ofIreland, Croker, Thomas Crofton (1825 
London); (1834, London, Family Library) 
Subject: Folklore, Prophecy, Proverbs [398J 
Reference Number: 21RE824, 2C43650 
The Fortunes ofNigel, SCOTT, Walter, Sir, Bart. (1822) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Guy Mannering, SCOTT, Walter, Sir, (1815) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
The Heart ofMid-Lothian, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1818) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Ivanhoe, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1819) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Kenilworth, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1821) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
A Legend ofMontrose, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1819) 
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Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
Literature and Arts - not found 
-

The Monastery, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1820) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Novels and Tales ofthe Author ofWaverley, (Waverley - Guy Mannering - Antiquary ­
Rob Roy - Tales ofmy Landlord: The Black Dwarf, Old MOliality, The Heart of 
Midlothian, The Bride ofLammermoor, A Legend of Montrose), SCOTT, Walter, Sir 
(1819) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
Reference number: 2N11633, 2S9294, 2S9286, 2S9287, 2S9288, 2S9289, 2S9290, 
2S9282 
-
Novels and tales, COOPER, James Fenimore (1825/32 New York, 64v in 33) 

SUbject: Literature _ American _ Fiction [813] 

Reference number: 2C36757, 2C36753 

-
Novels and Tales, GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von (London 1850) 

Subject: Literature _ German _ Fiction [833] 

Reference number: 2G11587 

Novels and Tales by Goethe: Elective Affinities (trans.) lA.Froude and R.D. Boylan 

(1854 Bohn's Standard Library no.93) 

Subject: Literature _ German _ Fiction [833] 

Reference number: 2Gl1588, 2B44536, 2Fl7791 

The Novels and Tales ofCharles Dickens ... In three volumes, DICKENS, Charles, 

Smaller Collections, 1812-1870 (1854 Philadelphia, Library edition) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

Reference number: 2D11895, 2D11860 

-
Novels and Tales, reprinted from Household Words conducted by 

Charles Dickens (1856, Collection ofBritish Authors, v376) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

Reference number: 2D12731 

-
Old Mortality, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1816) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
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Paul and Virginia,' and the Indian cottage, Jacques Henri Bernardin de Saint Pierre 

(1827, Jones Cabinet Edition) 

Subject: Literature _ French _ Fiction [843] 

Reference number: 2 S23 24 

-
Peveril ofthe Peak, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1822) 
SUbject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Pirate, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1822) 

Subj ect: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

-
Quentin Durward, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1823) 
SUbject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-
Rob Roy, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (1817) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
-

Salmagundi, IRVING, William and Washington, and PAULDING JK (1808) 

Subject: Literature _ American _ Satire & Humour [817] 
-
Shakespeare - too vague 
-
Sir Walter Scott - too vague 
-
The Sketch Book ofGeoffrey Crayon, Gent, IRVING, Washington (London 1850, Bohn's 

Shilling Series);(1850, Parlour Library v41); (London 1834, 2v Family Library, 39, 

40);(1843 Collection of British Authors v33) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

-
Sketches ofImposture, Deception, and Credulity, DAVENPORT, Richard Alfred 

(London 1837) Family Library) 

Subject: Folklore, Prophecy, Proverbs [398] 

Reference number: 2D3595, 2S23610 

Tales and storiesfrom history, STRICKLAND, Agnes (London 1836, 2v) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

Reference number: 2S44397 
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-Tancred: or, The New Crusade, DISRAELI, Benjamin, Earl ofBeaconsfield (London 
1847,3v) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
Reference number: 2D 14241 
-
The History ofTom Jones, FIELDING, Henry (1749); (London 1820, 3v British 

novelists, new edn., vI9-21); (1819 London & Weybridge ,2vWalker's British 

Classics); (London 1831, 2v Novelist's Library, v5, 6); (1844, 2v British Authors v60, 

61); (1820, New edn. British Novelists, 19-21) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 

-
Waverley, SCOTT, Walter, Sir (18 ) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Fiction [823] 
Geographv 
America - too vague British Colonies - too vague 
Asia - too vague . British India - too vague 
Australia - too vague British Walks - not found 
The Cambrian Traveller's Guide and Pocket Companion; collected infonnation ofthe 

most ... authentic writers, relating to the Principality ofWales ... additions, 

NICHOLSON, George (1808 Stourport) 

Subject: Topography, Geography and Travels in Europe [914] 

Reference number: N982, W187 

Chronicles ofLondon Bridge. By an Antiquary ... 1827. Reports from the Select 

Committee ofthe House ofCommons on the State ofLondon Bridge ... , THOMSON, 

Richard (1827); (London 1839, Family Library, no66) 

Subject: Topography, Geography and Travels in Europe [914] 

Reference number: 2TI0481, 2TI0480, 2A13825, 2A13824, 2P8167 

A gazetteer ofthe world, BAYLEE, John Tyrrell (London 18--) 

Subject: Geography; Shipwrecks; Travels [910] 

Reference number: 2B12416 

-
A Gazetteer ofthe World, SWANSTON, George H. 
Subject: Geography _ Maps, Atlases [912] 
:' 
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Reference number: 2S48024 
-
A Gazetteer ofthe World, or, Dictionaty ofgeographical knowledge ... Edited by a 
member ofthe Royal Geographical Society. Illustrated with ... woodcuts and one hundred 
and twenty engravings on steel (1850/57, Edinburgh & London, 7v) 
Subject: Geography; Shipwrecks; Travels [910] 
Reference number: 2G3981, 2W32602, 2G3983 
-
London - too vague Mexico - too vague 
London Gazetteer - too vague New Zealand ­ too vague 
-
Our Antipodes: or, Residence and Rambles in the Australasian Colonies, with a glimpse 

ofthe Gold-Fields, MUNDY, Godfrey Charles (London 1852, 3v) 

Subject: Australia [994] 

Reference number: 2M40851 

The Picture ofEdinburgh; containing a description ofthe city and its environs ... With a 

map and forty views, STARK, John (1806 Edinburgh) 

Subject: Topography, Geography and Travels in Europe [914] 

Reference number: 2S3 6971, S3555 

Six months in the West Indies, in 1825, COLERIDGE, Hemy Nelson (London 1826); 

(London 3rd edn. 1832, Family Library) 

Subject: Travels _ in North America & West Indies [917] 

Reference number: 2W13525, 2W13524, 2C30125 

-
Supplement to Australia - not found 
Supplement to the British Colonies - not found 
-

Tales ofTravel, MILLER, F.B (London 1833); 

Subject: Geography, Shipwrecks; Travels [910] 

Reference number: 2M27970 

Tour in South Holland - not found 
Travels in Africa- entries include: 
Travels in Africa, by Mr. Mungo Park ... From the Cape ofGood Hope to Morocco, by 
Damberger fie Zacharias Taurinius}; and in the interior districts ofAfrica, by Ledyard 
and Lucas, abridged by William Mavor (London 1807, Vol 21 ofan unnamed series) 
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Subject: Travels _ in Africa [916J 

Reference number: M1777.5, P352, L969.5, L2567.5 

-

Travels in Africa performed during ... 1785, 1786 and 1787 ..., GOLBERY, Sylvain 

Meinrad Xavier de (London 1802, Vo1.3 and 4 ofa collection entitled 'Modern 

Discoveries') 

Subject: Travels _ in Africa [916] 

Reference number: G1280, 2M32437 

-
Walks through Kent - not found 
History 
-
The History ofthe Anglo-Saxons, TURNER, Sharon (1836, vols.1 ..J of 1768-1847 The 
History ofEngland from the earliest period to the death ofElizabeth) 
Subject: HistOlY _ Ancient _ Northern Europe [936] 
Reference number: 2T20597, ENG1633 , 2T20591, T1900 
-
History ofEngland. Vol.L Anglo-Saxon period, COHEN, Francis, (London 1831, Family 

Library') 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2C29026 

History ofthe Anglo-Saxons, from the earliest period to the Norman Conquest, Author: 

MILLER, Thomas (London 1848); (3rd edn. 1849, Bohn's Illustrated Library) 

Location: British Museum General Catalogue 

Subject: History _ Ancient _ Northern Europe [936] 

Reference number: 2M28572 

The History olthe Bastile, and ofits Principal Captives, DAVENPORT, Richard Alfi"ed 

(London 1838, Family Library) 

Subject: France _ History, Institutions, Politics [944] 

Reference number: 2D3587 

Battle ofWaterloo - too vague 
British Museum - too vague 
-
The Church-History ofBritain; from the Birth ofJesus Christ, until the year 1648, 
FULLER, Thomas (London 1837, 3 v); (1845 Oxford, 6v. A new edition ... by ... J. S. 

Brewer) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2B47312, 2F18428, 2F18426, 2F18427, 2N7627 

'.-----~.----,----- --- ---- _._-._- ----,-_._------'.- --- -,---,,-" -_. ---_. -,. --­
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Churches ofthe World - too vague 
Civil Wars in England - too vague 
-
The c~nquest ofMexico! An appeal to the citizens ofthe United States, on the justice and 
expedzency ofthe conquest ofMexico; with historical and descriptive infonnation 
respecting that country (1846 Boston) 
Subject: U.S.A. _ History, Law, Institutions, Politics, Social, Slavery 
[973] 

Reference number: 2C34550 

-
Most likely Conquest ofMexico and Conquest ofPeru are earlier editions of: 
Conquest ofMexico and Peru, CORTES, Hernando, Marquis del Valle de Oaxaca and V 
(1860) [The Conquest ofMexico being a new edition ofthe abstract ofthe 'Historia de la 
conquista de Mexico' by A. de Solis y Ribadeneyra, originally published in 1756 in A 
Compendium ofAuthentic ... Voyages.] 
Subject: Biography _ Law, Politics, Military, Rulers, Finance, Slaves [923] 
Reference number: 2P18329, 2D23139, 2C38752, 2D180 
Court ofRussia - too vague 
History ofthe reign ofFerdinand and Isabella, PRESCOTT, William Hickling (London 

1838,3v) 

Subject: Spain & Portugal [946] 

Reference number: 2F4210, 214969, 2P25386 

French Revolution - too vague 
flistorical Parallels. Comprising the most interesting incidents in ancient and modern 
history, MALKIN, Arthur Thomas (1831, 2v, Society for the Diffusion ofUseful 
Knowledge - Library of Entertaining Knowledge) 
Subject: History _ Miscellany [902] 
Reference number: 2P2960, 2LON5846, 2M 11 043 
History ofthe Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore: with an En~uiry into .its Origin and 
Treatment: and Suggestions for the Prevention ofFuture Dzscontent In the Royal Navy, 
NEALE, William Johnson (London 1842, Family Library) 

Subject: Naval Forces & Warfare [359] 

Reference number: 2N2336, 2S34370 

• 
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The .his~ory ofAme~ca (Pinnock's c~tec~isms;: London (1820) 

Subject. U.S.A. _ HIstOry, Law, InstrtutlOns, Politics Social Slavery [973] 

Reference number: 2AI0383 ' , 

-T~e History ofAmerica, ROBERTSON, William «London 1800101 3v Penn" N t' I 
Library, v9) " .J a lona 
Subject: U.S.A. _ History, Law, Institutions, Politics, Social, Slavery [973] 
Reference number: 2R13351, 2R13350, 2R13349, 2R13352, R1273" 2R13348, 
2R13361, 2M4985, 2R13356, 2R13355, 2R13353, 2R13354 
-The .history ofAme~ca, in two books.' ~ORSE, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 (1819 Philadelphia) 

Subject: U.S.A. _ Hlstory, Law, InstrtutlOns, Politics, Social, Slavery[973] 

Reference number: 2M37981 

-The history ofAmerica ... Containing the history ofthe Spanish discoveries prior to 1520, 

GORDON, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860 (1831 Philadelphia 2v, Cabinet of American 

History) 

Subject: U.S.A. _ History, Law, Institutions, Politics, Social, Slavery [973] 

Reference number: 2G14752 

History ofAustralia - too vague 

History ofthe Bible - too vague 

The History ofBritain, that part especially now called England; from the first traditional 
beginning, continued to the Norman conquest, MILTON, John, (ed.) MASERES, Francis 

(London 1818) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2M30054, 2M18549 

The history ofCivilisation [in Europe; - in France] from thefall ofthe Roman En:pire to 

the French Revolution ... , GUIZOT, Francois Pierre Guillaume, (Trans.) W. Hazhtt and 

MACKINNON, William Alexander (1846 Bohn's Standard Library) 

Subject: History _ Modem _ General [940] 

Reference number: 2G25096, 2H14691, 2H14702, 2M6271 

History ofEminent?? - not found 
History ofEngland - see pictorial History ofEngland 
History ofEurope - too vague; could refer to History ofCivilisation above. 
History ofFrance _too vague History ofImpostures (?) - not found 
History ofGermany too vague . History ofthe Jews - too vague 
Lectures on the History ofFrance, STEPHEN, James (1851, New York);(London, 1851, 
;:~ject: France _ History, Institutions, Politics [944) 
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Reference number: 2S38314 
Library History - not found 
Literary History - not found 
-
The History ofLondon, and its environs ... account ... towns, villages and country, within 

twenty-five miles ofLondon , HUNTER, Henry, D.D., (London 1811, 2v) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: H3149, LON745 

-
A History ofLondon from its foundation by the Romans to the accession ofQueen 
Victoria, with ... sketches ofthe manners and customs ofthe people in early and later 
times, MACKAY, Charles (London 1838) 
SUbject: England _ History [942.1] 
Reference number: 2M5265 
A History ofLondon from the earliest period to the present time, ABBOTT, John William 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2A877 

The History ofLondon, illustrated by views in London and Westminster, (ed.) 

FEARNSIDE, William Gray and T. Harral, (illus.) J. Wood (London 1838) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2F3322, 2W30609, 2H8841 

-
An Abridgment ofthe History ofthe Great Plague in London, in the Year 1665. Bya 
citizen, who lived the whole time in London [Abridged from Defoe's 'A Journal ofthe 
Plague YearJ. Together with an account afthe fire in 1666;from the memoirs ofEvelyn 
(London 1824) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2D7463, 2LON6887 

-
History ofthe Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore: with an Enquiry into its Origin and 
Treatment: and Suggestions for the Prevention ofFuture Discontent in the Royal Navy, 
NEALE (1842 Family Library) 
Subject: Naval Forces & Warfare [359] 
Reference number: 2N2336, 2S34370 
-
The family library, (1836/45 New York) (vl-3, 5-19, 21-28, 30-37, 39-59, 61-89, 91-105, 

107-113, 115-133, 135-153, 158, 175)(15cm) 

Subject: Literature _ American _ Miscellaneous Writings [818] 

Reference number: 2F 1595 
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New York, History of-too vague 
-
A Pictorial History ofEngland, GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold, PARLEY, Peter and 

LILLY, Lambe11 (1845 Philadelphia) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2G13838 

The Pictorial History ofEngland, MAC F ARLANE, Charles and CRAllZ, George Lillie, 

1799-1858 (1838, 4v) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2M3782, 2ENG9520, 2C41975, 2C41972, 2ENG9521, 2C41973, 

2C41974 

-

Pictorial history ofEngland, HUME, David and Smollett: abridged, and (1848 Boston) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2H36564 

-
The cabinet history ofEngland, an abridgment ofthe chapters entitled Civil and military 

history in the Pictorial history ofEngland, CRAIK, George Lillie and MACFARLANE, 

Charles (1845/47, 26v) 

Subject: England _ History [942.1] 

Reference number: 2C41977, 2M3787 

-
Pictorial history ofFrance and Normandy, from the earliest period to the present time, 
TAYLOR, William Cooke (1848 Philadelphia) 
Subject: France _ HistOlY, Institutions, Politics [944] 
Reference number: 2T4592 
-
The pictorial history ofFrance and ofthe French people: from the, establishment ofthe, 

Franks in Gaul, to the period ofthe French, revolution, BUSSEY, George Moir and 

GASPEY, Thomas, (illus.) DAVID, Jean Baptiste Jules (London 1841, 2v) 

Subject: France _ History, Institutions, Politics [944] 

Reference number: 2B62443, 2G3274, 2D3727 

-

A pictorial history ofFrance, for schools, GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold 

Subject: France _ History, Institutions, Politics [944] 

Reference number: 2G13839, 2G13840 

Pompeii - too vague 

The Puritans in England - not found 

Reformation - too vague 
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Memoranda ofa residence at the Court ofLondon, RUSH, Richard (1833 Philadelphia); 
London 1845 (2v) 

Subject: Topography, Geography and Travels in Europe [914] 

Reference number: 2R20725, 2R20726 

History ofRome - too vague 
-
Ruins ofAncient Cities; with general and particular accounts oftheir rise, fall, and 

present condition, BUCKE, Charles (London 1840, 2v, Family Library, 70,7l) 

Subject: History _ Ancient _ General [930] 

Reference number: 2B55866 

-
Ruins ofsacred and historic lands, Babylon, Nineveh, etc (London 1850) 

Subject: History _ Ancient _ Palestine [933] 

Reference number: 2N8760, 2R20334 

A History ofRussia, BELL, Robert (London 1836/38, 3v, Lardner's Cabinet 

Cyclopaedia) 

Subject: Russia & Eastern Europe [947] 

Reference number: 2B 16320 

-
The History ofRussia from the earliest period to the present time, compiled from the most 
authentic sources, including the works ofKaramsin, Tooke, and Segur, KELLY, Walter 
Keating (1846 Bohn's Standard Library) 
Subject: Russia & Eastern Europe [947] 
Reference number: 2K2272 
History ofRussia and ofPeter the Great, SEGUR, Philippe Paul de, Count(London 1829) 

Subject: Russia & Eastem Europe [947] 

Reference number: 2P 12223, 2S 12510 

-
History ofRussia, from the foundation ofthe Empire, by Rurik, to the present time, 
Wll.LCOCKS, Thomas (1832 Devonport) 

Subject: Russia & Eastem Europe [947] 

Reference number: 2W21509 

History ofRussia from the foundation ofthe Empire by Rourick to the close ofthe 

Hungarian Wars, DUNCAN, Jonathan and RABBE, Alphonse (1851) 

Subject: Russia & Eastern Europe [947] 

Reference number: 2D22292, 2R421 

The Russian War, and Blockade ofthe Baltic (London 1854) 
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Subject: Russia & Eastern Europe [947J 
Reference number: 2A4228, 2C43204, 2R21912, 
-
The Russian War justified; with various perceptions in the present tense, WILCOX, 
Hemy (London 1855) 
Subject: Literature _ English _ Poetry [821 J 
Reference number: 2W20225, 2R21911 
-
A Popular Survey ofthe Reformation, and Fundamental Doctrines ofthe Church of 
England, CUSTANCE, George (London 1813 Kiddenninster&) 
Subject: Church of England [283J 
Reference number: C4634 
Universal History - too vague 
-
Sketches from Venetian History, SMEDLEY, Edward(London 1831/32, 2v, Family 

Library) . 

Subject: Italy [945] 

Reference number: 2S24794, 2V2134, 2V21 07 

History Local 
Worcestershire in the Nineteenth Century. A complete digest offacts occurring in the 
county since the commencement ofthe year 1800, TURBERVILLE, T.C (1852 London & 
Birnlingham) 
Subject: England _ History [942.1J 
Reference number: 2T19913 
Worcestershire, History of-see above 

Worcestershire - see above 

Medical: 
-
Philosophy ofhealth; natural principles ofhealth and cure, or Health and cure without 
drugs. Also, the moral bearings oferroneous appetites, COLES, Larkin B (London 24th 
edn.1850) 
Subject: Medicine _ General & Personal Hygiene [613] 
Reference number: 2C30385 
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The Philosophy ofHealth; or, An exposition ofthe physical and mental constitution of 
man, with a view to the promotion ofhuman longevity and happiness, SMITH, Thomas 
Southwood (London 1835/37, 2v); (London 3rd edn. 1847, 2v, Knight's Monthly 
Volumes) 
Subject: Medicine _ General & Personal Hygiene [613] 
Reference number: 2S28594 
Periodicals 
The Anti-Jacobin Review and Magazine; or, monthly political and literary Censor, 1798­
1821, (ed.) John Gifford; The New Anti-Jacobin (London 1833); Poetry ofthe Anti 

Jacobin, G. Canning and others 

Subject: Serial publications _ In English [052] 

Reference number: 2PER3059, PER386, 2PER5867, 2PER5868, F1767, 2E4520, A1448, 

2C6053, C508, C508, PER388, PER385, E696, 2A13763, 2F16522, 2PER3057, 2G8372, 

2PER3058 

The British Workman, and Friend ofthe Sons ofToi! (Feb 1855 - Sept 1921) 

The Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman's Companion ,.. Conducted by G.W. 

Johnson and R. Hogg (1849 - 1898) 
Chambers's Miscellany 
Chambers's Edinburgh Jour
Chambers's Journal 
London Gazetteer 
nal 
Mirror ofLiterature and Co. 
Mechanic's Magazine 
Spirit ofthe Public Journals 
Poetry 
The Benighted Traveller; a tale - and other poems, HUGHES, Edward Francis (London 

1846) 

Subject: Literature _ English _ Poetry [821] 

Reference number: 2H34985 

See Appendix A for list ofpoets whose works were consulted. 

Politics 

Politics for the people, COBBETT, William (1819 Birmingham, Association for the 

refutation and suppression ofblasphemy and sedition) 

Subject: Politics _ Parliamentary, Roman Catholics, Jewish disabilities, Other [329] 

Reference number: 2C27816, 2B34752 
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Science 
-
Conversations on Natural Philosophy; in which the elements ofthat science are 

familiarly explained, and adapted to the comprehension ofyoung pupils ... , MARCET, 

Jane (1819) 

Subject: Physics, Natural Philosophy [530] 

Reference number: 2M13861 

Conversation on Mineralogy - not found 

-
Cosmos, a survey ofthe general physical history ofthe universe, HUMBOLDT, 

Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von, Baron, (trans.) B.C. Otte, B.H. Paul and W.S. Dallas 

(London 1849/52, Bohn's scientific library) 

Subject: Ealth Sciences _ Geology, Meteorology, Volcanoes, Earthquakes [551] 

Reference number: 2H36376, 2H36379, 2H36378, 206162, 2P7127, 2S949, 2S911 

-
Gleanings in Natural History, JESSE, Edward (London 1832/35London) 

Subject: Life Sciences _ Biology, Animal Economy [574] 

Reference number: 2J5475, 215474, 2W16880 

-

The Natural History ofDee Side and Braemar ... , MACGILLIVRAY, William, (Ed.) E. 

Lankester (London 1855, Privately printed) 

Subject: Life Sciences _ Biology, Animal Economy [574] 

Reference number: 2M4338, 2L4264 

-
The natural history ofinsects. lllustrated with anecdotes and 

numerous engravings. Designedfor youth, RENNIE, James and WESTWOOD, John 

Obadiah (London 1829/35, 2v Family Library 7,51) 

Subject: Zoology _ Other Invertebrates, Insects [595] 

Reference number: 2R7101, 2H23634, 2W14525, 2N1755 

A History ofQuadrupeds. Adapted to the capacities ofyouth, TRllv1MER, Mary (London 

1803) 

Subject: Zoology _ Reptiles & Birds [598] 

Reference number: H1886, T1620, B1972 
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Reference 
Cyclopaedia - too vague French Import Duties - not found 
Dictionary - too vague On Proverbs - not found 
Encyclopaedia - too vague 
-
The Penny Cyclopaedia (1833 Society for the Diffusion ofUsefu! Knowledge - Library 
of useful knowledge) 
Subject: Encyclopaedic works _ In English [032J 
Reference number: 2E9636, 2P10500, 2L20404, 2R1620, 2LON5755 
-
The Wonders ofThe World in Nature and Art (ed.) }NCE, Henry (London 1839) 
Subject: Encyclopaedic works _ In English [032J 
Reference number: 21977, 2T11147, 2W32629, 21978, 2M39876, 2W29242, 2W32628 
Religion 
-
A Commentary on the Bible; with the sacred text at large, Robert Hawker (London 
1842/44,3v) 
Subject: Bible [220J 
Reference number: 2B21959, 2H12901 
-
Creation's Testimony to its God; or the accordance ofscience, philosophy and revelation, 
RAGG, Thomas (London 1855) 
Subject: Natural religion [210] 
Reference number: 2R883 
Easter Knowledge - not found . Holy Bible - too vague 
-

Missions and missionaries historically viewed from their commencement, KlNGSMILL, 

Joseph (London 1853) 

Subject: Missions; Mission Societies [266] 

Reference number: 2K6256 

Religion in Geneva - not found Sermons - not found 
Religion in Belgium - not found 
The Works ofWilliam E. Channing, CHANNING, William Ellery (London 1829) 
Subject: Christianity _ Collected works of religious authors; Miscellany of[202] 
Reference number: 2C14676, 2C14678, 2C14677, 2C14681, 2C14680 
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Self-Educators 
-

English, Past and Present. Five lectures, TRENCH, Richard Chenevix (London 1855) 

Subject: Language _ Study & Teaching [407] 

Reference number: 2 T 17219 

-
Entertaining knowledge: or, The curious origin andprimary meaning ofnumerous words 
&phrases, illustrated and explained, CATER, Philip 
Subject: Language _ Etymology [412] 
Reference number: 2C11448 
-
The Improvement ofthe Mind: or, a supplement to the Art ofLogick, WATTS, Isaac 

(London 1801) 

Subject: Education _ general [370] 

Reference number: W905 

NB; 34 references given to this work in the NSTC. The one above is the earliest edition. 

-
Learning and Working. Six lectures delivered in Willis's rooms, London, in June and July 
1854. The Religion ofRome, and its influence on modem civilization. Four lectures, 
MAURICE, John Frederick Denison (1855 Cambridge & London) 

SUbject: Christianity _ Study & teaching of [207] 

Reference number: 2M20792 

School-Master's Assistant - not found 
Tutor's Assistant - not found 
-
The young man's best companion, and book ofgeneral knowledge, MURRAY, L., F.AS 

(London 1819) 

Subject: Education _ general [370] 

Reference number: 2M41973, 2M11605, D1626, 2S14858, 2Y1350, M923, 2Ml1604, 

2M21048 

Youth's Faithfol Monitor - not found 
Technology 
Engineer's C - too vague 

Patent Index - see below 

Patent Specifications - see below 
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-Subject Matter Index ... ofPatents and Invention from March 2, 1617 (14 James I) to 

October 1, 1852 (J 6 Victoriae) (Key to ... Index) (London 1854/57) 

Subject: Technology _ Exhibitions; Patents [608] 

Reference number: 2ENG4628 

-
Subject Matter Index ofPatents appliedfor and Patents granted, 

from 1st October to 31st December 1852 (London 1855) 

Subject: Technology _ Exhibitions; Patents [608] 

Reference number: 2ENG4632 

-

The usefol arts and manufactures ofGreat Britain, TOMLJNSON, Charles, F.R.S., 

F.C.S., (London,1846, Christian Knowledge Society) 

Subject: Manufactures [670] 

Reference number: 2ENG9985, 2T14243, 2U1544_ 

The useful arts, considered in connexion with the applications ofscience, BIGELOW, 

Jacob (1840 Boston) 

Subject: Technology _ Miscellany [602] 

Reference number: 2B33288 

-
The Useful Arts employed in the Construction ofDwelling Houses, (London 1844) 

Subject: Buildings _ Auxiliary ConstlUction Practices [692] 

Reference number: 2AI720S, 2U1545 

-

The Useful Arts employed in the Production ofClothing (London 1844, Parker's 

Collections in Popular Literature) 
Subject: Domestic his & Sciences _ Sewing, Clothing, Personal Grooming [646] 

Reference number: 2AI7209 

-
The Useful Arts employed in the Production ofFood (London 1844, Parker's Collections 
in Popular Literature) 
Subject: Domestic Arts & Sciences _ Food & Meal SeIVice [642] 

Reference number: 2Al7210, 2AI7210, 2U1547 

-
The Useful Arts ofthe Greeks and Romans. lllustrations ofthe State ofthe Useful Arts in 
Other Nations and Times (1851) 
Subject: Technology _ Historical & Geographical Treatment [609] 

Reference number: 2C58 

-
The Useful Arts; their birth and development edited for the Young Men's Christian 

Association, (ed.) MARTJN, Samuel (London 1851) 

Subject: Technology _ Historical & Geographical Treatment [609] 

Reference number: 2M16912 

---,------_. -------.- _.'-_.-_. -.-------"-_. ­
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Unknown 
-
Criminal Trials, JARDlNE, David (1832 Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge 

Library of Entertaining Knowledge) 

Subject: Law _ Criminal law; Criminal trials; Courts Martial [345] 

Reference number: 213176, 2T17631, 2LON5840, 2D10637 

-
Criminal Trials, illustrative ofthe tale, entitled: 'The Heart ofMid-Lothian', 
PORTEOUS, John, Captain (1818 Edinburgh) 

Subject: Literature _ Lit. Criticism; Authorship Questions; Literary 

HistOlY [809] 

Reference number: 2M27083, 2S9667, 2C43220,2P22217 

-
Criminal Trials in England; their defects and remedies, COOKE, George Wingrove 

(London 1834) 

Subject: Law _ Criminal law; Criminal trials; Courts Martial [345] 

Reference number: 2C35773 

-
Criminal Trials in Scotland,fromA.D.1488 to A.D. 1624, PITCAIRN, Robert (1833 

Edinburgh, 3v) 

Subject: Scotland _ History, Institutions, Politics [941.5] 

Reference number: 2P17850 

Extracts from various authors on the culture and preparation offlax (London 1839) 

Subject: Agriculture _ Field Crops [633] 

Reference number: 2E15540 

Extracts from various authors; with remarks and observations on the mode, subjects, and 

history ofbaptism, WESTLAKE, Thomas (London 1805) 

Subject: Baptism, Confession, Confirmation, Communion, Ordination, Otherrite [265J 

Reference number: W1388 

Useful Knowledge - too vague 
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AppendixB 
Huddersfield Female Educational Institute 
Borrower records 
Although three library issue books covering the extended periods of 1856 to 1866, 
1869 to 1872 and 1873 to 1883 have survived, only the records for October 1856 to 
August 1857 have been analysed below. The reason for the limitations imposed upon 
this study are to be found within the sources themselves. Apart from the period from 
October 1856 to August 1857, within all three issue books, rather than the title of the 
book, the catalogue number of the volume loaned was recorded alongside either the 
members' name and registration number (1858 to 1866) or registration number alone. 
Therefore, in order to analyse the records from 1858 it would have been necessary to 
locate a library catalogue in order to translate the book numbers into titles. However, 
within the archive of the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute, only one catalogue 
citing 402 volumes was found, pasted to the inside cover of a register documenting 
pupil attendance for the period 1855 to 1863. Although it has not been possible to 
identify the exact year in which this catalogue was produced, it is evident that it pre­
dates the renumbering of the library stock which occurred sometime after 14 October 
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1857. At a committee meeting held on th' da . 

IS te, the lIbrary COmmittee 

they had 'classified the catalogue' accordin t 

g 0 genre, and suggested the 

1. The books be renumbered and 
the same size together in the shelv:~~anged so as to bring volumes 
2. That new labels be placed in the b k 
written the letter indicating th I 00 s ~d ~hat on each label be 
3 e c ass to whIch It bel
. That a MS catalogue be mad . th b ongs. 
constitute a stock book. e, e ooks entered in this catalogue to 
4. That the lost books be omitted m' th 
5 1'h h e new catalogue 
. . at t e fine for not returning a book . . 
week instead of12d. 1 accordmg to rule be /Id per 
Following this, the earliest survi . al 
vmg annu report of the institute, dated Apri! 1858, 
refers to the fact that the library of the Huddersfield Female Educational Ins:itutc. 
now contains 572 Volumes which have been re-arranged fu'1d re­
numbered, and are now classified, as under:­
A Philosophy, Education, Morals 37 Vols. 

B Science, with Applications 
 16 

C Natural History 
 23 

D History, Antiquities 
 73 

E Biography 
 52 

F Geography, Voyages and Travels 68 

G Social Economy, Statistics, Commerce 31 

H Stories, Fiction 
 126 

I General Literature, Fine Arts 
 119 
o Poetry, Drama 27 2 
Since the surviving catalogue cites only 402 titles, it is evident that it pre-dates the re­
numbering which occurred between October 1857 and December 1857. In addition, a 
significant number of titles within the printed catalogue match those given within a 
hand-written record reproduced within the 1856 to 1866 issue book. Along the top 
436 of the pages numbered from 1 to 598 within this document, are written the title of 
I HFEI Ill. entry for 14 October 1857. 
l HFEI 3!a J858 annual report, p.5. 
- -- -- - --,----- _. __ .-- -----.---~---- .. _­
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a book; the page number for the title coincides with that of the library catalogue for 
258 of these. A further fifteen of the numbers from 1 to 412 (this being the highest 
number given within the printed catalogue) are blank within both of the documents, 
while the sources differ on only three of the titles.3 The remaining 178 titles appear 
only within the issue book. Since the total number of titles given within the library 
issue book number 434, and include books which, according to the minutes were 
bought after September 1856 but do not appear within the printed catalogue, it is 
assumed that the latter was published a few years earlier. Using both sources in 
conjunction, it has been possible to establish the title of 583 volumes contained at some 
time within the library. 
The reason for analysing only those loans which occurred during the period fi.-om 
October 1856 to August 1857, is that for these dates only, the method ofrecording the 
book loaned differed to that adopted after the renumbering of the catalogue at the end 
of 1857. For this period only, the pupils name, date ofloan and date of return was 
recorded beneath the hand-written title within the issue book. At a committee meeting 
on 4 October 1856 it was resolved 'that the library committee purchase a book for the 
catog [sic] of issues & c. ,4 Since the recorded issues within this document date from 
20 October 1856 it is evident that the book referred to within the minutes is that which 
records the loans from this date unti11866. Almost a year later, on 5 August 1857, it 
3 Within the issue book, title number fourteen is given as Tales About Great Britain and Ireland by 
Peter Parley, number sixty-eight as Chambers's Repository and number sixty-nine as Chambers's 
Papers/or the People, vol. 9. Within the printed catalogue, however, title number fourteen is given 
as Which is the Wiser by Mary Howitt and titles sixty-eight and sixty-nine both as the Temperance 
Gazette. The difference in these three titles can be attributed to the fact that the latter three volumes 
had either been lost andlor replaced by the time they were written within the issue book. 
4 lIFEI 111, minute book, entry for 4 October 1856. 
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was resolved that 'That the library be closed and the secretary call in all the books, and 
furnish to next meeting a list oflapsed numbers'. Since no loans are recorded for the 
months of September, October, November and December of 1857, it is assumed that 
the library remained closed throughout this period, while the entire stock was re­
numbered and re-arranged. After this, the new method ofrecording loans was adopted 
in January 1858 and since no further catalogue was found, those loans recorded after 
this date as numbers only have not been analysed. 
In order to establish the method of classification used within the library, an attempt 
was made to categorise each title taken from the library catalogue and issue book in 
accordance with the above mentioned annual report of 1858. This was done by firstly 
noting every subject classification provided by the NSTC for each of the given titles 
and secondly, by then allocating each title with multiple genres to all possible 
categories until the results given in table 1 below were obtained. 
The inclusion of a number of volumes of periodicals within the library catalogue is 
reflected within table 1 by the fact that the total number oftitles within the library 
(396) is somewhat lower than the total number of volumes identified by genre (564).5 
The discrepancy between the two figures however, was not solely due to the inclusion 
of periodicals but indicative of the fact that the library also contained multiple copies of 
5 Taken as a whole, the identified library stock contained seventy-one volumes ofperiodicals, divided 
into fourteen titles - one volume each of the Analectic Magazine, the National Temperance 
Magazine, Printing Machine and The Lady's Book, two volumes each ofthe Edingburgh Review, 
London Journal, and Tales oj Travellers, three of the Monthly Visitor and The Ladies Library, five of 
the Family Economist, eight of the Saturday Magazine, eleven of Chambers's Miscellany, twelve of 
Howitt's Journal and nineteen of the Penny Magazine. 
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certain titles and a number oftitles comprised of two or more volumes. In order to 
analyse the library issue figures and examine the contents of the Huddersfield Female 
Educational Institute library the results given in table 6 were reconfigured to include 
the two absent categories of 'reference' and 'periodicals' as separate entries. As the 
reclassified table 7 indicates, even after the removal ofperiodicals to a separate 
category, the number of volumes within each genre still outstripped the number of 
titles.6 
Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library 
The titles of the texts have been arranged below according to the way in which they 
were classified within table 6, using the guidelines provided within the 1858 annual 
report. Those titles which were reclassified within table 7 appear in bold. Where the 
field of author and date have been left blank, but that of genre filled in for both 
columns, this indicates that a number oftexts with the short title taken from the 
bon-owing register were identified and that while it was not possible to ascertain 
exactly which these was refen-ed to that they all had the same genre within the NSTC; 
eg Home Made Happy. 
6 This was due the inclusion ofmultiple copies of certain titles and multi-volume titles within the 
catalogue. Within this category of 'stories, fiction' two three deckers, Edinburgh Tales by Christian 
Isobel Johnstone and Harry and Lucy by Maria Edgeworth were found. According to the NSTC, 
Edinburgh Tales was first published in Edinburgh during 1845 to 1846 as a three decker while Harry 
and Lucy was first published in Boston in 1818 and in London in 1825. The 1825 pUblication was a 
four-volume edition, with tluee decker versions following in 1827, 1837 and 1853. 
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Appendix B continued 
Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library 
Title Author Date Genre No. No. 
loans 
289 

Summ31), of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
32 Harvey, Rev.James 1 o 
290 

Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
26 Dollars and Cents 
27 Home 
28 Stories for Summer Days and Winter 
nights 
29 Three Experiments of Living 
30 Uncle Sam's Money Box 
31 A Kiss for a Blow 
32 A Talc of Old England 
33 A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam 
34 Alfred in India 
35 Alice Franklin 
36 Annie Donaldson 
37 Basket of Flowers 
38 Blind Alice . 
39 Clever BQYS 
40 Clockmaker 
41 Conquest and Self-Conquest 
42 Cousin Clara 
43 Ellcn Leslie 
44 Florence Arnott 
45 Grace and Clara 
46 Grandmamma's Pockets 
47 Harry and Lucy 
48 Hope on Hope Ever 
49 Jessie Graham 
50 Little Coin Much Care 
51 Love and Money 
52 My Own Story 
53 No Sense Like Common Sense 
54 Orlandino 
55 Pretty Little Stories 
56 Robinson Crusoe, abridged 
57 Sowing and Reaping 
58 Stories for little Readers 
59 Stories from Natural history 
60 Strive and Thrive 
61 SUIlshine and Shade 
62 Swiss Family Robinson 
63 Tales About Christmas 
64 Tales About the Sea 
65 Tales for the Young 
66 The Island Home 
67 The Mimic and other tales 
68 The Steadfast Gabriel 
69 The Swann's Egg 
70 The Token 
Lothrop, Amy 
Sedgwick, Catherine 
Maria 
Leslie, Eliza 
Lee, Hannah F 
Hall, Anna. Maria 
Wright, Henry Clarke 
Miller, Thomas 
Planche, Matilda Ann 
X 
Howitt, Mary 
MacIntosh, Maria 
Schmid, johann 
MacIntoSh, 11aria 
X 
Howitt, 11ary 
MacIntosh, 11aria 
X 
MacIntoSh, 11aria 
MacIntosh, Maria 
MacIntoSh, Maria 
Hall, Anna Maria 
Edgeworth, Maria 
Howitt, Mary 
MacIntosh, Maria 
Howitt, Mary 
Howitt, Mary 
Howitt, Mary 
Howitt, Mary 
Edgeworth, Maria 
X 
Defoe, Daniel 
Howitt, Mary 
X 
X 
Howitt, Mary 
Clowes, Alice A 
Wyss, Johann David 
Parley, Peter 
Parley, Peter 
X 
Mitford, Mary Russell 
Edgeworth, Maria? 
Howitt, Mary 
Hall, Anna Maria 
Parley, Peter 
1852 fie 1 2 
1835 fie 1 0 
1849 fie, child 9 51 
1837 fie 1 7 
1848 fie, child 1 8 
fie, child 1 0 
1848 fie, child 1 8 
fie, child 1 3 
fie, child 1 9 
fic, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 5 
fie, child 1 11 
fie, child 1 9 
fie, child 1 9 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 3 
fie, child 1 10 
fie, child 1 9 
fie, child 1 4 
fie, child 1 1 
fie, child 1 8 
fie, child 3 1 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 8 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 2 1 
fie, child 1 5 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 2 7 
fie, child 1 2 
fie, child 1 0 
fie, child 1 11 
fie, child 1 4 
fie, child 1 4 
1837 fie, child 2 10 
fie, child 1 7 
fie, child 1 4 
fie, child 1 1 
fie, child 1 6 
fie, child 1 5 
fie, child 1 0 
• 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library contmued 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Grammar of Geography 
Gypsies of Spain 
Italian Republics 
Journal of Voyages and travels in the 
South Sea Islands, China and India 
Journt:Y Through ??, Tibet and China 
Letters Prom the West 
Missionary Labours and Scenes in 
Southern Africa 
Parley, Peter 
Borrow, George Henry 
Simonde di Sismondi 
Tyreman, Rev Daniel 
and Bennett, George
X, 
X 
Moffat, Robert 
I gL'og, 
I child 
grog 
grogIgrog 
rgecg 
geO!1: 
igrog 
I 1 I 
! I , 
, I 
I • I 
-I 
- i ! 
I 21
, 
i 
I 1I 
.:'. 
5} 
.5~ 
.\L 
1 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
,">
_.t.. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Modern Travel in Africa 
Modern Travel in America 
Modern Travel in Arabia and Burmah 
Modcrn Travel in Brazil 
Modern Travel in Columbia 
Modern Travel in Egypt 
Modern Travel in Greece 
Modcrn Travel in India 
Modern Travel in Italy 
Modern Travel in Mexico 
Modern Travel in Persia & China 
Modern Travel in Russia & Tur~ 
Modern Travel in Spain 
Modern Travel in Syria 
Modern Egyptians 
New Zealanders 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, loshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Condor, Joshia 
Laue, EW 
Craik, George Lillie 
I 
I 
ge~ 
-g~ 
~eol! 
.,geog 
!grog 
19rog 
! geog 
geog 
I grog 
grog 
geog 
grog 
gOOf! 
grog 
geog 
geog 
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 
3 
1 
1 
I 
1 
J 
JI 
2' 
3 I 
I 
1 j 
I 
1 
] 
2 
Jl. 
0 
() 
Jl 
r; 
2 
(~ 
0 
{) 
JJ 
0 
.Q 
{; 
(;('
(I 
30 Notes of a Visit to Some Parts ofHaiti Hanna, Rev S.w. geog I 1 1 0 
31 Paris X grog j 2'; I) 
_l~ Scenes ill China X geog ! i , 
33 
34 
Scenes of Modem Travel and Adventure 
Sir Edward Seaward's Narrative of his 
Shipwreck 
X 
Porter, Jane 
geog 
geog 
l 
I 
2 
1 I 
I 
lj 
11 
35 Sketches of Eastern Travel X '.Reog I I 0 
36 Stories from Russia, Siberia, Poland and 
co 
Lee, Russell geog i I 
i 
1 
37 
38 
39 
-­
Summer and Winter in the Pyrenees 
Summer Cruise in the Mediterranean 
Tales About Canada 
Stickney, Sarah 
Willis, N athanial 
Parley, Peter 
1841 
1853 
gOOf! 
grog 
geog, 
child 
1 I 
1 i 
1 I 
C 
{) 
40 Tales About Europe, Asia & co. Parley, Peter grog, 
child 
1 ; 
I 
4 
--" 
41 Tales About Great Britain & Ireland Parley, Peter geog, 21 4 
child 
42 Tales About Greece Parley, Peter geog, 
child 
1 0 
-. 
4~ Tales About Shipwrecks Parley, Peter geog, child 
1 (! 
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Sunnnary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
44 Tales About the United States Parley, Peter 1 3 
30 Craik, GL hist 4 o 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library rnn, mil 
33 
Parley, Peter 
34 Tales About Wonders of History Parley, Peter 
35 Tales Aout Rome And Italy Parley, Peter 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
41 Wonder ofthe Earth, Sea and Sky Parley, Peter lit, nat 1 
hist, 
child 
42 Tales About Animals Parley, Peter lit, nat 1 4 
hist, 
child 
43 Tales About Plants Parley, Peter lit, nat 1 1 
hist, 
child 
Educational Tour Hodgson, William B 
educ 
296 

3 
Summary of texts in the Huddersfie1d Female Educational Institute library continued 
4 Exercises for the Memory and Holland, John 1805 PEM, 0 
6 Family Secrets; or hints to those who Stickney, Sarah 1841 0 
would make a home vall educ 
7 Gir1's Week-Day Book White, Dorothy 1830 PEM, 2 7 
educ 
8 Key to Knowledge Budden, Maria 1816 PEM, 0 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
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Summary of texts in the Huddersfield Female Educational Institute library continued 
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Appendix C 
Books borrowed from the Soutbleigh Library, 1907 -1914 
A number in the author column indicates the number ofpossible texts to which the shod title 
may have referred. 
Wilberforce, 
Samuel 
Hoare, Edward 
Newham 
1883 
Swann 
Sonnenschein 
& co. 
Nelson & 
Sons 
300 

4 Against the Tides of Fate Barry, John 1899 fie Duckworth & 12 
co. 
5 Algerian Slave Strathan, Lisbeth 1888 fic Bartholomew 5 
Gooch 
6 Among the Gnomes. An occult tale of Hartman, Franz 1855 fie T.Fisher 5 
adventure in the etc. Unwin 
7 Amy's Kitchen 1860 fie Lockwood & 7 
& co. 
~ 
, 
Vredenburg, E 
Sampson Low 
&co. 
1 
829 Crystal Fairy Book 
Books bOlTowed fi:om the Southleigh Library continued 
12 Life of Agnes Strickland Strickland, Jane 1887 biog W.Blackwood 1 
& Sons 
Macmillan & 
Marchmont, 
Arthur 
Verne, Jules 
1897 
co. 
Hutchinson & 
co 
Sampson Low 
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Books bOlTowed from the Southleigh Library continued 
30 David Copperfield 
31 Dog Crusoe 
32 Dombey and Son 
33 Dorothy Forster 
34 Dove in the Eagles Nest 
35 Dream Chintz 
36 Eric - A Golden Heart 
37 Erling the Bold 
38 Fair Maid ofPerth 
39 Fiery Chariot 
40 First Violin 
41 Flitch ofBacon 
42 Fortune's Favourite 
43 Fortunes ofNigel 
44 Frontier's Fort. Stirring times in the 
Northwest territory ofBritish America 
45 Fur Coats and Feathered Frocks 
46 Great Expectations 
47 Heart ofMid Lothian 
48 Holmby House 
49 House on the Rock 
50 In Quest of the Golden Pearl 
51 Interrupted 
52 Ivanhoe 
53 Jacqueline 
54 John Halifax 
55 Kenilworth 
56 King Richard II 
57 Knight ofthe Nineteenth Century, A 
58 Lances ofLywood 
59 Last ofthe Mohicans 
60 Little Dorrit 
61 Little Duke. Richard the Fearless 
62 LomaDoone 
Dickens, Charles 
Ballantyne, Robert 
Michael 
Dickens, Charles 
Besant, Sir Walter 
Yonge, Charlotte 
Mary 
Planche, M A 
10 
Ballantyne, Robert 
Scott, Walter 
Green, Evelyn 
Everett 
Fothergill, Jessie 
Ainsworth, 
WIlliam Harrison 
Tynan, Katherine? 
Scott, Walter 
Kingston, William 
Dickens, Charles 
Scott, Walter 
Melville, George 
Planche, M. A. 
Hutchinson, J.R-
Scott, Walter 
Mullock, Dinah 
Maria 
Scott, Walter 
Shakespeare 
Roe, Edward 
Payson 
Y onge, Charlotte 
Mary 
Cooper, James 
Fenimore 
Dickens, Charles 
Y onge, Charlotte 
Mary 
Blaclanore, 
Richard Doddridge 
18491 
50 
1861 
18471 
8 
1884 
1841 
1851 
1869 
1828 
1900 
1877 
1902 
1905 
1822 
1879 
1892 
18601 
1 
1818 
1859 
1852 
1897 
1820 
1857 
1821 
early 
1895 
1855 
1826 
1857/ 
8 
1891 
1869 
fie 
fic 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fic 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fic 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
11 
9 
4 
Chatto & 
Windus 
6 
5 
J.Nisbet & co. 
Hutchinson & 
co. 
Gibbings & 
co. 
White & Co. 
6 
8 
6 
2 
19 
2 
6 
18 
1 
8 
E. Nister 40 
2 
Ward & 
Downey 
1 
5 
8 
11 
1 
2 
4 
8 
NISBET & 
co. 
1 
3 
5 
4 
2 
6 
10 
4: 
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Books borrowed from the Southleigh Library continued 
4iA£ FE rrrzm 7!!!!!f 
63 Love and Life Yonge, Charlotte 1880 fie Macmillan & 4 
Mary Co. 
64 Manchester Rebels Ainsworth, 1873 fie Tinsley Bros. 2 
William Harrison 
65 Married and Settled Planche, M A 1870 fie 3 
66 Martin Rattler Ballantyne, Robert 1858 fie 11 
Mic;hael 
67 Mary Barton Gaskell, Elizabeth 1848 fie 8 
68 Merchant ofVenice Shakespeare, early fic 3 
William 
69 Middy and the Moors Ballantyne, Robert 1888 fie 4 
Michael 
70 Minnie's Love Planche, MA 1860 fie 21 
71 Mollie's Prince Carey, Rosa 1898 fie Hutchinson & 7 
Nouehette Co. 
n Mrs Halliburton's Trouble/Sorrow fie 4 
73 Nicholas Nickleby Dickens, Charles 1838/ fie 1 
9 
74 Niek ofthe Woods 10 fie 2 
75 Nursery Tales fie 4 
76 Old Curiosity Shop Dickens, Charles 18401 fie 6 
1 
77 Old Farm House 5 fie 9 
78 Old Fashioned Fairy Tales Ewing, Juliana fie 14 
Horatia 
79 Old. Mortality Scott, Walter 1816 fie 2 
80 Olga'S Dream Underdown, Emily 1892 fie Skeffington & 8 
Son 
81 Once Upon a Time 65 . fie 12 
82 Our Mutual Friend Dickens, Charles 18641 fie 4 
5 
83 Outcast 61 fie 2 
84 Peveri1 of the Peak Scott, Sir Walter 1822 fie 1 
85 Phantom Ship Marryat 1839 fie 1 
86 Pride and Prejudice Austen, Jane 1813 fie 7 
87 Prince and the PauJler Clemens, Samuel 1881 fie 9 
88 Queen of Hearts Collins, Wilkie 1859 fie 4 
89 Quentin Durward Scott, Sir Walter 1823 fie 1 
90 Right of Sword Marchmont, 1897 fie Hutchinson & 2 
Arthur Williams Co. 
91 Rob Roy Scott, Walter 1818 fie 3 
92 Robinson Crusoe Defoe, Daniel 1719 fie 13 
93 Rosalinda Cross, Anna & 1890 fie George Allen 25 
Atkinson, Bal.dry 
94 Rose Island Russell, William 1900 fie E. Arnold 9 
Clark 
95 Shadowland Green, Evelyn 1930 fie 8 
Everett 
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Books bon-owed from the Southleigh Library continued 
96 Ship's Adventure 
97 Silver Axe 

98 Six Devonshire Dumplings 

99 Son of Odin, A 

100 Son of the Constable ofFrance 

101 Star in the Desert 

102 Sweet Sunny Days 
103 Tale of Two Cities, A 
104 Tales from Hans Christian Andersen 
105 Talisman 
106 Three Giants and Other Stories 
107 Tip-Tail 
108 Trap to Catch a Sunbeam, A 
109 True Annals ofFairyland 
110 True Blue 
111 Twenty Thousand Leagues 
112 Two Chiefs of Dunboy 
113 Two Whalers 
114 Uncle Tom's Cabin 
115 Ungava 
116 Water Babies 
117 Westward Ho 
118 Winning His Spurs 
119 Wives and Daughters 
120 Woman ofthe Commune, A 
121 Woodstock 
122 Wooing ofVal 
123 WorldofIee 
124 Young Fur Traders 
Russell, William 
Green, Evelyn 

Everett 

Batchelor, 

Mar.Karet 

Smith, Elsie 

Rousselet, L (trans. 

from) 

Planche, M.A. 

21 

Dickens, Charles 

Andersen, Hans 

Scott, Sir Walter 

Reader, Emily E 

Bennett, Tertia 
MacKamess 
(Planche), Matilda 
Kingston, William 
Henry Giles 
Verne, Jules 
Froude, Jame 
Anthony 
Kingston, William 
Henry Giles 
Stowe, Harriet 
Beecher 
Ballantyne, Robert 
Michael 
Kingsley, Charles 
Kingsley, Charles 
Henty, George 
Alfred 
Gaskell, Elizabeth 
Henty, George 
Alfred 
Scott, Sir Walter 
Green, Evelyn 
Everett 
Ballantyne, Robert 
Michael 
Ballantyne, Robert 
Michael 
1901 
1900 
1910 
1909 
1882 
1853 
18571 
8 
1825 
1887 
1899 
1849 
1909 
1909 
18?? 
1889 
1879 
1852 
1857 
1863 
1855 
1882 
1866 
1895 
1826 
1900 
1896 
1855 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fic 
fie 
fie 
fie 
Archibald 14 
Constable & 
Co. 
Hutchinson & 3 
Co. 
10 
Jarrold & 3 
Sons 
Sampson & 7 
Low & co. 
London 7 
8 
3 
23 
1 
Longmans & 7 
Co. 
Langley & 9 
Co. 
6 
J.M.Dent & 10 
Sons 
7 
3 
Longmans, 1 
Green & Co. 
7 
12 
7 
5 
7 
Sampson & 10 
Low&Co. 
6 
White & Co. 3 
4 
14 
Nelson & 8 
Sons 
8 
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Books borrowed from the Southleigh Library continued 
125 	 Book ofWorthies 
126 	 Conquering and to Conquer 
127 Isabeau's Hero 
128 Women of Christendom 
129 Won Not By Might 
130 Bernard Hamilton, Curate of Stowe 
131 	 Brothers of Pity and Other Tales ofBeasts 
and Men 
132 Butterflies and Fairies 
133 Farmer Goldsworthy's Will 
134 	 From Greenlands Icy Mountains 
135 	 >From Playground to Battlefield 
136 How Bill Simms Honoured His Father 
137 Ice Prison 
138 	 In Cloister and Court 
139 	 Jackanapes 
140 Last Wolf, the. A story of England in the 
fourteenth century 
141 Lily ofLeyden 
142 	 Log House by the Lake 
143 Otterbum Chase 

144 Owen Hartley 

145 	 Pirate's Creek 
146 	 Post Woman 
147 	 Rainbows. A Book of Allegories and 

simple tales, intended as mirrors of 

religious truths, etc 

148 Seven Idols. A Tale for Girls 

149 Shepard of Salisbury Plain 

150 Silent Jim. 

151 Soldiers of a Great King 

152 Stolen From the Sea 

153 	 Thorn Fortress 
Yonge, Charlotte 
Mary 
Charles, Elizabeth 
Stuart, Esme 
Charles, Elizabeth 
Gee, Annie L. 
Shipley, Mary 
Elizabeth 
Ewing, Juliana 
Horatia 
Albert, Mary 
Sitwell, Sydney 
Mary 
Stables, William 
Gordon 
Harrision, 
Frederick 
A.W. 
Moore, Frank 
Frankfort 
Green, Evelyn 
Everett 
Ewing, Julian 
Horatia 
Mercier, Anne. 
Kingston, William 
Henry Giles 
Kingston, William 
Henry Giles 
Carvalho, C.N. 
Kingston, William 
Henry Giles 
Sadler, Samuel 
Whitchurch 
Finnemore, Emily 
Pearson 
Diggle, John 
William 
Reade, F.E. 

More, Hannah 

Cobb, James 

Francis 

James, Wilhelmina 
Martha 
Bramston, Mary 
1869 
1876 
1882 
1880 
1902 
1880 
1873 
1894 
1892 
1901 
1886 
1891 
1900 
1884 
1880 
1865 
1898 
1877 
1883 
1898 
1888 
1890 
1810e 
1871 
1882 
1884 
1879 
fie, hist 
fie, hist 
fie, hist 
fie, hist 
fie, hist 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie, reI 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fie 
fic 
fie, reI 
fic 
fie 

fic 

fie 
Macmillan & 2 
co. 
SPCK 5 
(reissued) 
CKS 7 
SPCK 3 
CKS 3 
CKS 11 
SPCK 5 
SPCK 10 
CKS 4 
CKS 7 
CKS 8 
CKS 9 
CKS 1 
J.F. Shaw & 7 
Co. 
CKS 25 
CKS 7 
CKS 3 
CKS 2 
SPCK 13 
SPCK 1 
CKS 10 
CKS 11 
SPCK 11 
CKS 17 
5· 
SPCK 13 
CKS 5 
SPCK 4 
SPCK 8 
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Books bon-owed from the Southleigh Library continued 
154 Told By Two Bramston, Mary 1898 fie 	 National 4 
Society's 
DtjJusi1Ui y 
155 Two Shipmates Kingston, William 1874 fie CKS 3 

Henry Giles 

156 Uncle Bart Fenn, George 1900 fie CKS 12 

Manville 
lny~.vl.157. Village 1I,f, Orr, Emily C. 1881 fie 	 CKS 6 
158 Will Trahair's Friends Sitwell, Sydney 1888 fie 	 CKS 13 
M~ry 
159 Willie and Luey Giberne, Agnes 1882 fie RTS 3 
160 Village Story, A M.,A.E. 1881 fie CKS 3 
161 Under the Blue Flag Palgrave, Mary E. 1882 fie, hist CKS 4 
162 An HVf':ntfill Night 3 1877 fie SPCK 1 
163 BlaekJewel Butcher, Edifu 1888 fie CKS 11 
Louisa Floyer 
164 Charge Fulfilled, A Molewsorth, Mary 1886 fic CKS 10 
Louisa 
165 Mountain Moggy Kingston, William 1866 fie SPCK 3 
Henry Giles 
166 Pupil Teachers ofSt Martins S.w.L. 1888 fi~ CKS 8 
167 Snow King's Trumpet et& G., H.lM. 1884 fic CKS 7 
168 Daynrf~::lmc:: 27 n.d. fic 36 
169 Miss Brown .L(,:e, Vemon 18§0 ~. Ward & Lock 26 
.'fotal _ 
_ ? . : .::~.:.::.. W;iniji:l!1!1ltE::~II::~::?::tf:~~::~~:::~:,:;:::::_ ~::t:IrI%{:: 1~:f:~1::lf:Hjt;1!:l:M;:: 
1 Commfl Seas geog 1 
2 Five Years in Madagascar Maude, Francis 1895 geog 2 
Cornwallis 
3 From Pekin to Calais by Land De Windt, Harry 1889 geog Chapman & 4 
Hall 
4 Hycl~li1h::liL K::lc::hmir and Nepal geog 3 
5 In the Great White Colonial Bush Elias, Edith L. 1910 geog Metheun & 4 
Co. 
6 In the Great White Land Stables, William 1902 geog Blackie & Son 11 
Gordon 
7 In the Vine Country Somerville, Edith 1893 geog W.H.Allen& 8 
Ann & Ross, co. 
Violet Florence 
8 Physical Geography 343 .~og 1 
9 Pictorial Tour ofthe World -- geog 15 
10 Region of Eternal Fire Marvin, Charles 1884 geog W.H. Allen & 2 
Co. 
11 Stories_of¢.~Gorilla Countrv Dll(;h ail1ll.. Paul 1868 geog 8 
12 Towards Pretoria Ralph, Julian 1900 geoK C.A.Pearson 19 . 
13 Up North Lund, C'::lntilin Tn 1878? geog _4 
14 Lennard's Leader Hoare, Edward 1890 geog CKS 6 
Newenham 
15 Saat Wilkinson, 1898 geog CKS 3 
Thomas Edward 
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12 Prince of the House ofDavid 
13 Victory That Overcometh 
7 Longfellow's Poetical Works 
8 March Hares and Their Friends 
Ingraham, Joseph 
Holt 
6 
1856 hist, reI 
1898 
Groombridge 
& Sons 
W.Blackwood 
1807 - 1882 
Griffin & 
1806 to 61 
2 
1 
7 
21 
,1.;; ai;A 
Books borrowed from the Southleigh Library continued 
16 Ocean Gosse, Philip 1846 geog CKS 4 
Longfellow, Henry poetry 
Wadsworth 
Gibson, Arthur S. 1883 poetry 
Browning, 
Elizabeth Barrett 
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Books bOlTowed fi:om the Southleigh Library continued 
16 Songs for the Nursery Robertson, David 1844 poetry Glasgow 
19 Wordsworth's Poems 
20 Golden Numbers 
4 Rodway, James SCI George 
5 Story of Frost and Ice 
6 Story ofthe Earth's Atmosphere 
7 Story ofthe Plants 
8 Story of the Stars 
9 Story ofthe Weather 
i 10 
11 
Factors in Life. Three Lectures on Health 
Food Education 
Guild ofGood Life, the 
Brend, William 
Alfred 
Archibald, 
Edmund 
Allen, Charles 
Chambers, George 
Frederick 
Chambers, George 
Frederick 
Seely, Harry 
Govier 
Richardson, Sir 
1899 
1897 
1895 
1895 
1897 
1887 
1884 
sci 
sci 
sci 
sci 
sci 
sci, dom 
sci, dom 
Newnes 
George 
Newnes 
George 
Newnes 
George 
Newnes 
George 
Newnes 
George 
Newnes 
7 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
Ward 
15 Our Insect Friends Cragin, Belle S. 1899 sci G.P.Putnam's 2 
Sons 
16 Our Reptiles and Batrachians Cooke, Mordecai 1865 sci Robert 3 
Cub itt Hardwicke 
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Books bon-owed :B:om the Southleigh Library continued 
1 How to Draw in Freehand 1882 	 textboo 7 

k 

2 Naval Alphabet, A Hassall, John 1901 	 textboo Sands & Co. 7 

k 

3 Be Kind to Your Old Age 1882 	 textboo CKS 5 

k 
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Appendix D 
Texts referred to in the answers to correspondents 
Tables A to I below provide information regarding other reading matter referred to within 
the answers to cOLTespondence pages of all three j oumals for each of the sampled years; 
1860, 1880 and 1900. The entries are organised according to classification and the 
information provided within each answer is given. For example, under the classification 
'periodicals', table A shows that both issues 875 and 883 refer to advertisements within 
the Times newspaper. When one answer refers to more than one text, the titles are kept 
together within the tables. Single answers which refer to two genres have been 
highlighted at the beginning of each table and the final column indicates how the genre 
was split for purposes of an~lysis within chapter 6, tables 13(a) and 13(b). The total 
figure given for each of the categories reflects this. In the few instances where an answer 
refers to more than two genres, it is classified according to its overall content. For 
example, in table A the answer from issue 903 beginning 'Romance a/War' was 
classified within the category of fiction since, although it made reference to one 
periodical, Tail's Magazine, it refeLTed to nine historical romances. Likewise, within table 
C, the same methodology applies to the answer from issue 2,963 which begins 'Lorna 
Doone', here classified as belonging to the categories of 'fiction, poetry, drama, song' 
and history. Although this answer also refers to philosophy, biography, literary criticism, 
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?F~ 
popular journalism and biography in addition to history, fiction and poetry, the genre 
classification is divided between the latter two categories only, since splitting it further 
would detract from its overall content. Fiction, poetry, drama and song have been 
grouped together within these appendices and analysed as one within tables 13(a) and 
13(b) for similar purposes, as many answers referred to a combination of these genres. 
Since the intention of these tables is to show the range of information provided within the 
answers, additional dates of publication etc. have not been added; these can however, be 
located via COPAC. l Where one issue refers to the same text, this is indicated by repeat 
references within the tables. 
Table J provides examples of the type information included within those answers which 
indicate how to obtain a text. 
I The Consortium of Public Access Catalogues (COPAC) website address is: http://copac.ac.uk. 
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Appendix D, Table A 
References to reading matter within the Family Herald, 1860. 
Issue Title!Comments 	 Author!PublisheriBookshop! 

Price 

I";:i~fi~;!' 
."Mlt' ,B,ii\,,@lm 1.·.'..".#r:killlc'HtILtJir'~i'lil.',.,;~jt"''' ·" .•'i.\ijj::"".·\*~~·I"'·
1 879 Life ofByron; Corsair Lara Moore; Byron; from biography! 
C.Goodman, Strand poetry 
2 883 sonnets in Italian, not trans; Life of Petrach; Mrs Dobson poetry! 
Petrach biography 
3 873 tales, dictionary fiction/ 
reference 
4 895 Boy's Number ofFamily Herald; Young periodicals/ 
Anglers Guide how to 
5 895 Bible; the newspaper press periodicals/ 
religion 
6 917 a grammar, Penny Cyclopedia reference/ 
textbook 
7 885 	 Bible; Sacred and Profane History; Eothen and co. history! 

Ancient History; History ofGreece and Shakspeare [sic], Burns; fiction 

Rome; Observations On Certain Passages Byron; Defoe; Scott; Bulwer; 

ofScripture; some compendious history; Dickens 

Cyclopedia 

Total: 7 
I,";,!~~A 1)'3W,·.'?"1iii' tl\if:lHAAitii'iatiOM!:cN '.ril!1!!!')·/il"4'; ,.'.All~~""itmJ~:I~· liDt'. .,~iI'iK.i!!¢1.~.1 
1 873 Art ofPerfumery Piesse's 
2 875 The Carver and Gilder Little Book 
3 907 Art ofPerfumery Piesse 
4 913 ArlofMagic Piesse 
5 919 Painting on Muslim Windsor & Newton 
6 877 The Art ofFencing 
Total: 6.0 
'I:,";" '::i·.>~ :G}~ssjf)cat~~n~;liq~raj)l!;[ J:'j[-'l:':;G };J;)J-,- ~;f ii1 ~£ 11... .i.['."jj[ ]:, JJt";;li 'i,!,!? 
1 901 Memoires de George; Memoires de Louis 
XVJJl 
2 911 Life ofCharlotte Bronte 
Total: 3.0 
>'!I '"IIi'; ..i¥. :1,~I~§~)fi~it.6nllE~Qn'Qm'ttk,D*-1:J~:;:;:' !:,'A',,,!,,, I.'"".I:,:;':;;\I·:<';?'2· "",,"""."".'" ••·+··.·•.,.c'·{,;k.:' l·i,S···.·.,i">'"wi. ,··'\, 
1 881 Blue Books 
2 889 	 Second Report to the Board ofTrade on Bentley 

the Life ofInsurance Societies ofthe 

United Kingdom 

3 885 Building Societies Stone, 8s, any bookseller 
Total: 3.0 
. ~ll~l#j!~t!lIt!il 'V! .'i,iI6 I:;;, wtji{i:;,,:f~)i\i*}"{ •.! 1»\1.. 11\5"'>'2""1(" \,1:.,1~.'.;" ,lli<!','I,·jdDi"'!".ffi41! i3!!<ii1' ...•'\<\';:.1,' 
1 871 advertisements by "quacks" 
2 873 recipe 
3 875 recipes 
4 877 printed circular 
5 885 printed instructions From the person who sold it 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
6 887 	 letters P.P.c. (pour prendre conge) 
written in the comer of the card mark a 
farewell call 
7 891 false advertisements 
8 895 advertisement in the Times 
9 895 false advertisement 
10 917 placards in the street 
11 921 catalogue of Christmas presents 
12 921 Girl's Number for festive games Family Herald 
13 921 list of advertisements 
). 14 873 Prospectus 
15 873 catalogue of books on Russian language Trubner & co., Paternoster 
Row 
16 913 catalogue from Stevens & Son, 26 Bell Yard, 
Carey Street WC 
17 871 Deaf& Dumb Alphabet Family Herald handbill, free 
~~f!fi
sic'~.'~
1 871 Byron 

2 873 Douglas Home 

3 877 music or bookseller 

4 877 De Quincy, 

5 879 Baviad and Maedviad on the Dela Crus a Gifford, William 

school of poetry 
6 889 any comic song book 
7 891 Pyramus and Thisbe Chadwick 
8 891 Home, Sweet Home from opera Clari, or Howard Payne 
the Maid ofMilan 
9 893 Othello Shakespeare 
10 895 Amelie opera catalogue of songs Rooke, Cocks & co. 
11 895 Rogers, Samuel 
12 899 Milton; Young; Cowper; 
Tennyson 
13 901 Petrarch and Laura Shakespeare 
14 901 Ovid 
15 901 Don Quixote 
16 901 Adam Bede 
17 903 Romance ofWar; Adventures ofan Aide­
de-camp; Kirkaldy's Memoirs; Walter 
Fenton; Bothwell; Hepburn's Memoirs; 
Jane Seton; Philip Rolo; Mary of 
Lorraine; Dublin University's Tait's 
Magazine 
18 905 	 Richardson; Fielding; Smolett; 
Gibbon; Addison; Steele 
19 911 Macbeth Shakespeare 
20 913 English poets 
21 913 Poetry Moore 
22 917 Stuart; Mill; Combe 
23 917 Scott 
24 917 Fox and the Stork 
25 919 novel Railway Library, 1 s. 
Total: 27.0 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
Elements of History; Histories of Tyler; Goldsmith; Moore; 
Greece and Rome; History ofIreland; Bancroft; Allen; Mignet 
History ofthe United States; History of 
the American Revolution; History ofthe 
French Revolution 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
16 907 The Times 
17 907 Agricultural Gazette 
18 911 Leisure Hour 
19 913 The Times 
20 913 Athenaeum 
21 913 The Times 
22 917 Journal 
23 917 Newspaper 
24 921 Newspaper 
Total: 25.0 
I<l~l'~:':"" ICi?ti ~.··.'·'.'i;l~:I: Itirin! .. o;;dce.Hi'ii.•. H"i;;">RI!~:·.·.··· i:i .. ,/+ •• ,.")'::, .···.\:iijf:·,.:~~I·lli ...·:·,i:;Y·I'·j.,.," .' .'.(: ];i~3!,gii'i·.• i 
I 871 A Peerage Parliamentary Companion Dodd 
2 873 Guide to Government Appointments 
3 875 Dictionary ofArts and Manufactures Ure 
4 881 encyclopaedias 
5 881 Dictionary ofArts Ure 
6 891 Boswell's Pigeons, & co. 1s.2d 
7 893 Master Key to Public Offices 3s.8d. 
8 899 System ofHeraldry Nisbet 
9 899 Manual ofFriendly Societies Hardwick, 35. 
10 907 English Synonyms Crabb 
II 907 Penny Cyclopaedia 
12 915 Penny Cyclopaedia 
13 921 Botany ofthe Southern States; Book of Darby, 95. and Wood, 9s. 
Botany; Culpepper's is out of print 
14 921 Complete Practical Guide to the Civil 
Service 
15 871 Newspaper Press Directory Mitchell 
16 877 London Directory 
17 879 Army List 
18 881 Dictionary 
19 899 London Directory 
20 905 Johnson and Walker 
21 907 A Dictionary ofCant and Vulgar Words very cheap, J.H. Hotten, 
Piccadilly 
22 911 Classical Dictionary Lempiere or Smith's 
23 913 biographical dictionary 
24 913 Post Office Directory 
25 917 Dictionary of the Arts Ure,5s. 
26 919 Index 
Total: 27.0 
IIL.'.1E!! i'iffihly:··'···· '.' iion.mll ".,', .·t\"~"t .··.···,[1:11{ilGls· 'k;:::' '.;1 '\1; ?"¥C,ftlfi< .' ..\iliir ..•..••. ;j;.,~:l., •. Zw:;~§ 
1 871 Bible 
2 871 Logic and Rhetoric Whateley 
3 873 Ecclesiastical History Bede 
4 877 Bible 
5 879 Bible; Protestant, Latin or 20 vol. version 	 Tremellius & Junius; Schmidt; 

second-hand booksellers; 

D.Nutts, Strand 

6 879 OfHeaven and Hell, treatise Hedyson; Portugal Street 

7 881 immortality ofthe Soul; Antidote Against Henry Moore 

Atheism 

8 881 Bible; Acts vi.3 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
9 887 Book ofCommon Prayer 
10 889 Psalms 
11 889 Verse 
12 889 Prayer Book 
l3 889 Luke X 
14 891 Enquiry into the Doctrine ofNecessity Bishop Coplestone 
and Predestination; treatise upon 
Christian ethics 
15 893 Bible 
16 901 Bible 
17 903 New Testament 
18 903 Prayer Book 
19 907 Commentary on the Minor Prophets Dr. J.H.Pusey & lParker 
20 909 religious periodicals 
21 911 Philosophy Locke 
22 921 Old Testament 
23 921 Book ofCommon Prayers 
l,i~'~0i I <,}\}u\,/?@ GJ3sSifi~~fi\)n!:h~,~iij,Q¢~~'t~thh}6Iijg¥"<\1'~*n':: :j 1"W)\;;.,3,it:/";( Total: 23.5 ""\':;:';0I~'mt',/~,r'JilltJstI ~~~ 
I 875 any modern work on organic chemistry 
2 881 Piesse's Chemical and Natural Magic 3s,6d. 
3 883 Elements ofPhrenology Combe 
4 885 Deafness and Diseases qfthe Ear Wright, Newby 
5 893 Chemistry for Students Turner 
6 895 Pranoliones Theologicae; System Nicholas Wallerius; John 
Mineralogicum & Chemica Physica Gottschalk; Wallerius 
7 903 Memoria Technica; Artificial Memory Grey; Fenigale 
8 917 Natural History 
Total: 8.0 
1 881 copy book 

2 887 French Librarian; Lycee ou Cours de Ventouillac, cheap; La Harpe, 

Literature second-hand 
3 889 grammar Cobbett 
4 889 Chamber's Course ofArithmetic and 
Mathematics 
,5 893 Principles ofPunctuation Hartley or Small field 
6 899 books for self-tuition 
7 905 Copybooks 
8 909 Grammar and Key Lennie 
9 909 tables of logarithms Hutton 
10 915 Specifications, with examples and co. Donaldson 
11 917 grammar rules 
12 919 school books 
13 921 best for self-education Ollendorff 
14 877 Educational Register Whittaker & co., Ave Maria 
LaneEC 
15 885 Essay Marks Morgan, out of print 
16 909 Instructor Hamilton 
17 909 ABC Master 
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18 919 Dr Bell & Joseph Lancaster 
19 921 Shorthand Master, 4s.6d. 
2 893 
3 871 Fanny Fern 
4 905 Treatise Chambers 
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Appendix D, Table B 
References to reading matter within the Family Herald, 1880. 
Issue Title!comment Author!Publisher/BookshoplPrice Genre 
r:K'lIi;iiJ!i'!": 'I'!:i~r~'vi\\' p'PIJl1ll!;~!,lj:'~~ t<' ']:':l<>J in] ·!Ifi'i •. ·j.t! . If):· IJ!1l( i:'~; ,vj;" ,T.8· qi} '!i(LYN'iii j':,:,y;" ib. iiit;; 'iit' 
1 1935 Dickens; Thackeray; Macaulay fiction! 
history 
2 1927 Scripture Darwin Religion! 
science 
Total: 2 
.at; .~t;;C;;Y· 
mm,. AAn >tlli's~m~di5QljA;t1ts'~ddiDil); .i'.'1JN .SiA ... ' . ';'i", I.~t""'i .. ··'·.:!IN ·········,;'!;"I;i,H·!!!iwcr.j1cl··,it.l!·,·,f',g,\i!\i!I$";1fi\li!8.:~i3 i!:·'0.jij{.:!'.!ij\!~i"7jWl 
1 1923 The Shoemaker 
2 1927 Dictionary ofArts And Manufacturing; 
Technology; book on soap and candle 
making 
3 1929 The Varnisher 
4 1941 Sizing and Mildew in Cotton Goods; 
Sizing ofCotton Goods 
5 1941 The Art qfFan Painting 
6 1945 Ancient And Modern Handbook of 
Sculpture 
7 1957 Illustration ofJoinery 
!!·!ij·i!;~·j *j~iF'!;!!)~1 I"ciltlon•.·"-!'~j:,t'<JPll.YT'i '. tit! .......\"'~ ····w: 
1 1915 Life ofNelson 
2 1915 Men at the Helm 
3 1915 Men ofthe Time 
4 1919 Biography qfBrummell; 
5 1943 biography 
6 1963 biography of the dramatist 
7 1965 Sir Robert Peel's Life and Career 
Houlston; 2s. 

Ure 

Watt 

Dr Campbell Morfitt 

Thompson; David; Dreyfus and 

Holland; Heywood 

Lechertier, 60 Regent Street, 1 s. 

Westmacott; Longmans, 7s. 6d. 

Chambers, 3s. 

Total: 7 
it· ..4X',·. .·.)f·.;;@lf~:H:'t"\!:,! ..':'tit'l)i •• m>.C'ilii"i."il~:" •• iHi! 1",1"',,;)"':.'''''' 
Southeby 
Gall & Inglis; 3s. 
Routledge 
secondhand bookseller 
Foster 
Longmans, 8s. 6d. 
Total: 7 
.~:;jJi';i1: li.i1m')··· ..:·1,jlj:,· }mj~.£i!jflJ6"t'~W;~ . ·.!'j!!'t; •. y;N",,;*W::~0~;.~[i1t 1.··!i'"{;.~:](.·.3"'~c\:;;'· :. •.'To:!;, .·····.<;tr··. ;)f'BY00:iiq~[i 
1 1921 tracts on legal and politcal subjects, 12 
month!y vols. 1648 
2 1927 Parliamentary Reports 
3 1939 Parliamentary Debates 
4 1941 Landlord Tenants Rights Act 
5 1941 Annual Statement ofthe Trade ofthe 
United Kingdom 
6 1943 Register General's Reports 
7 1955 see the Act for particulars 
8 1959 Opium Trade - What Is It? 
1 1915 false advertisement 
2 1919 a pub lisher' s circular 
3 1919 catalogue of books for boys 
4 1923 false advertisement 
5 1923 Ordance Map 
6 1925 map 
Jenkins; dealer in old books 
'tenant farmer' 
Hamilton, 1 s. 
Total: 
.•,.. Ii01i'i.;,jihul0;:":I~·"t!~*·:.··: l!fJli".·.• ,i21fi··..:~I1! .·.;;I~~J.;':1Sf:J'I~, 
Routledge or Warne 
8 
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7 1925 recipe for curling fluid 
8 1927 catalogue of books 
9 1929 circular: 'quacks' 
10 1931 catalogue from 
II 1931 wants colums in papers 
12 1933 advertisments in daily newspapers 
13 1933 catalogue 
14 1933 school prospectus 
15 1935 indexes to the vols. 
16 1941 supplement 
17 1951 wants columns 
18 1955 our indexes 
19 1957 advertisement 
20 1959 catalogue 
21 1959 legend on a giunea 
22 1965 book catalogue, one of their little vols. 
23 1965 pamphlet 
1 1917 
2 1917 
3 1917 read the story again 
4 1921 ~oem 
5 1921 The Love That Gives 
6 1923 
7 1923 Pennx Readings 
8 1923 The Gentle Life Series 
9 1925 Pilgrim's Progress 
10 1927 from musicseller 
11 1929 
12 1929 
13 1929 arranged for piano solo and duet 
14 1929 Twenty Years After 
15 1933 
16 1933 American poet 
17 1933 Foreign Novelists 
18 1935 Divina Commedia 
19 1935 Pelham 
20 1937 Childes Harold's Pilgrimage 
cantoiv.stanzal15 
21 1937 Notre Dame de Paris 
22 1939 you will find the first lines in Gil Bias; 
Anthologta Graeca 
23 1941 Music seller 
24 1945 
25 1945 Tim Bobbins 
Family Herald 
MacMillan co.; Bedford Street 
Murray 
Family Herald 
Family Herald; 31 2p. stamps each 
B Williams; Chappell & co.; 49 

New Bond Street 

60 Pasternoster Row 

Warne & co., Bedford Street 

JH Watson; 129, Devonshire Road 

Holloway; 3 stamps 

Shakespere [sic] 

Robert Burns 

Aaron Hill 

Family Herald; Is.8d. 

Elizabeth Laetita Landon; Hurst & 

Blackett, 12s. 

Routledge 

lHain Friswell, collection ofvols.; 

Family Herald; 1/2 crown 

De Quincey 

music seller 

Schuman 

Routledge, Is. 

music seller 

Warne 

trans. by Cary; Siml,kin; Is. 6d. 

Lord Lytton 

Byron 

Victor Hugo 

Le Sage; trans. from 

music seller, Pitman 

Simpkin, 6d. 
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26 1947 Rendered a Recompense Family Herald; may be had in parts; 
24 stamps 

27 1953 Ladybird's Penitence Family Herald supplement 

28 1955 On a Distant Prospect ofElon College Gray 

29 1957 music seller 

30 1957 Hamlet 

31 1957 Tales ofthe War MacMillan & co., 6s.; Longmans, 

5s. 

32 1961 music seller 

33 1961 early dramatists 

Shakespere 

34 1961 story 

35 1963 an edition ofthe poet's works few shillings 

36 1963 novel 

Fiction: 36.5 
IviO',IIi1i1i···••· @~l~',;.· ...• :;. ~i:;;'lH': Iv.::!;.. Jl:.}~*tw:. ',i I:;;.•· .Jt·L.iiil·.•.5<1"< .•. .[ii;:!tE1.0!i:.}f~~' .in'. ;; A0!Vi":i ·iN;. 
1 1917 Guide to London Routledge, Is. 
2 1925 work on Florida and Dublin Duffy; 12 vols., Low & Co.; 2s. 
Total: 2 
~1.· ..·~!11 <:.~·.··.i0·\I ••·.'· •• '·· l:i(~4f1 ,1Y.·... .}.;.:;•... ,".,;/,•.'0""';"'$%,",;,. :t,i.\\ .... ""ex", .• ···.·,:'\·..••.•i1m·,. &i;~i;:t.•.,;:.:!L·...:: [.~.i.!j·;.!fri; .C:.~I1•• 
1 1915 history Macaulay 
2 1915 History ofCheshire Ormerod; in British Museum or 
London Institute 

3 1917 County Families Walford 

4 1919 Outlines ofEnglish HistOlY Ince and Gilbert, Kent; 1 s.6d. 

5 1927 Outlines o[English History Kent, 23 Paternoster Row; Is. 6d. 

6 1947 History ofthe Army; Famous Regiments Scott, 42s; 3s.6d.; Stocqueler, 21 S.; 

borrow expensive works from a 
library 
7 1957 history ofhis [Napoleon's] captivity Montholon; Colburn, 4 vols., 56s. 
Total: 7.5 
11';;,11I1h.···.··· :;$r"}I:~!i1 ion: .'i/? .' ··ii:i:!:,},i(.!1~;1!,!!~ Ii F,.'· .• i:i ~t:~1i*<)j.j:'. :<\;I::i:;i.;1;·.••• ·····.' .. " .•..••...•. >?'! ri;7;~lrJi,~ 
1 1927 Hints on the Toilette Family Herald 
2 1915 Hints on the Toilet Family Herald, seven half-penny 
stamps 
3 1915 Hints on the Toilet Family Herald, seven half-penny 
stamps 
4 1915 Hints on the Toilet Family Herald, seven half-penny 
stamps 
5 1915 How to Play Draughts, Dominoes & co. Family Herald, seven half-penny 
stamps 
6 1917 Hints on the Toilette Family Herald, seven half-penny 
stamps 
7 1919 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
8 1919 Himts on the Toilette FamilL Herald 
9 1919 Princip.!es ofElocution Chambers, 2s.6d. 
10 1919 Rules ofRyhme Hogg, 2s.6d. 
11 1919 Ventriloquism Made Easy Warne,6d. 
12 1919 Economic Cookery 
13 1921 Etiquette for Gentlemen 
14 1921 How to Grow Flowers and Vegetables Family Herald Handy Book, seven 
half-penny stamps 
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15 1923 Hints on Stammering 
16 1923 Hints on the Toilette 
17 1923 How to Play Draughts & co. 
18 1925 Hints on the Toilette 
19 1929 Directionsfor Makil!g Wills 
20 1929 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
Hints on the Toilette 
21 1929 Hints on the Toilette 
22 1929 Hints on the Toilette 
23 1929 Hints on the Toilette 
24 1931 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marri~ 
25 1931 Hints on the Toilette 
26 1933 A Few Hints on Proving Wills 
27 1933 British Decorations 
28 1933 Etiquette ofCourtship and MarriCJKe 
29 1933 Hints on the Tiolette 
30 1933 Hints on the Toilette 
31 1935 Hints on the Toilette 
32 1935 How to Grow Flowers, Friut and 
Vegetables 
33 1937 Hints on the Toilette 
34 1937 Hints on the Toilette 
35 1937 Hints on the Toilette 
36 1937 Whist, Dominoes & co. 
37 1939 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
38 1939 Hints on the Toilette 
39 1941 books on commercial corre~ondence 
40 1941 Economical Cookery 
41 1941 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
42 1941 Hints on the Toilette 
43 1943 Hints on Photography 
44 1943 Hints on the Toilette 
45 1943 Economic Cookery 
46 1945 Hints on the Toilette 
47 1945 Hints on the Toilette 
48 1945 SelfMastery 
49 1945 Student's Hallam; Student's Home 
50 1947 Hints on the Toilette 
51 1949 Angler's Complete Guide 
Handbook ofAngling 
How to AnRle 
52 1949 Hints on the Toilette 
53 1949 Hints on the Toilette 
54 1951 Hints on the Toilette 
55 1951 our self improvement series 
56 1951 useful series 
57 1953 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marri~ 
58 1953 Vanderwel! On Skating 
The Skater's Textbook 
59 1955 Fancy Dress Described 
60 1955 Hints on the Toilette 
61 1955 Hints on the Toilette 
Longmans, 5s. 
Famil£. Herald 
Longmans, 2s. 6d. 
Famil£. Herald 
Family Herald 
seven half-penn~ stamps 
Low, Is. 

Brine; Simpkin, Is. 6d. 

seven half-penny stamps 

Famil£. Herald Han~Books 

seven half-penny stamps 

LOfl&man 

Family Herald 
Warne,2s.6d. 
Murrav,7s.6d. 
Routledge, Is.; Longman, 55., 
Family Herald, send stamps 
Family Herald, 9s.5d 
Family Herald, Hanqy Books 
MacMillan, lOs.; Trubner, 2s. 6d. 
2s. 
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62 1955 The Secret ofa Good Memory 
63 1957 Ball Room Guide Warne,6d. 
64 1957 Etiquettefor Gentlmen 
65 1957 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
66 1957 Etiquette o/Courtship and MarriClKe 
67 1957 Hints on the Toilette 
68 1957 Hints on the Toilette 
69 1957 little book on bee keeping 
70 1957 self-improvement series Family Herald, 9s.5d. 
71 1959 ABC 0/Photography London Stereoscopic co., Regents 
Street, Is. 
72 1959 Bee Ke~ing Hunter; Simpkin, 3s.6d. 
73 1959 Etiquette a/Courtship and Marria~ 
74 1959 Hints on the Toilette 
75 1959 Hints on the Toilette 
76 1959 Manualo{Photography Churchill,5s.6d. 
77 1959 The Secret oja Good Memory Bogue, St Martin's Place, Trafalgar 
Square 
78 1961 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
79 1961 Hints on the Toilette 
80 1961 Hints on the Toilette 
81 1961 Domestic Cookery 
82 1963 Etiquette of Courtship and Marri~e 
83 1963 Hints on the Toilette 
84 1965 Advice to a Wife on Health Churchill, 2s.6d. 
85 1965 Directions For Making Wills Longman, 2s.6d. 
86 1965 Etiquette ofCourtship and Marriage 
87 1965 Flower Making Routledge, Is. 
Total: 87 
'. ·1;') : w:1 ~ ~'I"l;~¢r~Quj~itl~wl.,~Rv.i :'ii\llh'I40.,~] I't:tyj;E:~:j(~~)il~i:" .. !& ;;1' •.·.·;)00, •{iii ••• :;l\~i101.',,·F'.· .•..);. EN is. .{~{:w~ 
1 1917 Queen 346 Strand 
2 1921 newspapers 
3 1921 J2ueen 
4 1921 Volunteer Service Gazette 121 Fleet Street 
5 1921 Western Mail Cardiff, Id. 
6 1923 daily newspapers 
7 1923 leadin.K newspapers 
8 1923 Nineteenth Century 
9 1923 The Patentee; The Engineer monthly journalld.; weekly 
iournal,6d. 
10 1925 Jewish World 
11 1927 daily newspapers 
12 1927 newspapers 
13 1931 periodical 
14 1933 Times; one published by Cassell, 3s:6d. 
15 1935 The Times 
16 1935 we look upon it as a mischevious sheet 
17 1937 Field 
18 1937 gazetter 
19 1939 a Melbourne paper 
20 1939 London periodicals 
21 1939 Queen 
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Table B, Family Herald 1880, continued. 
22 1939 The Gaurdian 
23 1939 works on history 
24 1943 daily newspapers 
25 1943 Shippinz and Mercantile Gazette 
26 1945 Japan Mail; Tokyo Times 
27 1945 Notes and Queries 
28 1945 Times 
29 1949 broadsheet 
30 1949 daily newspapers 
31 1949 monthly from any newsvendor; 
32 1949 small pamphlet on the subject; Pottery 
and Glass Trades Journal 
33 1949 Times 
34 1951 Notes and Queries 
35 1953 Ene;ineer 
36 1953 Times. Daily Telegraph 
37 1955 daily newspapers 
38 1955 local paper 
39 1955 newspaper files 
40 1955 student nunmber of The Lancet 
41 1959 county newspapers 
42 1959 newsQal'ers 
43 1959 Times 
44 1961 Notes and Queries 
45 1963 Journal ofHorticulture 
54 Grace Street 
20 Wellington Street, Strand, 4d. 
1 Inrham court, Fenchurch Street 
Howell, James & co.; 5 Regent 
Street 
from any bookseller or W.H.Smiths 
6d. 
Total: 45 
,'-" 
......~ '. Cll'! -:~ ,OY.@,"( ·,.. !?j>'L:}1iL~i: Eij+Jij:~;?!i'@>'>';·j' ),lITh!);;;' ~,::;j;'...~".,,;;, .. i'i,~ ....,3{I1'.·, I'G~~~ 
1 1915 Biographical Dictionaries 
2 1915 London Directory 
3 1917 A Practical Handbook to the Principle 
Professions 
4 1917 A1manack 
5 1917 Rhyming Dictionary 
6 1917 Yearbook for 1877 
7 1919 Medical Dictionary or advretisements 
within a medicaljoumal 
8 1921 A Practical Guide to the Principal 
Professions 
9 1921 Moneys. Measures, & c. ofAll Nations 
10 1923 almanac 
11 1923 English Dictionary 
12 1923 Guide to the Civil Service 
13 1925 Guide to the Civil Service 
14 1925 song 
15 1927 country guide or directory 
16 1927 Medical Directory 
17 1931 Almanach de Gotha 
18 1931 Directory to Metropolitan Charities 
19 1931 Gems, Jewels, Coins and Medals 
20 1933 Guide to the Civil Service 
21 1933 pronounciation dictionaries 
Bogue, 3s.6d. 

Simpkin; 5s. 6d. 

Ham 

Bogue,3s.6d. 

Lockwood, Is.6d. 

Johnson, Longman, 3s.6d. 

Longmans, 3s.6d. 

Robinson, 369 Strand 

Longman; Is. 

Bell, B i1lil!~s, 31 s.6d. 

Longman, 3s.6d. 
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22 1935 A Practical Guide to the Principal Bogue, 3s.6d. 
Professions 
23 1935 any good Encyclopedia; lists at end of a 
dictionary 
24 1935 Directory to the Metropolitan Charities Longman, Is. 
25 1937 Guide to the Civil Service Longmans, 3s. 6d. 
26 1937 Newspaper Directory Mitchell, Red Lion Court, Fleet St; 
2s. 
27 1939 Dictionary; encyclopaedia 
28 1939 Medical Dictionary Dunglishon 
29 1939 Schoolsfor Girls; Collegesfor Women 3s.6d. 
30 1941 BrUsh Butterflies Routledge, Broadway, Ludgate Hill, 
3s.6d. 
31 1941 Handbook ofthe Telegraph any bookseller, Stationer's Hall 
Court,3s 
32 1941 Our Schools and Colleges Bogue; 3s.6d. 
33 1941 Public Advertiser, 1769 to 1772 Routledge,3s.6d. 
34 1943 Encyclopaedia Britannica newed. 
35 1943 History, Directory and Gazetteer of Simpkin, 12s.6d. 
Essex 
36 1945 A Practical Handbook to the Principal Bogue, 3s.6d. 
Professions 
37 1945 A Practical Handbook to the Principal Stevens & Sons, 119 Chancery 
Professions Lane 
38 1945 small book on the army; papers on army 
39 1947 a manual on the subject 1s. 
40 1947 A Practical Guide to the Principal Bogue, 3s.6d.; Potter, Is. 
Professions 
Under the Red Ensign 
41 1949 Guide to the Civil Service LOl!gman, 3s.6d. 
42 1949 Whitaker's Almanack 
43 1949 Whitaker's Almanack 1880 any bookseller; 1 s. 
44 1951 A Practical Handbook to the Principal Bogue, 3s.6d. 
Professions 
45 1951 Medical Directory 
46 1953 General Armoury Harrison, Pall Mall, 52s.6d. 
47 1953 London Directory Kelly & co. 
48 1955 Army List Hart; 42s. 
49 1955 Guide Black, Is. 
50 1955 Guide to the Civil Service Johnson, Longman, 3s.6d. 
51 1959 Guide to the Metropolitan Charities Longmans; Is. 
52 1959 Whitaker's Almanack 
53 1965 Guide to the Civil Service Johnston, Longman, 3s.6d. 
54 1965 Manual Cox, Longmans, 3s. 
55 1965 The Australian Handbook Gordan & Gotch, St Bride Street, 
8s.6d. 
56 1965 Wine and Spirit Merchants Companion Simpkin, 5s.; Griffin, 5s. 
The Tasting ofWine and Spirits 
Total: 56 
J"C,c:~ "':'::;;""':\"~'(k,"~~,;:F I;:/~c:\. ;~FJ~: ~:i\cd":',. I:~'::·.ft .. ;:':':..•.+~.: 
1 1915 Bible 
2 1915 four gospels 
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3 1917 Ordination Questions as Given in Bell,2s. 
Various Dioceses 

4 1919 Gospel Truth and Anglo-Israel Heresy pamphlet 

5 1919 Is it Possible to make the Best 0/Both 

Worlds? 
6 1919 Prayer Book 

7 1921 Bible 

8 1921 Catechism Hamilton; Robert Cock, New 

Burlington Street 

9 1925 Bible 

10 1927 Bible 

11 1927 Bible 

12 1929 Bible 

13 1929 Bible 

14 1929 GosjJel 

15 1929 Key to the Prayer Book Rivington, 2s.6d. 

16 1929 Old and New Testaments revised eds. 

17 1931 the story will be in a Bible, with an 

Apocrypha 

18 1933 Bible 

19 1933 New Testament 

20 1935 Bible 

21 1935 Scripture 

22 1937 Bible 

23 1937 Prayer Book 

24 1939 Bible 

25 1939 Bible 

26 1939 Scripture - story ofBoaz & Ruth 

27 1941 history? Bellarrnine 

28 1943 Bible* 

29 1943 Cathecism 

30 1951 Berkeley's Philosophy 

31 1951 scripture 

32 1955 Paley, Pearson 

34 1963 Gospel, Epistle 

Total: 34.5 
~'I"j...'·""·"'·:;'\<.['1;., ··t'" I?h .iN. ··hT tel, !II, 19;9y··•.lfCt...···;;\,; ~;Ij;;[7]::0f. Sf;.' . jilL.·i!i/glj·)"j{)f,;.·)';;,':"',I;.:f1;. .;0\·.·lliW .;;;;:. 
1 1923 Dictionmy 0/Science & Art, Dictionary Brande; Watt; Rodwell 
a/Chemistry, History o[Chemistry 
2 1923 know ofno text on the differences 
between sexes with regards to the size of 
the brain 
3 1931 Land and Engjneerin~ Surveyin~ Lockwood, 2s. 
4 1937 Darwin 
5 1953 book by medical 'quack' 
6 1957 Companion to the Pharmacapaeia Squire 
7 1959 Rudimentary Treatise on Galvanism Lockwood, 1 s.6d. 
Total: 7.5 
2 I1919 statistics 
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3 1925 
4 1927 
1931 
1933 
7 1935 
8 1937 
9 1937 
10 1941 
11 1941 
12 1941 
13 1943 
14 1945 
15 1949 
16 1949 
17 1949 
18 1949 
19 1949 
20 1951 
21 1953 
22 1963 
23 1963 
24 1965 
25 
26 
27 1965 
t'!'j il > 
1 19593vols. 
2 1915 cannot speak favourably of in a literary 
sense 
3 1921 Elijah-a;;;gh,2parts 
4 1927 Olive Varcoe 
5 1945 
6 1947 
7 i949 
8 1953 avoid such authors 
9 1957 read a bit at a time 
Instruction Book; Novello & co.; Singing 
instruction books 
primer 
c-';id; to the Excise 
Guid; to the Excise 
0 btain books recommended by director of 
class 
The Voice 
Alf{ebra 
Electricity and Magnetism 
telegraphic alphabet, telegraphic 
instruction book 
an i:lmnrnurt:::m 
Typing system 
~G-;ammar 
Journals and Journalism for literary 
beginners 
Novello & co., Music Primer, Singing 
Prim~r ofPianoforte Playing, Instruction 
Book/or the Pianoforte 
Progressive Exercises in Book:keeping 
Guide to the-ExCiii 
Arithmetic 
Guide to Excise r, -1;. '''~ 
primers 
copy books 
manual for ~elf mSlfu~tiull 
vol. of recitation 
rl ,.., ·i!i"'T 
Hamilton, New Burlington Street; 

Cock; R Bemers Street 

Windsor & Newton, 37 Rathbone 

Place 

M"rM~ Is. 

J~h~son,ls.6d. 

Cocks,4s. 
Lad I'VVVU 
science textbook series, Longman, 

3s.6d. 

6d. 

Pitman; Paternoster Row, Is. 

Trubner,~Hil\. 5s 

A.Randegger,4s., I Berners Street, 

Oxford St. 

Franklin Taylor; Carl Engel 

Hunter,Tnncrm"n ls.6d 
T. +~- :-Lnnp"m:m 1s.M 
Thu. T 1l,3s.6d. 
JnhnsnnT.nncrm:;m ls~ 
Macmillan, 1s., Tegg, 4s.6d 
JnhnstonT.nnp'm:ms IsM 
Music seller 
French, 15.,89 St~a~d 
Dawes;ls. 
2s.6d. 
Ogilvie 
Caryle 
Bacon 
Total: d;.~ 
Base used for table 13(b) y~ 
-
'. 
Appendix D, Table C 
References to reading matter within the Family Herald, 1900. 
~tlo/commeDt' Author/Publisher/Bookshop/ Genre 
Price 
,f;+":"';:2 ',}i",. iX!li',;;D!,! ,W~:hi. '}'iL,U} "'> nV~i!'l" ..!!i!/i'."!iV";"'c ,,,"'''' co,::'! I","'" .,,:! !iL5i: JS 
1 2961 The Vicar a/Wakefield Goldsmith Fiction! 
Century Dictionary reference 
2 2997 Dictionary 0/London has maps Dickens Geography 
How to Become a Nurse Miss Honor Morten Ihow to 
3 2985 do not know of any history of proverbs History/ 

Curiosities 0/Literature Fiction 

Disraeli's~opular article 

4 2997 	 The Art 0/Housekeeping the late Mrs. Haweis Howtol 
House Decoration Bemrose & Co., Is periodicals 
The Queen Cassell &Co., Is. 
The Lady's Pictorial 
other ladies papers 
5 2965 Milton Poetry/ 
Primer on English literature Stopford Brooke's, 1 s textbook 
6 3009 Essay on Man (1733-34) Alexander Pope (1688-1744) Poetry/ 
Reflections on the Revolution in France Burke History 
Total: 6 
'iI\ij;'f~"~:;, .?i:'!"\' w!<!:?;,:;;i&,:;,!!M",!i?"'(! '/',',.. ·,''';:'·P'',,0'',l'' 1:~wL:.jm>r""';=(!%:
·M'l Iil.'ll!: .. db ··.':::Y 	 :~ 
Total: 0 
;1',( I'i';AM,) :','L*:TAi f0::i,)it If\l!,.«!,\t!:~ Jj[JL -,,\!.l~., i. ·it. ,,""'il":::t" I .ii: .";, i'ii,;~'\! 
Total: 0 
I.,'X:! 'illt~;~i:1!; J.u.~.I'l'-CQ 	 iC;;:,·F'; i'P%,·';: .,j;';! "•• 11; TiLc,\/' .O'L i,,·L':Y/:2·:·;~'" ELi:~JiJIcj'~ 
1 2993 	 lC. Kenworthy, The Anatomy 0/Misery, 2nd edition, Wallace 

introduction by Count Tolstoi, new preface 

and appendix, including correspondence 

with Prof. Alfred Russell 

2 3003 	 Small Dwellings Acquisition Act 1899) to From Eyre & Spottiswoode 

enable you to purchase your home without (62 & 63 Viet., ch 44), 2p 

a building society 

.3 2997 Political tracts Provide the name of the 
contributor 
Total: 3 
ftj'Z, r\'02,(;'5,% '.. Ih.,.+itl,~'i '1'~~ liijK'l;(%,i\i'!;,,·;i 
I 2959 sketches M.B.S~urr, Reynolds 

2 2969 newspaper advertisement 

3 2977 wills Somerset House, Is. 

4 2977 engraving on watch 

5 2983 original cartoons and sketches Mr. F. Carruthers Gould 

6 2989 patterns for clothes 

7 3005 newspaper advertisements by 'quacks' 

8 3005 letters in corner of the card (R.S V. P.) 

9 2961 map of Lincolnshire 

10 2985 shipping ads in any leading London daily 

I13 
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Table C, Family Herald 1900, continued. 
2 
3 2965 
4 2969 
5 2971 
6 2971 
7 2975 
8 2979 
9 2991 
10 2995 
11 2997 
12 2999 
l3 3007 
14 3007 
15 3007 
16 3009 
17 2965 
18 2975 
19 2983 su lement 
20 2983 Wilful Doreen 
21 2997 At Random 
22 2997 
23 3009 
24 3009 stories ou name 
25 3009 
26 2983 Recreations ofa County Parson 
Thomas Gray (1716-71) 
Sir Edwin Arnold, brochure, 
Messrs. Warne, Is 
, oetaster' Tom Hood 
Tennyson 
We are unsure, he published 
lines for others 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
Lon fellow 
Possibly Gifford's? 
find in a complete edition of 
Tenn son's works 
Thacker & co. 
wants them to select verses to put in ladies 
album 
oem - acknowledge its source 
poem probably published in a collection 
of recitations 
The Light ofAsia & c 
England as She Seems 
Phra, the Phoenician 
we are unable to discover that any large 
work of this kind has been ub b him 
oem 
want to know name of the author of a poem 
oem Elizabeth, in Tales 0 a Wavside Inn 
Latin phrase is from Juvenal 
co y of verses sent for another reader 
poem 
ou name 
the story has now been 
ublished in book form, Is. 
Mr. L.F.Austin 
Sir Walter Beasant, in 
Illustrated London News a few 
years ago, now available in 
book format, Chattus & 
Windus,6s. 
Lucas Malet is the pen name 
ofMrs. St.Leger Harrison, 
Charles Kin sle 's dau hter 
Rev Andrew Kennedy 
Hutchinson Boyd, DD 
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27 2963 	 Lorna Doone, Far From the Madding R.D.Blackmore, Thomas 

Crowd, Richard Feverel, A Window in Hardy, George Meredith, 

Thrums, Life's Handicap, Many J.M.Barrie, Kipling, Mrs. 

Inventions, The Jungle Book, Marcella, Humphery Ward, Swinburne, 

poetry, Sir Lewis Morris, Austin 

history and philosophy, biography, Dobson, William Watson, 
literary criticism, popular journalism, Stephen Phillips, John Morley, 
Travel In India 	 Lecky, Trevelyan, Andrew 
Lang, G.W.Steevens, Mrs 
Meynell 

28 2991 Shakspere [sic] 

29 2993 Humphrey Clinker Fielding, Smol\ett, Thackeray, 

George Eliot, Poe, 
Longfellow, Renan, Prescott, 
Motley, Bayard Taylor, 
Douglas Jerrold, Wilkie 
Collins, G.A.Sala, Charles 
Mackay 
30 2999 letters 	 T.E.Brown, Macaulay, 

Stevenson, Lamb, Swift, 

Matthew Arnold, Bunyan, 

Richard Jefferies, Walter 

Pater, Defoe, Thackeray, 

Ruskin, Johnson, Liegh Hunt, 

De Quincey, Augustine Birrel, 

Gibbon, Pepys, Cobbett, 

Frounde, Huxley, Dickens, 

John Morley, Kipling, Carlyle 

31 2999 Shakspere rsic1 

32 2999 Milton 

33 3001 Vicar o/Wakefield W.Hepworth Dixon, Fenimore 

Cooper, Captain Mayne Reid, 
Harrison Ainsworth, 
Mortimer, Collins, Milton, 
Goldsmith 
Total: 35 
I,.:,.1.llilit£..~~L:·::;lJ\; ::,~i~iit~tai~f~f:6~'" : .::k:l!!':,' i.!iil' '•..• '·;)\j;;'·,·".'j:rji}.·..••··,.:5Iil,:ii',j{::;;;·;,"i\:tIB ••• ·.·.1, 1~,·.,i;~Xii'~;~",~:l 
1 2977 Imperial Gazetteer, Gazetteer ofBritish Blackie's, 2vols.; Cassell 
Islands 
Total: 1.5 
(,\i; .;)!~~;, l~si1fiJ.AI, ~~'"~iQx,;IL;:;f~ )g;~'~l;;· il,c., ...•.,•. 'j .<"",>:{:; )\i,};>i ,,:i:}l t:~;1:i~~'i . '.'. J.~. QD ... , .. 1$.... , 	 ,jf'l\=n~, 
2 2959 Any English history or history of local 
government 
3 2999 history Dr Kenyon 
Total: 3 
...:Ii,'fi 
... \~ ... "~.. If(ilaSirr(,;a~ilHQ~ t(f~ji(li>.i!~j[1l4lf!. ~~Ii 1.···':ziJt(":'·~~j;"'(~r!;ii':;.;£r ·:~~.jf·¢i;} "';~i$i n~ki~il' )[ 

1 2959 know ofno book to make a good talker 

2 2971 The People's Daily Cookery; Domestic M.C.Davies, 6p., Virtue & 

Cookery Co.; Family Herald Handy 

Book,3p. 

3 2973 no book on how to grow tobacco for 

business is available 

4 2979 popular handbooks Hazell; Whitaker 
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5 2981 H~KeeninfY Hamilton&~ 
6 2995 A Manual of Oil Painting Hon. John Collier, Cassell & 
co., 2s 6d 
A Plain Guide to Oil Painting Hume Nesbet, Reeves & Sons, 
Is6d 
a guide to oil painting George Rawney & CO., 15 
7 2999 cannot learn to draw by reading about it 

8 3001 How to Pickle and Preserve 
 No.IS of the Family Herald 

Handy Bo~ 3d. 

9 3005 there are no books which can teach you to 

draw 

10 2969 The Riviera and Italy: how this trip can be Continental Traffic Manager 

donefor £10 

1 1 2985 Advice to a Wife Chavasse's 

Advice to a Mother Chavasse's 

12 2999 no popular and easy manual for learning 

Greek 

Tot~ 11{;: i ..;:ik~i.;l Idissificatiriri'!·" ••••.•• •••••. I.,x".~2,LY)i •• :r ~:.II~ .. Jr' I.; i~1i~j!;1 :···ut 
I 2959 ~.newspa'perJile~ 

2 2959 Westl'Ylinister Gazette 

3 2961 New York Herald 

4 2969 Law Journal every Saturday pub by DJ. 

Gilgour, Strand, 6d, 
Law Journal Reports reports of cases pub by 
Stevens & Sons ltd., £3 4s/yr 
Lcr,v Quarterly Review 	 legal articles, notes on current 
cases & co. Stevens & Sons 
ltd., 55 
5 2975 Times 

6 2975 Pal! Mall Gaxette 

Spectator 

7 2975 C::hinninCT Gazette 

8 2977 	 n~""s; ,<>"pr files 
9 2983 	 .~apers 
10 2987 	 Stamford Mercury 

Yorkshire Post 

Preston Gaurdian 

11 2989 	 T.ondon Daily neW~l-'ajJC;l~ 
Specifltnr12 2989 
13 2989 daily papers 

Covent Garden 
14 2995 The Animals Friend 

Pasternoster Row 
The Animal World 
15 2997 cuttings from press reo The South 

African Question 

16 3007 
 The School Mistress or 

Church Times 
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Table C, Family Herald 1900, continued. 
17 3009 	 The Times - see back issues in a free 

library 

Palmer's Index to the Times 

Spectator 

periodical lit 
Total: 17.5 
I~!;~il!l i;:"fl':ll'0l!i ~:t;ii$$m¢~t(~ji~· ••.ijl;··· IH~0ti' •. ':'ji;i}· .;·.··Fw;~f!ili;,f;Ji!;;::;; i·i;·.,~,;:i;il1~::,!~J 
1 2959 	 The Englishwoman Yearbook ed. Emily James, A.&C.Black, 
2s.6d. 

2 2961 Lean's Royal Navy List published quarterly, 7s.~ 

3 2963 Whitaker's Almanack Whitaker, half a crown 

4 2987 Directory ofLondon e.g. Kelly's from public 

library. 

5 2989 A Dictionary ofEmployment Open to Womem's Institute, 18p. 

Women 

6 2997 trade directories, dictionaries 

7 3005 trade directory 

8 2973 See articles in the Bibliotheque Universelle 

9 2963 Who's Who A&CBlack 

10 2965 Guide to Employment in the Civil Service Cassell & co., Is 

Civil Service Year Book and Official 2s 
Calendar 

11 2971 Insurance Year- Book 

12 2973 Literary Year-Book 

Who's Who 

13 2995 Englishwoman's Year Book 

14 2997 Englishwoman's Year Book 

Total: 14.5 
I'jj~ .... ;.;•.'iiil; ;:~ ••.··,i; IH~ia~"ifl·".ltiifii- h,e: ;l.;.t V;'A1 J.c 1'11i~~':.!~}·~;;( :2:8;:102;········. ·!ii~ti:':·i·. ~t2.ii hltJLJ~ d 
1 3009 	 Hulme - Scottish thinkers 

Reid 

Hamilton 

a history of philosophy George Henry Lewes's 
Outlines ofthe History ofEthics for Sidgwick's 
English Readers 
Types ofEthical Theory Dr. James Martineau 
2 2985 Christian Year ** Keble (1827) 
3 2991 New Testament 
Total: 3 
:I:i!li;~; ::;*~i\l~:r, f"!C:11;}~~ffi"~il ,;,. ;'Aliji;!'.,? 1!~\;;)·.!:~,,):ifif••.•·.,•. i:(2i~I;E·~'~i:::,i,ji •.•.~ il&: .itt.,,+W,)[: 
1 2969 	 First Principles ofElectrical Engineering C H Briggs 2s 6d 

Examples in Electrical Engineering Joyce, Whittaker & Co 5s 

The Electrician instructive articles, 6d 

published every Friday, 
Longman 
Total: 1 
/.····:f,£<;(· 
,.• ·UC!RlM.·..... ,;. );.(;,Yy,.jJiV" L6%fl"'D'\~I"X,",'", "" ~ 
1 2975 accountancy info 
2 2991 books on learning French 
3 2999 A 1gebra [()r Bef;inners Hamblin Smiths, RiviI!.£ton 

4 3005 Question on pronunciation of Latin and 

Greek 
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Table C, Family Herald 1900, continued. 
5 3009 grammars and dictionaries for learning 
French 
6 3003 general directions for reading 
7 3001 Precious Stones and Gems 
.i.",,}>(,'. 
I';:~fi~";i .,;;'i1i'ililiff;iiil: >0$14\ 
Moderately priced 
London University 
Corre~ondence Coll~e 
E.W. Streeter 
Total: 7.5 
"",,'" 
I",,,.,;:,"" "Y~h,,"!Jl4,J!t~i&S '3i,! ~".~i~rl,lli~i,imt 
Total: 0 
,.il':'
,.""$1$1, 'j:l;'1 2JlL'" 
Obtaining: 13 
Total: 123 
Base used for table 13(b): 110 
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Appendix D, Table D 

References to reading matter within Reynolds' Newspaper, 1860 

514 cheap 
Kent & Co., Fleet-street textbook 
2 506 Parliamentary Papers 
HistOlY ofBritish India - 10 
vols. 
Hansard 
Mill's, 6s. per vol. 
Politics/ 
History 
3 
4 
Clal'Sificatiorl: 
-efaft~1 ,-,",}-, 
Modern Painters - consists of 
five volumes 
advertisement 
initials are of ostal districts 
advert 
an undirected letter found in 
street 
advert in local a er 
advert 
The Mysteries ofthe Court of 
London in volumes 
Oltcr;l'ah, the Last Red Chief of 
New Foundland 
All Round the Wrekin 
Ottawah, the Last New Chief of 
2.0 
Mr Ruskin, prices vary 
Smith, Elder & Co., 65 Comhill 
Total: 1.0 
Bourriennes 
Total: 1.0 
Total: 
Not by G.W.M. Reynolds 
Not by G.W.M. Reynolds 
492 
500 
526 
526 
the New Found/and 
5J8 .~1Qt~leJN~t~er~r~W~i~ve~s~o~L~0~nd~o~n~*_*-1~N~o~t=b~yjG=.~W~.~M~.~R=e~no~l=d~s__________-l~______-l 
500-"" l~very Boy's Book Routledge,8s.6d. 
The Boy's Own Book contain Tegg,8s.6d. 
instructions on the 
'"'_,'._....0 ,.,_,_-LflE5ro~te~c~h~n~ic~a~lE!r!::o~ce~s~se~s~___+-_______________--:j;;:::::J:"T__~:oi 
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Table D, Reynolds' Newspaper 1860, continued. 
iib<2 
......, Ji,:'" ;[,<yji:"',,1;::r" 
1 500 Greece and the Greeks ofthe E. About 
Present Day 
Travel's in Greece Baird 
Ancient and Modern Egypt Russel 
Travel's in Turkey Captain Spencer 
Total: 1.0 
.. ··i'.I'0'1···,t··:",. hCIass'''' .1 ..,,,, 
."'.It,;; V" ))tl\iLJiii!1G!~;ik" ;::""',;!w.;;p1!k{.• ;1 ;,;1I"'>'." 
1 492 history Macaulay 
2 494 The Pictorial History of 
England 
3 534 Comparative History of Blackie 
England 
Total: 3.5 
fJ,· '.• ;".)r;C.";*l:' Clagsifit'· ~,: ··,':liI~: .' ,W· .•.·NWNi ••••«I:.·l,;;!!i:Mll..·::lllR·····:;:!!'·gWi•• !. ·:;'$":i<l!*l.L!i~ 
1 490 book on etiquette Kent & Co., Fleet Street, Is. 
Total: 1.5 
£.",1(,11~:Wlt·,~·j.,! i:;i":'\,Y':: 12Clll~~i 
1 490 periodical 
2 492 Reynolds' Miscellany 
3 496 Army & Navy Gazette 

4 500 a daily paper 

5 512 Bell 's L~fe in London 

6 514 News ofthe World 

7 524 Times 

8 530 Reynolds' Miscellany 

9 538 Shipping Gazette (files) 

10 538 Manchester Guardian 

11 540 Times 

1 496 Acts ofParliament Hansard 
2 498 The New Black Book Mitchell 

Red-Lion Court, Fleet Street 

3 498 The Greatest ofOur Social Bailliere, 1857 

Evils Regent Street 

4 514 Acts of Parliament 

5 520 Wrongs Which Cry for Redress Thomas Hopley 

6 504 a work on the subject al!Y.law booksho..£. 
Total: 6.5 
.SF .'lili. ::«W.3:',' i!!V .}j,l:'.:.*W2C!iU~ i:\JiL I.<,·:ii-AP: .d::.n .. LL .. jlL-:.I,i!!II'<' . "'&.,,);;;/ ""1:'.31';',,. ;;lX '''iTt'D.; 
, !~'.;II!I1."iililli; '- :!lUi- ·.I!:i£fJ!W;·Y~W.'1':l;"'·%\ 
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Table D, Reynolds' Newspaper 1860, continued. 
National Cyclopaedia in 12 oc. 
in vols. (abridged version of 
2 540 Dre 
Cooley 
3 492 Statistical Notes 	 Mr Watkins, Shaw cross 
Council Chambers, Ancient Order of 
Foresters, Durham, 6 stamps. 
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Appendix D, Table E: 
References to reading matter within Reynolds's Newspaper, 1880. 
Issue Title 	 AuthorlPublisher/BookshoplPrice 
;~iiF\,::~ liPi\tL},)i=' .'"" """"i"!!':"t),i"""':,;:;,;,;,;,,? LoW> "','!' ><t, ,,:V!liY%k'm' ,.w.. ~ ~%IM.!':I.,,;)IYi\', ./I'lji!Yi'''l':l"Jii:htI 
1 1550 Financial Reform Almanac; Is.;18s. reference/ 
Molesworth's History ofEngland history 
2 1542 	 Kinglake 's History; a parliamentary history/ 
guide reference 
Total: 2.0 
'i";,, ,.,;'1"i1\~:ii 10~!':.>' !"nl. 	 12G,~it/&W' .lli@!:i@\l i 'T ·i';" ~;!,ll,i'1!:1~'~iii!:~ii1 .···"vw0:Fi?;I~),lJi'P ."~~~= 
1 1558 The Art ofManufacturing Soap and Adolpha, 10s.6d; Ott, E.&F.N. Spon, 
Candles 48 Chari~Cross, SW 
2 1578 The Carver and the Guilder;s Guide Geo Kent, Paternoster Row, E.C., 
and Picture Frame Maker's Companion 3s.6d. 
3 1582 Carpenter and Builder 
Total: 3.0 
Classification: Biography 
1 1548 biqgrapJ:1y of Brougham 
2 1570 Lord Beaconsfield: A Biography, T.P. O'Conner, Stewart & co., 
Holborn Viaduct-StC1l.s, E.C. 
~.~ 	 ~ 
,.... ,' 1 1538 Free Trade Mongredin, 6d.; 4d. 
New Reciprocity Oy 
2 1538 Friendly Societies Act 1875 
3 1538 from parliamentary agents W.Clowes & Son, Chari~Cross 
4 1540 a parliamentary digest 
5 1540 Tribulation Tubal 
6 1540 No.4 of campaigning papers, Cost ofthe H.J. Infield, 160 Fleet-street, 2d. 
Conservative Government 
7 1542 a small ~amphlet is pub. on the Q any bookseller, 6d. 
8 1550 hansard Hansard 
9 1552 J')arliamenta~ bookseller 
10 1554 pamphlets on Republican to]2ics Messers. Watts, Fleet-street 
11 1564 copyofthe Act Spottiswoode 
12 1572 copy of the Act Eyre Spottiswoode 
13 1572 Carriers Act Eyre Spottiswoode 
14 1574 the Act 
15 1574 London Labour and London Poor Mayhew 
16 1578 copy of the Act Eyre & Spottiswoode, New-street 
Square EC 
17 1578 copy of the Act Eyre & Spottiswoode, New-street 
Square EC 
18 1580 Real Property Limitation Act 37 & 38 Spottiswoode 
vic. 
19 1584 in the short title of the Act 
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-
-British library 
-
Total: 22.0­
.. ,k.··....... ·! 

':;-:!}i .\ ·;;t};F2\;.. H..• ·•• ···.•b~x [.. ...·l~ti:~NS2.j. . -
-
-
-
Total: 
·.·~;·:i,;·l.:,'~;t
.·.is' ...•.......•.•• 
  novelist 
German writer 
Henry Blackburn, Cassell & Co., 

Ludgate Hill 

Ouida 

Tennyson 

MrWill 

George Eliot 

George Eliot 

Douglas Jerrold 

very cheap sets 

from 2nd hand bkellers 

H.G. Bohn 

Tavistock-street, Covent Garden 

W.S.Hays 
Dr. Percy Mr. Carter (music) 
T?,tal: 18.0 
.....\r' .. l··.·.··.~;:::i~\;· 1i,;'r.!I···.·.··!i;:':IT········· •.'~>,/ C'!~i,~!!:;m!:;;.;5··.·:& 
Appleton, 8s.6d. 
6.0Total: 
Mills; Molesworth, 6s. per vol. 

Molesworth 

Molesworth 

Green; Molesworth 	 ­
I 1538 
2 1540 
, 
.> 	 1552 
t-. 	 4 1558 
5 1560 
6 1578 
7 1578 
8 1536 
9 1540 
10 1540 
I I 1542 
12 1550 
13 1552 
14 1554 
15 1564 
16 1538 
17 1558 
18 1570 
L\? 
1 1536 
2 1538 
3 1540 
4 1564 
5 1564 
6 	 1572 
J 1536 
2 1540 
3 1552 
4 1568 
5 1548 
20 1584 Acts of Parliament related to subiect 
21 1564 a copy of any law stationers 
22 1580 law books 
~.~~.... .. I> , Classific~ti&W:.EtJW~IDtit~fl;ll%:" ':;;IItNw/il 
1 1562 instructions - back of summons 
2 1562 rules of the club 
3 1576 daily predictions of the weather 
~:r:}),~N' .. Ctassific~~~!n::Fi~tlo~j. 
...c~_ ,/" :, • Poetry, SOhi1:'.i •...,,"'.,A 
he is a novelist of some note 
John Halifax 

Yellow Jack 

Breton Folk 
The Mysteries ofthe Court ofLondon, 
Vol.V, 7s.3d., pub office, 313 Strand 
Play 
The Bells 

Middlemarch 

complete set of the English poets 
list of classics 
Madame Anf(ot 

Molly Darling - song 

Oh Nannie, Wilt thou gang with me 
I' ...,,~ "", ~t:t'~ii", '~'R~,>, -' '."n.·},,:
',-""VI:: n ...Hi: 
any geography 
work on geographical features of the 
Channel 
Gazetteer 
Gazetteer 
Land and Water, or the Field 
Guide to the U.S.A. 
Classification: History 

Smith's History 

History ofEngland, 3vols 

History 

History ofEngland, 1830-1874 
works on history 
------------~-.... 
• #\iMi-ri FA 
Table E, Reynolds's Newspaper 1880, continued. 
1564 The Management o/the Voice, 1.C.Bishenden, from Mr Seeley, Fleet­
street EC; or from the author, 4 
Chester-place, Regents Park NW 
2 1566 book on memory 
West Indies 
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Table E, Reynolds's Newspaper 1880, continued. 
m n _, 
7 
8 
9 
10 
It 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
~ 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
:'t'(j,A'lj;lI; 
1 
15_12 
1542 
1544 
1544 
154~ 
1546 
1546 
1548 
1548 
1550 
1550 
1550 
1550 
l?5l 
1552 
1554 
1554 
1560 
1560 
1562 
1564 
1564 
1564 
1566 
1566 
1568 
1568 
1570 
1572 
1574 
1574 
1578_ 
1582 
1584 
I'15~J 
dictionary of dates 
consult Debrett 
dictionary of dates 
Guide to T.nntinVl 
clictiorlafY of dates 
dictionary of dates 
clil'ti()l1aryJ)f dates 
any ;lopedia on mining or 
a mining journal 
clicti()nary of dates 
Whitaker's Almanack; Financial Reform 
Almanack 
Slanf; DictirmC/ry 
Guide to London 
census returns 
j irec19ry 
Guide to London 
WhuU/"t: . .'s ,4" ,'" 
printed statement showing investment 
return 
Financial Reform Almanack-1880 
B!Jtis.~ T-fer c.Jldr.L 
report and ABC Railway Guide 
Unclaimed Money 
The Civil Service Guide 
papers from war office & small book all 
on the army 
Post Office Dlr "",-wr JI 
Manchester Qjrect(),y"" 
British Manufacturing Industries 
Investor's Manual (info on standing of 
tin & lead mining co.s 
heraldry 
The Australian Handbook and 
Almanack 
Black's Guide 
Ar..my_Lis.t 
Cjvi£Service Guide 
A Practical Guide to the Principal 
Prqfes<:lrJns 
see tables nllbli~hed 
~ ·.$Ci!.. ·'S"", 
~Priest in AhMlufinn 
pebrett 
ni~h"n~ 
nicken~ 
Dickens, Is. 
local post master 
Longmans, Green & Co., Paternoster-

row E.c., Is. 

~~bs()_ll 
Educational Dept. Whitehall 

Mr Preston, St.George-street, 

Westminster 

Civil Servi Publi~hing Co., Dorset 

Street, Sailsbul}'Square E.C. 

Phillip Bevan, Spon (p), Charing­
cross, 5s. 

Cassell & Co. (p) 
Gordon & Gotch 

St Bride-street, Lvcl (~us 

T,onp-man~ Is. 

_H_at"t 
Lon!!mansJ)at~~tel"Row, 3s.6d. 
3s.6d., Boyne 
Total: 41.0 
:'i'd· ,i.,!dSR·..· ·.~!lW.!. ...••!;~li!.yi~ .... !·;7~i !il·!,·1I11t"'3 'xt ,. "'.'q)WFfT '{ii! ·i%L. •.%~I.. Ci\~>;I! 
Dadson. Essex-Street, Strand 
Total: 1.0 
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7 1582 Practical Plane Geometry 
8 1582 Manual ofMusic 
340
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Appendix D, Table F: 
References to reading matter within Reynolds' Newspaper, 1900. 
Issue Title/Comments AuthoriPublisher/BookshopiPrice 
,\':,'l,ll'i/r,:, 0"},lj;{"":"$l~;:'",, I?~', 	 ':11KW' ,me"i,i;%j~t3!)eijG·:im§;i;;, 
1 2610 Bits 0 Blarney 
Health weekly 
2 2580 History of the French Rev. 
Christ and the People 
3 2616 General Hints to Emigrants 
Pamphlets on the topic 
4 2584 Daily Nation 
Investors Review 
5 2584 Boer and Ultander 
Daily Nation 
6 2626 The Reasonableness ofChristianity 
Thoughts ofa Thoughtful Reader 
The Laws ofPhysic Phenomena 
An Experimental Study in the Domain 
ofHypnotism 
Principles ofPsychology 2 vols. 
7 2582 Direct Taxation (1860) 
illus. Pilgrims Progress & Holy War; 
Shakespeare; their illustrated books are 
out of print: 
The London Daily Press 
The Biographical Magazine (1852) 
8 2598 Books on Freemasonry by 
Freemasonry 
complete edition, 20 vols. 
in a cheap edition: 
Sartor Resartus 
Heroes and Hero Worship 
Essays 
9 2590 Hymns ofModern Thought With Music 
American Newspapers 
10 2620 Whateley's Logic 
Cobbett's English Grammar 
The Rights ofMan 
11 2606 People's Journal 
Visions ofJudgement 
By!on 
,:p. "ii/"lY' "l" 
Robert J Martin, Sands & co. fiction! 
Health Office, Id., Burleigh St. periodicals 
history/ 
A. Sequier religion 
Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 1 s, how to/ 
Emigration Office, free reference 
periodicals 
/ 
economics 
Mr Regan, out of print 	 periodical! 
politics 
religion! 
science 
Cumberland, Sampson Low, 10s.6d. 

Hudson, George Putnam & Sons, 7s.6d. 

Dr Kraft-Ebbing, George Putnam & 

Sons,6s. 

Spencer, 36s. 

Leo H. Courtney, 3s.6d. each reference/ 

illustrated by H.C. Selous, Cassell, £3 fiction 

3s. 

H.W. Massingham 

J Passmore Edwards 

Dr Oliver, C Griffin & co., 6s reference/ 

Le Plougeon, 25 6d fiction 

Mackey, Chapman & Hall, 6d/ed 

Carlyle 

International Press Agency, 39 Great fiction/ 
Marlborough Street WC periodicals 
Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane EC 
C. Griffin, 36 Essex Street, Strand WC 
20; Ward, Lock & co., 3s.; Metheun & Textbook! 
co.; Dent, 1 s.; Thomas Paine, Putnam politics 
& Sons 
periodicals 
Second-hand bookseller Ipoetry 
Total: 11.0 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
2 2586 Life and Letters ofCromwell; recent 
3 2588 
4 2606 
5 2618 
6 2620 
7 2628 
8 2578 
2604 
2 2584 
3 2584 
4 2602 
5 2618 
6 2626 
7 2628 
8 2580 
9 2582 
10 2582 
1 I 2582 
12 2590 
13 2590 
14 2602 
vol. On same sub'ect 
bio of1.S. Parnell 
The Life and Last Days ofRobert 
Owen 1871) 
bio ra hy of Lord Byron 
Life and Writings ofMazini 6vols 
Life And S eeches 1846) 

no book on virtue; get biographies of 

G.J. Holyoake, Labour Association, 15 
Southam ton Row, 4d. 
Smith Elder & co. (p), WaterIoo Place, 
4s.6d. 
Benjamin Franklin, W. Hutton, J 
Lackin ton, William Chambers 
History ofthe Chartist Movement, 
from Its Commencement Down to the 
Present Time (1854) 
Histo ofSouth Africa 
English Political History 
Analysis ofEnglish History 
The Constitutional History ofEngland 
3 vols.; Hallam's Constitutional 
History Abridged; Half Crown vols. Of 
Representative Statesmen 2 voLs 
Dictionary ofNational Biography 
speeches 10 vols. Or: 
good selection of the speeches Burke 
& Palmerston 
Ie al treatises 
Chamberlain's S eeches 
Unto This Last' 
The Rights ofLabour According to 
John Ruskin (penny pamphlet) 
book on S Africa out of rint 
The Truth About the War 
Canadian Parliamenta pa ers 

am hiet on war burials 

rVar in South Africa 
Cobbett, out ofprint 
Holyoake & co (p) 
Dr. Thoal 
Ackland & Ranson, Liberal Publishing 
Dept. 42 Parliament Street; public 
library 
Tait, 12s., Macmillan; Bishop Stubbs, 
Clarendon Press, 7s. 6d; Smith, 
Murray, 24s.; Chatain, Macmillan, 
12s.6d.; Edward 
Leslie Stephen, Chapman & Hall, 
1I2cn, Is.; public library; 
Methuen; Routledge 
Prof. Amos 
Ruskin, arranged by Thomas Barclay, 
W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, Id. 
Whiter 
------------~.......~ 

--____IIJIW-l___--------_P'i!I, 
 il'.'-,'lIr'------_Iiiil§~illlllllliilliII'mIlll!lllil7______IIIIIII_IIiEQII!I! 
Table F R 	 nold'" 7I.T 9
' ey .., Ivewspaper 1 90, continued. 
15 ">604 pamphlet reo Treatment of a Scotch 
- ..-..--
farmer 
16 
, 
2604 Books on Socialism by 
...........""',~,, 

7 
.. 2606 Le Commune Paris (1898) r--jJf 2612 J?.an!£.hlets on land question 
19 2622 Rights ofMan; Conflicts ofOligarchy 
alld Democracy 
,~.,., ._-­
2624 	 ~ceches 
I-- ;1 I' 2628 no English books devoted to the army 
can,!Eaign 
.~:: 2586 nIl! 7i-uth A bout the War 
Shalt l,')'lay my Boer Brother? 
.__ . 
__00 
1":1 2588 	 7hI.' Truth About the War 
."'hal! I Slay my Boer Brother? 
!' 	 I:~ ,~ 2590 	 The Truth About the War 
r-'-" .. ~~ 2592 	 The Truth About the War 

War Against War in South Africa 

f-._,~~, 
:!(" 2598 1lousing of the Working Classes Act 
----,,,
''11'"'' 
.... J 
, 
2590 	 1he War and Its Causes 
~ 
•. 8 2600 	 Upton's Millions pamphlet 
1:-'­
:!:',:) 2620 	 The War in South Africa 
,H) 	 258() IVal' AKainst War in South Africa 
2590 711e War in South Africa; Its Causes 
.n 
and l~ffects 
""­ ,~ "') 	 2620 (ilaG/stone 's Speeches
"­
, 
r- oo.~., 	 2600 Workhouses and Pauperism 
Henry George 
Hyndman 
Louise Michael 
-
Paine, Free Thought Publishing co., ­
2s,;Yates & Alexander, 
Stationer's Hall Court 
Bright ­
1 112d 
6d 
Both: 
Review ofReviews Office 
Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, 
Strand, WC 
1 1I2d 
6d 
Review ofReviews Office 
Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, 
Strand W 
1 112d 
Review ofReviews Office 
Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, 
Strand W 
1 1I2d 
1 1I2d 
Review ofReviews 
1I2p 
Eyre & Spottiswoode 
East Harding Street EC 
GP Gooch 
Id 
Transvaal Commission 
St Ermin's Mansions, West SW 
Id 
Labour Leader Publishing co (p) 
1 & 3 Queen's Arcade, Glasgow 
Id 
Transvaal Committee 
St Ermyns, Westminster 
Id.lwk 
-
Is 
James Inset & co (p) 
21 Berners Street W 
Is 
Routledge (p) 
Eyre & Spottiswoode ~ 
Louisa Twinning 
256d 
Methuen &co 
36 Essex Street WC 
E 
,1 hiM'Y". 
.. "!i 
Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
34 2612 John Bright's Speeches on Public Prof. Thorold Rogers (ed.), Macmillan 
Politics cheap ed 3s.6d.; Prof. Thorold Rogers (ed.), 
John Bright's Public Addresses Macmillan 148.; Macmillan, 38.6d. 
Cobden's Speeches on Public Politics 
35 2588 The Transvaal Boer Speaking for Jarrold & Sons, 10 & 11 Warwick Lane 
Himself EC,6d. 
36 2620 The Candidates ofCain WT Stead, Stop the War Committee, 
6d. 
37 2626 The Candidates ofCain WT Stead, Stop the War Committee, 
6d. 
38 2626 The Candidates ofCain WT Stead, Stop the War Committee, 
6d. 
39 2614 National Railways James Hole, Cassell & co, 6s.; 
The State Purchase o/Railways Charles Waring, Chapman, 5s. 
40 2612 Text Book ofPolitical Economy FA Walker, Macmillan, 6s. 6d.; F.A. 
First Lessons in Political Economy Walker, Macmillan, 5s.; Marshall, 
Principles ofEconomics Macmillan, 12s.6d.; Marshall, 
Elements ofthe Economics ofIndustry Macmillan, 3s 6d; C. Oide, Isbisters, 
PrinCiples ofPolitical Economy 7s.6d. 
41 2586 The War in South Africa; Its Causes JA. Hobson, James Nisbett & co ltd 
and Effects 21 Bemers Street W., 7s.6d. 
42 2626 Handbook to Political Questions ofthe John Murray, Albemarle Street, 7s.6d. 
Day 
43 2620 Our Factories and Workshops A.H. Thwaites, 9s.; A. Redgrave, Spon; 
The Factory and Workshop W.O. Lumley, Shaw & Son 
The Public Health Act Annotated 
History ofthe Industrial and Social 
Lef{islation in the UK 
44 2618 pamphlets on slavery under British rule Aborigine's Protection Society 
Broadway Chambers, Westminster 
45 2624 Are we in the Right Stop the War Committee, 
A CountryafWrong Arundel Street, Strand W.e. 6d. and 
The Truth About the War Id. 
The War Against the Two Republics 
The New Imperialism 
46 2610 Highland Clearances Denny 
Holywell Street, Strand WC 
47 2596 The Elements ofSocial Science E Truelove (Free thought p & b) 
Holbom (shop does not now exist) 
48 2580 Small Dwellings Acquisition Act Eyre & Spottiswoode 
East Harding Street 
49 2588 any act of Parliament Eyre & Spottiswoode 
50 2598 Act of Parliament Eyre & Spottiswoode 
East Harding Street EC 
51 2598 Act of Parliament Eyre & Spottiswoode 
East Harding Street EC 
52 2604 BlueBook Eyre & Spottiswoode 
53 2608 Acts ofParliament Eyre & S pottiswoode 
54 2592 Parliamentary Papers Eyres & Spottiswoode 
55 2600 Act of Parliament Eyres & Spottiswoode 
56 2614 Blue Book Eyres & Spottiswoode 
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.T. Stead, Mowbray House, Norfolk 
Strand W. few 
Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
66 2620 The Rise ofEarly Democracy Thompson, W. Reeves, 83 
,-,,---,_.- Cross Road we 
16.0 . 
58 
59 2598 
60 2600 
62 2592 
64 2602 

65 2582 

series of cheap pamphlets on the war 
Act of Parliament 
Democratic Readings 
Books on Indian famine 
speech on them as pamphlet 
With the Grand Army to Moscow 
write to the Societies to see if they 
publish anything 
Hyndman 
Charles Rradlaugh 
now out of print 
Indian Political Agency - cannot be had 
now 
Sunday Society, 
Commons & Footpaths Preservation 
Society 
National Society for the Preservation of 
Historical Places ofInterest 
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Table F, Reynold,>' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
3 2594 Virgil trans.; Ovid trans., 3 vols. G. Bell & Sons, 3s.6d.; 5s.; Whittaker 
Keiglhley's Classical Mythology & co., York Street, 2s.; second hand 
booksellers in town 
4 25(j{~)-- '--------------+----::-:------------+-----1 
Carlyle 

5 _26(}~ Paradise Lost Milton
t---r (; ,],60.:L..., /,{'gend ofMontrose 	 Walter Scott 1---::-1 
7 2604 Aristotle's Works trans. In 2 vols. Of 5s. per vol.; Bohn, c.2s.; Bell & Sons; 
Classical Series any second-hand bookseller, York 
__ ',__. .tris(ot/e's Masterpiece Street W.C. 
-8 2610 Ithree tales De Kock, Routledge, Is. 
t /)t'nwli:ron trans.~1"·26'i'4..·-t-;l?7"t.-.\'-u-rr-{.:..;.c.;..::.II.:..;·o.:..;n=.;.::.;..--------+-T-o-Is-to-y-,-A-&-F--D-e-nn-y-------t-------J 
+- ~ 147 Strand WC

-1-6', 2()Ti~- Inws S'pake [sic.] Zarathustra Nietzsche, Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's 

, I Court, Fleet Street, 10s.6d. 
rlrl-·i()~6··t·~'--------------+-=o-sc-a-r-=Vv:-:-':-:-ild-:-e-----------j-----1 
-:-l} ~Q!L-.! lh~e~7~r~u~e~f~{~el~·o~i~~m~________~C~h~ar~le~s~M~ac~k~a~y___________r-------~ 
13 2~t\(I_¥:.!'r.!!~a;.:l..:.s~to~r~~~es~----------~~----------------_t--____• 
14t25~o ,~5e~r~!Z~11~s~·t~o~n~e~s__~~------------~=_~__.~~------------------_r--------4i~5 258l,'''JWs(orv ofJohn Bull 	 Dr. Aruthnot 
~1~~~_Jl,--.____--.__~~-:--:_:_7~--------~°7.u~id~a~~~~--~~~~~~_i--------_j
17 I', 26U::\ ,', ('hristopher Tadpole (1857) 	 Albert Smith, George Routledge & co., 

2s,

"-'laf26W r/;;!ocrat c?fthe Breakfast Table Oliver Wendell Holmes, George 
, I Routledge & Sons 
I i Broadway E.c., 6d. ~2:t~liC.11'~;;t~:~.\;·c'.-~o-;tt-;is;h~C~h;I-'e~fi~s-=--=--=--=-~-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-~~:=Mf~i:.:S::::.S~p~o~rt~e=r2:-,;R~o~u~t:::l-e:.:d~g~e-,~6~d~._=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=_~_=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=_~ 
:0 : 261W ! Sfon' ora 5'outh African Farm 	 Olive Schreiner ~Lti~}LJ.2!.:~•.n~!.1-------------------t_;B~u:;tl-er-------------------r-------i 

~~~~82-.J+lI./~/I~d~il~}r~a~s__----------------~~~~~~----------------_t--____~ 
. ~:n i 2~'iO I put:m Samuel Lover 
~rri~f~2-.!JL!~£:;~f.!:!.:n'...:A~1!:!.a::.b___~--:---:::;;_:____:-;---t_:;;PB=-=S=he~I:;_:le;"-,y::::_-----------------t-------1
2~ I ~=',{XJ +P, ~'),em: Each One Kills the Thing He Oscar Wilde 
, !..t.II~\·~e~s_____________________~~~------------------------r-------~r·-' 	 Bums..+N.'_......-­
...........~6.L 26.~!L.l,...I!E)~e~m~___________________......L..:::..::::.:::=_____________________'__________' 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
27 2622 people's editions of the poetical works Byron, John Dicks, Is.; Burns, John 
of: 	 Dicks, 6d.; Shelly, John Dicks, 
6d.;Wordsworth, John Dicks, 6d. 
Blake, 6d.; Massey, G Bell & Son, 
Songs ofInnocence in 	 2s.6d; out of print separately, 5s.!vol.; 
Aldine Poets 
Lyrical Poems William Morris 
My Lyrical Life.' Poems Old and New 2 JR Lowell 
vols. W Whitman, 1 s 
Poems By the Way 1891 E Carpenter, 95 
2s 6d 
Poems people's ed. Is 
Leaves ofGrass Keegan Paul 
two books 
Past and Present cheap edition 
Les Aliserables 
28 2628 blank verse 
29 2608 Quevedo's Vision poem cannot find 
30 2608 The Lord ofthe Isles poem Scott 
31 2614 poetry 	 William Watson 
32 2620 The Pottery Gazette Scots, greenwood & co., 
Ludgate Hill Ee, Is 
33 2622 Hoaratius poem Macaulay 
34 2584 recitations: Kissing Cups Last Race & 
My LadL's LeaR 
35 2590 song: All Honour to the Gallant 24th 
36 2628 The Jolly Old Farmer song 
37 2586 Kissing Cups Last Race & Mr French, 89 Strand WC, Is 
My Lady's Leap in one book 
38 2620 book on playing the ocarina Keith, Prowse & co., 1 s.4d. 
39 2596 NO.5 John Street Grant Richards, 9 Henrietta Street, 
Covent Garden W.C., 6s. 
40 2620 Hymns On Modern Thought Houghton & co., 39 Great 
Marlborough St 
41 2592 music music seller 
Total: 43.5 
0i;t>SXi B~!.. :(;« ··}rl';:i~; ;..... :lt1:1:'0''''''';; :';;'+..4ijhyr.? .',!:' ···}::s '·iii, :;./,·.·.··.;c.;;; .~,':·l;i: ···D:: .>i'" ;'i'" .}lC?!i.;', ·S:'· 1:.1;. '<,,:ii;: .)+i: 
1 2588 geogra.Qhy 
2 2598 Palestine: Its Historical Geography Dr Archibald Henderson, Clark, 
Other books on the subject by 2s.6d.; Gadsby; Talmadge 
Edinburgh 
3 2596 English geography book 
Total: 3.0 
iijlW~" Af"·.kH . ;~,,!t ,k('·\;. c,>, '''~~i'{'I~!J!;~, ili'i;t;:~;';f;.>}l@ IJf(;,fi7z;!!~b2<! 
1 2578 historian Frounde 
2 2582 any good history of Greece For example one by Sir W. Smith; Rose 
Malkin,; Sergeant; Max Dunken can be 
found in a public library 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
F 
25823 
4 2594 
5 2598 
"}>,f'r~: I.I;t")"i;/::·!!!:~! 
1 2582 
2 2588 
3 2592 
4 2592 
5 2600 
6 2604 
7 2610 
8 2610 
9 2620 
10 2622 
11 2622 
12 2624 
13 2624 
14 2624 
15 2626 
16 2628 
17 2620 
18 2612 
Smaller History ofEngland 
Intermediate History ofEngland 
History of the English People 
Our Old Nobility 
History ofthe Conflict Between 
Science and Religion 
W.M. Smith, 3s.6d.; Green, 6s.; 
Murray; George Bell & Son 
Howard Evans, Simpkin, Marshall & 

co., Strand, 1 s. 

Draper 

Total: 5.5 
. t:§11aSSInC3nOn . ,tH)W;!tl:l;!rj'.K~!~(.jt)'I)':;;:bjK: 1\ '.::'!( rr:')71;1~):7!;jliriii,%> !1~%1, t:\il . ,!I::!]} ···i'~·!~li.li1~?: 
How to Pronounce & Seven Thousand 
Words Oflen Mispronounced 
How to Join the Royal Navy 
Modern Magic; More Magic; Drawing 
Room Conjuring; Conjuring Tricks 
How to Join the Navy 
Principles ofBatting Practically 
Considered; no cheap popular 
handbook on the subject 
How to Join the Navy 
Patenting Made Easy 
Elocution Made Easy 
Hoyle's Card Games 
Patenting Made Easy 
Patentinf( Made Easy 
All About Cookery; The Art ofPastry 
Making, French and English; The 
Confectioner; Pastry Cook 
Company Promoting. or How to Form 
Your Business into a Limited Liability 
Company 
Patenting Made Easy 
Patenting Made Easy 
Patenting Made Easy 
How to Deal With Your Banker 
Stokes on Memory 
The Science ofGood Memory 
Technical Memory 
Memory and Its Cultivation 
W. Phyle, Putnam & Sons, Bedford 

Street W.C, 3s.6d.; 

2s.6d. 

free from any Post Office 

all by Prof. Hoffman, RoutJegde, 

7s.6d.; 55.; 1 s.; 1 s. 

Boyis & Davies, Estates Gazette 

Office, 215. 

Iliffe & Son, 3 St Bride Street E.C., 1 s. 

Miss Herand, Dean & Son, Fleet Street, 

Is. 

Routledge, 1 s. 

Ilffe & Sons 

3 St Bride Street E.C., Is 

Beeton, Ward & Lock, 2s.6d.; Helisse, 

Ward & Lock, 2s.6d.; Dean & Sons, Is 

6d 

Byrne & co, advertising agents (p) 

Ilffe & Sons, 3 St. Bride Street E.C., 

Is. 

Ilffe & Sons, 3 St. Bride Street E.C., 

1s. 

Ilffe & Sons, 3 St. Bride Street E.C., 

Is. 

Henry Warren, Grant Richards, 9 

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden 

M. Granville, Is., Houlston & Sons; 
Dr Grey, W. Allen & Co Is.; 
Eldridge, Is.; Green, Crosby, 
Lockwood & Son 
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19 2614 Patenting Made Easz 
20 2614 Patenting Made Easy 
21 2616 Compleat [sic.] Angler 
1 2578 the papers named 
2 2628 minister's journalism 
3 2578 newsp~ers - American & English 
4 2578 cutting from new~aper 
5 2578 cannot trace periodical 
6 2578 jingo press 
7 2578 newspapers 
8 2602 Glasgow Weekly Herald 
Glasgow Weekly Mail 
9 2614 Weekly Gazette 
10 2624 Laundry News mthly 
11 2624 American Pl:lper 
12 2624 newspapers 
13 2626 Free Age Press 
14 2626 newspaper - out of date 
15 2626 newspl:lp_er - no longer exist 
16 2628 Daily News 
17 2628 newspaper 
18 2578 Irish papers 
19 2580 iingojJress 
20 2582 Morning Post 
21 2584 "Yellow" press of En,gland 
22 2584 New York journal 
23 2586 Jingo press 
24 2586 Jingo press 
25 2586 Rhodesian Press 
26 2588 sporting news 
27 2588 local paper 
28 2588 Yarmouth Independent, Yarmouth and 
Gorlestonal Times, Yarmouth 
Mercury, Yarmouth Advertiser and 
Gazette 
29 2588 Times 
30 2588 newspapers 
31 2588 Gutter & garbage press 
32 2588 newsp~er 
33 2588 Edinburgh Evening News 
34 2590 Friend 
35 2590 NewspClJ2er Directory 
al: 21.5 
F,-,·~j·~·":·~lilit.'( 
G Outrans & co., Id.; Mail Newspaper 
Co.,ld. 
Stubb's 
42 Gresham Street EC 
Cordingly & Co. 39 Shoe Lane EC , 2d 
Mealdon, Essex 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
i,eI4' UJ,&J.awaw...JMi__--.;WififWttilnte!rm¥Wte 
36 2590 Freeman's Journal; Liverpool 
Mercwy 
Manchester Guardian 
Leeds Mercury 
Sheffield Independent 
Birmingham Post 
North British Daily Mail 
Dundee Advertiser 
People's Journal 
37 2590 Jingo press & Dailv Mail 
38 2590 Jingo press & Daily Mail 
39 2590 newspaper cutting sent 
40 2590 newspaper cutting sent 
41 2592 local papers 
42 2592 newspapers 
43 2592 Unified Irishman 
44 2592 cutting from a newspaper 
45 2592 Times - iingo 
46 2592 South West Daily News, North Wales 
Chronicle, 
Newcastle Chronicle, 
Birmingham Daily Post, 
Leeds Mercury, 
Sheffield Independent, 
Leicester Post, 
Bradford Observer 
47 2592 j)ostage 1 sId on each paper 
48 2592 sporting news 
49 2592 Daily Mail 
Daily News 
50 2592 Morninf; Post 
51 2592 Investor's Review 
52 2592 Daily News 
53 2592 Free Press - Ottawa 
Citizen 
Toronto Mail 
54 2592 Star 
55 2594 weekly serial in London Journal 
56 2594 Clacton Gazette 
East Essex Advertiser 
Clacton News 
Southend -on-Sea Echo 
Southend Standard 
Walton News and Coast Times 
Walton Gazette 
57 2598 Dailv Mail pro-capitalist 
58 2598 Jubilee Supplement 
59 2598 cannot trace the paper 
60 2598 Sporting Life 
Referee 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
61 2600 Papers owned by Jews: 
Daily Telegraph 
Daily News 
St James Gazette 
Financial News 
62 2600 newspapers - jingo press 
63 2600 Daily News- jingo press 
64 2600 Analyst 
65 2600 colonial press 
66 2600 Sun 
67 2602 Reformer 
Bradford Observer 
68 2602 journals 
69 2602 newspapers 
70 2604 Tory GlasRow EveninK Citizen 
71 2604 newspaper 
72 2604 Sun - jingo press 
73 2606 Jingo press 
74 2606 Hampshire Post 
Hampshire Telegraph 
Portsmouth Times 
75 2608 Daily Telegraph 
Daily News 
St James' Gazette 
76 2608 newspapers 
77 2608 sporting newspaper 
78 2608 North British Dailj; MailjiI!go 
79 2610 Newcastle Chronicle jingo now 
80 2610 Daily Mail jingo 
81 2610 jingo press 
82 2612 Times 
Standard 
MorninR Post alliingo 
83 2612 newspaper no longer exists 
84 2612 cannot trace newspaper 
85 2614 La Rappel 
L'Intransigeant 
La Libra Parole 
Le Radical all dailies 
86 2614 Jubilee No. & Supplement 
87 2614 newspaper 
88 2616 Glasgow Weekly Mail 
89 2616 local»aper or London Daily 
90 2616 newspaper 
91 2616 Review ofReviews 
92 2616 Hampshire Advertiser 
Southampton Times 
Southampton Independent 
93 2618 Lancashire Daily Post 
94 2618 Daily Mail 
95 2618 journal 
96 2618 ordinary press 
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ewgp= zs." rrrr 7 ¥ T= ? £ ' 'U& MI' ... 
97 2618 paper 
98 2620 clir~ings 
99 2620 West Middlesex Times 
Windsor & Eton Express 
Windsor Chronicle 
100 2620 sporting news 
101 2620 jingo press 
102 2622 jingo journals 
103 2622 Messager de Paris 
Le Courier Frant;ois 
Le Concilier des Families 
La Mode Pour Tous 
104 2622 newspaper 
105 2624 technical journal 
106 2608 Truth 
107 2598 Financial Reformer mthly 
Phonetic Journal wkly 
108 2616 Dalton's Weekly Advertiser 
109 2578 Southend Standard 
110 2594 Mathematical Gazette mthly 
English Mechanic wkly 
111 2582 The Library 
The Publisher's Circular 
112 2604 Insurance Record 
Insurance Post 
113 2586 Hardware Trade Journal mthly 
114 2592 The Bookseller - mthly 
The Stationer - mthly 
115 2594 Sandow's Magazine ofPhysical 
Culture mthly 
116 2604 Philatelic Journal ofGreat Britain 
monthly; Philatelic Record monthly 
117 2624 Ceylon Observer 
118 2584 Field 
119 2600 books on newspapers 
120 2624 The Canterbury and Lyttleton Times 
121 2592 Truth 
122 2596 Phrenological Journal 
123 2622 Weekly Freeman 
Nation 
124 2604 American papers 
10 Bolt Court Fleet Street EC (P) 

Pitman & Sons Ltd 

18 Hawkins Hey, Liverpool, 1 d.; 1 

Amen Corner E.C., Id. 

South Lambert Road S.E., Id. 

Id. 

G Bell & Sons, York Street WC, Is.; 

2d. 

Sampson Low & co., Bloomsbury 

Street E.C. Is. 10 

Fetter Lane E.C., 1 1/2d. 

J. Callingham, 13 York Street, W.c., 2d. 

J Stacey 

2 Whitefriars Street E.C., 3d. 

Hazell, Watson & Viney, 1 Creed Lane 

E.C.,6d. 

J Whitaker & Sons, 12 Warwick Lane 

E.C., 6d.; Dean & Son Ltd., 160a Fleet 

Street E.C., 6d. 

43 St Martin's Lane W.c., 6d. 

W Brown, St Thomas Square, 
Salisbury, 11 Queen Victoria Street 
E.C., both 6d 
AM & J Ferguson (p) 
Colombo, India 
Bream's buildi~, Fetter Lane, WC 
British Museum 
Canterbury, New Zealand 
Carteret Street, Westminster SW 
Fowler & co., 7 Imperial Arcade, 
Ludgate 
Freeman's Journal Company, Nation 
Newspaper, Dublin 
Gordon & Gotch, 15 Bride Street EC 
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125 2586 Scotsman J Ritchie & Co., Western Mail Ltd., 14 
Western Mail Henrietta Street W.e.; Hodder & 
Speaker Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row EC 
Bookman 
126 2586 Carpenter and Builder wkly John Dicks (p) 
313 Strand 
127 2608 reform magazine know of none you can obtain 
128 2588 Cape Argue London Office 
Cape Daily Telegraph 164 Fenchurch Street EC 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa 
129 2612 Cape Times London Office 
61 Cornhill EC 
130 2578 British Socialist News publishing office 
181 Queen Victoria Street EC 
131 2582 London Daily Press H.W. Massingham 
Religious Tract Society 
l32 . 2614 paper you refer to Salisbury Square EC 
133 2588 Stage Wellington Street, Strand WC 
Total: 135.5 
tLt'.j:~.> ~i>!i',:';i~ii! "1.:,'."C:I',:i.~~'if;):lf;j,{t'lm ~ .•.. j)j~.:lii:ii.iJ ;,f~~:,.:f ··.,'i:; .• i.i;~.,·lii,'.:if~!i!i'{;·•. ·· .i'."t 'illi.tit\9C,:·"l ,. '1.' l,!. .., {·\;\r~,:.ilLi· 
1 2628 Pall Mall special: The Hundred Best 6d. 
Books 
2 2578 Whitaker's Almanac 
3 2580 French Dictionary 
4 2580 Press Directory local free library 
5 2582 Burke's Peerage public library 
6 2586 London Directory 
7 2588 Fry's Royal Guide to the London 
Charities 
8 2588 Directory ofDirectors 
9 2590 Press Directory 
10 2590 Classical Dictionary Lempriere 
11 2594 Chamber's Encyclopaedia expensive; Cassell, 7s.6d.; Cassell, 
Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia 2s.6d.; 
Cassell's Miniature Cyclopaedia W.R. Balch, 3s. 6d.; Griffith & Farren 
The Universal Cyclopaedia 
12 2596 Kelly's Directories High Holborn W.e. 
13 2596 Century DictionalY 
14 2602 Whitaker's Almanac 
15 2604 Dictionary ofQuotations Bartlett 
16 2604 directory of county 
17 2604 Post Office Directory 
18 2606 Statesman's Year-Book Bradford Public Library 
Whitaker's Almanac 
19 2608 Whitaker's Almanac Redditch public library 
20 2620 Local Directories 
21 2620 Whitaker's Almanac 
22 2622 Local Directory 
23 2626 Encyclopaedia Britannica A.& C. Black, purchase on instalment 
system through Daily Mail, 4 Soho 
Square W. 

24 2628 Nuttal's Dictionary 2s 

25 2582 The Statesman's Yearbook 

~., 
! 
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Table P, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
26 2588 Annual Register 

27 2590 Unclaimed Moneys 

28 2602 files at patent office 

29 2604 Culpepper's Herbal 

30 2626 official publications on subject JER Techie, T Fisher Unwin, 

To Canada With Emigrants 7s.6d. 

31 2584 Naval and Military Heroes Johns & Nicholas; pub lib 

files of newspapers 3yrs 

Invention, Knowledge and The 

Scientific American; Encyclopaedias 

e.g.; Chambers or Britannica 

32 2588 unclaimed moneys in Chancery Harrison & Sons Ltd., St Martin's Lane 

WC, Is. 

33 2606 Guide to London Cassell, 1 s 

34 2616 Emigrants Handbook to the British W. Bannow, Is 

Colonies 

35 2610 synopsis of imports & exports Eyre & Spottiswoode, Is 6d 

36 2622 Unclaimed Money Harrison & Sons, St Martin's Lane, Is 

6d 

37 2606 Culpepper's Herbal Guide E Bakers, 14 John Bright Street, 

Birmingham, 3 s 

38 2590 Navy List Eyres & Spottiswoode, 5s & Is 6d 

Army List 

39 2612 The Brass Founders Manual 	 Graham, Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 7 

Stationer's Hall Court EC, 75 

40 2578 	 English Surnames Rev. C.W. Baring, Chattus & Windus, 

English Surnames 7s.6d.; 

Introduction to the Origin o/Surnames C.L. Gordon, Houlton & Son, 3s.; P. 

Surnames as a Science Dudgeon, Routledge, 3s.6d.; R. Fergusor 

5s.2d. 
41 2588 technical handbooks Crosby, Lockwood & Son 
7 Stationer's Hall Court EC 
42 2618 Unclaimed Moneys Harrison & Sons, St Martin's Lane 
WC 
42 2618 Unclaimed Moneys Harrison & Sons, St Martin's Lane 
WC 
Total: 43.5 
Iti?L·.•·.·?!Uf I.\)I"~.; •.,;!. ;.dl~, ."KeL l"":'SR ...·... ~t"Zf;~ F·;i,~'¥i·.j~~· .jjj.~~' 'ili;J~f; •l~f< ... ~:i~·.1;;'ii~· J£G~';, .... i" ;,),,; ..#,/.\,/ 
1 2586 Hebrew Scriptures 

2 2588 New Testament 

3 2588 pamphlet on justification of Judas 

Iscariot 

4 2592 Bible 

5 2606 Bible 

6 2606 Catechism 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
7 2608 Bible 
8 2610 Bible 
9 2616 apocryphal book of Daniel 
Revelations 
10 2620 theology John Calvin; Jeremy Bentham, public 
library 
11 2620 	 bible 
12 2578 	 Why I Ceased to be a Christian Wm. Reeves, 183 Fleet Street E.C., 3d. 
13 2628 	 The Social Philosophy and Religion of Prof. Caird, Macklerhose, 5s.; 
Comte 
Reasons For Dissenting form the Herbert Spencer, William & Norgate, 
Philosophy ofComte 	 Glasgow, 6d. 
14 2588 	 The Uncanonical and Apocryphal Dr Cheerton, 7s.6d.; William Hone, J 
Gospels Whitaker, 112 crown., can sometimes 
ed. Of Apocryphal Gospels get in large towns second-hand, 
Warwick Lane 
15 2610 	 Texts From the Buddhist Canon Keegan Paul, Trench Trubner & co. 
Sale's Koran (p), 7s 6d; Routledge, 1 s.; Clarendon 
The Zend Avista Press, 
The Staty ofthe Religious 10s.6d.;GeorgeNewnes ltd., Is. 
16 2628 Mistakes ofMoses RG Ingersoll 
Free Thought Publishingco., few ~ence 
17 2588 No-Popery book Mr Stirling, out of print try c.J. Thyme, 
6 Great Queen Street WC 
18 2596 The Age ofReason Thomas Paine; Col. Ingersoll; 
Some Mistakes ofMoses try R. Forder, 23 Stone-cutter Street, 
Farringdon Street, WC 
19 2586 The Prophet ofNazareth Watts & Co (p) 
Johnson's Court, Fleet Street 
Total: 20.0 
WF
,i'M,:,',:'" ,'~;1:." ',"illrSli¥"n~'.';~t~fl1i·«-;f!;, I:Pl'~t:.''j,W:''j;;l'!t(['Ili'/::!~lt:l,n:.'" ,It.t. ", ~. ~.,Q O~l:/I1l. j011'\";,;)l¥liA:d f';T!J7.;"~ 
1 2578 simple book on astronomy; The Story both cheap; public library; George 
ofthe Solar System; The Story ofthe Newnes Ltd., Plymouth, London 
Stars 
2 2592 Illustrated Carpenter and Builder 
3 2600 Every Man His Own Farrier; The Ciater, Milner & co., 2s.; W.J Crane, 
Smithy and the Forge Crosby, Lockwood & Son, Paternoster 
Row, 2s. 6d. 
4 2586 Farrier and Cattle Doctor Clater, Millner & co., Paternoster Row, 
2s.6d. 
5 2592 Sexual Physiology Dr.R.T.Trail!, Morrison of Glasgow, 
3s.6d. 
2610 	 Naval Architect and Shipbuilders' Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 12s 6d; W 
Pocket Book; The Practical Naval Collins & co., 
Architect 2s 6d. 
6 
2608 	 Butterflies; Manual ofButterflies and W.S. Coleman, Routledge, Is.; H.T. 
Moths Vols. I & II; Butterflies and Stainton, Gurney & Jackson, 45 6d and 
Moths, European 5s 6d; W.F. Firby, Cassell 355. 
7 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
-=mrm=r n i7'B"'tl 
8 2600 Lectures on GenUa-Urinary Diseases 
Atlas of Venereal Disease 
Homeopathy in Venereal Disease 
9 2620 medical book 
10 
11 
2620 
2620 
The Coal Merchant and Shpper 
Steam Boiler Construction 
Boiler Makers Companion 
12 
13 
2626 
2624 
A Practical treatise on Electrical Bells 
Electric Bells and All About Them 
technical books for mechanics 
14 2620 technical books for mechanics 
15 2602 book of practical trade recipes for 
mixing paint & co. 
16 2610 book on French polishing 
17 2624 French Polishing 
18 
19 
20 
2578 
2578 
2578 
Works on science and astrology 
Books on science or astrology 
Consult further works on science and 
astrology 
IiL. 'filli 1~\ .. '}1!iiiFc 
1 2588 
2 2596 
3 2616 
12':, ~'"Il':~i:; :X\i!i[;lrl1i 
prospectus for pharmacy exams 
reliable new edition, Cassell's Lessons 
in French 
Journalism For Women 
4 
5 
2600 
2598 
Spanish Grammar 
Spanish-English and English Spanish 
Dictionary 
The Great Silver River 
no cheap and pop guide book 
Logic 
Elements ofEuclid 
Entomologist mthly 
Entomologists' Monthly Magazine 
in vols. 
6 2604 Manual ofEnglish Grammar 
Measuration and Measuring 
Scientific Press, 6s; Dr.McClaren, Y.J. 

Pentland, Edinburgh, 63s.; 

Dr.Yeldham, Homeopathic Publishing 

co., Warwick Lane, 3s 6d. 

Liautard, George Kimpton, 126 

Wardour Street W.; 

Henry Kimpton, 82 High Holborn 

W.C. 
W.S. Hutton, Crosby, Lockwood & 

Son, 18s.; JFodea, Spon, 25 Strand 

W.e.,5s. 

F.e.Allsopp, Spon, 3s.6d.; 

Bottone, Routledge, 3s. 

crosby, Lock &sons 

Crosby, Lockwood & Sons 
lThomlin, Eidon Street, Barnsley, 

Yorkshire,2s. 

J. Thomlin, Eldon Street, Barnsley, 

Yorkshire, 2s. 

1 Thomlin, Eldon Street, Barnsley, 

Yorkshire 

Total: 20.5 
'i:),···..·.;:.:ii'.·· ••.• ;ii;Lj~~,;I!j:lfi: .•.·,ii!!;;. ·;Ait;bi. :",/i .' ;;;;1'. I',:i,ii )£'%1 .. , :/I''@',/'AI 
Cobbett, Ward. Lock & co., Is.; 3s.6d. 
John Lane, Denny, Bodley Head, 

Holywell Street W.e.; Vigo Street W., 

3s.6d. 

A Elwes, Crosby, Lockwood, 125; Sir 

Horace Rumbold, Murray 

Isaac Watts, Milner & co., 15.; 

Whateley, W. Collins & Sons & co., 

2s; Simpkin & Marshall, 1 Paternoster 

Row EC, 6d; Cassell & co., Ludgate 

Hill 

55.VOI. 

Rev. AM Trotter, Collins & Son & co., 

1s; T Baker, Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 

Is 6d 
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Table F, Reynolds' Newspaper 1990, continued. 
7 2610 Manual OfEnglish Grammar 	 Trotter, William Collins, Sons & co., 
Is 
8 2602 Spanish Grammar A Eiwes, Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 1 s 
6d 
9 2582 En !ish Grammar Cobbett, Ward, Lock & Co., Is. 
10 2582 Mercantile Arithmetic Pickering 
Practical Arithmetic Jackson; both Blackie & Son, ls.6d. 
11 2620 Universal Instructor 3vols 22s.6d 
Cassell's Popular Educator 8vols Ward, lock & Co , 58. 
12 2610 	 Arithmetic Saul, Whittaker & co., 28.; William 
Practical En !ish Grammar Collins, Sons & co. 
13 2596 Knowled e 326 Hi h Holborn 
14 2612 Practical and Easy Method of Ahn, Dulan & co., 3s.6d.; Is.; 
Learning French Ollendorf, Ward, Lock & co., Soho 
Key to ditto Square W , 68.6d.; 78.; Is. 
New Method Applied to French 
Key to ditto 
Cobbett's French Grammar 
15 2624 	 Elements ofGaelic Grammar Me Lauchli, McLachlin of Edinburgh, 3s 
The Phonetics ofthe Gaelic Language 6d; 
Grammar ofthe Welsh Language Me Farlan, Pariane Pasiley, 1s.6d.; 
Spurrell's Grammar Rowlands, D. Nutt, 4s 6d 
16 2624 	 Practical Mensuration Niebet, Longmans, 3s.6d.; ~ 
Problems in Arithmetic and Newell, Birington, Percival & co., 

l'v1ensuration ls.6d.; Collins, Sons & co., 4d. 

Mensuration ofLines, Surfaces and 

Solids 

17 2610 	 Self-Teaching French Grammar Tourrier, David Nutt, 4s.; Ward, Lock 
Cobbett's French Grammar & co., 
Lon Acre, Is. 
18 2622 Cassell's Po ufar Educator mth1y 6d. 
19 2608 Civil Service Candidate all wkly 1d.; WE Morgan, Roseberry 
Civil Service Competitor avenue E.C.; 

Civil Service Examiner and Candidate Skerry & co., 27 Chancery Lane; 

Civil Service Hints W. Mole, 61 & 62 Chancery Lane; 

29 Memorial Hall Buildings, 
Farrin don EC 
,., 20 2618 The Violin Player 2 parts SD Cray, Curwen & Sons, 1s.6d.; 
The Violin George Hart, Dulan & co., 
Warwick Lane, 7s.6d. 
Total: 20.5 
Obtaining: 
Total: 
Base used for table 6.2(b): 407.0 
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Appendix D, Table G 
References to reading matter within the London Journal, 1860. 
No. Book Title 	 Author/ PricelPublisher/ 

Bookseller 

f"i. 	 i·Jill.!· <mill';".,."..•...:...•.:::.2i: i"NV~ 
Total 0.0 
l:;:i,,;,J,'\i •>i.~i; . Hi 8.1 i~\fltq~.~i.!+;; ,Z1·'i. Yi,'·J::iL •.•c,,"'. ,'iT ',I}'> ,/"i+; ,,/<h. "·iii. )i"·i ... 'i'.'i/·"J·ii, iX:C.,i!(':1~f\;;hM.?i':${iii 
"Gilll.'.:.•i§f':.. iilRiG 
1 792 art of stuffing birds and animals 
Total 1.0 
1,.··!.}lI!l 
.iFt rVi,,;;.'" ···ii' L"1P '.fei o.2J2...~;L IJiii'.YS if!i/ ,:T:, .',';';' _;21; (\1}\" :"ii .i':':· i::i~')F (\ifn.» 
1 790 Men ofOur Time 
2 802 biography of John Wesley 
3 796 Heroes ofthe Crimea George Ryan 


1 780 Will 	 East India House 
2 784 Wills East India House 

3 784 Wills East India House 

4 784 Act of Parliament 

5 786 Will will-office, Dublin 

6 788 Adulteration ofFood Prevention 

Bill 
7 804 Robert Owen 

8 826 Handy Book ofthe Law Lord St Leonard 

9 794 Wills East India Office 

Total: 9.0 
.-,1 
'.WMil : 1.!",Ci ·.F1ti:\P;~ ii.@~.'iWiik I•.,lil\%<i'@[jj(l;illl0;~·':i l.i;,·I1*;·. \0 	 ·i.fJ. _'ii!.":' 
1 778 Advert of quacks 

2 778 instructions on the bottle of hair 

dy_e 

3 780 wedding cards 

4 782 Advert of a quack 

5 782 Advert of a quack 

6 784 adverts 

7 786 adverts 

8 788 Advert of quack 

9 790 inscrij:>tion 

10 792 adverts of money lenders 

11 792 adverts in Times 

12 794 adverts of quacks 

13 794 new life insurance offices, W Carpenter 

pamphlet 

14 796 love letters 

15 802 adverts for German lotteries in 

jJress 

16 802 cards of wedded couple 

17 806 adverts of scamps 

18 806 adverts on loans 
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19 806 love letters 
20 806 Advert of quack 
21 808 adverts on handwriting 
22 808 love letters 
23 810 Advert for lotteries 
24 812 adverts reo heirs-at-Iaw 
25 812 love letters 
26 818 Advert ofguack 
27 822 wedding cards 
~ 
1 778 The Spider and the FlY_fable 
2 778 poem about Wallace Burns 
3 780 Shakespeare 
4 784 book on geography ofEngland 
5 786 celebrated authoress 
6 786 Wolf & Lamb fable 
7 798 Novel 
8 804 on solitude Zimmerman 
9 804 The German ofKrummacher fable 
10 806 novelist Bulwer Lytton 
11 822 Essays Elizabeth Fry 
12 822 serial fiction 
13 826 popular authoress Mrs Ellis 
14 828 Novels 
15 782 literature ofthe day 
16 788 Shakes2eare 
17 788 poem on liter~ry greats 
18 792 Shakespeare 
19 796 Falstaff and blackberries incident 
(??) 
20 798 Cogies of our ancient authors 
21 802 Shakespeare 
22 812 Chaucer 
23 814 modern & acting editions of Shakespeare, dramatic booksellers 
24 806 Drama Mr Lacy, dramatic pub. 
Strand London 
25 826 dramatic works you require MrLacy 
Strand 
26 786 The Pleasures ofHope poem Campbell 
27 788 Poet Alexander Pope 
28 788 Don Juan Lord Byron 
29 796 Task Cowper 
30 798 Verses 
31 800 Season's (??) Thompson 
32 800 great French poet (trans) Beranger 
33 800 Poetry 
34 800 Sun poem trans. Ebert (German) 
35 802 NiJ;ht poem trans. 
36 804 Douglas Hone 
..!l't 
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37 808 Shenstone 

38 814 The Missing One ~oem) 

39 816 Milton; Pepys 

40 818 The Greek Child (verse) Victor Hugo 

41 820 Poetry 

42 822 	 Poet Shenstone 
43 822 	 FOliune in the Fire (trans from 

Irish ofa Peasant Bard at 

Ballingray & sent in) 

44 822 	 Lines to a Lady (trans from Polish 
& sent in) 

45 824 Burns 

46 826 poem on Hallow E'en Burns 

47 828 Poem Pope 

48 828 the verses were pub in a 

contemporary journal four years 
ago 

49 800 hymn book in church 

50 820 By the Margin o/Zurich 's Fair 

Waters (song) 

51 820 songs on emigration out of date now 

52 822 Song ofthe Shirt Hood; first pub in Punch 

53 826 Song ofthe Shirt Hood 

Total: 53.0 
',,"1?,"m;! ~> "NW;ii (Iii ' "',;;;;'iIt)~!;;;,S': ,:,' 'JAY' ,12... '" "01,' :"??,' " x ;;;aI1;...C':? 1,\~:~~~Y4:~;';'" 
1 822 book on Scotland Dr. Wardlow 
Total: 1.0 
1;:;;,9,: e,l",,!' ,lAlli 
"'C"; 11il",Jif("I£; ",";'" ,I@!illC'i:\1;,,:),j;,it':i';)1i.. ',JI/';:0,1\I:;;" ," ':' ,"i)X,¥J\j':,,'?11',",JT']i: :~:,/ '~IH;. 
1 782 history 
2 784 History o/the Steam Engine Dr. Lardner 
3 784 history of the Isle of Man publisher in Sheffield 

4 784 Historical Doubts Walpole 

5 796 a history ofthe County ofCroyden 

6 798 history of Windsor Castle 

7 798 ancient and modern history 

8 820 (history) Macauley 

9 820 History ofthe Popes Ranke 

10 822 History of Music Chapel 
11 822 stupid books on Tartars (history) 
Total: 11 
I: 
::':j~~ lz,i< ,48,J!1ill; :;: 	 :,"'il<iim< :li:jt, ",'>,.)!{!l' :ii:f[,.",)'id,:%lt:#i,,'X '"",,>"YJi\\i,;;;i4, J';.j,:t~i<;; li',:J«lilit 
1 780 etiquette of the ballroom 6p 

2 782 book on etiquette Is 

3 788 work on etiquette - last edition Lady Blessington 

4 792 Hints on Etiquette 

5 792 elocution Sheridan Knowles 

6 794 Hints on Etiquette 

7 796 work on stammering 

8 798 work on stammering 

9 804 Hints on Etiquette 

10 810 	 work on stammering any respectable booksellers 
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11 814 latest work on etiquette 
any bookseller 
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pub on the Language of 
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Table G, London Journal 1860, continued. 
15 816 books on church architecture 
Total: 15.0 
.··wur,M· tFJ ·'/"·\tw ·.·jiit :;;ill·· .f% ,., .i05:: ELt..Jiili :.:dL':,_llili:;.;f~/ .Aiti\iJF.@!· ltL li.~jt} ..J,I{( 
1 778 book-keeping scores have been pub last few yrs 
2 780 Grammar Lennie's 
English School Grammar Allen & Cornwell's 

3 786 work on electro-typing 

4 790 study history, maths or French 

5 792 Sy"stem of Logic Reid 

6 798 work on Practical Mathematics 

7 800 French Grammar Cobbett 

8 804 chemical science books 

9 812 system of handwriting Lewis 

10 816 system of shorthand Gurn~ 

11 816 Latin Grammar Valpy 

12 818 work on shorthand 1I2cwn 

Total: 12.0 
~!!,!'lilj~ !;+~ie!!lI{r;Jti 1~'!:;··~liil)1!!r..lil~~(:j(:·,··. i.'. WIT>.!!'::;: ••····· ·;;iR.!.~0C.lt~~ l'i!.!m··;UR
.:'/""'::. 
Classification: Unidentified Total: 0.0 
Obtaining: 33.0 
Total: 246.0 
Base used for table 6.~~: 213.0 
li5W')';\!' IIZ'iC;:;)i!0 :i"\t .... "/""!,(71; s< 'if0.i: '5" .. ;*'/'2':.3+ ;1',1:.\:;.•. 0):, .',,',' ... '&1'1.. //:: •.?!1i .. ;:':f ,~::~C\ •.pi,...••. ';"f ..•. vn .. '"F.',),,· .. 7;'.F'. VN#I:0"wi ;'; 
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Appendix D, Table H 

References to reading matter within the London Journal, 1880. 

Dr. Arne 
1rotal: 3.0 
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Table H, London JournaZ1880, continued. 
1823 
2 1831 er 
3 1835 
4 1837 
5 1843 Lancet 
6 1853 
7 1863 
8 1865 
1827 
2 1829 
3 1835 Peera e 
4 1841 Post Office Director 
5 1857 Post Office Director 
6 1859 Dictiona 
7 1833 books on gold and silver watches etc 
8 1851 Civil Service Guide 
1 1831 bible 
2 1833 Scripture 
3 1869 bible 
4 1855 Letters 
1833 	 works on botany; succinct history of 
Russia was given in Home Circle 
2 1845 
3 1821 Nursin 
1827 works on the management of ladies 
schools 
2 1821 stenography: best system for self-
tuition 
3 1821 on construction & preservation of 
violin 
4 1825 
5 1829 
Handbook to the En !ish Ton e 
Burke 
Webster 
several are pub 
Rev. Charles Davy 
Total: 
Longman & co., Paternoster Row; 

W.SJohnson, 

60 St-Martin's Lane 

Total: 
schoolbookseller 
Pitman 
Otho 
Total: 5.0 
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Appendix D, Table I 
References to reading matter within the London Journal, 1900. 
: I 

Issue Title/Comments AuthorlPublisherfBookshop/ 
~~~~~~iilili~~ii~~~pri~ce~~~~~~~~~~~

English authors & 
leadin articles in best news a ers eriodicals 
2 842 Dictionary Webster reference/ 
never heard of a vol of sermons by religion 
name iven 
3 846 Scripture religion/ 
Tristam Shand Lawrence Sterne fiction 
Total: 3.0 
2 846 
3 852 
4 854 adverts of remedies etc 
5 858 Latin words want translated 
6 872 
7 872 
8 876 
9 878 
10 880 
RSVP stands for ... 
II 886 personal ads in daily papers do not 
12 854 
13 880 
14 872 
Total: 14.0 
838 Shakes ere 
2 840 Shakes eare 
3 842 Tales ofa Grand ather Sir Walter Scott 
4 848 Hamlet 
5 850 
6 854 
7 856 Chess Board 
8 862 Robert L. Stevenson 
9 862 Charles Dickens 
10 864 Shakes eare 
11 878 VIII Shakes eare 
12 882 Julius Ceasar Shakes eare 
13 882 Shakes eare 
14 842 
15 842 Madame de Steal 
re I to them 
Shakes eare 
on 
16 846 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
17 846 Story is being considered for reprint 
18 848 the story named is out of print 
19 852 the story has not been published in 
book form 
20 854 Speed the Plough (comedy) 
Black-Eyed Susan 
21 858 Story named is out of print 
22 878 Passages in the Life 0/Mrs Margaret 
Maitland, a/Sunnyside (1849) 
23 886 Dutch literature 
24 844 Black-Eyed Susan (drama) 
25 852 The Spanish Student (drama) 
26 854 The Lady ofLyons 
27 838 (poet) 
28 840 (Irish poet) 
The Seige afCorinth 
29 848 poetry 
30 852 (poem) 
31 854 Come to the Sunset Free (poem) 
32 856 Oh Breathe Not This Name (poem) 
33 860 The Deserted Villqgr; (poem) 
34 866 I:Joems (gift for lady) 
35 866 (poet) 
36 866 Festus 
Alexander Selkirk 
37 874 verses 
38 874 Love a/Fame 
39 874 verses 
40 876 'Ostler Joe (popular poem) in various 
collections 
41 856 
42 864 Barbara Allen (old song) 
43 872 Music~roduction 
44 882 cannot find the songs 
Morton 
Douglas Jerrold 
Mrs. Oliphant 
Douglas Jerrold 
Longfellow 
Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton 
Robert Burns 
Thomas Moore 
Byron 
Campbell 
Mrs. Hemans 
Thomas Moore 
Oliver Goldsmith 
Tennyson 
Cowper 
Philip James Bailey 
Cowper 
Young 
any newsagent 
publisher of music 
music publisher 
newsagentimusic pub 
Total: 45.0 
:(~ii1i"w.• ,".·. ,t~,j! ~~:},:;:,~:>*' 
..• 'i/;Jj~i~:.':Clas~tt1.a.tiijn;~~Q~"ii~h~i::{;~:·/~~0~~~~f~; 'cc' ••.• ',C'~!X~"'· ···",y't>··;·,;/,.;,:,;z, ... ··"';\"A;~J~ ·,.,ejl~~t:::: 
1 838 books of travel, the best periodicals, 
physical geography 
2 848 any illustrated modern atlas 
Total: 2.0 
'Y'r """" 
,.!lii!'!i!iil'.% 'lU,,'Iiiiilll' ,,,,,":!ill15:l;J;",~:j~"~x~ 1;.;'\.•.. H;~.,~Y,(0/;;>(.,. ..fiJli. 1::}'~;~~1iJ!:J··'";i~i!
'.'i!;jiW..'3'·:. l%ix.,:.'':''4 'f~'·.I' 
1 876 historyofthe counJ:1Yof Derby 
Total: 1.0 
t'l~!i'<f,' b;~;,:!,1 .1f"clas~1Ililat~~··'~$-!'(1i' •• ~'?:i rW(;..:.,:·ti(;tf~~!~'il;.~Wt:...,J(.;~!tl·, ... :·;;;.i;!~. l!\x~~f'~;;ri; 
1 842 The Compleat Angler (and English 
author & writer) 
2 842 Book of.l'arlourzames 
3 846 tutor for J'l~ing.Kuitar 
4 846 books cannot teach you to become an 
actress 
5 862 to be a tailor 
6 866 work on stammering 
7 876 guides to letter writing; 
Isaac Walton 
order from newsagents 
any good music shoQ, Is. 
any bkselIer, cheap 
Total: 7.0 
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Table A, Family Herald 1860, continued. 
Wi _=e'. '?'"!'ll"ri 
.~§ I.~.. .11., 
. 
1 854 Exchanf(e and Mart 

2 858 newspapers 

3 860 Lancet 

4 862 magazines 

5 866 old newspapers 

6 870 London Morning Papers 

Total: 6.S 
1::!>,··1'i::. ·,·I·}:WITt.l: Il\li;ji":'.flc1!l"'IW~.:i';· LA :.·.·:1:ijl" ....·.... ···1!'!.1: .·..·!"/.\1!~1£P'~!~:Ecll::::.,:·.I.i •..IW .·.iI1;>.... ·:?it~'li;i. 
842 B'usmess ~1 lrectory 
2 846 dictionary Webster 
3 850 London Directory 
4 860 London Directory 
5 862 dictionary 
6 868 London Directory 
7 870 German-English Dictionary bkseller 
8 884 Dictionary Webster 
9 854 popular cyclopedias (articles on 
embalming) 
10 860 work on silk-worms and silk-culture several che<!£ ones~ub 
11 868 modem cyclopedia 
12 876 modern cyclopedias 
13 880 works of reference 
Total: 13.5 
~ .•.... If;.::!!:i!:>@j@I:~~;.:t>; 1····)i:iIl~ !·:\~las~ti~~ti~ri~j1'Rij;/"cs 1,%~l.: .. \fij!t:," i!!it\ww :;:,~~~ 
1 838 Bible 

2 844 bible 

3 858 Scripture
J' 4 860 Book of Common Prayer 

5 862 Scripture 

6 864 Bible 

7 866 Bible 

8 870 Bible 

9 870 Genesis 

10 874 Prayer Book 

11 880 Bible 

12 880 Scripture 

13 886 Genesis 

Total: 14.0 
i"li~ilr£(~:I:ft.)';··' .;:. ;0d.a§~ifi~t[Qi,~piell¢~a~~htlblQ· ". 
1 880 book of nature 
Total: 1.0 
I.!£."il; lil}·[ ]~1 rQlas~~fi.~tjQiil~;1t~tlQ~~r~~ :'.';!;~: .. '~}~j ..:,·k!l> :~I!;;.·)'i .J): :Xr'.·}!~~:.:.·~;{~J[\jt:~y··. 
1 850 manual ofpoultryraisi~ booksellers I newsagents 
Total: 1.0 
·.:.~]i:·:~1It:'~j..Piiiy_'.<,~·,-,::yj·.. ~k~ .·)~{Z :>;11 ···\.i;;t~L\j 
1 842 Hume 
2 854 Dr. Richardson 
Total: 2.0 
."t{~' . . ; "';~!i Ii~,.~i··lti·:;.1:·3~· .. 1!;#:! ·t"!:';, .\;;:!!l iilJI"I'ft·l~ii;:. "'i;r?~t~;_~ "i [ ·;~%':ii.\::· .:;i, 
Obtaining: 14.0 
Total: 123.0 
Base used for table 6.2(~: 107.0 
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Appendix D, Table J 
Examples of the type information included within those answers that indicate 
how to obtain a text . 
','iJ!,jp,::J>,,,,,,r'h;c •, ...• ,:.';;.:;*jll,;i~:\,;I1·:·
','jBi'}JmH 
1917 
1917 obtain one from 
1917 on published at 
1919 
1921 published in book form shortly 
1923 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 try second-hand booksellers 
1929 

1929 

1929 Part 6 

1937 2 vols. 

1937 apply to publishers 

1937 

1937 work on the subject published by 

1941 2 vols. 

1941 series 

1943 enquire of 

1943 obtaining 

1943 out of print 

1945 

1945 published at that price 

1949 

1955 little book 
1957 9 vols. 
1957 through his publisher 

1959 no such translation 

1959 now out of print; new edition recently 

issued 
!'J,;fr!..~·~ E'~*".,;;..,.",k"·"""2<'''''''''" 
502 American Publications 
500 both the books you require 
502 no such works 

512 try old books 

520 forwarded letter to pub named 

522 can purchase the book of 

;;:kE! ":';}:0>\:,'/{'i'i/'\C'
",,,.;.;/"",:'.\ ",h"" 'Y4('(,,:!"WH, 
Warne; Routledge 
Low & co. 
170 Strand 
Second-hand bookseller 
Longman; 2s 6d 

Chatto & Windus; 74 Piccadilly 

Chambers; Paternoster Row 

Routledge 

James Stilllie; 79 Princess Street, 

Edinburgh 

Chambers, Paternoster Row; 6d. 

Sim~kin, Stationer's Hall Court 

Houlston,2s. 

Murray, 32s. 

anybookseller 

Routledge, 1 s 

Van Voorst ; 94s. 6d. 

Weale 

Oxford University Press; 

Bagster & Sons; Paternoster Row 

Pitman, 20 Paternoster Row, Is. 

Zetter; Longman, 8s. 6d. 

170 Strand 

Routledge & co.; Bedford Street, 

Is. 

Hood 

Griffin; 10 Stationer's Hall Court 

5s. 

.,;'~:'i."i~j~~;"."i""'):""" ".,""", ','Al" "iW';.:.,; 
Trubner & Co., Paternoster Row 
Very cheap, Routledge, Farrington 
Street 
Mr.Edward James, Truelove, 
Strand, or Holyoake, Fleet-street 
369 
528 two vols 

532 letters have not been pub sep 

536 old, scarce and curious books 

540 the work is on sale at our office 

n\\TC*:9.&l*\1\~ 
c "IJ·;@t,d)' . 
1580 not pub as a book 

1534 

1536 only one size pub 

1536 the set, cheaper second hand 

1538 each of the two parts 

1540 

1544 

1548 list of the publications 

1548 out of j)rint 

1550 about 15 vols. 

1550 published 1874 

1552 2 editions 

1552 out of print 

1556 write for catalogue 

1558 

1560 book 

1562 abridged edition 

1562 

1564 

1564 no pamphlet published on subject 

1564 pamphlet 

1570 not in print 

1570 the book is not of use 

1570 the pamphlet 

1570 

1572 second hand books from 

1574 out of print 

1580 Foster's series 

1582 not pub in penny numbers 

1584 cheap work published by 

1584 know of no such work 

1584 

1584 

1584 know of no such work 

Mr Millard, Newgate-street 
'0~~~ii~?'Yn"" Wih, ::i;l%:'. ;'}1' .·iWt.)M~· ·.·Zci .. ;i' .:X;% ..... ::n 
Routledge & co. 
£2 lOs 
c2s.6d., respectable bookseller 
any second-hand bookseller 
t~ local bookseller 
Mr Infield, Fleet-street 
c.J.Watts, Fleet-street 
Ward & Lock, Paternoster-Row, Ig. 
Ward & Lock, Paternoster-row 
E.C., Is. 
Watts & Co. Booksellers, Fleet 
Street, E.C. 
local bookshop 
shop at corner of Essex-street Strand 
W. Collins & Co. (school p) 
St Bride-street 
Poole (2nd b), Bookseller's-row 
Ward, Lock & Co., Salisbury ­
square, Fleet-street 

any jlublishers 

any booksellers 
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